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PURE POWER

More watts from Revox
and Musical Fidelity

STRONG CONNECTIONS

Cables under test

LUXURY CD PLAYE

From Lux and Shure

Producing an amplifier with
all these quality features
for under £120
takes awealth of experience
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YAMAHA 1887-1987
Back in 1887 Torakusu Yamaha built. Japan's
first reed organ and Yamaha's first product.
The rest, as they say, is history. Now
Yamaha celebrates 100 years of
involvement with music. An involvement
that has given the company awealth of
experience. The sort of experience that
has enabled Yamaha to produce Hi-fi
equipment for the digital age that is
unmatched in quality. The new Yamaha
AX- 300 integrated amplifier is one such
product. A pleasing return to the basics.
Basic power, basic purity and high dynamic
power that delivers sound with stunning
accuracy. And despite its modest cost this
amplifier has real quality features.
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the AX- 300 a
:NPUT SELECTOR
singularly
TUNER
dynamic
VIDEO
I
CD
/AUX \
amplifier with
,PHONO
greatly
improved
ability to
drive loudspeakers
effectively. The ALA design provides
perfectly linear signal transmission from
input to the physical speaker interface with
absolutely zero distortion in the amplifier
stage. The result of this new circuit,
complex in configuration but simple in
theory, is apure and dynamic sound quality
rarely heard in amplifers at this price.
Designed for Digital Audio
The combination of Absolute Linear
Amplification and high dynamic power
makes the
INPUT
AX- 300
,-, 1ÍJNO
'UN!
uniquely
prepared to
drive the
digital audio
source. The
rear panel
inputs for CD
source are gold plated, eliminating the
chance of signal degradation, keeping the
signal clean.
Higher Purity in Phono

Yamaha ALA (Absolute Linear
Amplification) This new circuitry
guarantees zero signal distortion making

Reproduction As well as being digital
ready the AX- 300 incorporates carefully
designed circuitry for maximum phono

reproduction. The phono inputs are also
gold-plated and the amplifier's phono
equalizer amp itself employs Yamaha's Pure
Current Servo circuit for ahighly stable,
regulated current supply with an absolute
minimum of noise. Again, the result is
audibly improved musical clarity and
imaging in phono reproduction.
With these features, high dynamic power,
low impedance drive, tone controls with
defeat, quality speaker connections and
the usual Yamaha sleek, stylish appearance,
the AX- 300 is the result of Yamaha's vast
experience in musical reproduction. It may
have taken awealth of experience to have
produced the Yamaha AX- 300. But you
don't have to be wealthy to own one.

YAMAHA
Send for full literature on Yamaha HiFi
and details of your local stockist to
Yamaha Electronics ( UK) Ltd., Yamaha
House, 200 Rickmansworth Road,
Watford, Herts WD1 7JS. Tel: 0923 33166.
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FAMOUS NAMES two CD players
with a pedigree
57
Luxman D- I00 CI) player
59
Shure Ultra 116000 CD player

How important is the power
amplifier in your system? More than
you think, probably. Our cover features two different approaches to
power amp design, the British- made
Musical Fidelity P270 ( which is
tested, along with the Revox B242,
on p51) and the American Hafler
XL280 ( whose performance is
investigated on p65). Photography
by Tony Petch, Art Direction by
John Gash.

THOROUGHBRED TRACKERS
two promising cartridge ' upgrades'
61
Audio-Technica AT- F5 cartridge
61
Denon 1)103M cartridge
DAVID'S GOLIATH the Hafler
XL- 280 power amp under full test
65
Hafler XL- 280 power amp
66
Hatter XL- 10 test unit
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FIJE DESIGNER SERIES An
interview with Sony's ' ES'
man, Masao Kamijo.
BUILD A BETTER PLAYER
in which Mark Norton
describes his own high per.formance CD variant
PIECE DE RESISTANCE is
concluded with a series of
resistor listening tests by Martin Colloms
INSIDE R-DAT John Watkinson explains the track following systems R-DAT
NOTES music news and interview with Michael TilsonThomas
CLASSICAL WAX Ifan Payne
on the glory that was RCA

122

BACK DOOR Ken KessleF on
the Beatles bootlegs

EQUIPMENT

INSPIRED LOGIC the new Gemini
turntable, with Datum S arm
69
Logic Gemini turntable

RECORD
REVIEW

CABLE TALK Martin Colloms
attempts to unravel the mysteries of
speaker cable and interconnect
sonic performance
41
Introduction
42
Interconnects
47
Loudspeaker cables

SPICA SPEAK or an American box
to drive a wedge into the UK
loudspeaker market
71
Spica TC-50 loudspeaker

89

WINNING BY A HEAD? Sansui's
promising three- head cassette deck
75
Sansui D-705 cassette deck

RECORD REVIEW INDEX
lists all the 150-plus CDs and
LPs reviewed in this issue

89

THE POWER GAME high-grade
power amplifiers from Revox and
Musical Fidelity
51
Musical Fidelity P270 power
amp
53
Revox B242 power amp

POT POURRI short equipment
reviews and updates
79
AR Partner active speakers
79
QED A240SA amplifier
81
Cliff Stone's LS3/5A stands
81
Magneplanar MGI Speaker

BEST OF THE MONTH gives
an instant guide to the month's
star- rated recordings

91

RECORD OF THE MONTH
Bax Symphony 2 and the
nature poem for orchestra,
'Nympholept', on Chandos is
the choice of Doug Hammond

91

CLASSICAL REVIEWS Highlights include English music on
eight Chandos CDs; Nielsen
Symphonies on CD from
Unicorn-Kanchana; Bychkov's
Philips debut recording; Hindemith reissues; Norwegian
CDs from Conifer
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113 ROCK/POP/JAZZ REVIEWS
with aspecial feature on Globe
Style, and new releases from
the Beastie Boys to BB King
C It players by Lux and Shure ( above); Logic Gemini turntable (above left)

119 CAPSULES short reviews
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IF YOU'VE GOT GREMLINS IN
YOUR SYSTEM, GET MONSTER.
)ISTOK 11( )IN • I00f../

So your hi-fi doesn't sound as good
as it should? You've paid good money
but that real exhilarating sound just isn't
there. Your amplifier is a Best Buy:'
Your turntable is set up right, the
cartridge got rave reviews but something
is wrong!
Could it be the cable that is trying to
carry all that high tech information to
your loudspeakers? How many pence
per metre was it? Or those inter-connect
cables that came with the cassette deck
— aren't they the same as those on
your first cheapo system? Those
connectors — are they making perfect
contact?
Every hi-fi magazine has been running
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articles telling readers of the enormous
Monster dealer or send for full
difference properly designed cables can literature and prices to Custom
Cable Service at Unilet.
make to asystem. And the world
leaders in cable
technology are Monster
5send me free literature on the whole Monster
— the inventors of
cable
and details of the Unilet custombandwidth balanced ° i cables-by-post service.

Ft. ..

cables. With five
types of speaker
cable and four types
of inter-connect cable
including THE
WORLD'S FIRST
CD ONLY CABLE. It's
time you put Monster
on trial.
Ask at your local

Name
Address

CL.11:11T1CFIBLE

SERVICE

Custom Cable Service is adivision of Unilet Products Ltd., 35 Nigh Street,
New Malden, Surrey. 01-942 9567.
Dealer enquiries to Portfolio Marketing, 0732 385071.

L___

GET ALL THE PERFORMANCE YOU PAID FOR. GET MONSTER.

COMMENT.
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EFEATED IN THE Court of
Appeal, the BPI and MRS ( effectively CBS Songs Ltd, EMI Records
Ltd and Chrysallis Records Ltd) will
now take their case against Amstrad and Dixons
to the House of Lords. The hearing is expected
to take place some time next year.
The original civil action was brought by the
British Phonographic Industry Ltd, representing
the interests of the record companies, and the
Mechanical Rights Society, which exists to
protect copyright in recorded music. Their case
was that by marketing and advertising products
containing high-speed twin or ' dubbing' cassette
decks, Amstrad and Dixons were encouraging
their customers to criminally infringe copyright
by copying prerecorded material. Despite some
complex legal manoeuvres, the matter is still
unresolved. Although the appeal judge eventually and apparently reluctantly found against
the BPI and MRS, Amstrad was still unable to
obtain aclear legal ruling as to whether or not it
is acting lawfully in promoting and selling
double cassette decks. Subsequently, at ashort
hearing on April 10, the Court of Appeal gave
the BPI and MRS leave to take the case to the
Lords.
For the record industry, the case is relevant to
the whole issue of home taping. As Digital
Audio Tape appears over the horizon, the
industry seems to be losing interest in the
much-vaunted tape levy and is pushing instead
for built-in anti-copying devices; Thorn EMI's
policy statement appears in this month's News.
After the April I() hearing, the BPI's legal
advisor Patrick Isherwood expressed the lobby's
continued hope that the law could be made to
work in favour of the copyright owners, through
new legislation if necessary. ' The decision today
gives the House of Lords an opportunity to cut a
path through adense thicket of legal technicalities and outmoded decisions,' he commented. It
is athicket that no-one else has been able to cut
through, and, by the time the Lords get round to
it in 1988 or so, they may find it pretty hard to
see the dead wood for the DATs.

Gold awards
Our Marantz ' Pure Gold' competition (
HFNI
RR, March '87) proved very successful; we have
now chosen a winner and runners up.
The first prize winner, who will receive the
'customised' champagne gold PM94, is Mr S D
Waters of Solihull, West Midlands. The ten
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Computer catalogue
Claiming computer illiteracy, Christopher
Breunig dumped an intriguing Canadian press
release on my desk. It described and offered to
demonstrate Musicat, billed as ' the comprehensive automated database companion for the
classical music community'. Musicat provides
cataloguing software and a large database,
which contains details of thousands of recordings ('over 300 composers, 3000 compositions
and hundreds of performers...');
Musicat could be used, for example, in
planning concert programmes, to provide the
exact instrumentation and duration of works; in
planning record albums, to know what was
already available; or in planning broadcasts. In
specific applications, Musicat could answer
questions like ' Which Beethoven symphonies
that we played last year in Toronto required
more than two trumpets?' or ' Which Etudes and
Preludes by Chopin. Rachmaninov or Satie,
played by Kuerti or Brendel, last between 5and
5.5 minutes, and which were recorded within the
past three years, do we have?'
This kind of information retrieval may well
have much appeal for private collectors too, but
here Musicat will seem rather expensive; the
programs to enter and recall data will cost you a
total of $ 1000. Most professional users will need
the full database service as well, with Musicat's
existing and periodically updated data on music
(another $500). performers and recordings ( 50e
per record). Its usefulness will largely depend on
how frequent, comprehensive and accurate the
updates turn out to be.
Currently, Musicat is designed to run on IBM
PC ( with 10Mbyte hard disk), XT or AT with
DOS Release 2.1 or later, or on 100% IBMcompatible machines by other makers. Somewhere, there must be Mackintosh users waiting
to play Musicat and mouse! For more information, write to Musicat, 16 Fairground Lane,
Woodbridge, Ontario L4L 367, Canada.
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OR JULY WE SHALL be presenting
Martin Colloms' findings in what we
believe will be the first fully authoritative technical review of aDigital Audio
Tape recorder to be published in the UK. DAT
aside, loudspeakers will provide the backbone of
HFNIRR's July equipment reviews. Martin Colloms will be testing the innovative Roksan
Darius loudspeaker, which comes cradled in aa
special all-embracing stand and has its tweeter
hung on springs. Martin will also be reviewing
three moderately-priced new models from British manufacturers— the new metal-domed Monitor Audio R352MD, the Ruark Sabre, and
Rogers latest LS7t design. To complete the
spread of speaker tests, we'll be covering, at one
of the scale, the £ 1400 Audiostatic ES200
electrostatic in its latest form and, at the other,
the budget Infinity RS2000 model.
If next year is going to be the year of DAT,
1987 may well be the year of the big power
amplifier, and perhaps the most spectacular
arrival of all is the incredible Audio Research
Fil- FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

runners-up, who will receive a year's free
subscription, are C Cox of Leicester; James
Evans of London; Mrs B Hughes of Buckinghamshire; M Ihnatenko of Stockport; D J
Knight of Gillingham; Mr John Morton of
Kelso; Mr Keith Murray of Lincolnshire; R B
Peacock of London; Barrie Atkinson of West
Yorkshire; R W Stagg of Yeovil; and Ian Wilson
of Telford. Correct answers to the questions
were: 1, d; 2, a; 3, d; 4, b; and 5, b.
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Changes at Meridian, Mordaunt-Short
Meridian, the British electronics and active
loudspeaker manufacturer perhaps best-known
in recent times for its high-quality Philips- based
Compact Disc players, has come under the same
ownership as the Maidstone loudspeaker manufacturer, KEF Elegonics. Announcing its
acquisition of Meridian with effect from the end
of March, the parent company AGI indicated
that Meridian would remain autonomous under
its present managing director Colin Aldridge,
and directors Bob Stuart and Allen Boothroyd
would continue in their present roles. In practice, the new arrangement will allow KEF and
Meridian to build on existing personal and
business connections.
While KEF continue to thrive in Kent, two
Hampshire-based loudspeaker speaker companies join forces. Following a substantial and
wholly agreed bid, Mordaunt-Short of
Petersfield has been acquired by Goodmans
Loudspeakers of Havant. As asuccessful manufacturer of quality hi-fi speakers, MordauntShort has shown spectacular growth in recent
years; meanwhile, Goodmans has continued to
grow strongly in the ' consumer electronics'
category, so the existing ranges and trading
policies should happily complement each other.
Managing director Christopher Short will continue to head the present management team and
workforce, while also joining the Goodmans
board. We wish them all well.

MONTH

Roksan's suspended tweeter

M300 monoblock design. The July issue of
HFNIRR will include an exclusive first review.
'Enhancement' for better sound quality seems
to be the order of the day in CD marketing. In
our July CD player test, we will be assessing two
related models from Marantz— the budget
CD273, and the enhanced ' Special Edition'
version, the CD273SE. Has this go-ahead company done it again?
For those with mainly analogue interests, we
will be taking an in-depth look at one of the
most respected turntable ranges, with full tests
on the Thorens TD166 II, TD280, and TD320
models. And those who think of cassette as a
rather limited medium will perhaps think again
when they read our review of the impressive
Tandberg 3014.
The music section, as usual, will offer serious
review coverage of the best in recorded sound,
making HFNIRR, as always, essential reading.
Order your copy now, or better still turn to page
112 of this issue, and take out a subscription.
You could win a prize.
5
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CONNECTORS

SILTECII

CABLES

THE RIGHT CONNECTIONS

After months of intense evaluation, Absolute Sounds have decided that
Siltech's range of pure, linear-crystal, oxygen-free silver ( LC-OFS) cables
represent the state of the art in speaker leads and interconnects for truly
musical, accurate audio systems.
These complex multi- core leads show what can be accomplished in
cost- no-object designs, for no compromises were allowed to stifle their
development. The Siltech interconnects and speaker leads handle music
signals with such authority, transparency, and accuracy that we can guarantee
an overall improvement when they are incorporated into any system of high
pedigree. Be warned that any sonic weaknesses heard in aSiltech-equipped
system are signs of fallibility in the other components rather than the cables.
To make certain that Siltech leads will be used in optimum conditions once
they reach the consumer, we fit all leads with WBT connectors, using
high-quality Wonder Solder. These ingredients combine to form the final
stages in the creation of the ultimate wire. WBT connectors grip the socket
with atenacity that offers both security for the signal and peace of mind for the
user. The WBT-0101 coaxial plug incorporates internal and external spring
contact, construction from special OFC alloy, hard 24-carat gold-plating, Teflon
insulation, and aprotective steel sleeve to resist HF radiation. Uniquely, the
WBT locks to any phono socket by virtue of its specially-designed collet-chuck
mechanism.
We invite you to share the enlightening experience of Siltech speaker and
leads and interconnects.
We believe that you'll agree that the final link has arrived.
Note: WBT line plugs and chassis sockets are available separately for use with
other fine cables and electronics.
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Write or phone for perceptive advice and details of nearest dealer.
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
California Audio Laboratories, Counterpoint,
318 VVORPLE RD. LONDON, SW20 8QU. " lhave the simplest of tastes...
DMP, Entec, Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell,
TEL: 01 947 5047
lam always satisfied with the
L'Audiophile, Madrigal, Magneplanar, MIT,
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.
best".
Oscar Wilde
Oracle, PS Audio, Randall Research, Siltech,
WBT.

VIEWS›
Surprised about Maggies
From: Steven Horn, Yellowknife, North West
Territories, Canada
Dear Sir, I've been reading HFNI RR since 1977
and have often wondered why some readers
(Raymond Wood, Jan ' 86; Jane Fredricks, April
'86) so strongly damn its contents. Inot only
agree with Audio Research's assessment of
HFNIRR, that it is more intellectually honest
than its American commercial counterparts, but
Ialso find it thoroughly entertaining,
particularly when Ken Kessler lapses into
hyperbole.
Ialso attribute the evolution of my own
system over the last decade from areceiverbased system to one in which PS Audio pre- and
power amps ( IVa and 2C), Magneplanar MG Is,
Oracle Alexandria and amodified Philips CD
204 take pride of place not only to my ongoing
aural education hut also to the reviews and
comments about equipment and records and
discs in HFNIRR. Consequently. Iawait the
monthly arrival of the brown plastic package
from Expeditors of the Printed Word with
anticipation.
However, Imust admit that Ifound Martin
Colloms' assessment of the current version of
my MG Is (
HFNIRR February) somewhat
surprising. When Ifirst heard Maggies 12 years
ago. Iwas impressed with the imaging. depth
and musicality which they offered hut couldn't
then buy them because my wife wouldn't give
them house room. After my divorce, that
objection no longer mattered but my return to
apartment living meant that Ihad no room for
Ils, Ills or Tympanis; that and budget
limitations dictated my choice of pre-owned MG
Is over ayear ago and I've been living with their
synergy ever since.
That Martin's cars and measurements pointed
to asubdued treble does not surprise me,
although Ihad attributed this to the onset of
hardening of my ears with maturity. Ialso found
that my being able to move them further from
the rear walls when Imoved North ( from 55cm
to 84cm — my dealer suggested multiples of 14cm
for distancing) meant my Maggies had much
more midbass — Paul Simon's Graceland really
rocks!
What Ihave not heard is the presence range
suckout, the ' clothy' midrange or the ' pipy'
piano. On the other hand, this would make
objective sense given the crossover point. As a
result, I'm left with anumber of questions for
Martin.
In the first place. I'd appreciate being advised
as to whether his measurements are roomdependent. I'd also appreciate greater detail
about the acoustical nature and size of the
auditioning room, speaker placement ( as
indicated, my Maggies arc sited 84cm from the
rear wall, separated by 180cm and my listening
position is centered 220cm in front of the
panels), records and/or discs used as source
material and the other parts of the system. Inote
that this information is also absent from the
review of the Martin-Logans and find this
somewhat surprising as neither Maggies nor
Martin-Logans can he considered ' budget'
loudspeakers.
Lastly. Inote that both my MG Iand the MG
lb Maggies have avery different stand from the
ones supplied with the MG lc Maggies and only
slope back some 5%. Could these detail
differences have an impact on subjective sound
quality?
Idoubt that Martin's answers will have much
impact on my appreciation of my Maggies as
musical speakers because Ifind them eminently
listenable ( Krell-powered Scintillas and Duettas
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD RI.
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give me aheadache). However, there are alot of
owners of the MG Iseries on this continent
apart from myself and Isuspect that many of us
would like to know more about why we've been
seduced by that incredibly sweet and musical
Magneplanar sound.
Yours faithfully
[See ' Pot Pourri', in this issue — Edi

Skin effects in audio
From: Dr Jim Lesurf, Physics Dept, University
of St Andrews, Scotland
Dear Sir. The bearer of unwelcome news is often
cursed for the performance of his duty. In part.
this is why Idid not write this letter immediately
Iread Dr Hawksford's article in your August
1985 issue. Ihad also thought that you would
receive anumber of letters regarding his
discussion on skin effect. Apparently Iwas
wrong.
In his article 'The Essex Echo', (
HFNIRR
Feb'87). Dr Hawksford repeats and extends his
claims relating to the consequences of ' skin
effect' upon the transmission of signals using
metallic conductors. Reading this latest article
caused me to sigh with resignation.
In his August ' 85 article, Dr Hawksford gives
the expression for the phase velocity of the wave
propagating within the metallic medium. This
velocity is then multiplied by the skin depth. It is
quite misleading to regard this result as being an
'energy storage time'. Furthermore, the
Poynting vector of this field is perpendicular to
the conductor surface, hence the power flow is
not along the conductor.
In order to estimate the real ' energy storage
time' we need to consider how conduction takes
place in ametal at room temperature. We can
essentially regard ametal as being filled with an
electron ' gas' ( see, for example, the description
in Gases. Liquids, and Solids by D Tabor,
Penguin). When an external E- field is applied.
the electrons begin to diffuse through the solid.
Note that the electrons do not move in asimple
ballistic path from end to end of the conductor.
On average, an electron will move less than a
few nanometres ( for those readers who did
physics, this is the typical mean free path of an
electron in ametal) before it ' bangs on
something' and loses its momentum. The mean
velocity of individual electrons under these
conditions is overwhelmingly due to the thermal
energy stored in the electron 'gas' and is
typically around 100,000 metres/second.
When an external field drives the electrons.
they will diffuse through the metal with a
velocity proportional to the applied field. From
the values of the mean free path and the mean
(including thermal) velocity we can estimate that
each electron will typically hang into something
and lose its momentum quite afew times within
aperiod as short as apicosecond. Hence, if the
external driving field is removed, the organised
carrier momentum along the conductor is lost in
atime much shorter than apicosecond! The
H- field associated with the carriers is a
relativistic consequence of their motion ( see, for
example, the discussions on EM- fields in
Gravitation, Misner. Thorne, and Wheeler;
Freeman) and it dies along with the carrier
motion. Hence the energy storage time' for a
typical metal will be somewhat less than a
picosecond. Iaccept that some people have ears
better than mine, nevertheless Ibeg leave to
doubt they can hear this effect!
Finally, Ifeel Imust comment on the claims
made by Dr Hawksford relating to fig.7 of his
February article. It is claimed that the observed
waves represent proof of his assertions relating

to skin effect. It is also stated that ' two cycles of
the input tonchurst become just over two cycles
(of error) within the same time slot — an
apparent increase in pitch'. Iwould invite
readers to re-examine this figure carefully.
To my eye ( and to my wife's also) there is no
apparent difference in the frequencies of the
input and ' error' waves. The is, however, a
clear. constant, phase difference between the
tao. Interestingly, the magnitude of the phase
shift appears to give atime offset which is similar
to the ' length' of the observed ' tail'.
A number of details are omitted from the
published description of the experiment which,
it is claimed, proves the contentions put forward
by Dr Hawksford. This makes it difficult to
establish possible alternative causes for the
observation shown in fig.7. If nothing else. Iam
driven to wonder — given all that has been said
about problems with capacitors — if the
observation might he explained by some small
imperfection in the integrating capacitor, Cx.
Folding the test cable in the manner described
would produce a ' twin- feeder' transmission line
with an impedance around I3ohms ( see. for
example, Jones. Electronics for Experimentation
and Research. Prentice Hall). We arc not told
the length of this line, the dielectric properties of
the heat-shrink used to form it, or if there were
any other metal/dielectric objects nearby. Nor
are we given any information regarding the
transconductance amplifier used or the
resistance of the cable.
Imust also point out that, although the second
TL071 will act as awidehand integrator, the
behaviour of the overall circuit is more complex.
Specifically, the DC stabilisation feedback and
the network at the input of the first TL071 will
ensure that the waveform at point ' B' will he
different from that supplied to the input by the
toneburst generator. It is not clear to me from
ftg.7 whether the top trace is the toneburst input
or asignal taken from point ' B'.
Iwould not wish my remarks to be taken as an
argument that cables do not affect the sound
quality. Nor would Iwish to imply that skin
eflect is irrelevant. Clearly, skin effect will lead
to an increase in cable resistance as the
frequency rises. Ihave written because Iam
concerned that mistakes may he made following
asimple misunderstanding of the basic physics
involved. Goodness knows, it's hard enough
designing hi-fi without having to add worries
about problems which don't exist!
Yours faithfully
Malcolm Hawksford replies:
First, may Ithank Dr Lesurf for his letter
commenting on my recent series of if FN/RR
articles. Ianticipated some adverse criticism;
and in fact, his letter gives me the opportunity to
clarify some points. The opening comments
7

Cello is music
The Cello Music System comprises:
The Audio Suite Preamplifier,
the Audio Palette,
the Performance Power Amplifier,
the Amati Loudspeaker,
the Chorale Cartridge.
Phone for an audition
in our new Belgravia showroom and studio

The international acclaim for Cello is unanimous:
"(the Audio Palette)... nothing short of miraculous." Hi Fi News & Record Review
"(the Audio Suite) For me there is no doubt . .. it surpasses everything in existance.
a 'wonder- work' about which most audiophiles can only dream." Stereo
"(The Audio Suite and Audio Palette) . . . two magnificent pieces of equipment
which by their conception. their ease of use. their musicality. risk
making ashambles of all that we know today .. ." Revue du Son
"(the Audio Suite) .. comfortably took the lead . . ." Hi Fi News & Record Review
"(the Audio Suite) ... the Suite comfortably established new standards of reference in a
number of performance areas.. . Anyone who is really searching for the best ought to
make aserious effort to check this one out." Hi Fi Choice. The Collection ll
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Automation Sciences Company.
20, Little Gaddesden,
Berkhamsted, Herts, HP4 IPA
Tel: ( 044 284) 2786

VIEWS•
made about the behaviour of electrons within
conductors appears perfectly reasonable.
Indeed, the large number of available electrons
within the electron 'gas', together with their
rapid response to an electric field, allows the
classic equation J=0Éto be derived
current
density, E electric field, O conductivity), and is
the basis of the Ohm's Law expression. Clearly,
the response of electrons to an applied electric
field must be rapid, otherwise resistors could not
be designed to offer acceptable characteristics at
very high frequencies.
However, useful as these comments are in
setting afoundation, they do not in isolation
explain the skin depth phenomena. Here we
have to investigate the interaction of the
associated electric and magnetic fields within the
conductor as described by Maxwell's
equations.
Iam pleased to see that Dr Lesurf does not
deny the existence of skin depth. However, his
closing paragraph suggests aweakness in his
understanding of the problem when he states,
'skin depth will lead to an increase in cable
resistance as the frequency rises'. This is only
part of the description; there is also areactive'
term as well which rises approximately as a
function of Vfrequency. However, this is
usually dominated by the addition of the
reactance which rises as afunction of frequency
due to the external inductance. In my
experiment. Ichose to subtract the reactive
component due to the external magnetic field, so
as to reveal the impedance of the ( short)
conductor due only to the internal fields —
resistive and reactive. The theory suggests the
impedance will have aphase shift of 45° when
skin depth dominates. The experiment shows
results not too removed from this target. Once
the behaviour of the internal conductor
impedance is established as afunction of
frequency, the time domain responses to tone
bursts etc, can be established. From the nature
of the impedance characteristic it is quite clear
that time dispersion will result, ie, there is a
lossy energy reservoir. It is also important to
note that in linear systems, afrequencydependent resistance without an associated
reactance is theoretically impossible. The
principle of causality must apply.
An examination of the field distribution
within the conductor show lines of E directed
along the axis, while lines of 1:1 form circular
paths about the axis. The loss field E0 H. je, the
Poynting Vector is therefore directed radially,
not along the axis. Ithought Ihad made this
point clear, where this description was at the
heart of my derivation for the expression for the
impedance due to the internal field within the
conductor. The velocity of propagation referred
to within the conductor is the velocity at which
the plane of É and 1:1 propagates within aradial
direction. This must not be confused with the
direction of propagation of the field external to
the conductor, which is directed along the axial
path.
A point of correction is required with respect
to my (probably ill-advised!) comment on
change of pitch. The theory suggests that for the
internal impedance within the skin depth
dominated region, there is aphase shift of 1r/4.
This, of course, is 1/8 cycle, not 1/4. Therefore
my comment on ' change of pitch' should have
referred 2.125 cycles mapping into atime slot
occupied originally by 2cycles. Also, on the
experimental result, our tone burst generator
would only produce bursts larger than 2cycles;
therefore the steady state had been reached,
revealing only aphase shift between input and
output waveform. The computer simulation
was, however, for atwo cycle input burst. For
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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information, the length of the twin conductor
was 250cm. This was inadvertently omitted from
the diagram. Dr Lesurf does make auseful
observation in that the duration of the observed
tail is similar to the time offset corresponding to
the observed phase shift, and this with electrons
settling within apicosecond!
Dr Lesurf also has reservations regarding my
test circuit. Now Iaccept that components both
active and passive are not ideal. However, if the
reader cares to analyse the circuit, assuming
idealised operational amplifiers within the audio
band, where providing the product of R and C in
the input branch equals the integrator time
constant, the relationship between V,„ and V„„,
is frequency independent.
Finally, regarding the comment on
characteristic impedance of 13ohm: since we are
dealing with ashort length of conductor
operating into ashort circuit, the input
impedance at low frequency is dominated by the
loop inductance and internal conductor
impedance, the dielectric providing it has a
relative permeability of 1, has minimal effect.
Also, the characteristic impedance of .--- 1311 is a
high frequency figure and is totally
unrepresentative at low frequency.
Overall, Iam at aloss to appreciate much of
De Lesurrs criticism ( other than the tone burst
result). Ican only imagine that the
misunderstanding stems from the interpretation
of skin depth as afrequency- dependent
resistance, where the contribution of the
reactive component has been ignored due to the
larger contribution of the reactance stemming
from the external magnetic field. Of the
existence of skin depth there is no question. My
intention was to give some background to this
phenomena and how it can influence asystem's
performance in an objective sense.
In conclusion, Iwas intrigued that De Lesurf
should bring into question capacitor quality. I
remember his Armstrong design (
HFNIRR,
March ' 83, p30) with eleven capacitors in the
signal path, 10 of which were electrolytics, and
that was just one channel of the preamplifier,
not including the RIAA capacitors.

Hafler's test. . .
From: DW Macdonald, Cornwall
Dear Sir, The straight wire differential test
(SWDT) described by Mr David Hafler (
HFNI
RR November) may well give designers an
important tool for improving the sonic
performance of amplifiers and detecting the
effects of changes in components and layout but
Ihave anumber of small reservations whose
significance Ido not have the technical
knowledge to assess.
First, as Ithink has been pointed out by Mr
Linsley Hood, the driving amplifier may limit
the usefulness of the SWDT if it so ' simplifies'
the signal presented to the test amplifier that it
reduces the difficulty of its task.
Second, the variables which contribute to any
residual on the SWDT are not all independent
and some are inversely related'. There seems no
reason to assume that the trade-off between
conflicting variables suggested by the SWDT will
always be best. Let us assume two hypothetical
variables, ' detail' and ' frequency response',
which are inversely related. If the driving
amplifier is optimised for detail' at the expense
of ' frequency response', it may well be that the
maximum null on the SWDT is obtained when
the test amplifier is optimised for ' frequency
response' at the expense of 'detail'. Ihave
chosen these hypothetical variables because they
suggest atrade-off which is often implied in
reviews of loudspeakers and seems to be a

source of marked differences of preference.
Third, as Mr Hafler points out, the SWDT
does not discriminate between different types of
distortion and so would seem to rate equally an
amplifier which produced 1% of second
harmonic distortion and one which produced
1% of third harmonic distortion although
conventional wisdom would suggest that they
sound very different.
Ihope, however, that these reservations are
groundless or trivial and that the SWDT turns
out to be as significant as Mr Honer believes, but
Isuspect that until someone designs an amplifier
which produces zero residual uder all conditions
the attempt to measure all amplifiers on asingle
dimension will be of doubtful validity and the
assessment of the ' accuracy' of an amplifier will
have to be qualified by reference to the tests
used and variables measured. In the end there
will still be horses for courses.
Yours faithfully
JLinsley Hood. Audio Design, Part 2. Electronic
Digest Vol.6 No.3 1985 p14 on aconflict between the
requirements of low harmonic distortion, smooth
transient response, and reactive load stability.

. . . nothing new?
From: HL Barnes, Kempston, Bedford
Dear Sir, Istopped getting II FN/ RR some time
ago because of its irrational chauvinism.
However, afriend showed me the Hafler
interview, because we've used that technique for
years, in error correction systems.
Then he showed me Martin Colloms' reply
('Views', March) and we were both struck by the
(irrational) pettiness of it. The test does not
discriminate. The ' equipment arrangement'
shows any distortion. The operator then
discriminates as to whether the distortion is
acceptable or requires further action.
If the Conrad-Johnson MV50 gives ahigher
output than the Hafler XL280 in this ' test', then
the Hafler distorts less. Further investigation,
eg. Fourier analysis of test waveforms,
psychoacoustic tests, will be necessary to find
out if the listening public prefer distorted music
from C-J. Certainly, the opinion of the reviewer
means nothing.
Remember: horses for courses: choose a
loudspeaker that C-Jsay the MV50 can drive. If
there is no distortion, you've got agood amp for
that speaker. Matching is something Iremember
HFNIRR being poor at.
Yours faithfully
[See this month's Hoffer XL-280 test — Ed]

A small April Fool
From: EC Chua, St Albans, Herts
Dear Sir, May Isuggest that areading glass be
included in the HFNIRR Accessories Club; the
print in the April issue is really too small.
Reading HFNIRR is now such achore. Ihope
this is just an April Fool's joke. If not, no thanks
to the new look'!
Yours faithfully
[We hope most readers will agree with us that
the new serif type is more readable, and it is
nominally the same size! By the way, the real
April Fool was on page 115 — Ed]

Unique automobiles
From: SKingdom, Athens, Greece
Dear Sir, Shaun Skelly's automobile may or may
not be unique (' Views'. March); it would appear
that his recording of Graceland certainly is.
Yours faithfully
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THE PHILIPS CD360 BECOMES
A TRUE

REFLECTION OF INDIVIDUALIT1.
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Selection ( F.T.S.).
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This

unique to Philips, allows the user

pre- programme

his

CD

player

memory of the discs themselves,

with

a

enabling

permanent pre-programming of up to 227
discs into one central memory. tb- ( One track
on each of 227 discs, or ten tracks on each
of 27, for example.) I> In effect, F.T.S. means
that the

favourite

tracks

from

any

given

discs are automatically played, without the
need for individual re- programming.

The

CD360 offers F.T.S. in addition to the state of
the art CD sound of 16 bit 4 x oversampling
(each piece of digital information is checked
four times before it is heard).

But what really

sets the CD360 aside is that this remarkable
technology is available at a price of around
£249.00. It> A Philips dealer can demonstrate
how complete individuality can be achieved
without sacrificing financial independence.
The CD360 from Philips.

TAKE

A

CLOSER

LOOK.

MAGNEPLANAR

../--L.

VACLUM TUBE LOGIC

A RANGE OF QUALITY BRITISH
VALVE AMPLIFIERS

BECAUSE MUSIC DOESN'T
COVE IN BOXES

Minimal Pre-Amp, Standard Pre-Amp, De- luxe
Pre-Amp, Stereo 16/16, Stereo 30/30, Stereo 50/50,
50W Monoblock, 100W Monoblock, De- luxe
100W Monoblock, 200W Monobtock, In Car Valve
Amplifier and House Supply.
FOR BROCHURES ON ABOVE RANGE CONTACT VTL Great Britain, 8-14 Norwood Road, Unit K,
Rear Block, Middx. UB2 4DL. Tel. ( 01) 574-4814.
VTL U.S.A., 219 Atwells Avenue, Providence,
R.I. 02903, U.S A. Tel. ( 401) 272 2172.
VTL Australia, Mike Kontor Tel: ( 3)8182411.

For perfection
in sound
just open
our door...

co

...With coming up to 25 years'
experience in the bewildering
world of hi fi, you'd expect us to
know how to tailor equipment
to suit our customers' needs
perfectly — and we do.
Whatever you need, you'll find
our help totally professional
and unbiased.

Over 80,000 music lovers have discovered the pleasure which Magneplanar
loudspeakers can provide. Transparency, openness, and the total removal of
boxy colorations are but a part of the formula. To understand

why

Magneplanar loudspeakers have reigned supreme for 15 years, you must
hear them. Choose from the range which consists of five models, from £5000
per pair to below £ 700. Any of our appointed stockists will be pleased to
arrange a demonstration of the models suitable for your requirements.

•

•

Write or phone for perceptive advice
and details of nearest dealer

Hearing is believing...in our special demonstration rooms,
you can listen in comfort to the best and latest nhi fi This way you can
be sure you make the ideal choke
All the best names are here ... rames lke A&R Arcam, AR,
BLQ, B&W, Cambridge Audio, Denon,Dual, Harman/Kardon, KEF,
Marantz, NAD, Nakamichi, Quad, Ruark. Tanncy, Trio and Yamaha,
plus many more, and they re all on display. And, when it comes to
compact discs, you'll find the choice • sjust as great, with the latest
discs to complement your equipment.

CHO

Chew& Osborne

EPPING, ESSEX, 148 High Street ( 0378) 74242
SAFFRON WALDEN, ESSEX, 26 King Street ( 0799) 23728
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ABSOLUTE SOUNDS, 318 WORPLE RD. LONDON, SW20 8QU
TEL: 01 947 5047 TELEX: 894800 Absol G.
Air Tangent, Apogee, Audio Research,
California Audio Laboratories,Counterpoint,DMP, Entec,
Goldmund, Koetsu, Krell, L'Audiophile, Madrigal,
Magneplanar, MIT, Oracle, PS Audio,
Randall Research, Siltech, WBT.
"I have the simplest of tastes ...
Iam always satisfied with the best".
Oscar Wilde
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SONY SPRING FASHIONS

DENON'S NEW BUDGET SERIES

In addition to the usual spate of new operate via an optional remote conportables, midi- systems, and per- trol unit, retailing for £49.95. Sony
sonals ( including a Walkman in has also introduced dedicated car
which the headphones are stored). adaptors for the Discman models.
Additions to the ES Series
Sony has expanded the ES range
and introduced a number of new include the CDP 222ES CD player
CD players. The CD players include (£450), replacing both the CDP
the CDP C5M, a midi- sized unit 502ES Mk.II and the CDP 303ES.
which takes five discs in a drawer The 222ES features twin D/A conrather than an autochange cartridge verters and x4 oversampling. The
and can access all five discs. Price is CDP 555ES, which sells for just
an admirably low £ 349.95. Other under £ 10(10, offers the features of
midi CD players include the CDP the ' 222, as well as optical transfer
M20, selling for just under £200. the circuitry and twin transformers for
CDP M30 with remote control independent power supplies to the
(£229.95), and the CDP M50 digital and analogue circuits. Addi(£269.95). Two full-sized players tionally, the ' 555 features the ' Gibjoin the range; they are the CDP raltar' chassis, an extra rigid plat310 (£249.95), which offers shuffle form for reducing vibration, resoplay, 20 programmable selections. nance. and cross- magnetism. The
direct music search, and remote top CD player in the ES range is the
control, and the x4 oversampling CDP 552ES Mk.II/DAS 703ES twoCDP 710 (£299.95). These will be box player, which will sell for
joined in July by the ' half-sized' around £2500. Other new ES promini player, the CDP17F. at ducts include the TAF 700ES
£249.95. Those who must have CD amplifier ( 2x 120W, £499), TAF
wherever they go will be pleased to 500ES amplifier ( 2x 100W, £ 350),
learn that the Discman personal CD STS 7(X1ES (£299) and ST 5(X)ES
player is now in third generation (£199) tuners, APM 66ES UK
form. The D30 (£229.95) is the basic three-way speakers (£700). APM
player, available in black or white, 10ES speaker (£99). and arange of
with an FM/AM-equipped counter- LC-OFC cables and leads. For
part,. the DT30, available for further details. contact Sony ( UK)
£279.95. The D100 is the top of the Ltd. Sony House. South Street
line and the smallest Discman yet. Staines, Middlesex TWI8 4PF. Tel:
This will rctail for £ 299.95, and will (07S-1) 61688.

Denon has released a new affordable amplifier and matching tuner to
accompany the DRM-07 cassette
deck which we reviewed in March.
The PMA-250 (£ 119.95) is a
'straight line' amplifier designed
with the purist in mind. Circuit
details include the deletion of the
line amp to shorten the signal path.
dual- ganged volume controls
instead of balance. CD input direct
hard- wired to bypass the selector
and tape monitor switches. polypropylene film capacitors in all key
tages, high
. current output transis-

tors, and hard- wired internal links.
Rated at 25W/channel into 8ohms.
the PMA-250 will drive low impedances, producing up to 7(1W/channel of dynamic power. The TU 450L digital tuner (£ 129.95) is
described as a ' plain, simple FM/
MW/LW tuner that has had alot of
care taken over its audio circuits'.
Features include 16 random access
presets, switchable MPX filter, and
manual or auto-scan tuning. Further
details from Hayden Laboratories
Ltd, Chiltern Hill. C'halfont St
Peter. Bucks. Tel: ( 0753) 888447.

SPEAKERS FROM MUSICAL FIDELITY

THORN EMI COMMENT ON DAT
The following is a statement from
Thorn EMI. dated February 11.
'As ageneral principle, Thorn EMI
supports the introduction of products brought about by changing
technology for the benefit of the
consumer. It accepts that technology has developed in a way that
makes copying easier. However, in
common with the worldwide music
software industry, the company
believes that copyright in original
sound recordings must continue to
be protected globally.
'Consequently, Thorn EMI urges
the British Government. through
the EEC, to introduce legislation
requiring a copyright guard system
to be fitted on DAT recorders.
Without such legislation. DAT systems could be used to make multiple
perfect copies of the company's
complete Compact Disc repertoire.
'The worldwide music industry
will in parallel incorporate an
.
encoded key into CDs and prerecorded DATs compatible with this
system preventing copies being
made on DAT machines. Thorn
EMI totally supports this aim by the
worldwide music software community which seeks solely to protect the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW

copyright of the original sound
recording and to control excessive
home taping. Unless afirm stance is
taken, the copying of copyright
recordings ( which is illegal in the
UK, for instance) will expand to the
detriment of the industry.
'The company is pressing for
urgent EEC action to introduce an
interim directive to forbid the
import. sale or rental of DAT systems until agreement is reached on a
detailed technical standard specification for the copyright guard
system to he incorporated in the
DAT hardware and for the embedded key in the music software.
'It is Thorn EMI's view that while
the market for DAT machines will
eventually he greater than that for
CD, they will not be competitive but
complementary to each other in the
same way as were analogue cassettes and conventional black vinyl
discs. Thorn EMI may decide to
manufacture DAT machines at the
appropriate time. In the meantime a
resolution of this issue threatening
copyright is vital to the company's
position as a major international
member of the music software community.'
JUNE 1987

Now that the company has a full
line-up of amplifiers spanning a
wide range of prices. Musical Fidelity has introduced two loudspeakers
to complement its electronics. The
MC- 2 (£249/pair) is a two-way
loudspeaker of 25 litres internal
volume. The rigid enclosure is made
from particle board with a polymer
laminate finish, and is braced internally as well as incorporating a
double- thickness baffle. The 210mm
co- polymer bass driver is loaded via
aduct and tuned to 38Hz. Chassis is
made from ribbed steel, and it
covers a range from 35-3kFlz. A
25mm metal dome tweeter and six-

element crossover complete the
design. Sensitivity is 87.5dB for 1W.
and impedance is 8ohms. The MC- 4
(£499/pair) is alarger system similar
to the MC-2, with an enclosure
some 30% larger. thus offering
greater bass extension. The MC-4
uses the same tweeter as the smaller
speaker, but incorporates a 230nim
bass driver. Sensitivity is reduced by
1dB. Both speakers q2ature goldplated binding posts able to accept
hare cables or plugs to 4mm diameter. For further details, contact
Musical Fidelity Ltd. 16 Olympic
Trading Estate, Fulton Road.
Wembley HA9 OND.

JVC INTRODUCE MULTI-DISC PLAYER
The XL- M700 is JVC's 7-disc CD
'auto-changer', which accepts acartridge for seven discs ( though the
photograph says six) as well as a
single-disc mechanism. The fascia
contains a 20- key numeric pad for
track access, and the player will
select tracks randomly from among
the seven discs. It is also possible to
programme 32 tracks from among
the seven discs. Programming functions also include the ability to

programme tracks during play or
eject, adding to tracks during play,
changing the programme during
stop or eject. Additionally, the
programmed tracks stay in the
memory until specifically cleared.
The player will sell for £599 including remote control. For further
information please contact JVC
(UK) Ltd, 12 Priestley Way, Eldonwall Trading Estate, London NW2.
Tel: ( 01) 450 3282.
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BIG

CLEAN
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T
HREE
BRUSHES BETTER.
fyou've ever wondered how records played on the
radio always sound immaculate it's because the broadcasting authorities use ahighly efficient, very expensive
cleaning system.
Now '
ftackmate introduce asimilar system 1br use
in the home - at afraction of the cost.
'frackinate's triple brush cleaning element is
composed of three different fibres. Each is geared to
doing aspecific job - one to remove surface dust, one
to remove stat ic and one to remove oils- all in one simple
operation.
The leading brush on the cleaner is dampened
with acleaning solution of highly purified double
distilled water with 10% Isopropyl alcohol, applied
without mess or overloading with the unique rfrackmate
pen dispensen

The record is cleaned on the motionless
turntable, leaving no possibility of pressure damage.
The ll'ackmate cleaner pivots on the central spindle
so that the individual brush fibres can enter and track
the grooves. As the cleaner is rotated over the record
surface the leading brush spreads the static charge, the

trailing brush spreading the cleaning solid ion.The third
brush ' vacuums' the cleaning fluid containing the freefloating dust particles, leaving no dust line or static
on the re- vitalized record.
'lb keep your new records in pristine condition,
and to add a little sparkle to your golden oldies, clean
regularly with t
he 11-ackmate system.

'Fg000mata m
CLEANING SYSTEMS FROM
FOR N1()RE INFORMATION ‘‘ RITE TO: lu)ss

4.9-55 I' \ \ ( R‘ti

ROSS

11), IA1\ DON \ \\ I

TELEPHONE: 0I- 8i7 4242.
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KEN WOOD CASSETTE DECK, TUNER

ROGERS UPDATES STUDIO 1, LS7

Kellwood has launched a cassette able to store 12 abbreviated names
deck and tuner to match the KA 550 into the preset memory for easier
amplifier. The KX-550Hx cassette identification. A built-in timer
deck (£ 159) offers Dolby- B, -C, and enables the tuner to undergo two
HX PRO. microprocessor-control- on/off operations in a 24- hour
led transport functions, and two- period, adjustable in I0- minute
motor drive system. Also included is steps. For further details contact
Direct Programme Search System, Trio-Kenwood UK Ltd. 17/19 Briscapable of dealing with 16 selec-, tol Road. The Metropolitan Centre,
tions. The matchine tuner, the KT - Greenford. Middlesex 1_1136 SUP.
III) 575 60o.
5501_ (£ 11')).
ih-ce-band model Icl

Two long- serving Rogers loudspeakers have been improved; both
are two-way systems now sporting
the company's latest version of the
205mm polypropylene driver, harddome tweeters, and hi-wiring capability. The Studio la employs Celestion's aluminium dome tweeter.
modified with acustom front fascia
plate. while the LS7t uses a 25min
titanium dome tweeter. The reflex
ports have been relocated to minimise the radiation of cabinet air
modes. Prices are £359.50/pair for
the LS7t, and £497.50/pair for the
Studio la. Both are offered in walnut, black ash or teak veneers. For
further information contact Swisstone Electronics Ltd, 310 Commonside East. Mitcham, Surrey
CR4 1HX. Tel: ( 01) 640 2172.

AUDIO CONCEPTS IN BEDFORD
QED LAUNCHES THE TRISTANDS
QED has launched a new range of
speaker stands. The Tristands are
three-point metal supports, suitable
for spiking top and bottom. The
wide base improv
stability, and
the three-legged design is suitable
for either wall placement or freestanding positioning. The range
consists of four models: TS12. I3in.
tall, £47.95/pair; TSI7. 18in. tall.
£48.95/pair; TS22, I9.5in. tall,
1:49.95/pair; LC19. I2.5in. tall,
£38.95/pair. Further details from
QED Audio Products, Unit 12.
Ashford Industrial Estate. Shield
Road. Ashford, Middlesex
TWI5 IAU. Tel: Ashford 46236/7.

Audio Concepts is a new outlet for
specialist and ' high- end' audio
equipment. Initially, business will
be by appointment only, but sessions can be arranged for daytime,
evenings or weekends. Home
demonstrations will be offered
where practicable. Agencies include

EAR, Elite Townshend, Michell,
Foundation. Rogers, Ilelius,
Target, Manticore and Sondex, as
well as products from Presence, and
Automation Sciences. Contact
Milan Yovichich, Audio Concepts,
9 Ley Side, Bromham, Bedford
MK43 8NE. Tel: ( 62302) 3048.

HELIUS RELEASE SCORPIO 3TONE ARM
Helius' latest tonearm, the Scorpio
3 seen at the Bristol
Show, is
now in production. Retailing for
£120 in Standard form, or for £ 180
in Gold form ( with Beyer cables),
the Scorpio 3uses alarge diameter,
thin-walled arm tube with fixed

headshell. Arm mounting has been
simplified, using asingle hole, with
base secured by three high tensile
bolts. Further details from Helius
Designs, The White House, Aidington, Evesham. Worcestershire
WR1 ISUB. Tel: ( 0386) 830083.

Innovations Michell, Voyd and
others. Open by appointment only;
ring Gary Burley on ( 01) 764 9295.
BRITISH STANDARDS INSTITUTION can now offer Part 6 of
BS6288. ' Magnetic Tape Sound
Recording And Reproducing Systems: Specification for Reel- to- Reel
Systems'. For details, contact BSI, 2
Park Street, London WIA 2BS, or
phone Pauline Harvey on ( 01) 629
9000. ext. 3048.
NAKAMICHI's latest preamplifier
is the remote-controllable CA- 7E.
A dual- mono design, its remote
facilities will control power on/off,
volume, source select, two Nakamichi cassette decks, and all Series 7
components. For details, phone
(0903) 750750.

Office, PO Box 80, St Albans
AL3 4HR.
The SOUND COMM '87 conference
will be held from May 19-21. For
further information, phone ( 01) 340
3291, ext. 261.

LEISURE EMPORIUM CDS
A brand new company, the Leisure
Emporium plc. h
been formed
with the express purpose of expanding the choice of CDs available in
the UK. The thrust will be two- fold.
with a range of CDs under the tag
'Compact Classics', consisting of
material never before available on

CD. as well as a range of compilations on LP. CD and cassette. For
further details contact Leisure
Emporium plc. Hollywood Nites
Ltd, Unit 4. The Whitworth Road
Industrial Estate. Pin Green,
Stevenage, Herts. SG1 40S. Tel:
(0438) 318733.

BRIEFING
AIWA has appointed Excel Electrical Distributors as distributor for
Aiwa audio and hi-fi equipment in
Scotland.
U2's The Joshua Tree sold 1/4 million
copies in its first week of release.
The breakdown'? Eight percent on
CD, 24 percent on cassette, and 68
percent on vinyl. A similar breakdown applies to the equally successful Men and Women from Simply
Red. As with Mark Twain, reports
of the black disc's demise are premature.
AUDIO EXCELLENCE has opened
athird branch, located at 58 Bristol
Road, Gloucester.
SAIN. the Welsh recording company, has opened anew mixing and
editing suite in its North Wales
studio. Facilities include a custommade 32 channel desk, capability
for mixing and editing digital tapes,
and synchronising audio with video.
VENTURA LEISURE is no longer

distributing Proton hi-fi or car audio
products.
APOGEE, contrary to a remark in
the April issue, is based in Massachusetts, not Connecticut.
PRESENCE AUDIO informs us that
a pair of Spica TC-50 speakers,
serial no. 5961W, has ' gone missing'. Anyone offered apair should
contact Presence on ( 044485) 333.
TANNOY has received the 1986
Japanese Golden Sound Award for
the RHR Special loudspeaker. The
company is the only UK manufacturer to win the award twice, having
received an award in 1982 for the
Westminster.
ARISTON has set up a new US
distribution network. The address in
the USA is Ariston Acoustic Ltd,
Paramus Plaza IV, 12 Route 17
North, Suite 309, Paramus, New
Jersey. Tel: ( 201) 845 9265.
THE SOUND ROOM of Norbury is
a new high-end audio consultancy.
Lines include Beard, SD Acoustics.
EAR. Kiseki, Milltek. Audio
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EVENTS
THE INTERNATIONAL ORGAN
FESTIVAL will be held in St Albans
from
3-II. For details, phone
(0727) 42276, or write to IOF Box

PEOPLE
GEOFF MUGE has been appointed
Product Manager ( Hi Fi) at Sony
(UK) Ltd. His role in General
Audio ( portables, etc) has been
taken
over
by
YOSHI
NAGAYAMA, who will he assisted
by CARL ROSE. TIM MAHNE will
continue to oversee the ES range,
while Group Manager STEVE
DOWDLE will concentrate on overall management.
ALEX MUNRO has been appointed
Sales & Marketing Director of KEF
Electronics Ltd.
COLIN BROWN has been
appointed to head the major
accounts department of NEC's
Home Electronics Division.
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Dr A. J. van den Hul is one of the world's
most influential audio designers. He has
pioneered large cystal cable technology
and established his audio cables as the
reference standard for the industry.
van den Hul cable and wire are used
throughout the world by the leading audio
equipment manufacturers and in Britain
firms such as Alphason. B & W and SME
utilise his cable and conductors in their
products.
van den Hul cables are made only of the
finest quality silver- clad copper conductors. Most other commercial audio cables
do not use this superior quality copper
essential for optimal signal transmission.
Neither do most commercially available
cables use silver-cladding — so vital to the
performance of acopper conductor as well
as its protection from oxidization. Indeed, bare copper conductors will deteriorate over avery short period of time as air
and pollutents interact with the exposed
copper.
van den Hul cables are available from a
large number of audio dealers. You may
obtain loudspeaker cables starting at £4.95
per mono metre. Interconnecting cables
start at £6 per mono meter. van den Hul
cables are available in two configurations
—stranded or single stranded.
Contact your local dealer for advice or drop
us acard and well send you the van den
Hul prospectus.

.
provided the best link yet

• • •
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van den Hul Cables are available
from these specialist dealers:—
Absolute Sound & Video. 65 Park Street. Bristol.
Avon. 0272 24975
Absolute Sound & Video. 42 Albion Street.
Cheltenham, Glos. 0242 583960
Absolute Sound & Video, 19 Old High Street,
Iteadington. Oxon. 0865 65961
Absolute Sound & Video, 256 Banbury Road.
Sutnmertown. Oxford. 0865 53072
Acoustic Arts. 101 St. Albans Road. Watford
0923 45250
Alternative Audio, 95 Hobs Moat Road. Solihull.
W.Midlands. 021 742 0254
Aston Audio. 4West Street. Alderly Edge. Cheshire
0625 583472
A.T. Labs, 159 Chase Side, Enfield. Middlesex.
01 367 3132
A.T. Labs. 442 Cranbrook Road. Gants Hill. Ilford.
Essex, 01 518 0915
The Audio Concept. 9Leyside. Bromham. Beds.
02302 3048
The Audio File. 40 Hockerill Street. Bishops
Stortford. Herts. 0279 506576
Audio Insight, 53 Wolverton Road, Stony Stratford.
Milton Keynes. Bucks. 0908 561551
Audio T. 190 West End Lane. London NW6 1SQ
01 794 7848
Avalon Hi Fi, The Old Nursery. Butleigh.
Glastonbury. Som. 0458 50370
Steve Boxshall Audio, 41 Victoria Road. Cambridge
0223 68305
Doug Brady Hi Fi. Kingsway Studios. Kingsway
North, Warrington. Lancs. 0925 828009
The Cornflake Shop. 37 Windmill Street. London
W1P 1HH. 01 631 0472

Derbyshire HI- Fidelity, 3Old Blacksmiths Yard.
Sadlergate. Derby. 0332 44638
Peter Ellis Audio, 27 Kirkgate. Newark. Notts.
0636 704571
Grahams Hi Fi. 86 Pentonville Road. London.
NI 9WS. 01 837 4412
Hampshire Audio, 2-12 Hursley Road. Chandlers
Ford. Hants. 04215 2827
Harrow Audio. 27 Springfield Road. Harrow.
Middx, 01 863 0938
Hi Fi Care, 245 Tottenahm Court Road, London
W1P 9AD. 01636 2109
Hi Fi Corner, 172 The Lane. Easter Road. Edinburgh.
031 652 1885
Hi Ft Western, 52 Cambrian Road. Newport. Gwent,
S.Wales. 0633 62790 ,
Horns. 6Summertown Parade, Summertown.
Oxford. 0865 511241
Image Hi Fi. 8St. Annes Road. Headingley. Leeds.
0532 789374
In Hi F1, 63 George Street. Edinburgh. Scotland.
031 225 8854
James Kerr, 98 Woodlands Road. Glasgow.
Scotland.
K JLeisuresound. 48 Wigmore Street. London,
W1H 9DF. 01 486 8262
Lion Audio Accessories, 11 Tottenham Court Road.
London. W 1. 01 580 5014

Ares
Automation Sciences Company,
20, Little Gaddesden.
Berkhamsted. Herts. HP4 IPA
Tel: ( 044 284) 2786

Listen Hear, IA Regent Street. Ilkeston. Derbys.
0602 304602
Mid Sussex Electronics, 163 Church Road.
Burgess Hill. Sussex. 04446 42336
Moorgate Acoustics, 2Westgate. Rotherham.
S.Yorks. 0702 370666
The Music Room, 221 Vincent Street, Glasgow.
Scotland. 041 248 7221
The Music Room. 50 Bridge Street. Manchester.
061 835 1366
Musical Images. 45 High Street. Hounslow. Middx.
01 570 7512
Precision Audio Consultants. 41 Crowhill Avenue.
Cleethorpes. South Humberside. 0472 698015
Phonograph, 60A Erpingham Road, London.
SW15 1BG. 01 789 2349
PJEquipment, 3Bridge Street. Guildford. Surrey.
0483 504801
R PM, 2Burland Road. off Webbs Road. London.
SW11 6SA. 01 585 0274
Sound Decision. 106 Harley Road. Sale. Cheshire.
061 969 1074
Soundsense, 350 Edgware Road. London, W2 10X
01 402 2100
Spaldings, 352 Lower Addiscombe Road. Croydon.
Surrey. 01 654 1231
Standens, 92A High Street, Tonbridge. Kent.
0732 353540
Supersound Hi FI, 35 Church Street. Nuneaton,
Warwicks. 0203 345253
Suttons, 10 Gervis Place, Bournemouth. Dorset.
0202 25512
Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street. New Malden. Surrey.
01 942 9567
University Audio. 1 & 2Peas Hill. Cambridge.
0223 354237
Zeus Audio. 18 Castlecaulfield Road. Donaghmore.
Dungannon. Northern Ireland. 08687 67935

THE 1987 AUDIOPHILE
COMPETITION

WIN

A £5000 DREAM SYSTEM

Here's the second instalment, with questions to test your hi-fi knowledge

Here is Part Two of the third annual HFNIRR
Audiophile Competition. The prize system consists of: Kinergetics KCD-20 CD player; PS
Audio 4.5 preamplifier; Krell AS- A50 power
amplifier; Apogee Caliper speakers. Part Two,
on this page, will be followed by Part Three in the
June issue. Please do not send your Part One and
Part Two entries now; keep them until you have
completed all three, then send all three entry
forms in together.

4) The following materials are used to make
which hi-fi parts?

Bruce Brisson

Neo dy m i
um

Roger Modjeski

Boron

8) Which of the following is a British model
name, and which company used it on which type
of product?

Mazak
Magnesium
PTFE

Servo- Static, Thaedra, PAS-3, Resolver, Dynamite

5) What are the following?

PART TWO
1) Which company is the odd man out': EPI.
JBL, Advent, Boston Acoustics?

Nuvistor
Yagi

9) The following model designations have been
used by two companies; name both of them.
Tempest

Magic
Magic Eye
2) With which companies are
following associated?

or were

the

Donald Chave
Arthur Haddy

Bulgin
Cannon

Alistair Robertson-Aikman

Electrocompaniet

Gilbert Briggs

FM Acoustics

Ken Ishiwata

Cabasse

3) By which names do we know the products of
these hi-fi manufacturers?

Mirage

Kenwood

Dreadnought

6) In which countries are the following hi- h
companies based?

Metaxas

Crown

7) With what type of products are the following
designers associated?

Nippon Columbia

Robin Marshall

Matsushita

John Curl

Mitachi

David Fletcher

Partners

Id) Which hi-fi manufacturer started out by
hand- manufacturing open- reel tape with paper
backing?

Please keep this entry form until you have
completed Part Three (June issue)

Calling out
around the world,

are you ready for
abrand new beat?

rIbc.hnics

For Music Lovers.
New Technics
Midi System out soon.
TECHNICS. 300-318 BATH ROAD. SLOUGH. BERES SLIBJ13 TEL: SLOUGH 34522
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BEHIND THESE LOGOS LIES
A NEW EXPERIENCE IN SOUND.

BE ONE OF THE FIRST TO HEAR ITAT ONE OF OUR
DEALERS LISTED BELOW.
Brentwood: Brentwood Music. 2 Ingrave Road
Brentwood. Essex
Bromley: Ellis Marketing. 25 Station Square.
Petts Wood, Bromley. Kent
Bolton: Stereo Electncs, 176 Lee Lane, Harwich
Bolton. Lancs
Burton-on-Trent: Action Electrical. 107 High Street,
Burton-on- Trent. Staffs
Canterbury: Canterbury
Kent

21 Burgate. Canterbury

Carlisle: Peter Tyson. 6Abbey Street. Carlisle. Cumbna
Cheltenham: Critical Audience. The First Floor. Regent
Arcade, Cheltenham, Gloucestershire
Crawley: LC Down Ltd. 158-162 Three Bridges Road.
Crawley. W Sussex
Derby: Active Audio, 12 Osmanston Road The Spot
Derby DE1,
Derbyshire High Fidelity. 3 Old Blacksmiths Yard.
Sadler-gate, Derby
Dundee: Strathvision Ltd. 51-53 Overgate, Dundee
Edinburgh: Audio Aids. 52 George Street. Edinburgh,
Scotland
Nalesowen: WMEC & Co Ltd. 294 Long Lane
Halesowen, W Midlands
WMEC & Co Ltd. 45 Halesowen Road, Halesowen,
W Midlands

Isle of Wight: Russels Hi Fi. 40-41 Upper St James
Street. Newport. Isle of Wight
Liverpool: ' 1
3&A Audio. 98 Liverpool Road. Crosby.
Liverpool
London: Chance International. 313 Brompton Road.
London SW3
Goodwin Hi Fi. 7The Broadway. High Road. Wood Green
London N22
Hilton Cameras. 50 Goldersgreen Road. Golders Green,
London. NW11
Spek Electronics. 344 Regents Park Road. FinchleY
Central. London N3
Jatala Electronics. 488-490 High Road, Chiswick
London W14
Kensington Hi- Fi. 288 Kensington High Street.
London W14.
Martins of Chelsea. 33F Kings Road. Chelsea
London SW3
'PNR Audio Vision. 346-348 Edgware Road. London W2
'PNR Audio Vision. 28 Tottenham Court Road.
London W1
Robert Taussig. 1Formosa Street. London W9
Syntax Electronics. 278 Preston Road. Harrow,
Middlesex
Maidenhead: Berkshire Hi Fi. 125 Bridge Road
Maidenhead. Berkshire

Manchester: Lloyd Paton ( LPM). 34 Moorfield Walk.
Urmston, Manchester
Newton-le-Willows: Tisdalls Technology.
84 Market Street, Lancs
Poole: Direct Vision, Arndale Centre. Poole. Dorset
Portsmouth: Hopkins
38-40 Fratton Road.
Portsmouth. Hants
Preston: Norman Audio. 5 Butlers Street. Preston.
Lancs
Slough: Frasers
4 Park Street, Slough. Berkshire
Southport: Southport Hi Fi. 6 Prince's Street
Southport. Me.Jeyside
Stockport: Fairbotham & Co. 58-62 Lower Hillgate
Stockport. Hants
Stoke-on-Trent: intersounds. 62 The Precinct
Langton, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs
Sunderland: Red Radio. 11 Olive Street Sunderland
Tyne & Wear
Swindon: John Holmes Music 21/ 3 Faeningdon Road
Swindon
Wakefield: Lodge Audio Vision, 9 The Springs
Wakefield. West Yorks
Weston Super Mare: Paul Roberts
203 Milton
Road. Weston Super Mare, Avon
STEREOBASE BRANCHES

_A717g4EBetter sound through research

Bose (UK) Limited, Trinity Trading Estate, Sittingbourne, Kent ME10 2PD. Telephone: ( 0795) 75341.

p

REVIOUSLY. I have written about
the problems of recording moving
video on aSin. Compact Disc intended
for audio, even though the CD format
was a spin-off from the work done on optical
videodisc. Compromises are inevitable. Philips
has now agreed a standard for CDV with the
Japanese and announced the technical details. It
would be ideal to store moving video on CD as
digital code. But this is impossible unless very
clever, and expensive, digital compression is
used. This is impractical for alow-cost domestic
medium. An analogue video disc uses FM
techniques to store broadcast quality TV signals.
with abandwidth of 5MHz. This is why pictures
from videodisc are the clearest you will ever see.
This is also why a videodisc can store teletext
signals, which are of too high a frequency for
most tape recorders. To convert a 625- line
European TV signal into digital code without
loss of picture quality and without using expensive digital compression generates adata stream
of either 2I6MBit/s or 142MBit/s. depending on
the conversion system used. Compare this with
the data rate for CD audio. The data ( stereo
audio, with error correction and sub-codes)
streams off disc at 4.3MBit/s. Clearly, the gap is
too wide to bridge simply by speeding up the
disc. Also, digital circuitry becomes more
expensive if it has to work at the high speeds
needed for digital video. This is why CD video is
ahybrid format. Some of the disc area, near the
centre, is used to store conventional digital
audio code. The rest of the disc, near the
outside, is used to store analogue video with
digital audio code recorded under the picture
signals in the frequency range up to 1.75MHz.
The hard technical details look like this. The
track pitch on a videodisc is 1.6 microns. The
pits. which represent a clipped analogue waveform, are 0.5 microns wide and 0.1 microns deep
with length varying between 0.5 and 1.5 microns. On adigital audio Compact Disc the track
pitch, pit width and depth are almost exactly the
same. Pit length varies with the code modulation
between 1 and 3 microns.
There have been two, quite different. videodisc formats: CAV ( constant angular velocity)
and CLV ( constant linear velocity). Any videodisc player automatically copes with both. A
CAV disc rotates at aconstant speed of 150Orpm
in Europe ( 1800 in America and Japan). The
advantage is that each rotation of the disc
contains asingle TV picture, so the player can
freeze a perfect still frame by locking onto a
single turn of the spiral track and repeating it
over and over again. The disadvantage is that
playing time is limited to 36 minutes per side
because the relative linear speed between the
disc and tracking head varies with the position
on the disc. This is wasteful on disc capacity.
A CLV disc changes speed continuously, to
keep linear scanning speed constant. It starts
spinning at I5(X)rpm and slows down to 57Orpm
as the laser tracks from the inside to the outside.
The advantage is 60 minutes of analogue video
per side of a30cm disc. The disadvantage is loss
of easy still frame because there is no fixed
relationship between individual pictures and
rotations of the disc. Compact Discs work on the
same CLV principle. There is no still frame to
display from aconventional CD. so the issue has
not arisen - yet. But now CD is being used to
store video, the point is worth noting. The CD
video disc works on the CLV principle, so no
still frame video will he possible unless the
player contains asolid-state memory capable of
grabbing a picture from the CLV signal and
freezing it for display on screen.
The laser scanning speed for CLV discs is a
constant 9.3 metres/s; CAV scanning speed
111-F1 NEWS die RECORD REVIEW
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ranges from 8.fintis near the centre to 22.8mis at
the outside of the disc. A CD audio player scans
the disc at aconstant 1.25m/s as the disc speed
decreases from 5(X)rpm to 2(N)rpm while the
laser tracks out from the centre.
For CD video the picture signal is recorded as
an analogue signal in the area between a
diameter of 78mm and 116mm. The big snag
with the system is that the video section of the
disc is tied to TV standards. This was necessary
to preserve a degree of compatibility between
the new format and existing LaserVision videodisc players and discs in use around the world.
For NTSC TV, with 30 pictures asecond, the
CD videodisc rotates at between 270Orpm and
I815rpm at the outer edge, when playing video.
This gives a tracking speed of between 11 and
12m/s. The standard allows this wide latitude
and it may help the software industry stretch the
five minute recording time to nearer six minutes.
For PAL CDV discs the rotational speed for
video sequences varies between 2250 and
15 12rpm with tracking speed between 9.2 and
10.2m/s. For audio-only passages of CDV discs
the rotational speed is normal, to give the
standard CLV of I.25m/s.
There is now astandard split between Europe
(with PAL TV) and the USA and Japan ( with
NTSC). Although the audio-only passages of a
CD videodisc are world-compatible, the video
passages will give pictures only on a player of
matching TV standard. The video passages will
give sound only on a player of matching TV
standard, because the sound accompanying the
pictures is an integral part of the video signal
waveform.
When a CDV disc is loaded into one of the
new CDV players. it will search first for any
video tracks of the correct standard, and try to
play them. Then it will go to the audio tracks. If
the video track is of the wrong TV standard, the
player will simply ignore it and go straight to the
first audio track - which will usually be the
sound-only version of the single. So as far as the
user is concerned, the ' wrong' CD videodisc will
behave just like any other CD audio disc. Any
attempt to push the player into playing the video
track will produce an error signal.
The TV industry is now selling more and more
TV sets and video recorders with multi-standard
circuitry, so that they will play foreign video
tapes. This opens the door to a multi-standard
CD video player. which will play either PAL or
NTSC discs through a multi- standard TV set.
But this happy state of affairs will take a few
years to arrive. In the meantime, anyone buying
CD video in discs will have to watch out for the
TV standard marking, mrsc or PAL. Philips
promises that this will be marked large and clear
on the disc, and the sleeve. Early samples of
discs are, however, inadequately marked.
Assuming that CD video gets off the ground
and goes on sale, there is still one practical
problem. The film industry is not geared to the
production of material which does justice to the
new technology. Quite often film clips are
cropped to letterbox shape. because of the
Cinemascope screen format. This looks odd on a
TV screen. More important, most film clips have
analogue soundtracks. When dubbed onto
digital disc, all the inadequacy of the analogue
original is stripped hare. The film industry took
50 years to drop audio standards set in the 1930s
and use Dolby noise reduction to create stereo
soundtracks. Now the industry has to start
thinking digitally. for CD video releasing.

Patent royalties
There are some interesting discussions ahead on
patent royalties payable on CD audio and CD
video. Philips and Sony have already pooled all
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their patents on Compact Disc audio technology. Firms which take a licence to produce CD
players must pay a flat fee of $25,000. The
royalty on pressing is 3US cents per disc. Philips
takes the lion's share and a little goes to Sony.
A separate folio of patents controls optical
videodisc technology. Most are owned by Philips
and they are not yet pooled with Sony. Each CD
videodisc relies on both analogue video coding
and digital audio coding. There now has to he
renegotiation of patent royalty rights based on
digital audio and video technology.
To complicate the issue. American company
Disco Vision Associates, a 50/50 joint venture
between MCA and IBM, also hold some patents
on optical technology. These date back to the
very early days of videodisc research.
In the late '60s and early ' 70s. MCA ( tied to
the Universal film studio) in California and
Philips in Holland were running almost parallel
in their laboratory work on optical disc recording. Both companies filed a string of patents.
MCA had a working videodisc system by 1972:
so did Philips. The two companies then collaborated to fix astandard for optical disc. Pioneer
joined with MCA- Universal in 1977. The first
consumer videodisc player went on sale in
America in December 1978. The deal between
MCA- Universal and IBM was struck in 1979
because IBM wanted to strengthen its foothold
in optical storage. IBM had previously talked to
the Columbia film studios, but decided that
MCA/Universal was a better bet.
DVA set up a videodisc pressing factory in
California, but it was a disaster. The discs
pressed were erratic quality. In 1981 DVA sold
the plant to Pioneer. who gutted it. The
revamped plant now presses videodiscs comparable to the company's Japanese factory.
Although DVA is out of the disc production
business the company retains lawyers who are
now trying to make money out of around 1000
patents on optical disc technology which MCA
tiled in most major countries. At the moment
DVA gets a pressing royalty of 12 cents per
videodisc side. The company now argues that its
videodisc patents also cover Compact Disc
audio, and CD video. DVA is asking for 3cents
on all CDs and 1.5% on the ex- factory price of
each CD player made. Needless to say, companies which are already paying to use the
Philips- Sony pool of patents on CD are none too
pleased with the DVA claim for more. They will
probably pass the buck to Philips and Sony.
To confuse the issue a little bit more, the
videodisc patents owned by Philips and DVA
are older than the digital audio patents owned
by Philips and Sony, so they will expire earlier.
All this should keep alot of lawyers happy and
well fed for several years to come.
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EXPENSIVE TUNER??
THEN HAVE THE AERIAL
IT DESERVES

THE EVERYDAY ELECTRONICS APEX
(featured Everyday Electronics March-May 87)
Build this superb preamp and
sound at a Init. i ti Of the , ost

i V,
ti

power amp kits ,ind cinoy superb tidelit
ready built amplitiers.

Complete kits as decnbed iii 14 including large transformer • 121) VA in
preamp - tilO l'A in power amp,, superb black Mush case and high quaht>
c‘nnponents.
Preamp L192.50
Stereo Power amp £ 192.50

INCI. VAT
& P&P

Or build it with the very best audio components available RR Wond erCapc,
precision a ...1,1M's, bulk Foil resistors, silver plated swit.hcs, gold plated
smkets and Kunber cable for internal wiring.
Preamp
Mono Power Amp L232
Stereo Power Amp L3I()

IN( L
VAT
& P&P

Full instructions in Nlarch-Nlay Everyday Electronics. All components and
printed , ireint boards available separately.

For details please send 9" x4" SAE to:

You spend many hours and quite
alot of money choosing that new
tuner, so don't ruin the whole effect
by fiddling with bits of wire or old
aerials. Have the full benefit of the
multipath free, clean signal which
only awell designed and properly
installed unit can achieve. If D.X. is
your scene, then go for the ultimate
in rotating high gain narrow beam
systems like our G.23. with 19dB
forward gain, 38dB F. to B. and Acc.
Ang. down to 15 Degrees or have a
"one off" special built, up to 32
elements.
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LLEM! NT STL HI L.)
LiLL / Lift L74"

WE DESIGN, MANUFACTURE, SUPPLY AND FIT
* FM. arrays from 4to 23 Element. TV from 10 to 136 element.
* British built and designed to withstand our weather for 5guaranteed
years.
* Interested D.I.Y. advice freely given, backed by our complete range
of masts, brackets, rotors, cables, and aerials. Systems available for
chimney, loft, wall, or through roof mounting.
* Professional installation service available within anominal 150 mile
radius of LUTON. Full details of this service available on receipt of a
large S.A.E. which will bring you our complete " Aerial Guide" which
is much more than just alist of our products and prices, and carries
details of all our services, including MAIL ORDER and site surveys.

SEE THE REST, THEN FOR THE BEST, CALL
RON SMITH

AERIALS
98 ASH ROAD LUTON BEDS.
Day - - Luton 36561 9.0 to 6.0 Eve - Luton 29560 after 730 pm

6Mill Close, Borrow ash, Derby, IW7 3Ct I, England.

Shop Hours: 9.0 to 6.0. Closed Wednesday

Iclephone: 0332 -674929

5Minutes from M1 Motorway. Turnoff No 11

As the impedance of aloudspeaker falls below 8ohms
ordinary amplifiers begin to ' run out of steam', distortion rises
and sound quality deteriorates. The Audiolab 8000A
Integrated Amplifier is different. It's designed to work with all
types of loudspeakers, even the new 4ohm and electronically
equalised systems. Call or write and we'll tell you more.
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Cambridge Systems Technology Ltd

26 Roman Way Industrial Estate
Godmanchester, Huntingdon
Cambs PE18 8LN Tel: 0480 52521
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RADIO•
HAVE previously criticised the BBC for its
apparent lack of interest in science on both
Radios 3 and 4, but this time Ihave such
good evidence of the gross neglect of
science that Ihope it may influence readers to
think quite deeply about the matter, especially
as there is so much talk at the moment about
scientific research being severely under- financed
in the UK.
There has not been asupernova event in our
own Milky Way Galaxy, nor in aclose one, for
nearly 400 years, and astronomers the world
over have been waiting for such an event most
anxiously. as the laws of chance showed that one
was long overdue. A supernova was first noticed
in the early hours of February 24. its distance
around 160,000 light years, the location being in
the Magellanic Clouds, a companion galaxy to
the Milky Way. International telegrammes buzzed around the world on that day, and by
Wednesday 25 the astronomical world was agog
with the news. The first Iheard about it was a
one and ahalf minute news item on Radio 4at
around 6.25pm on the 27th. Ieagerly awaited
further news, but none was forthcoming,
although a friend of mine heard at least ten
minutes' worth on a BBC short-wave broadcast
during the following week. New Scientist had
picked up the story, and Nigel Henbest is coping
with it very well each week. The event was not
even mentioned on the Radio 4 science programme the following week, and there was no
real broadcast news until the Patrick Moore
programme on TV on Sunday evening, March
15. So many incredible astronomical and scientific discoveries are likely to be made as aresult
of this supernova being detected, including an
upper limit for the mass of the nutrino, the
probable existence of gravity waves, the chemical constituents of the space between the
galaxies, and new theories about the internal
workings of stars. Some of the discoveries may
have far-reaching consequences, in hydrogen
fusion research for example. but alas almost all
the media regarded it as less important than the
results of some football match or another.
As if this was not outrageous enough, another
stunning discovery was first outlined at the
beginning of March in the Economist, which
concerned the development of a new super
conductive material which could dramatically
alter the future of electronics and physics
including sub-atomic physics. Even New Scientist did not pick up the story until the March 19
issue. However, it took the BBC until Monday,
March 23 to suddenly come out with mentions of
super-conductive materials in several news bulletins during the day, and an at- length interview
about it in the main 10.30pm news.
Imagine asuper-conductive integrated circuit
which would never get hot, so that you could
dramatically increase the packing density of
transistor junctions on it. Imagine electromagnets hundreds of times more powerful than any
we have now in one fell swoop, and the
distribution of power around the country with
virtually no power losses which could save so
much energy and reduce coal-fired power station
pollution. Although the BBC eventually acknowledged the importance of super-conductivity, and the discovery of a tightly-compressed
compound of yttrium, barium, copper and
oxygen which is super- conductive below
—175°C, why did it take them nearly three
weeks to make the decision to broadcast news of
the amazing discovery? Predictions are made
that super-conductive materials may be forthcoming, which will retain their remarkable
properties at room temperature, and which may
completely change the whole future direction of
electronics. Isuggest that the media's attitude to
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science could well be contributing to the lack of
interest in science that seems to be developing
these days in our society, a trend which is so
alarming as to cause many of our greatest
scientists considerable anxieties.

A British set
Last year Imentioned an interesting short-wave
set, the Sony ICF2001D. which gave a good
performance for its size as a portable model.
Now Iam delighted to welcome an all- British
set, the HF125, marketed by Lowe Electronics,
Bentley Bridge, Chesterfield Road, Matlock.
Derbyshire DE4 SSE. tel: ( 0627) 2817. This set
covers frequencies from 30kHz up to 30MHz in
15Hz steps. Not only are CW. SSB and AM
modes included. but NBFM and an excellent
synchronous AM option is also available. What
is particularly fascinating is that John Thorpe,
the set's designer, has incorporated four different selectivities for AM, 2.5, 4. 7 and 10kHz
bandwidths, which gives the listener so much
flexibility when getting the optimum sound on
each of the bands. The set includes 30 memories, and the smooth tuning knob, normally
tuning quite slowly, tunes very fast indeed if you
increase the rotation rate, afinger hole allowing
this to be achieved very easily.
Other built-in facilities include MHz up and
down buttons, a 20dB antenna input, 20dB
attenuator, audio CW filter, frequency lock. FM
squelch on/off and a large digital frequency
display. A tone control cuts FIF one way and LF
the other, and this i much more flexible than

the rather crude type on the Sony, and the
available volume is much greater. Around 1W is
available into an external 8-ohm speaker, but
there is also a fixed output for feeding an
external tape recorder or hi-fi amplifier. Two
additional options are a portable version which
includes internal nicad batteries and charger.
and an active antenna input with telescopic whip
which is far more sensitive than the Sony 200ID.
The other option is a matrix pad external
frequency entry, which just plugs in on the back
panel. The basic price is £375 including VAT,
and the options average between £60 and £ 70
each.
Not only is the synchronous AM far better
than that of the Sony receiver, but Ifound that
all modes were received at amuch higher quality
than usual. The electronic performance, especially of the front end, is far superior to that of
most Japanese imports, and in a surprisingly
small domestic receiver, Lowe Electronics have
provided a performance similar to that of a
short-wave communication receiver costing
perhaps £ 1000. Ihave reviewed this model at
very great length in Amateur Radio, but suffice
to say almost all the technical measurements
came out very well indeed, selectivity and audit)
quality being amazingly good.
One of the biggest problems in AM reception

ANGUS McK ENZIE
of short- waves is that of selective fading, caused
by dips in the reception intensity of the carrier
wave as opposed to the strengths of the two
sidebands. A sudden dip in the carrier causes
severe surging distortion, whilst propagation
changes between the upper and lower sidebands
cause a form of phasing to he heard. Synchronous detection allows acarrier to he reinserted
within the set which is always strong enough to
allow complete demodulation of the sidebands.
The original carrier is separated out and phaselocked to an internal one, which is then reinserted. Good AM s\itchninous detecti(ni can

make a dramatic improvement to listening
fatigue if you listen to AM on your hi-li system,
and the HF 125 sounded remarkably good when
interfaced with my own hi- ti system in my music
room. Ionly noted two minor snags with the
receiver: its proneness to picking up external
hum fields when near a mains transformer, and
the presence of very slight phase noise extremely
close to the carrier when on SSB at the highest
frequency end of its range. The set has received
high acclaim on the BBC's World Service radio
enthusiasts' programme, and the manufacturers
have put as much as possible into the circuitry,
rather than into fairly redundant hells and
whistles and expensive outer presentation. A set
well worth investigating if you are interested in
long, medium and short-wave listening.

Bryce McCrirrick retires
Bryce McCrirrick, the BBC's Director of
Engineering for the last nine years, is retiring on
June 1, and Iam sure readers will join me in
wishing him a happy retirement after his excellent work of the last few years. The new
Director will he Mr C W Dennay, who has been
Assistant Director for the last two years, and
who has been working hard on all the technical
matters relating to the BBC's move to the White
City site. •
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CHOOSE YOUR HIGH QUALITY SYSTEM

LINN SONDEK LP12 TURNTABLE
LINN ITTOK LVII TONEARM
LINN TROIKA CARTRIDGE

REGA PLANAR 3 TURNTABLE
A&R E77 Mg. CARTRIDGE
A&R ALPHA AMPLIFIER
HEYBROOK HB1 SPEAKERS

TOTAL

£188 00
£47.00
£149.00
£169.00
£553.00

NO DEPOSIT FINANCE — 36 MONTHS (
ti £21.36
(£4.93 per week)
OPTIONAL EXTRA : A&R ALPHA TUNER

£ 149.90

£471.00
£ 399.00
£ 546.00

NAIM NAC 32-5 PRE-AMP
£425.00
NAIM HI- CAP POWER SUPPLY
£ 391.00
NAIM NAP 135 MONO POWER AMPS (2)
£1932.00
NAIM SBL LOUDSPEAKERS (
pr.)
£ 1099.00
TOTAL £ 5263.00

OPTIONAL EXTRA : NAT 101 TUNER

£626.00

WITH SNAPS POWER SUPPLY
OR

NAT 01 TUNER WITH NAPST

£1098.00

POWER SUPPLY

HIGH QUALITY HI-FI FROM:A&R * AUDIOLAB * BEYER * BLO * CREEK *
CYRUS * CELESTION * DENON * DNM *
DUAL * EPOS * GALE * GRACE *
HEYBROOK * ION SYSTEMS * KOETSU *
LINN PRODUCTS * MANTRA * MISSION *
MONITOR AUDIO * MORDAUNT SHORT *
MUSICAL FIDELITY * NAD * NAIM AUDIO *
REGA PLANAR 3TURNTABLE
£ 188.00
LINN K9 CARTRIDGE
£65.00
CREEK CAS 4040 AMPLIFIER
£ 145.00
ROGERS LS2 LOUDSPEAKERS £ 165.00
TOTAL = £563.00
NO DEPOSIT FINANCE — 36 MONTHS la £21.74
(£5.02 per week)
OPTIONAL EXTRA : CREEK CAS 3140 TUNER £ 149.00

DENON DRM-07 CASS

£ 139.90

NAKAMICHI * QED * QUAD * REGA *
RE VOX * REVOLVER * ROGERS * ROTEL *
ROYO * SPENDOR * SUPEX * SYSTEMDEK *
TECHNICS * YAMAHA *
* SPECIAL OFFER * BRING IN (
OR JUST
MENTION) THIS ADVERTISEMENT FOR FREE
SPEAKER STANDS, PLUS FREE SPEAKER
LEADS AND PLUGS FOR ABOVE SYSTEMS

Visit either ot our superb showrooms and discuss your requirements
with our enthusiastic and knowledgeable stall who will be pleased to
tailor asystem to stilt YOU

cEaszun

3 YEARS PARTS AND LABOUR GUARANTEE ON HI-FI SYSTEMS
FULL FINANCE FACILITIES AVAILABLE
DETAILS ON REQUEST — APR 26.5% ems.
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THE DESIGNER SERIES
Masao Kamijo, responsible for many of Sony's recent
efforts to please European ears, talks to Steve Harris

T

HINK of the name Sony and you
probably think of the Walkman, the
Discman, midi systems, Trinitron televisions, Beta or U-Matic video before
you think of hi-fi. Despite the corporation's
crucial role ( alongside Philips) in the development of CD, the acceptance of its high end
player as something of an industry standard, and
the fact that the majority of Compact Discs are
mastered via Sony PCM digital machines, outside Japan Sony has not in recent years been a
force to reckon with in the world of serious hi-fi.
To remedy this situation, Sony has started to
adopt more flexible approaches to product
development. In Europe, and particularly the
UK, the traditional Japanese ' specmanship', of
yearly improvements in distortion and other
measured figures, no longer impresses; beyond a
certain point the figures are seen as irrelevant to
perceived sound quality. Just as IQ tests only
really tell us which children are good at doing IQ
tests, conventional hi-fi tests often only prove
that the equipment has been designed to pass
them. Sony has been among the leaders in
recognising the reality of cultural differences in
the sound quality preferred, and accepting that
in order to get Europeans ( or Americans for that
matter) to listen to its products, it is worth first
listening to the Europeans. And for some years
now, one of the key figures behind this initiative
has been Masao Kamijo.
Looking far younger than his 43 years,
Kamijo is urbane, soft-spoken and effortlessly
multilingual. He worked for Sony in Europe for
12 years before returning to Tokyo in 1981. He
had been based in Antwerp, Paris and Stuttgart,
where in the 1970s the Wega plant was the
source of an early ' European-style' Sony loudspeaker, the Spendor-inspired SS-G 1 . Kamijo
has been product planning manager of the Sony
ES group since its UK launch in March 1985.
Whether or not the initials actually stand for
anything ( in Japan they are sometimes expanded
to ' Extra Special'!), the ' ES' tag clearly originates with the earlier Esprit range, a series of
massively-engineered ' no-compromise' units in
the best Japanese tradition. But as Kamijo
explains, the ES concept is rather different.
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'Historically, the roots of our ES project goes
back to 1965, when we introduced the world's
first all-silicon- transistor amplifier, the TA- 1120.
But it was quite recently, two years ago, when
we organised our ES department within our
Head Office. Actually, before that, we did not
have very good communication between divisions, so amplifier specialists remained just
amplifier specialists, tape deck specialists
remained just tape deck specialists and so on. It
is funny to say, but if you establish the organisation like that, it will stay like that.
'So, starting in February 1985, all the dedicated engineers got together in the ES department. Iwas appointed product planning manager. In the initial stages it was very difficult,
because the engineers are such dedicated specialists in each category.
'Esprit was of course the top-end brand that
Sony introduced; now, in the ES department,
our old Esprit engineers and the ES engineers
are working together. Our aim now is that we
have to rebuild our image in high fidelity, so we
have to think about a larger number of people.
If we can offer peace of mind in music... we are
still doing Esprit business in Japan, and our
preamplifier, power amplifier and dividing network are still on the market. However, we are
not promoting it strongly, and just for the time
being we prefer to concentrate our whole
engineering force to do real development work
in ES. Whenever we feel we have room enough,
we can just review our current Esprit categories;
and still we have big hopes, because we feel that
gradually, within our engineers, in two years,
their face has very much changed.
'Of course when Iwas appointed as product
planning manager, Ihad to change drastically
the way of working in our department; and also
we had to change the minds of our people, and
we had to really establish our new culture in ES,
so that we can go forward. Maybe it will be just a
trial by our management to see how far we can
go with that group, with aspecial organisation.
It should be just asmall, flexible organisation so
that we can have contact with our customers,
with our dealers, with our press people. And
within ourselves, we should be well organised so

that we can see ES as a group, and always
discuss things from every angle within the group.
'Since it started, we have brought a revolutionary change in our working attitude. In the
first stage we had to review where we are, and
where our competitors are, and also the latest
market demands. We have done so many
surveys, and this survey work hasn't been done
by other marketing companies; we had to do this
by ourselves. For example, we visited various
sophisticated specialist shops— ten in Tokyo, ten
in Osaka, five in Nagoya, something like that —
and we had to talk, say, ahalf day in each place.
Sometimes it was very hard work, hut we
learned a lot; just Imyself, our engineers and
our sales staff. And we reviewed the latest
situation. It took us three to four months.
'Of course, during the visits, we had some
technological ideas as a basis. But now we
thought about the latest way we should go
technologically and also from the viewpoint of
design; and we could readjust our direction.
Also, we could bring all these prototypes into
each different listening condition, so that we
could compare against competitors, and at the
same time utilising all different circumstances
and room conditions.
'Before that, our answer to our dealers used
to be: " Doesn't sound good in your listening
room? Maybe you have to modify your listening
room!" Now our answer is: " Something wrong?
Yes, we'll be there, we'll listen together." Then
we bring the product back home, sometimes we
buy acompetitor's product or borrow it, and we
check through our model. We have to find
something. If it didn't sound good we must find
some poor area within our product. It was very
hard, energy-consuming work for us, but Ithink
we have succeeded in working like that. Now we
have many more friends in the speciality shops,
and really we can have good discussions. Using
this approach, our first focus was on our
amplifier development; and fortunately we also
had some strength in CD players. In our ES
system, the key engineers have to be present at
the auditioning at every stage of new development. We get together, we listen together and
everybody is very free to talk about anything.
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'In the past years, often people would think,
well. Ifeel like that, but Icannot say anything; it
is not my category. However, all the experienced engineers are now feeling at home
because we are in one big family. about 30 to 35
people, including all the female workers. Now
we all feel relaxed, and at the same time not only
complaining or giving comments, but if one says
something the other comes back, suggesting
maybe this circuit could he like that.., so we
have much better communication. We have now
also covered various reviewers who are critics in
Japan. and we have a chance to visit their
homes. And at every stage we join together with
acritic, at his home, even day and night! If he
can offer hours to us. then we enjoy listening to
our products and our competitors', and that is
very much reinforcement to our development.
'The latest amplifier we are going to introduce
to this market, very shortly, is completely
developed in this way. And technologically, this
is based on the Japanese mother model.
'In the UK we have had one year of the ES
project. and between Sony UK dealerships and
consumers, press people and Sony UK staff, we
have a chance to listen to their voices. A year
ago. Iwas here at the beginning of March for
our ES launch and at that time Ibrought with
me one prototype UK model, and left it with our
consultants; since then, there have been many
reports, many exchanges of opinion! We have
tried to re- tune our mother model to British
tastes.
'For the moment, we are going to cover the
rest of the overseas markets with the British
sound. However. I lived in Europe between
1969 and 1981. and in that period Iwas also in
charge of the European- made loudspeaker business. During my stay. I learned that taste in
sound is very much dependent on the listeners'
own language. At that time, in the loudspeaker
field, we tried three versions, one the Japanese
version, one for German-speaking countries.
and one is with the British taste and covers the
rest of the world.
'After the success of the APM22ES loudspeaker, we organised special auditions in Japan
for our customers, who are mostly aged between
15 and 24. We had " APM22 days" in the main
street of Ginza, and in the main street of Osaka
(Nipponbashi); we have nice showrooms there.
It was just during the time of Prince Charles and
and Princess Diana's visit to Japan. All through
that weekend, we offered consumers the chance
to listen to AP22ES. Japanese sound and
APM22ES. British sound.
'They were so impressed by the difference in
sound taste. And of course we had to explain to
them the character of the language itself and
also the way of listening, and also the age of the
ENCYCLOPEDIA OF
ROCK MUSIC ON
FILM by Linda 1Sandahl
239pp. Illustrated. Soft covers:
1:8.95; hard covers: £ 14.95.
Published hv Blandford Press.
link House. West Street.
Poole. Dorset.

The fourth or fifth title
on this topic, it begs a
number of questions,
With illustrious predecessors available for
reference, why so many omissions? For
instance, there's no mention of Blow Up, with
the sensational Yarcibirds sequence. No Party,
Party. Not even Back To The Future! Why no
listing of title tunes by rock artists. eg, '
Guide
For The Married Man' by the Turtles? Even the
categories seem arbitrary. with Catch Us If You
Can, which starred the Dave Clark Five.
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people who were going to huy the speaker; ii
Japan mainly the younger generation. in Britain
maybe older people are going to buy this model.
Also, we prepared questionnaires for all the
boys and girls. They were so surprised to know
the tastes in sound in different countries, and
very impressed with the British sound; more
depth. more articulation, more localisation of
the instruments.
'The magazine editors could not believe that
we were running different models based on the
Japanese mother model. Only Sony was doing
that. And we offered the consumers the chance
to buy the British models in our duty-free shop!
Of course, we were not really trying to sell these
models, we just wanted to give the opportunity
to compare different cultures in hi- ti, and to
open the minds of young people. and it was very
successful.
'My first daughter. who is now 12 years old.
was born in Antwerp and my second daughter
was born in Paris; they were both brought up in
the French nursery school or kindergarten, and
also my first one went to the American school in
Park, which is a bi-lingual school. So during
these years Icould really see the reaction of our
daughters, and maybe they have mixed tastes.
And of course Imyself now have mixed tastes.
and sometimes the sound of the Japanese
language is annoying and hard to me! But
sometimes Ienjoy different tastes at the same
time, just like you can enjoy different tastes in
food or different wines.
'But we cannot diversify our product for all
regions, and three types is our maximum. With
speakers, maybe we should have more versions,
but with amplifiers we'll stick to two, one
Japanese and one overseas.
appearing in the section for films which only
featured rock soundtracks, rather than in the
section called Musicals'. What is included is
well presented and the book is pretty', but
there is no sense of authority. ( How can anyone
take seriously abook which
ch damns with faint
praise Streets of Fire, the closest thing yet to a
true rock ballet-cum-opera?) What puzzles me
most is why the publisher released this during
the biggest boom eN:er in rock soundtracks
without including this wave of rock-soundtracksfor-cash-in-porposes. No Top Gun, Soul Man,
Stand By Me. Peggy Sue Got Married, Pretty ln
Pink, or any of the other blatant late 1980s
rock-as-muzak flicks,
The book is not to the standard of Blandford's
usual rock titles; maybe they should ask Fred
Dellar to update his book on the subject. Spend
the nine quid on the Streets Of Fire video,
Ken Kessler

'We have very good teamwork. For example,
we have a liaison engineering group in Sony
Stuttgart ( Wega), and there we have our native
engineers and our Japanese engineers; largely. I
think we establish very good circumstances to
know each other, and finally even our very
typical Japanese engineers are realising the taste
difference. Otherwise, even if you have a very
good Japanese engineer, it is very hard for him
to understand different tastes. Also, most of our
dedicated engineers have season tickets for the
concert hall in Tokyo.
'The understanding of top management is
very important, because we are not really avery
profitable business, but we have to have symbolic models within hi-fi. If the management are
lust thinking about volume, they will not be so
happy. But if we are to move forward in digital
audio. we have to have agood marriage between
digital and analogue technology, and we must
brush up our work on analogue technology too.'
Within the larger structure of the Sony Corporation, the ES group is the responsibility of
Mr Nohu Kanoi, a senior director in charge of
audio and video divisions.
'Fortunately, in our top management, Mr
Kanoi has much overseas experience, and he
loves music. He also likes to be involved,
sometimes just like a member of ES staff. His
brief is that you have to spare time to listen. On
one amplifier, he took part in more than fifteen
auditions, from one to three hours each time, so
he really believes in it. Then he can convey his
message to us, and also convey it to the
customers. Sometimes it is very hard, suddenly
it's " No, this should he so-and-so", but we know
his experience and his capability. So we have a
famous critic within Sony! We share our opinions, and we are enjoying it very much.
'We are trying to have more frequent communication with our software industry; we have
CBS/Sony in our group, and we go to their
studio, sometimes using our ES product, even
the New Fusion bands use our hi-fi equipment
during recording for monitoring, and that sound
is being recorded.'
Although Sony want ES to he seen as along
term project, not just another marketing exercise, and though still in its infancy, the ES group
does indeed seem to offer an openmindedness, a
willingness to take account of musical needs and
(through the use of European consultants) of
national tastes. Sony is not alone in thinking
along these lines, but in any case such a trend
surely bodes well for future Japanese products.
As Kamijo sums up: ' Very often, we have been
so much technically oriented. Now it is time to
review this. We are not offering a430mm " black
box"; rather we would prefer to offer the joy of
music, peace of mind.'
•
NEW ROCK RECORD by Terry Hounsome. 738pp.
Soft covers: £ l2.95: hard covers: £ 19.95. Published by Blandford
Books. Link House. West Street. Poole. Dorset.
This, the third edition of the single most
important book any record collector can own, is
positively staggering. The specs? Over 45,600
LPs by title, label, catalogue number, and
nationality, 7600 artist listings, and 85,000
musicians cross-referenced in the index. It is a
mammoth undertaking executed so
comprehensively that you don't mind the
occasional question mark for unknown
information. I've been using Hounsome's book
as my ' bible' since 1979. and I've seen it grow
and improve, with Hounsome fastidiously
incorporating corrections supplied by grateful
readers. This is the best rock reference book
ever, to be held in the same esteem as Grove's,
Wisden, and Burke's Peerage.
Ken Kessler
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ONE STEP IN THE MAKING OF A KEF

sensitivity and maximum amplifier
'Many so-called " 8ohm"
output are effectively doubled. A
speakers present your amplifier with
an impedance that varies from 3to 30 conjugate load matching network is
ohms, depending on frequency. Such difficult to design because it simultaneously tailors frequency, phase
speakers can seriously degrade your
and impedance. But the computer
amplifier's performance.
helps quite abit.
'That's why KEF developed the
'It is this scientific approach, so
conjugate load matching crossover.
It presents your amplifier with an ideal different from hi-fi pseudo-science,
that convinced me to leave the
4ohm resistive load at all frequenUniversity of Sydney and join KEF'
cies. Because it's easier to drive,

The Speaker
Engineers

`Kt wanted to make our speakers easier
to drive, We ended up making your amplifier
twice as powerful;
—Di. Richard Small, HEAD OFKEFRESE4RCH

MODEL C80
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KEF Electronics Ltd., TI, Makistone, Kent ME15 60P
KEF Electronics of America Inc, 14120-K Sullyfield Circle. Chantilly, VA 20021
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INCE the advertisement copy-writers
ran riot in 1983 with Perfect sound forever', Compact Disc players have
come a long way. Contrary to predictions made at the time, further development
work has yielded significant improvements in
sound quality. In addition to new generations of
players from the major manufacturers, a breed
of tweaked players has also appeared. of which
the Meridian and Mission models are the hest
known in this country.
Up to now, little information has been published for technically- minded readers to improve
their own CD players. This article describes a
number of detailed improvements which can he
made to any player using the Philips 14- bit
4-times-overs-ampling chip set. This includes
Marantz, Meridian. Mission, Nakamichi and
Revox. in addition to Philips' own models.
The modifications range from simple component changes to conMark Norton
verting the player to a
Sony- style twin box
player. Ihave made the
modifications to a Philips CD- I04. already an
excellent product and
now widely available for
less than £ 200. The
result is a player which
sounds substantially
better than my ' reference' model, an unmodified
Nakamichi
OMS7E Mk I.

BUILD

BUILD A BETTER PI.AYER

to something like tape flutter. As it is. it
degrades the player's high frequency resolution.
So, to improve this section of the player. I
suggest the following modifications:
I) Run the decoder chip set from a separate
power supply. At a minimum, supply tIrom
separate regulators: if possible. use a separate
mains transformer and D( • reserv()ir to allow the
existing mains transformer to run the NCI's 0\ : Ind
control electronics alone and, because it is now
more lightly loaded, to provide greater reserves
of power.
2) If you are going to continue to use the audio
sections in the player, do the same for them also.
Provide a separate power supply and attend to
things like output coupling capacitors and
cables. It is better, though. to remove the audio
electronics to aseparate box, out of the way of
the digital and servo hash present in the player.
3)Monitor the level of errors occurring in the
player by bringing the
describes his own high-quality two-box player
error lines out to LEDs
on the front panel, as in
the Meridian MCI)PRO. These error
indicators provide a
quantitative means of
evaluating player performance. To make the
errors more clearly sisihIe, pulse- stretching
monostahles should be
used.
4) If aseparate converter box is being used.
provide a digital interWhat's wrong with
face to drive it and proCD players?
vide electrical isolation
Before describing the
at the same time.
modifications, it is
The second task that
worth identifying the
a player has to perform
problems with typical
is to convert the samproduction players
ples read from the disc
which the modifications
to analogue. Filtering
are intended to solve.
after
conversion
On a CD there is a
reduces the level of
fixed pattern of digital
ultra- sonic hash which
data and it is convenient
can cause intermodulato think of aCD player
tion effects and
having two distinct tasks
inc fficient operation
to perform:
while adding a nasty
1) It has to retrieve the
glare to the sound. This
task is much more like
data from the disc end
correct any errors, using -conventional audio
the built-in error checking codes and data
engineering. The same principles which apply to
sound quality. It is often said that this is because
redundancy.
building agood preamplifier apply here, so that
the reduction in external and disc vibrations
2) It has to convert the digital samples to
attention to power supplies, grounding and
reduces the number of errors that the listener
component quality is important. CD provides
analogue and remove unwanted conversion artehears; but it is usually forgotten that, normally.
theoretically infinite channel separation. hut this
facts by filtering.
all errors are corrected and the player has to
The first task is accomplished by the disc
is degraded in practice by rising power supply
resort only very rarely to interpolation or
mechanism, including the laser source and
impedance with frequency. and by capacitive
muting.
4- element photodiode array together with four
and inductive coupling between channels. DualHowever, it is observed that the player still
chips ( decoder, error corrector. interpolation/
mono constuction is recommended to give the
sounds better even if there is no change in the
muting and 4-times-oversampling digital filter).
best possible channel separation.
number of uncorrected errors. This is because
It is important to maintain as good isolation as
Error * signals derived from the photodiode
the current- hungry servos driving the radial
array correct focusing and radial tracking errors
possible from the digital section and this is
tracking and focusing motors have to work less
through servos, thereby allowing the pickup to
achieved in three ways:
hard and thus interact less with other parts of the
1) Physical isolation by maintaining the convertrack the data on the disc. In addition, amotor
player. especially the audio and timing circuitry.
sion electronics in a separate screened enclocontrol signal is derived by the decoding chips to
This interaction takes place through the power
sure.
vary the speed of the disc as the pickup moves
supplies and grounding systems, and for best
2) Power supply isolation by using a separate
across it.
performance, the various sections of the player
power supply, ideally with separate transforUnusually for audio, it is possible to define
should be isolated from each other as well as
mers. If you are using dual mono construction,
absolutely how well this part of the player is
possible.
you need separate power transformers or windperforming. If the necessary data are being
Bob Stuart has pointed out that signal timing
ings for each channel.
recovered from the disc with no interpolation or
in aCD player is an analogue function because
3) Ground isolation by using optical isolators to
muting taking place, and if the timing of the data
the logical transitions take place at particular
prevent the ground systems from interfacing.
is correct, the performance of this section of the
voltage levels, and any changing conditions
Remember that, to you and me. grounds are all
player is as good as it is ever going to get.
which cause the rise- time of the signal or the
at the same potential; hut to rapidly changing
Many people have observed that placing a signal transmission thresholds to change will
signals, inductance becomes significant and all
player on a light shelf, piggy- backing discs, or
translate into minute jitters in the timing chain.
kinds of virtual grounds can he set up.
placing astabiliser mat on the disc, improves the
If grossly exaggerated. this jitter would translatc
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In addition to isolating the analogue and
digital sections, we do of course need to make
the analogue electronics work as well as possible, as for normal audio. In particular, using a
direct-coupled amplifier avoids the need for
coupling capacitors, and an integral line driver
allows a power amplifier to be driven directly,
without the need to use a preamplifier.

Modifications in detail
It is important to obtain a service manual for
your player; they cost only a few pounds and
allow you to find your way much more easily.
And before reaching for the soldering iron, do
bear in mind that CD players are relatively
complex, and things like replacement lasers and
decoding chips are expensive. If in doubt, bribe
a knowledgeable friend!

player through a heavy-duty cable and connector.
One- amp regulators ( LM317T. LM337T) are
ideal for each regulator and most can use simple
clip-on heat-sinks. The exception is the + 5V
decoder supply which requires a 10°C/heat-sink
and an alternative series dropping resistor of 27
ohms, 7Watt. It gets hot! For more information
on this type of power supply, refer back to Ben
Duncan's AMP-01 design in HFNIRR, 1984.

Interface to converter box

An all-digital interface allows optical isolators in
the converter box to be driven from the player. I
use aparallel interface since it is easy to create.
The Sony twin-box player uses aserial interface
which is more difficult to add to the existing
circuitry. Nine lines are defined, as follows:
Pin 1: Digital data, left channel
Improving the power supplies
Pin 2: Digital data, right channel
Pin 3: Data Clock 1
The aim here is to provide separate regulators
Pin 4: Data Clock 2
for each supply line and for each of the three
Pin 5: Convert latch 1
functions: servos and control, decoder, and
Pin 6: Convert latch 2
audio. Fig. 1shows adual (+/—) supply running
off the existing reservoir DC supply. It is better, Pin 7: Power on mute
Pin 8: De-emphasis
however, to use an additional transformer,
Pin 9: Ground return
rectifier and reservoir capacitors to reduce the
Fig. 2 shows the circuitry required to create
load on the existing transformer. Depending on
this interface in the player. Note that Pins 3/4
how far you want to go, the following stages are
and 5/6 carry the same signal. This is done to
recommended:
allow dual mono construction with separate
1) Use separate regulators for the decoder,
grounds to be used in the converter box.
typically + 12, — 12 and + 5V.
Techniques for applying de-emphasis and
2) Use separate regulators for the D/A convermuting vary from player to player. The circuit
ters, typically + 5, — 6 and — 17V.
shown assumes that the existing relays can be
3) Use separate regulators for the audio stages,
used to obtain the necessary drive signals and
typically + 15 and — 15V. It is worthwhile
that both use positive logic, ie, relay energised =
increasing the supply to the audio stages to 18V
or more, depending on the maximum rating of mute on = de-emphasis on. If the existing audio
stages are being retained, the signals should be
the op- amps used.
derived from the relay drive circuitry instead.
4) Feed all new regulators from a reservoir
Shunt muting ( where the output of the CD
which supplies + 25 and — 25V at 1.5-2 amps,
player is shorted to ground) is preferable to
mounted in a separate box and feeding the
series muting, where
the signal passes
through the relay conFIG 1 ! REGULATED SUPPLY
mot
tacts. Fig. 2 assumes
KI
that the player uses
•V N1
shunt
muting.
sr
ANON
However, some players,
such as the Philips CD111.110
104, use series muting
so that the player is
o
muted when the relay is
de- energised. An
alternative circuit shows
se 111 lv
how the signal on Pin 7
my= 2M,e
can be inverted when
2eei
°
series muting is used.
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Error indicators
A single CD data frame
contains 12 16-bit audio
samples, six for each

Fi nt stage is to improve power supply regulation

channel, and 7350 of them are processed every
second. Two levels of error correction are
applied using the CI and C2 Reed-Solomon
codes. Single bit errors are corrected by the Cl
decoder and the SAA7020 error correcting chip
gives no indication of completed Cl error
corrections. If more than one error is detected.
Pin 3 goes high indicating that the Cl decoder
cannot correct the errors, The C2 decoder then
attempts to correct the errors and if more than
two errors are detected. Pin 36 goes high to
indicate had data. The interpolation and muting
circuit, SAA7000, will interpolate across asingle
bad sample and mute for longer errors.
By connecting pulse-stretching monostables to Pins 3and 36 of the SAA7020, the level of
errors can be monitored. Both LEDs lighting
together indicates interpolation or muting; the
Cl LED indicates greater than one error in a
given frame. The circuit for one monostable is
shown in Fig. 3. The LED comes on when the
player is stopped or paused.
The pin signals can also be fed to an event
counter to count errors while reading a disc,
which is useful for examining the effect of player
platement, disc cleaning and so on. As an
example, my copy of Sade's Promise has 1560
frames with two errors, about 1in 15,000 and no
frames with more than two errors.

Separate converter box
Fig. 4 shows the circuit for the D/A converter,
post- analogue filter and line driver, which
should be housed in a screened box. Power is
supplied to it using the regulated supplies
described above, but which are separate from
those driving the rest of the player. The converter box should be left permanently powered; the
muting circuit takes care of the level shift which
occurs when the decoder is powered up.
Readers with an AMP-01 preamplifier could
consider adding this circuit as an extra card. One
channel should fit easily on a single Eurocard.
The AMP-01 is a good starting point, as the
power supply and line driver already exist.
When first designing this circuit. Imade the
mistake of assuming that the digital signals
driving the DAC should have fast rise- times; I
was wrong. By slowing the rise- time of the
digital signals to the maximum which allows
consistent and proper chip operation, breakthrough from the digital to analogue domains
minimised. A series resistor of about I-2k and
the parallel input capacitance of the chip serve
to form a simple lag network. The application
notes for the TDA1540 DAC suggest a 1.5nF
capacitor for decoupling the current reference
(Pin 16) to ground, but Ifound increasing this to
100nF improves the performance of the DAC at
certain frequencies and levels.
The audio section uses NE5534 op- amps
which have a higher slewing-rate compared to
the NE5532s commonly employed. Other op-

FIG 2 DIGITAL INTERFACE

zir

/<118111

111"1

cv

interface allow the use of optical isolators

SAA7030 FINS
3
DLF0
ORFD
10
6
r13-6
LAI
7
24
•5V
12
OV

'Error level indication; error count indication is also possible
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BUILD A BETTER PLAYER

Completed player - actually three boxes!

Digital to analogue coni ersion and audio output
amps can he used, but it is particularly important
not to use a compensation capacitor in the
integrator position as this only degrades slewrate. Still faster op- amps can be used, but they
tend to be unstable in the low closed- loop-gain
configurations used here.
The circuit uses a 3rd Order Bessel filter
which has a - 3dB point of about 30kHz and is
37.5dB down at 176kHz. It has constant group
delay within the audio band ( about 9 microseconds) so that transients do not ring when
passing through.
A servo is used to set the DC operating level
so that an output coupling capacitor is not
required. The servo settles to apoint where the
average output voltage is 0V. The time-constant
(0.1s) used in the input and output filters and in
the integrator itself means that audio signals
have negligible effect on the servo operation,
but the servo can settle within the power-on
de- mute delay time of 1-2 seconds.
The output of the player is fed to sockets to
drive a normal preamplifier, and also via a
Bourns volume control ( with alaw- faking resistor) to a BUF-03 voltage follower, as in AMP-

THE BUYER'S
GUIDE TO
AMATEUR RADIO

by

Angus McKenzie. 472pp.
Price £8.49 ( to non-members
of RSGB) and £7.22 to
members. Published by Radio
Society of Great Britain.
lambda House. Cranhorne
Road. Potters Bai. Hens.
EN6

Angus McKenzie. MBE, is known to readers of
this magazine as an audiophile. running an
impressive commercial test laboratory checking
equipment, sometimes culminating in technical
reviews for these pages. Another major activity
for this remarkable man is ' amateur radio', and
his call sign is G3OSS.
The latest prodigious effort of McKenzie is
the preparation of this big book for the RSGB.
for which he dictated - as he is blind - nearly
200,000 words, necessitating hundreds of test
figures. all of which had to be stored in his brain
retrieval system when the systems and their
performance came to be compared!
With the help of amateurs worldwide, Angus
conducted many hundreds of hours of subjective
testing on all bands from 1.8MHz to 2320MHz.
A survey of this magnitude must involve many
people, particularly for discussing test results vs
HI- El NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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01. This will happily drive a power amplifier
through along cable and means you do not need
to use a preamp with all its additional connections and signal paths.
Grounding is very important. Keep the supply
and signal grounds separate. joined at one point
only. Also, keep the grounds for each channel
separate, joining them only at the power
amplifier. Above all, try to use dedicated
grounding paths for high current and/or high
frequency signals.

Conclusion
These modifications are mainly for those with
some experience of electronics who don't mind
voiding warranties. Be adventurous, the results
are well worth it. If any reader has specific
queries connected with this article, I will be
pleased to answer them. Please write to me c/o
the Editor, enclosing an SAE.

Christopher Breunig listens
In spite of its ' laboratory looks' this CD player
proved easy to use: tdo find the digital timing
display distracting in ' play', but helpful in track

subjective performance.
The contents cover ' Receiver Performance'
(pp7-29) including rooting filters and blocking,
detector distortion, tuning ergonomics, and
frequency stability. Another chapter tackles
'Microphones' ( intended for radio amateurs, not
hi-fi, for use on narrow frequency response
systems). Iliked the description for some
'mikes' he had tested, as producing a
'Wellington Boot' effect, as if the microphone is
well down inside the boot and one is talking into
the top!
In the 26 chapters, the whole spectrum of
'ham radio' is dealt with, including aerial tuning
units, power/SWR meters, antennas,
transverters, RF cables/connectors, test
equipment, and an outline of test methods, IF
and selectivity tests, audio inputs. VHF and
UHF preamp measurements, followed by full
equipment reviews ( pp118-395). Brief reviews,
useful when buying secondhand rigs, appear on
pp396-424. Chapters cover preamps, power
meters and accessories ( including mikes,
headphones and types of filters).
A closing index lists the products reviewed. If
you want to know what is available on the
amateur radio market today, get this text at
once.
Donald Aldous

selection, or forward and reverse.
The sound makes agood immediate impression. What is striking is the considerable width
and depth of sound-stage. Instruments have
space around them, and in dimensionality this
player exceeds the performance of the Meridian
PRO. It also conveys very well the dynamics in
the programme, and is mercilessly revealing of
mie placements etc. Tonally Ifound it rather
'thin'. After a while, whilst still appreciative of
the phenomenal detail resolution ( tiny squeakes
from stage, hall movements) I found I was
detached from the music: at any time Icould
have walked out of the room, even though Iwas
mostly listening to impressive CDs, from the
technical point of view, or performances of real
stature. The feeling of tonal balance inaccuracy
prevailed, and so ttried direct comparisons with
the Meridian PRO ( the cable interconnect was
not the same, as the Mark Norton player came
with van den Hul D202/11. with a3cm adaptor
lead to interface with my DNM-3 preamp). The
'PRO was obviously richer, and weightier in the
bass. The frequency balance seemed better.
though the sound-stage was smaller ( more tightknit) but one was aware of the veiling characteristic of the Meridian.
More subjectively, t felt the music ' flowed'
better with the Meridian: it was more involving.
and 1was aware of greater physical relaxation
with this machine. Reverting to the MN player
confirmed both the superior pinpointing of
instruments and voices, also the tonal imbalance, and akind of ' looseness' of presentation:
it seemed not so taut amusic reproducer. Ihad
no idea of its cost, which was later suggested by
the designer as £8(X)-£1200 ( as I had guessed
might be the case). He took kindly to my
criticisms, being aware that thave not concealed
my continuing unease with the CD medium. •

COMPOSING MYSELF

by Andrzej Panufnik. 368pp.
liard Covers. Price £ 17.50 Published by Methuen Ltd. 11 New
Fetter Lane. London EC4P 4EE.

That this book is often distressing to read is an
indication of how important is the story it tells.
Panufnik is adistinguished Polish composer who
escaped to Britain in 1954. For many years his
music was banned both in Poland and by the
Glock/Keller regime at the BBC. Matters have
improved since, especially in Poland.
Most of the book is taken up by the Polish
years and by aportrayal of aworld paralleling
that of Orwell's 1984. Horrible though the Nazi
occupation was, the period of Russian
domination was far worse, with all arts and
artists harnessed to the socialist propaganda
machine. As awell-known composer. Panufnik
was occasionally allowed to conduct his works in
the West, and hence was able to arrange his
escape. Most have no such chance. Yet much
scarred though he obviously is, Panufnik has
survived as ahuman being and has made his way
as acomposer. In fact, there arc some
enlightening comments here on the original
formal processes of his later works, with music
examples. The book has anumber of incidental
pleasures, too, such as glimpses of Szymanowski
in his final years.
Max Harrison
31
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Across the world the SME Series Vprecision
pick-up arm is now the standard by which
other arms are judged.
Holder of Japan's coveted HiFi Component
of the Year Award its performance is not an
accident, its reputation not amarket whim,
but the predictable outcome of innovative
design allied with more than aquarter of a
century of high quality manufacturing
experience.
Ownership of aSeries Voffers the serious
audiophile or professional user deep and
lasting satisfaction. Its development and
many special features are described in a
four- page colour brochure which we shall
be happy to send you on request.

Among SME dealers specialising
in Series Vare:
Absolute Sound & Video
Acoustic Arts
Audiocraft
Audioscene
Audio Excellence
Audio T
Beechwood Audio
Doug Brady HiFi
The Comflake Shop
Grahams Hi Fi
Hampshire Audio
Harrow Audio
Hi Fi Care
Hi Fi Comer
Hi Fi Experience
Homs of Oxford
Image Hi Fi
James Kerr & Co.
KJ Leisuresound
Lintone Audio
Midland Hi Fi Studio
The Music Room
Phonograph
The Pinewood Music Company
Radford Hi Fi
Reading Hi Fi Centre
Sound Organisation
Sounds Expensive
Spalding Electrical
Stafford Hi Fi Studio
Studio 99 •
Subjective Audio
Telesonic
Unilet Products
Wilmslow Audio
Zeus Audio

The best pick-up arm in the world

SME Limited
Steyning, Sussex BN4 3GY
Telephone: (0903) 814321
Telex: 877808

PIECE DE RESISTANCE
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PIECE DE RESISTANCE
Martin Colloms offers the results of listening tests on resistors

T

HIS REPORT is intended to partner
Ben Duncan's excellent technical
review of resistor technology and performance in HFNIRR (
March/April
1987). A selection of resistors was requested.
and those we received were subject to test at two
values, 100ohms and 33k-ohms. The 100ohms
was used as the main load resistor for a
moving-coil cartridge, with a preamp input
impedance of 1k-ohm. By careful gain calibration, the load effect was assessed in absolute
terms, while the resistors were also assessed via
asingle- presentation method of judging overall
sound quality. The 33k-ohm types were assessed
while used as the main termination for a CD
player of low output impedances ( 100ohms). the
associated preamplifier input impedance being
100k-ohms. Again, comparisons were made
without a test resistor to assess the degree and
type of sonic aberration introduced by the
resistors under examination.
Some earlier listening work has been done;
for example, afabricated metal- film array for a
2W value was compared with an equivalently
rated wire-wound ( Tot Pourri', Sept '86). In
another small test, included in the previously
published capacitor comparisons, afew resistors
were auditioned as moving-coil cartridge loads.
Here the Holco type was compared with carbon
composition. carbon- film' and low-cost metalfilm types. Holco won that contest (
HFNIRR.
Oct ' 85). In the present test the rarely- used
carbon composition types were not included;
previously tested examples were unpromising.
Wire- wound, several metal- films, metal-glaze,
and carbon- film types are represented here,
together with the costly bulk- foil design. Not all
types in the survey were available in the
33k-ohm value.
This first part comprises the auditioning. In
the second part. to appear later, it is hoped to
provide some technical measurement beyond
that of simple resistance tolerance. Compared
with other projects, the listening work here was
extremely difficult, and as such Iwould judge it
rather less reliable. It is said that resistor sound
quality is easier to judge if complete amplifiers
are built largely with one type: comparisons are
then made more easily as the effects are
multiplied. But the scoring for resistor sound is
an arbitrary one, and has no connection with
that for amplifiers. CD players or cables. It is
merely relative.

Interim comment
Whilst the sample is fairly limited, it was
interesting that the carbon- film types sounded a
little better than some of the metal- films. But
Roederstein's good reputation for an inexpensive metal- film ( No.11) seems well justified. We
were fortunate to have the Vishay hulk- foils
(No.10), since these really proved our case,
namely that resistors do affect sound quality.
The Vishays were significantly nearer the original. helping to show the magnitude of the test
loading effects, which were comparatively
minor, and also revealing the audible errors
introduced by most of the other resistor types
tested.
In general, resistors add a ' glazed' and ' hashy'
noise in the treble which seemed to dilute stereo
focus. Other effects included an impression of
ill- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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mildly bumpy or lumpy bass, with some forwardness in the midrange and anoticeable loss
of depth, ambience and dynamic power. In the
case of the latter, some of the resistors under
test gave ablander and more lifeless effect to the
reproduction.
For the wirewounds ( Nos. 12-14). we could
only use the HX)ohms value for this test, but the
results were encouraging in that despite some
coloration they all had good bass, fine clarity
and dynamics, with little grain or ' hash' in the
treble. It was aclose contest between these and
the Holco precision metal- film ( No.15). the
latter surviving by virtue of its neutrality and
becoming the best metal- film tried at a fairly
audiophile price. A high quality component in
its own right, the care taken with the manufacture and tolerancing of Holsworthy's Holco was
reflected in its superior sound. Nonetheless. I
must reiterate that the unit differences between
all these resistors are small if viewed in the
context of overall system quality. However.

having said this, the effects may well prove
cumulative in practice.

Application notes
Costly, better quality resistors. are best used at
circuit points where component effects are not
subject to improvement by negative feedback.
Such positions include the tail resistors in series
feedback networks, output buffer resistors, and
input load terminations; eg, for moving-coil or
moving- magnet cartridges. It is hoped that we
may report in future on some trials following
these suggestions.

Prices
Approximate one-off home constructor prices
are as follows:
£10: 0.1% precision non- inductive wirewound.
£5: Vishay ( Nalty).
50p: 2.5W. 5% wirewounds ( approx).
40p: Holco ( B&J Sound. Nalty).
10-15p: 0.25 to 0.5W metal- films. •

Results
These brief summaries give an assessment of the actual
load effect of 33k-ohm ( where available) and 100ohm
examples, and listening test ratings for each type.
(1) MFRS, 0.5W, 1% metal-film, by Welwyn.
33k: 33.09, 33.03. l(X)ohms: 100.28, 99.81
Sound 70%: thinner lighter sound. depth compression,
lowered treble focus.
(2) MFR4, 0.25W, I% metal-film, by Wclyn.
33k: 33.01, 33.01. 100ohms: 99.61, HX).1.
Sound 72.5%: slight improvement in depth and tonal
balance.

(I I) 0.25W, 2% metal-film. by Rocderstein.
33k: 32.93, 32.81. 100ohms: 99.55, 99.84.
Sound 82%: strong dynamic sound with fairly good
clarity, focus and depth, but a touch of boom and a
trace of 'glazed' treble brightness.
(12) W2I, 2.5W, 5% wirewourW vitreous, by Welwyn.
33k N/A. 100ohms: 100.04, 100.07.
Sound 86%: some dulling of air and a mild. 'wirey'
emphasis on string-tone: good bass, slightly forward
mid hut good clarity, dynamics and depth.

(3) MFtS16, 1% metal-film, by Mullard/Philips.
33k: 32.9, 33.04. 100ohms: 100.05, 100.43.
Sound 75%: mixed reactions at 100ohm, better balance
and improved perspective at 33k.

(13) RS, 2.5W, 5% wircwound silicone cement coated.
CGS.
33k: N/A. 100ohms: 98.7, 99.2.
Sound 86%: similar to the above hut slightly sweeter,
with good instrumental separation.. Mildly bandlimited, faint rolloff at frequency extremes.

(4) MRS25, 0.6W. 2% metal- film, from Mullard/
Philips.
33k: 33.06, 33.03. 100ohms: 100.11, 100.05.
Sound 77%: alively sound with better bass but atouch
of ' brashness' in the treble.

(14)Econistor, 0.1% precision wirewound, non- inductive, by Rhopoint.
33k: N/A. 100ohms: 100.01, 100.005.
Sound 86%: slightly soft bass, good focus, very slightly
'wircy' on strings: mild mid presence, good depth.

(5) BTF4, 0.25W. 5% carbon-film, by Dubilier.
33k: 33.43, 33.15. 100ohms: 99.28, 98.89
Sound 72.5%: fair balance, some blandness with a
mildly lumpy bass.

(15) H8. 0.125W. 0.5% precision metal-film ( Holco),
by Holsworthy.
33k: N/A. 100ohms: 100.31, 100.07.
Sound 88%: a very fair copy - neutral, well balanced.
clear and clean strings, good depth, slightly soft bass,
very mildly & focused, accurate.

(6) SFR25, 0.33W, 5% metal-film.
33k: 32.51, 32.52. 100ohms: 99.02, 99.15.
Sound 80%: awelcome improvement, more dynamic.
better balanced, improved focus.
(7) CFR50, 0.6W, 5% carbon- film by Neohm.
33k: 33.07. 32.67. 100ohms: 99.31, 98.95.
Sound 77.5%: a good impression of depth, despite
some 'glaze' in the treble and slight bass boom.
(8) NK3, 0.125W, 2% metal-film, by Corning.
33k: 32.99, 32.74. 100ohms: 99.90, 100.1.
Sound 71%: mild 'glaze' and diffusion in the treble,
better depth heard at 100ohms value.

(16) LRI. 0.25W, 1% metal-film, by Neohm.
33k: N/A. 100ohms: 100.04, 100.42.
Sound 73%: some treble brittleness and grain, loss of
depth and ambience: bass ' thumpy'. loss of focus.
(17) RGP0207, 0.5W, 1% metal-glaze, by Neohm.
33k: N/A. 100ohms: 100.00. 100.12.
Sound 76%: a touch forward and bright, hut not too
brittle or grainy. Fair bass and focus, some loss of
depth and dynamics.

(9) CFR25, 0.25W, 5% carbon-film, by Ncohm.
33k: 32.77, 32.75. 100ohms N/A.
Sound 77%: quite good all-rounder.

(18) 'Commercial'. 0.5W, 5% carbon-film, from Japan.
33k: N/A. 100ohms: 98.49. 102.59.
Sound 80%: some ' nasality' on violin, hut clearer and
less grainy than average. Quite good depth. fair bass
and reasonable tonal balance.

(10) VSRJ, 0.25W, 0.01% bulk-foil, by Vishay.
36k: 36.02. 36.02. 100ohms: 100.05, 100.06.
Sound 94%: an unmistakably large step nearer to no
resistor at WI. Clear, tonally balanced, fine depth,
negligible aberration..

(19) N/A. 0.5W, 5% metal-oxide ( obsolete).
Welwyn.
33k: N/A. 100ohms: 100.10, 102.50.
Sound 80%: quite neutral, fairly good depth, with
some softening of detail: atouch bland and undynamic
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£319.95
Dual CS505/2 + QED A240CD
+ Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £ 20)
£359.95
Dual C6505/2 + OED A240SA
+ Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £ 20)
£349.95
Dual CS505/2 + Sansui AUG3OX +Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 i
.
rnp add £20)
£379.95
Dual CS505/2 + MR A60+
+ Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20)
£284.95
Dual CS505/2 + Marantz PM26
+ Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20)
£329.95
Dual CS505/2 + AR A04
+ Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20)
£399.95
Dual CS505/2 + AR A06
+Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20)
£299.95
Dual CS505/2 + Trio KA550
+ Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20)
£319.95
Dual CS505/2 + A & R Alpha +
+ Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20)
£289.95
Dual CS505/2 + Denon PMA250 + Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20)
£369.95
Dual CS505/2 + Cambridge P40 + Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20)
£359.95
Dual CS505/2 + Rotel RA840BX2 + Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20)
£259.95
Dual CS505/2 + Marantz PM151 + Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £20)
£339.95
Dual CS505/2 + Marantz PM45
+ Ce DL4 or AR8BX or Kef C10 or JPW P1 or Mission 7011 or M/Short MS15 or ( AR18BX or B&W DM100 imp add £ 20)
See illustrated system below
Rotel Ra820 or Nad 3020E or Nad 3130 or Rotel Ra820BX2
'The following are available as OPTIONS to the turntable and speakers in the above systems
add £ 15
Rotel RP830/AT110E
add £ 110
Mission 737R
AR Mot
add £80
•Cartridge supplied with above systems.
add £ 55
Rotel RP850/AT 110E
add £60
Heybrook HB1
B & W DM220 Imp
add £ 110
•Leads provided with above systems:
add £ 55
Thorens TD166
add £ 20
add £40
B & W DM110 Imp
Monitor Audio R252V
•Carriage for mail order customers
deduct £ 15
Wharfdale Diamond Il
add £ 120
P.O.A.
Compact Disc Players
Monitor Audio R352
on all orders in excess of £ 200.
add £80
Revolver inc. arm .
deduct £ 30
Dual CS505/2 deluxe
add £20
Nad 5120

FREE

Amplifiers
AR 004
AP 006
A & R Alpha A & R 060-.
A & R Dena 90
Cambodge P40
Cambridge imager P55
Cambridge preamp C75
Cambridge power arnp 075
Cyrus One
Cyrus PSX
Cyrus Two
Denon PMA707
Denon PMA250
Denon PMA300V
Maranta PM26
Maranta PM45
Maranta PIA15,
Nad 2155 power amp
Nad 3020E
Nad 3130
Nad 3240
Nad 1155 preamp
Nad 1130 preamP
Nad 2200 Power amp
Oued 34/44/405 2/6061306
OED 0240CD
OED A240SA
Rotel 90820
Rotel RA8200%2
Rotel RA8406%2
Sensu, AUGII%11
Sansui AUG300
Sansui AUG50%
Technics SUV40
Technics SUV50
Technics SLIV60
Too 6054
Trio 6074
Too 6094
Trio KA550
't'amena 0%300
Yamaha 40400
Yamaha AX 500

£15995
£249.95
£149.95
£21995
£32999
£19995
£249.95
£259.95
[279.95
[14995
£19995
£299.95
£99 95
[119.95
[169.95
£124.95
£179 95
(89 95
[22995
[109.95
£149.95
£229.95
£199.95
[129.95
[38995
8.0.11

(14995

[19995
£109.95
[149.95
[199.95
[119.95
[17995
[27995
[129.95
£159.95
£17995
[9995
£12995
C159.95
£129.95
[119.95
£149.95
£19995

Cassette Decks
Aiwa ADF 260
Aiwa ADF 360
Aiwa 009460
Anya ADR550
Aiwa ADF640
Aria ADF 770
Denon DRM07
Denon DRMIO
Denon DRAIII
Denon DRM20
Denon DRM3OH%
Denon DRM44H%
Maranta S1345

£89 95
£109 95
£139 95
£169 95
£189 95
£249 95
£139 95
£179 95
£209 95
£269 95
£319 95
£399.95
£179.96

£94.95
£249.95
£149.95
£19995
£394.95
£644.95
£9995
£114.95
£14495
£119.95
£14595
£79.95
[109.95
£199.95
[159.95
[159 95
£184.95
£139 95
£199.95
£299.95

Maranta SO IS!
Nad 6155
Nad 6220
Nad 6240
EIX 125
13% 300
Rotel 90830
Technics RSTIO
Technics RST20
Technics RS(1305
Technics RSB405
Trio KX54
Yamaha 6220
Yamaha 6222
Yamaha 6340
Yamaha 6420
Yamaha 6540
Yamaha 60200
Yamaha 60400
Yamaha K0W500

Tuners
[209.95
£25995
£19995

AR 7104
A & R Delta 80
A & R T21
Alpha Tuner
Cyrus Tuner
Denon TU4501
Denon TU717
Denon TU747L
Denon TU600L
Hitachi FT5500
Maranta ST 26
Maranta ST 1511
Nad 4130
Nad 4155
Pioneer F77L
Pioneer F99%
OED T237
Oued FM4
Rotel R1820
Rotel RT830
Rotel RT850
Sensu. TUD33XL
Sensor TU099XL
Technics STZ500
Technics STG40
Technics 07050
Trio KT541
Yamaha 7520
Yamaha TXL400

£139.95

£179.95
£129.95
£99.95
£14995
£219.95

£229.95

[124.95
£9995
£149.95
£239.95
£159.95

(219.95

£169 95
£79.95
£9995
[14995
[119.95
£229.95
£89.95
£124.95
£144.95
£99.95
£139.95
£129.95

Tuner Amps
£269 95
£359 95
£449 95
£259.95
£369 95
£439 95
£259 95
£199 95

AR X04
AR 006
AR X10
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Nad 7140
Nad 7155
Yamaha R5
Yamaha 90300
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Kenwood Too DP330
Maranta CD45B *
Maranta CD56 *
Maranta CD65 *
Maranta CD75 *
Maranta C094 *
Mission PCM4000 •
Mission PCM7000 *
Nad 5330
Philips CDI60 *
Phriips CD260 *
Philips CD360 •
Philips CD450 *
Philips C0460 •
PhilipS CD650
Philips CD960
Pioneer PDX303 *
Rotel RCD820
Rote' RCD820BX
Sony C13502 ESO
Technics SIP 520
Technics SIP 720
Technics SLPJ30
Technics SLP110
Technics SLPJ20 *
Technics SLP310
Trio DP750
Trio DP770D
Trio DP850
Trio DP1000
Yamaha CDX5 *
Yarnaha CDX500 •
Yamaha CD%700 •

Ill

nes.ss

£22995
£169.95
£254 95
£199.95
[25995
£299 95

Prices include VAT ana were correct al
I
rme of preparation fapprommately
weeks before pubircetiOni but are
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Speakers
Present this advt to
claim free stands
and 6 maires 79 strand
Cable with all
Loudspeakers
listed below except*
Suggested
Systems" excluded)
098130
9918130
092260
093580
494413%
A & R » corn Two
A & R Arcam Three
56 W DM100 Imp
B & W DMII0 Imp
BOW DM220 Imp
BOW DM330 Imp
Boston 040 *
Celeshon DL4
Celeshon 0160
Heybrook HBI •
Heybrook HE129 *
JPW Pl
JPW AP2
Kef C10
Kef C20
Kef C30
Kef C40
Kef C60
Kef C80
Kef 9102
Kef 9103/3
Kef R104/2
Kef R107
Mission 7011
Mission 7001E
Mission 707
Mission 7379
Mission 770F
Mission 7800
Monitor Audio 9100
Monitor Audio 9252v
Monnor Audio 9352
Monitor Audio 9652
Monitor Audio 9700
Mondor Audio 9852
Mordaunl Short MS10 *
Mordaunt Short 64515
Mordaunt Shorl MS3571
Mordauni Short MS25T.
Nad 30
Quad £ LS63
Rogers LS2
Rogers 1..S3/5A
Rogers 156
Rogers LS7T
Rogers Studio IA
Rotel RL850

£89.95
[129.95
£159.95
£249.95
£349.95
[23995
£129.95
£119.95
£14995
£22995
£299.95

(119.95

£109.95
£299.95
£169.95
£26995
[124.95
[144.95
£89.95
[119.95
£14995
[199.96
£249.95
£44995
£319.95
£59995
£769.95
[179995
£9995
£129.95
£159.95
£23995
£399.95
£699.95
£
129.95
£149.95
£249.95
£299.95
£24995
£349.95
[84.95
[99.95
[144.95
[12495
[459.95
P.O.A.
£16495
£249.95
£227.95
£359.95
£497.95
£109.95

Sponde Prelude
Sponde SPI
Spendor SP2
Spendor LS3/50
Tannoy Mercury Il
Tannoy M20 Gold
Tannoy Venus
Wharfedale Diamond 11 *
Wharfedale Diamond Ac.... •
Whadedale 504
Whadedale 507
Wharfedale 510
Wharfedale 512
Wharfedale 708 Grey *
Yamaha NS 000M

95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95
95

Turntables
£219 95
[139 95
£119 95
£134 95
£199 95
£329 95
£89 95
£499 95
£179 95
£219 95
£149 95
£179 95
[199 95
£143 95
£224 95
P0 A
£169 95

Acoustic Research EB101
Aoston RD50
Dual CS505/2
Dual CS505/2 deluxe
Dual CS500013
Mantra
Nad 5120
Pink Triangle
Revolver ( Black)
Revolver ( Red)
Rolel RP830
Rotel RP850
Systerndek inc arm
Systerndek Il% ( ex)
Systerndek IIX elect ( ex(
Thorens
Thorons TOISA

Specials

* * *

Few only to New
Denon ORM33FIX £ 279.95
Maranta 5074
[ 25995
Maranta CD65 ex dem
£ 279.95
Nad 5355
£ 29995
Pioneer 033
£ 119.95
Pioneer 044
£ 139.95
Pioneer PDM6
£ 299.95
Rogers LS7 ex dom
[ 269.95
Rogers Studio one ex dem [ 35995
RA 840 E1X1
£ 129.95
Tannoy Mercury 1 *
tue%
Technics SU 8028
£ 69.95
Technics SU 8044
[ 8995
Technics SHZ250
£ 4995
Nad 3155
£ 179.95
Sensu ,0290
£ 7995
San» 0E300
( 49.95
Yamaha 0320
£ 69.95
Yamaha 0420
£ 99.95
Yamaha CDX3
£ 149.95
Yamaha CD3
£ 199.95
Yamaha CD500
£ 249.95
Sony CDP55
( 27195
Wharfedale 708 Grey
fr
£149.95
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INSIDE R-DAT

INSIDE R-DAT

In part 2of this series, John Watkinson covers R-DAT trac kstructure and the track following system

A

S WITH any recorder intended for
consumer use, economy of tape consumption is paramount, and this
involves numerous steps to use the
tape area as efficiently as possible.
As magnetic tape is flexible and is manufactured to finite tolerances, there will always be
some error between the path of the replay head
and the recorded track. In the relatively wide
tracks of analogue audio recorders this is seldom
a problem. The high output metal tape used in
R-DAT allows an adequate signal/noise ratio to
be obtained with very narrow tracks on the tape.
This reduces tape consumption and allows a
small cassette, but it becomes necessary to
actively control the relative position of the head
and the track in order to maximise the replay
signal and minimise the error rate.
Conventional magnetic recorders record the
transitions on the tape track at right angles to
the edge of the track, and fig. 1shows that it is
necessary to leave so-called 'guard bands'

TRICK
•TRACK

GRANO
VANOS

TRACK

Jig. 1 In conventional recording, aspace, or guard
'and must be left between tracks so that in the case of a
nisaligned head, the output signal simply reduces
instead of becoming acomposite signal from two tracks.
The guard bands represent unused tape.
between tracks to allow some tracking error
without causing crosstalk from adjacent tracks.
These guard bands represent wasted tape.
Fig. 2(a) shows that in azimuth recording, the
transitions are laid down at an angle to the track
by using ahead which is tilted. Machines using
azimuth recording must always have an even
number of heads, so that adjacent tracks can be
recorded with opposite azimuth angle. The two
track types are usually referred to as A and B.
Fig. 2(b) shows the effect of playing atrack with
AZIM11111
NEC1110

(o)

REVERSE

AZIMUIN
RECORDING

ammo

PLNYBREI
MEND

Iíl!ihIíII/IIII/

UNPIN
MEE
PLAYRAte RESPONSE WWI
RIVERS( A/II4U111

(b)

Fig. 2 In azimuth recording (a) the head gap is tilted. If
the track is played with the same head, playback is
normal, but the response of the reverse azimuth head is
attenuated (b).
the wrong type of head. The playback process
suffers from an enormous azimuth error. The
effect of this can be understood by imagining the
tape track to be made from many identical
parallel strips. In the presence of azimuth error,
the strips at one edge of the track are played
back with a phase shift relative to strips at the
other side. At some wavelengths, the phase shift
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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will be 180', and there will be no output; at other
wavelengths, especially long wavelengths, some
output will reappear. The effect is rather like
that of a comb filter, and serves to attenuate
crosstalk due to adjacent tracks. Since no tape is
wasted between the tracks, efficient use is made
of the tape. The term ' guard band less recording'
is often used instead of, or in addition to, the
term ' azimuth recording'. If a channel code is
used which has a small low frequency content,
the failure of the azimuth effect at long
wavelengths ceases to be a problem.
Fig. 3shows that in digital recording there is
no separate erase process, and erasure is
achieved by overwriting with a new waveform.
Used in conjunction with azimuth recording, the
recorded tracks can be made rather narrower
than the head pole, simply by reducing the linear
speed of the tape so that it does not advance so
far between sweeps of the rotary heads. In
11/L1

NEA0
WW1

1/21/1MINSIMMIS
MINSIMMINIM

1111/M1111

IOVERLAP

Fig. 3 In azimuth recording, tracks can be made narrower than the head pole by overwriting previous track.
R-DAT, the head pole is 20.4 micrometres
wide, but the tracks it records are only 13.59
micrometres wide. The same head can be used
for replay, even though it is 50% wider than the
tracks. It can be seen from fig. 4that there will
be crosstalk from tracks at both sides of the
home track, but this crosstalk is attenuated by
azimuth effect. The amount by which the head
overlaps the adjacent track determines the
spectrum of the crosstalk, since it changes the
delay in the azimuth comb filtering effect. More
importantly, the signal/crosstalk ratio becomes
independent of tracking error over a small
range, because as the head moves to one side,
the loss of crosstalk from one adjacent track is
balanced by the increase of crosstalk from the
track on the opposite side. This phenomenon
allows for some loss of tracking accuracy and for
the residual error which is present in all trackfollowing servo systems.
The azimuth angle used has to be chosen with
some care. The greater the azimuth angle, the
less will be the crosstalk, but the effective
writing speed is the head to tape speed multi-

plied by the cosine of the azimuth angle. A
further smaller effect is that the magnetic
properties of the tape are afunction of direction
because of particle orientation. Noise due to the
medium, head or amplifier is virtually
unaffected by the azimuth angle, and there is no
point in reducing crosstalk below the noise. The
chosen value of ± 20° reduces crosstalk to the
same order as the noise, with aloss of only 1dB
due to the apparent reduction in writing speed.
The track width and the energy of the tape
largely define the signal/noise ratio. A track
width has been chosen which makes the signal/
crosstalk ratio dominant in cassettes which are
intended for user- recording.
Prerecorded tapes are made by contact
duplication, and this process only works if the
energy of the copy is less than that of the master.
The output from prerecorded tapes at the track
width of 13.59 micrometres would be too low,
and would be noise- dominated, which would
cause the error rate to rise. The solution to this
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Fig. 4 When the head pole is wider than the track, the
wanted signal is picked up along with crosstalk from the
adjacent tracks. If the head is misaligned, the signal to
crosstalk ratio remains the same until the head fails to
register with the whole of the wanted track.
problem is that in prerecorded tapes the track
width is increased to the same as that of the head
pole. The noise and crosstalk are both reduced
in proportion to the reduced output of the
medium, and the same error rate is achieved as
for normal high coercivity tape.
The 50% increase in track width is achieved
by raising the linear tape speed from 8.15 to
12.225 millimetres/second, and so the playing
time of aprerecorded cassette falls to 80 minutes
as opposed to the 120 minutes of the normal
tape. This is not a real restriction, since most
consumers would not want to purchase so much
copyright material at once. Whereas the 20
minute playing time per side of vinyl discs was
often bemoaned, very few CDs have been
released with the full 75 minute programme.
The track- following principles are the same
for prerecorded and normal cassettes, but there
are detail differences which will be noted.
Tracking is achieved in conventional video
recorders by the use of a linear control track
which contains one pulse for every diagonal
track. The phase of the pulses picked up by a
fixed head is compared with the phase of pulses
generated by the drum, and the error is used to
drive the capstan. This method is adequate for
the wide tracks of analogue video recorders, but
errors in the mounting of the fixed head and
variations in tape tension rule it out for high
density use. In any case, the control track head
35
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of the Year
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First class recordings that exhibit clarity, stability and extreme musicality.
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£139.95
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INSIDE R-DAT
adds undesirable mechanical complexity. In
R-DAT, the tracking is achieved by reading
special alignment patterns on the tape tracks
themselves, and using the information contained
in them to control the capstan. As the tape
tracks are diagonal. and are read by a rotary
head on a tilted axis, it is possible to keep the
rotary head following the tape track by controlling tape motion. Fig. 5shows that if the tape is
passing the.drum early compared to the rotation
of the drum, the head will be high on the track.
whereas if the tape is passing late compared to
drum rotation, the head will he low on the track.
Tracking is adjusted by speeding up and slowing
hg. 6 In the track following .system of R-DAT, the
signal pickea up by the head comes from pilot tones
recorded in adjacent tracks at different positions. These
pilot tones have low frequency and are unaffected by
azimuth error. The system samples the amplitude of the
pilot tones and subtracts them.

1.111(At MOTION

Fig. 5 In ahelical scan system. the tracking of the head
can he controlled by the linear position of the tape. Thus
the !racking error of the rotary head drives the capstan.
down the capstan under control of the trackfollowing system. In an analogue recorder this
would result in wow and flutter, but in adigital
machine, such speed variations are removed by
the buffer memory. Each tape track has afixed
number of samples. so the fixed drum speed is
controlled and the sampling rate is correct. The
tracking system then ensures that one tape track
is brought in front of each head as the drum
rotates. The linear speed of the tape is then
automatically correct. If aprerecorded tape with
wider tracks is placed in the machine, the
tracking system will automatically drive the
capstan faster to move the tape a greater track
width for every sweep of the rotary head.
Although techniques have been proposed to
allow alignment information to he embedded in
recorded data, such as the tracking of the Philips
200(7 and Video- 8 VCRs, these are difficult to
implement when part of the track is to he
re-recorded at adifferent time, and so R-DAT
uses separate parts of the track which are set
aside for track- following purposes. This technique is called area divided track following'.
which is abbreviated to ATF. Fig. 6 shows the
basic way atracking error is derived. The tracks
at each side of the home track have a burst of
pilot tone recorded in two different places. The
frequency of the pilot tone is 130kHz. and has
been chosen to he relatively low so that it is not
affected by azimuth loss. In this way an A- head
following an A- track can detect. the pilot tone
from the adjacent B- tracks.
In fig. 7(a). the case of a correctly tracking
head is shown. The amount of side- rending pilot
tone from the two adjacent B- tracks is identical.
If the head is off-track as in fig. 7(h), the
amplitude of the pilot tone from one of the
adjacent tracks will increase, and the other will
decrease. The tracking error is derived by
sampling the amplitude of each pilot tone burst
as it occurs, and holding the result so the relative
amplitudes can he compared.
There are some practical considerations to he
overcome in implementing this simple system.
which result in some added complications.
The pattern of pilot tones must be such that
111-11 NEWS A: Rie ( ORO KtVttW
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Fig. 7 AI(
a) acorrectly tracking head produces pilot
tone bursts of identical amplitude. At (1,) the head is
off-track and the first pilot burst becomes larger.
whereas the second becomes smaller. This produces the
tracking error in the circuit of Fig. N.
they occur at different times on each side of
every track. To achieve this there must he a
burst of pilot tone in every track, although the
pilot tone in the home track does not contribute
to the development of the tracking error.
Additionally, there must he some timing signals
in the tracks to determine when the samples of
pilot tone should he made. The final issue is to
prevent the false locking which could occur if the
tape happened to run at twice normal speed.
Fig. 8 shows how the actual track- following
pattern of R-DAT is laid out. The pilot burst is
early on A- tracks and late on B- tracks.
Although the pilot bursts have atwo- track cycle.
the pattern is made to repeat over four tracks by
changing the period of the sync patterns which
control the pilot sampling and can prevent false

locking. When an A- head enters the track, it
finds the home pilot burst first, followed by pilot
from the B- track below. When aB- head enters
the track, it secs pilot from the A- track above
first. A- track below next, and finally home pilot.
The tracking error in this case is derived from
the former two. The machine can easily tell
which processing mode to use because the sync
signals have adifferent frequency depending on
whether they are in A- tracks ( 522kHz) or
B- tracks ( 784kHz).
The remaining areas are recorded with the
inter- block gap frequency of I.56MHz which
serves no purpose except to erase earlier recordings. Although these pilot and synchronising
frequencies appear strange. they are chosen so
that they can be simply obtained by dividing
down the master channel bit rate clock by simple
factors. The channel hit rate clock, Fch is
9.408MHz and pilot, the two sync frequencies
and erase are obtained by dividing it by 72, 18,
12 and 6 respectively. The time at which the
pilot amplitude in adjacent tracks should he
sampled is determined by the detection of the
synchronising frequencies. As the head sees part
of three tracks at all times, the sync detection in
the home track has to take place in the presence
of unwanted signals. On one side of the home
sync signal will be the inter- block gap frequency,
which is high enough to he attenuated by
azimuth. On the other side is pilot, which is
unaffected by azimuth. This means that sync
detection is easier in the tracking error direction
away from pilot than in the direction towards it.
There is an effective working range of about + 4
and — 5micrometres due to this asymmetry, with
a dead hand of 4 micrometres between tracks.
Since the track- following servo is designed to
minimalise the tracking error, once lock is
achieved the presence of the dead zone is not
really an important issue. The differential amplitude of the pilot tones produces the tracking
error, and so the gain of the servo loop is
proportional to the playback gain, which can
fluctuate due to head contact variations and
head tolerance. This problem is overcome by
using Automatic Gain Control in the servo
system. In addition to subtracting the pilot
amplitudes to develop the tracking error, the
circuitry also adds them to develop an AGC
voltage. Two sample and hold stages are provided which store the AGC parameter for each
head separately. The heads can thus he of
different sensitivities without upsetting the
servo. This condition could arise due to manufacturing tolerances, or if one of the heads
became contaminated. •
Next month John Watkinson explains the principles of digital magnetic recording. and shows
how the channel code of R-DAT works.
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Fig. X lite Area Divided Track fUllowing (ATE) Patterns of R-DAT. To ease generation of patterns on recording.
the pattern lengths are related to the data block dimensions; the frequencies are obtained by dividing down the
channel bit clock Fch. Sync signals control the timing erilh which the Pilot amplitude is sampled.
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Or ashorter way of saying
polymethylmethacrylate. Steve Harris describes
the Record Interface Mat

N

MAT
TRICKS

OW gaining widespread support is the idea, originally proposed
and implemented by Pink Triangle, of placing the record on a
material which has the same mechanical impedance as the vinyl
disc. This means that unwanted vibrational energy in the disc
will not be reflected back by the boundary between disc and mat, hut will
pass through and be ' lost' as desired. Pink Triangle went the whole hog
with its acrylic platter; others have started to fit hard acrylic mats.
So the Record Interface Mat, manufactured by Audiophile Products of
Holland, provides an aftermarket answer for those who want to update
their turntable performance. It is ahard acrylic ( polymethylmethacrylate)
mat, ground slightly concave to tit the record surface, and with a
lead- barium coating. The mat has aself-adhesive underside, protected by
apeel-off label. Listen first to establish whether the Record Interface
produces an improvement when simply placed on the platter; if so, its
performance will be further enhanced by bonding it to the platter. The
protective label can be peeled off in two concentric parts, so that with a
two-piece platter, it may be bonded to the outer section only.
Reviewing the mat (
HFNIRR, February '87), Martin Colloms noted
improvements over the Linn mat in his own system; it gave aneutral,
relaxed midrange. with good depth, improved inter-transient silences plus
stable stereo focus and natural stereo perspectives. The only proviso is that
it may not suit optimised systems of Linn-selected components. where the
'sound' of the felt mat is an integral part of the set-up. The mat is suitable
for use with any record clamp, including Audiophile Products' own,
available from Presence Audio.
It is difficult to give hard and fast rules, as the results are systemdependent too, but it is certain that for many decks the Record Interface
could mean anew lease of life. As with all HFNI RR accessories, the Mat
can he returned if it does not prove satisfactory, when money will be
promptly refunded- provided you haven't already stuck it to the platter!

Please indicate quantity. required. All prices include post & packing.
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Goldring Stylus Cleaner £ 12.45
Mission Isoplat £ 19.50
'
Tweek £ 15.95
Michell Banana plugs £9.50 per set of 4
Audiophile Records
Cantate Domino £6.95
Saint-Saëns £6.95
Close-ups £6.95
Jazz at the Pawnshop (2LPs) £ 13.95
Dáfos (45rpm) £ 12.95
HFNIRR Spikes £ 10 per set (inc drill) Wood D Metal O
HFNIRR Flux Dumper £22
Nagaoka record sleeves ( pack of 50) £6.95
High Performance Loudspeakers (
hardback) £ 14.95
HFNIRR Black Head M-C Transformer £49.95
HFN DC1 Loudspeaker Kit ( Complete) £ 129.99
HFN DC1 Kit ( Minus Cabinet) £49.99
D Basset Subwoofer Drive Unit £ 117.50
D Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( boards only) £39.95
D Bassett Subwoofer Electronics ( assembled) £ 139.95
• Al/sop Cleaning Accessories
Carbonoptic LP brush £5
0 Cassette head cleaner £5
D CD cleaner £ 19.50
D Special offer of all three £25.75
▪ CD Damping Foil ( pack of 10) £5.49
• RATA Torlyte turntable DO (indicate model) AD BO CD
• Supercut Records £7.10 each (or £6.50 each if ordering four or
more) Please indicate titles:
O Little Feat: Feats don't fail me now 0 Randy Newman: Little Criminals 0
Santana: Borboletta 0 Weather Report: Mysterious Traveller 0 Jackson Browne:
Running on empty 0 Eagles: Desperado 0 Earl Klugh: Living inside your love 0
Paul McCartney & Wings: Band on the run [
Maus: Orchestral works 0 Elgar:
Symphony No.2

• HFNIRR inter/inks
• HMC phonotophono £29.95
• HMC tonearm cable ( phono £38.50
• WBT-0101 phono plugs (pair) £21
El KEF Soundbase Speaker Stand ( pair) £29.95
• Inca Tech mains plug & socket set
E UK version £25
E European version £32
E Flutterbuster £79.95 (state turntable)
E Decca tonearm £49
▪ HFNIRR Test CD HFN 003 £ 11.95
El Authenticity Mini-vac £8.95
al Michell Tenderfeet ( set of 3) small £5.45 D Large £8.45 0
D Cobra FM Aerial £34.98
E HFNIRR CD Carrydisc £ 10.95
D HFNIRR Toolkit £32.50
D Record Interface Mat £28.50
NAME (
caps please)
ADDRESS

D Ienclose POIChequel MO*
El Iwish to pay by AccessIVisalDinerslAmex*
My card number is

'Please delete
as necessary.
Expiry date

Signature _
Please send your orders to HFNIRR Accessories Club, PO Box 200, Bedford,
MK40 1YH.
Cheques should be made payable to HFNIRR Accessories Club.
Delivery subject to availability.

Accessories Club hotline
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e 0234 741152

NON UK SALES VAT FREE BUT WHERE APPLICABLE
SUBJECT TO ADDITIONAL CARRIAGE CHARGES.
Photo copies of this form arc acceptable. E&OE
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Clifton

BURY ST EDMUNDS Olever Thompson
CARDIFF Audio Excellence ' ,
CHELTENHAM Absolute Sound 8 Video
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LIVERPOOL IAbout Sound .

Contact one of the following dealers, to hear the new LS7t and Studio la. Find out, for
yourself why Graham Mayor said " The LS7t is aspeaker to aspire to!"
BRISTOL
CAMBRIDGE
CHANDLERS FORD
CHELMSFORD
CROYDON
EDINBURGH
GLASGOW
HUDDERSFIELD
LEEDS
LEICESTER
LIVERPOOL
LONDON W1
LONDON W1
LONDON W2
LONDON W5
LONDON NW6
LONDON SW19
NEW MALDEN
MANCHESTER
RAYLEIGH
READING
ROTHERHAM
SEVENOAKS
SHEFFIELD
SOLIHULL
WARRINGTON
WATFORD

Radford Hi Fi, 52/3 Gloucester Road
Steve Boxshall Audio, 41 Victoria Road
Hampshire Audio, 8/12 Hursley Road
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 216 Moulsham Street ( on the Parkway)
Spaldings, 352/4 Lower Addiscombe Road
Hi Fi Corner, 1, Haddington Place
In Hi Fi, 63 George Street
The Music Room, 221 St. Vincent Street
Huddersfield Hi Fi, 4Cross Church Street
Audio Projects, 45 Headingly Lane
Alpha Electronics, 1Guildhall Lane
W.A. Brady, 401 Smithdown Road
Telesconic, 92 Tottenham Court Road
K.J. Leisuresound, 48 Wigmore Street
Thomas Heinitz, 35 Moscow Road
Ealing TV & Hi Fi, 4The Paddocks, Popes Lane
Studio 99, Fairfax Road, Swiss Cottage
M.O'Brien Hi Fi, 95 High Street, Wimbledon Village
Unilet Hi Fi, 35 High Street
The Music Room, 50 Bridge Street
Rayleigh Hi Fi, 44a High Street
Reading Hi Fi Centre, 6Harris Arcade, Friar Street
Moorgate Acoustics, 2Westgate
Sevenoaks Hi Fi, 111 London Road
The Audio Centre, 284 Glossop Road
Alternative Audio, 95 Hobs Moat Road
Doug Brady Hi Fi, Kingsway Studios, Kingsway
Acoustic Arts, 101 St. Albans Road

SWISSTONE ELECTRONICS LIMITED, 310 COMMONSIDE EAST, MITCHAM, SURREY CR4 1HX
Telephone: 01 640 2172
411
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CABLE TALK

. . . can be confusing. Martin Colloms picks the winners from agroup of
more than thirty ' audiophile' speaker wires and interconnects

S

OME TIME has elapsed since we covered cables in any depth
(HFNIRR, Dec '85), and it seemed appropriate to catch up on
some of the more recent introductions. When Ifirst looked at
cables (
HFNIRR, March-Nov '84) the majority were of relatively
conventional construction, and while differences were established they
were not very great. Furthermore, the constraints of the listening system
tended to compress the spread of differences. Nevertheless, anumber of
factors were identified as responsible for cable sound quality, although no
single isolated parameter could decide the fate of agiven cable. A number
of complex interactions was involved.
At that stage, the variables were identified via analysis of alarge number
of samples, these exhibiting abewildering variety of constructions. The
following five factors emerged as relevant, though they are not necessarily
listed in order of importance.
Conductor Type The metal used is clearly significant. Cable designers have
shown their ability to manipulate sound quality via the choice of
conducting metal, its purity, the method by which it is drawn or formed,
and its crystal composition, the latter related to its annealing as well as
work-hardening history. Single-metal designs are sometimes
complemented by multiples, either as separate strands as in the case of
Isoda, or as claddings or platings of other metals on acopper core, eg, of
silver or tin. Purity is the key factor here, with the need for low levels of
oxygen contamination at the forefront, plus subsequent steps taken to
maintain that purity in service despite atmospheric influences such as
contamination by air-borne pollutants.
Conductor Geometry Once the choice of conductor is decided, the form it
takes physically is highly relevant. This ranges from single-strand or
solid-core to acomplexity of multi-strand, bunched or separately insulated
wires ( Litz). Moreover, the test results indicate that while some
configurations are preferred for certain classes of conductor (
eg, Litz or
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single-strand for copper or tinned copper), bunched arrangements can also
work very well for top quality silver-plated or clad conductors, provided
that the strands are held in intimate electrical contact. For asimple single
conductor, Litz is preferred to multi-strand, while if the arrangements
permit, asingle strand of 0.8mm diameter or less offers avery good
standard at alow cost. One cable in this new survey uses a0.4mm strand
for the speaker circuit — not agrade which will work well over long runs
with low impedance speakers.
Litz forms carry some of the single-strand advantage and provide lower
resistances, while another aspect exploited by some cable designers
involves the use of agroup of insulated strands of differing diameters,
working on the theory that larger strands are better in the bass, and finer
strands better in the treble. By asuitable mix of strand size, appropriate to
typical working lengths for the cable, the designer aims to balance the
overall sound quality. These designers have indeed shown an ability to
manipulate the subtle tonal quality of audio cable by such variations.
Cable Geometry While this may be discussed independently of conductor
geometry, the two are generally closely interrelated. Cable geometry
concerns the physical makeup of the overall cable — the ratio of conductor
to insulation thickness, and ( if of the usual two-conductor type) how they
are disposed. For example, the commonest configuration for an audio
interconnect is coaxial, aconcentric cable with an inner core and alarger
outer braid or sheath. This offers low inductance and capacitance but is
not electrically balanced. Normally, the ground or earthy line is connected
to the braid, while the hot or live signal goes to the core.
Another common geometry is the twisted pair — two matched insulated
conductors spiralled to give abalanced line. Self-screening with respect to
hum fields, this construction has minimal inductance and amoderate
capacitance, the latter dependent on the thickness and permittivity of the
dielectric or insulation. Variations on the twisted pair include atwist of
four wires with opposite conductors joined together — the star uuad. The
4I

two conductors may also be laid as aparallel pair — flat twin — or be spaced
apart, this tending to reduce the dielectric effects. Almost any
combination of these has been tried, in any multiple.
Choice of insulators or dielectrics Historically, insulators have included
oiled or waxed paper, silk, cotton, rubber and air, to name but afew. Air
is reputed to be the best, followed by waxed silk. Modern insulators with
varying dielectric properties include natural, synthetic and silicone
rubbers, innumerable grades of PVC ( the material most commonly used
throughout the industry), polypropylene, solid, cellular and foamed
polyethylene, and PTFE. Budget twin-cable is generally PVC-jacketed.
One cannot give dogmatic opinions concerning dielectrics. The moment
one suggests that the latest high quality cable is good because of its good
dielectric, another designer comes along and demonstrates afine
performance using another design with apoorer dielectric. Nevertheless,
as ageneral rule, the better dielectrics tend to produce the best sound
quality; eg, air-spaced polyethylene or PTFE materials. Poor dielectrics
may be said to have two effects: in extremis they may impair clarity as well
as stereo focus, while in moderate doses they tend to add characteristic
colorations, much like the dielectrics in low-grade capacitors.
Mechanical properties The final but still relevant aspect of cables may be
classified as build quality, this encompassing rigidity, mechanical integrity.
and uniformity of construction. It has been shown that the uniformity per
unit length is asignificant factor in cables of the highest quality, while the
rigidity of the final assembly ( in particular the relationship between the
two conductors) is most important; for example, in twin or twisted pair
cables. The speed and 'slam' in the bass can be affected, with the more
rigid constructions offering an improvement. This factor is less critical in
widely spaced cable types, due to the lowered interaction between the
conductors, while in the case of coaxial types it is largely irrelevant, since
the symmetrical radial field cancels the effects of any mechanical forces.
These five aspects of cable design make up the major parameters which
need to be considered in concert with the objective of establishing the best
overall balance at arealistic price. Some indulgent designers have ayen for
experimentation and have tried out some extraordinarily extravagant
configurations. The resulting high prices are in part areflection of the ver
high start-up costs imposed by specialist manufacturers who in the main
make their audio cables for specialist designers. For example, van den Hul
had an idea for an audiophile interconnect, but making it was so difficult
that he could only consider acoaxial form ( shielded balanced- twin would
have been preferred). The material cost was high but not astronomical,
but the start-up cost to build it to the required specification was very high,
which all goes towards establishing the unbelievable price of some £450
per linear mono metre! The conductors are silver-clad copper, while the
main dielectric is amulti- layer, tape-wound, laminated PTFE.

Ageing
There is some evidence that cable may be subject to mild ageing, which
can be prejudicial in certain cases and helpful in others. The dielectrics in
capacitors appear to benefit from some use under the correct electrical
operating conditions, and this also seems to be true for the better examples
of cable. Some extended use is said to bring about an improvement in the
coherence and focus of sound reproduced via the cable. All the review
cables were either well used or else subject to preconditioning and
subsequent re-auditioning.
On the negative side, cable performance may be impaired by excessive
bending or rough handling, which can kink the interior, while with
mishandling the stressed long-crystal structure in some exotics fractures
into smaller units, so losing its particular properties. Atmospheric
pollution can also degrade such conductors unless they are sealed at their
terminations. Some conductors are plated or clad to protect the metal
surface from the ingress of contaminents, such as sulphur and oxygen
which tend to re-crystalise the long-crystal stuctures of special wire.
Inadequately protected cable may lose its properties over aperiod of
months or years. In one example involving afamous US cable, the copper
wire was of anormal grade while the dielectric was achemically imperfect
PVC. The free contaminants had significantly corroded the surface of the
copper after aperiod of about ayear, but fortunately such examples as
these are rare.

The products and the testing
Two categories of cable are examined here, namely speaker and
interconnect. Unfortunately there was some variation in length, but
considerable care was taken to equalise and balance these effects. The
system comprised an SL600 fed by aKrell KMA 100 II ( the subject of a
future review) driven by aCello Audio Suite Premium, with avdH One
PT TOO/SME V analogue source and aCambridge CD1 for digital. The
reference ' cable' was avery short straight-wire bypass, ie, virtually no
cable at all, this being accomplished for the speaker cable via the use of
monoblock power amplifiers. Ican certainly repeat the previous cable test
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finding, that the best cable is none at all! The cables were auditioned by
the single-presentation method for three programme excerpts: classical,
azz and rock. All variables except the cables themselves required
minimisation, and the compromise arrived at was the use of the CD1 as a
source for most of the tests. A number of repeats were made to validate
the results, backed by frequent reference to the short-wire bypass.
Sprinkled in with the new cables, we included aselection of the popular
older types, which help to establish abasis for comparison as well as scale
the achievement of the newer grades. The rankings given for this test
system supersede those which Ihave previously reported. 100% is the
straight-wire connection performance, and on this basis 60% would
represent avery poor cable ( quite good really!) while decent examples
score in the 75% to 85% range. The best hit 96%, and given the test
conditions they were very hard to distinguish from the bypass. Ihave also
tried to discriminate between those that are 'good' but inaccurate, and
those which are not only inaccurate, but also degrade musical quality.

Technical tests
Using ahigh performance component bridge, the cables were checked for
DC resistance and loop inductance at lkHz, as well as for leakage
resistance, dielectric absorption and cable capacitance at 10kHz.
(1) Leakage resistance in megohms ( 106ohms) to amaximum 100M-ohms.
(2) DC resistance in milliohms ( 10 -3 ohms) to 10m-ohms resolution.
(3) Parallel capacitance in picofarads ( 10 -12 F) to aresolution of 2pF.
(4) Dielectric absorption ( D x10 -i) to aresolution of 0.0005.
(5) Loop inductance in micro- Henrys ( 10 -6 H) to aresolution of 0.051.tH.
In general, the better cables offer low values for 2, 3, 4, 5and high
values for 1. In the Tables ( pp 45 and 49), actual readings are given first,
then ( after 'Type') anormalising correction to astandard lm unit length.

INTERCONNECTS
Including one experimental hand- made type, and acheap standard
phonotophono lead for comparison, 19 interconnects were tested.

Audioplan Musicable
This exotic German cable looks exciting, with its large diameter,
transparent PVC sleeve and bright silvered braid. Despite its bulk, it is
quite flexible, and is fitted with high quality plugs. Technically, it is a
medium capacitance, low- resistance wire of medium inductance. The
dielectric loss was above average, but the leakage value at 10kHz was
towards the poor end of the scale ( although acceptable in practice).
Sonically it scored ahigh 88%, clearly in the audiophile grade. While a
mite soft in the low bass, the upper bass was firm and clear. A touch rich
and recessive in the mid, it left the well-balanced treble slightly exposed,
the latter showing ahint of ssh' type coloration, associated with amild loss
of treble focus. It offered good depth and musical perspectives despite a
perceptible muting of dynamics.

Cable Design
This black shrouded cable is extremely stiff, and demands excessive
bending if the plugs are to be made to fit any sensible arrangement of
equipment. The cable comprises amixture of very thick normal copper
single cores supplemented by aspiral wrap of much smaller enamel
insulated strands. The same cable is also available for speaker duty.
Technically, the leakage was unimpressive ( PVC), but the resistance was
very low. Capacitance was about average, while the loss factor was notably
poorer than average. The inductance was negligible.
Sonically it scored 76%, which was quite respectable. The bass was
exceptional, dry and fast, while the treble was informative if alittle bright.
It sounded dynamic but also somewhat forward — larger than life. The
treble focus was vague but improved in the midrange, with moderate
depth and ambience. Grain was well controlled in the upper register..

Deltec
This star quad PTFE insulated cable has been available for some time and
has recently been supplemented by aversion encased in athick hard
polyethylene casing with ablack outer jacket. This was recently tried in
conjunction with Deltec's power amplifier, to good effect, but was not
available for separate test here. Technically, resistance was moderate,
with leakage, capacitance and loss all low, and negligible inductance.
Sonically it scored 80% — good for the price. Very slightly bright, it
sounded well focused and generally well balanced. The mid was open and
dynamic, with fairly good depth, though with amild grain of'zz' in the
high treble. The bass was pretty good, with acoherent overall character.

DNM
Company founder Denis Morecroft has long favoured small diameter
single-strand cables, and here is his low-cost ribbon design. The solid cores
are polythene sheathed before the grey PVC ' ribbon' is extruded over it.
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CABLE TALK
We used the speaker sample as an interconnect with its 0.4mm strand size.
while slightly better results are expected from the proper interconnect.
Technically, the leakage was negligible, thanks to the wide thin ribbon
web, while capacitance was extremely low. Resistance was high ( but
inconsequential for interconnect use), the loss factor rather poor, and the
inductance is second highest in the Table. It is not well screened and may
give problems on turntable duty. Sonically it did very well, scoring 84%.
Its fundamental virtue was aseamless coherence. All frequency ranges
were properly placed and balanced; no one aspect was exceptional, each
properly contributed to the whole.

Experimental L-C (not available)
This sample is alab reference, hand- made with PTFE and 0.6mm
single-strand LC copper, and included for interest's sake. Technically, it
offered no leakage, moderate resistance, very low capacitance, middling
inductance, and almost zero loss.
Sonically, it stood up well ayear after its construction ( and much
misuse) with a90% score. With adelicate, explicit treble, this cable
offered quite good bass and good dynamics, proving most respectable in
areas of stereo depth, transparency, coherence and ambience.

inductance. Sonically it scored 77%, still aclear advantage over ordinary
cable but one whose achievement did not rank highly with the present
group. Some treble grain was noted, together with asoftness in the bass.
Depth and focus were muted, but recovery of detail was good. with a
natural overall character that was easy to live with.

Monster M1000
This new reference interlink is built to the latest criteria and is intended to
provide anew standard in the range, the latter including modestly priced
cables as well as special versions for CD work. The M10(10 has particularly
fine phono plugs and abalanced bandwidth construction. Technically. the
leakage resistance was average, the DC resistance low, capacitance
moderate, and dielectric loss alittle better than average. A middling
inductance was given. On audition the average score was arespectable
84%, anotable upgrade upon the earlier Reference design. While not
outstanding, Monster's new cable sounded quite neutral, but with some
mild restraint in the treble, leading to aslightly ' shut-in' effect. Some mild
coloration and atonal emphasis was heard on electric guitar, while overall
the effect was less uniform than, say, the MIT 330. Stereo focus and depth
remained pretty good.

Hitachi SAX 112

Randall Flex

This ' second generation' Hitachi LC OFC interconnect dates from about a
year ago. Its predecessor ( 102) was one of the first cables to interest me in
connector sound differences, and at the time of its introduction it was
significantly more detailed and transparent than existing normal
constructions. Subsequently, these findings were misused in promotion,
with exaggeration of its qualities and out-of-context quoting,
unfortunately devaluing the accuracy of the original assessment.
Subsequent competing designs were spurred on by Hitachi's strong
presence and showed further improvements, ultimately demonstrating
weaknesses in the Hitachi tonal balance. This was revealed as amildly
'brash', forward sounding treble and some loss of grip in the low bass.
Helping to put the results in perspective, the SAX 112 is an example of
their current LC OFC interconnect technology. Technically, it is a
shrouded balanced- twin of fine mechanical build quality. Leakage was
negligible, resistance moderate, inductance and capacitance middling, and
dielectric loss moderate. Sonically, it was disappointing when compared
with the latest generation of cables. Its 72% rating was superior to
standard ' throwaway' cable, rated at 64%, but did not stand up to the
current favoured examples, even those in its own price range. The treble
showed some prominence, with abrittle quality and alack of bass
precision — almost a ' boom-n-tizz'. Dynamics were moderately
compressed, while stereo perspectives were flattened with aloss of depth.
Detail was presented well, however, with agood feeling of clarity.

This established cable has been ahouse reference in its price range for
some time, and is re- assessed here. A twisted pair single-strand design, it
uses high quality copper in astrong PTFE casing with PTFE dielectric.
Leakage was exceedingly low, resistance on the high side, capacitance low,
and dielectric loss near to zero. The inductanCe, though middling in the
range of values listed, is quite negligible in practice. Sonically, it
performed to order, scoring 88%. Historically ahigh performer, it offered
afine bass, dynamic midrange and an explicit, detailed treble. The mid
was atouch lean in tonal balance, while the overall effect was lively and
clear, with agood front- to- back ratio on the sound-stage.

Siltech MC4-40
This is another Dutch cable, employing top quality post- build annealed
silver with ahigh temperature silicone rubber dielectric. Arranged in star
quad form, it is quite easy to handle, and may be used for interconnect or
speaker duty. Other varieties are also available. On test, the leakage was
beyond measurement at over 190M-ohm, while the DC resistance was
commendably low. Capacitance was high, but loss very low and inductance
almost unmeasureable. Sonically it performed very well, scoring 92.5%,
with amild reservation concerning atendency to abright tonal balance
and ahint of treble ' brittleness'. Criticisms were slight, as this cable was
essentially very accurate, detailed and well focused. The mid tonality was
fine, while the bass was to ahigh standard.

MDM

Siltech SC4 (0.8)

This inexpensive Swiss- made interconnect sports good quality gold-plated
phono plugs and ahigh quality coaxial cable with asingle-strand copper
core. Technically, it offers excellent leakage and dielectric absorption, low
capacitance, moderate inductance, and moderate resistance.
Sonically it scored 70%, most respectable for the price; you could easily
pay that for the plugs alone. The treble showed ahint of grain and was also
slightly bright, but the mid was robust, with presentable stereo focus and
definition. It may be regarded as areliable budget upgrade, offering a
decent long-lived termination.

This new alternative to the standard '4' will soon be available and uses
single-strand 0.8mm conductors. The electrical performance is very
similar, as is the sound quality rating. However, despite this first-order
similarity, atonal difference exists between the two. The '0.8' was more
coherent, tauter and better controlled throughout the frequency range,
but this was accomplished at the expense of an overall tonal shift to
leanness which might help or hinder according to overall system balance. I
liked it in moderate 1m doses, but not so much if continued throughout an
audio system with greater run lengths. But it is agreat cable in its own
right, with ahigh score of 92%.

MIT MI 330
This American brand of cable was designed by veteran audio wire designer
Bruce Brisson, for his MIT operation. ( He is also responsible for anumber
of Monster Cable designs.) Using atechnique known as 'Van- Lay', a
range of wire diameters are employed to give optimum transmission over
the frequency range. In addition, the ' mid' and ' treble' wires are helically
wound at graded effective pitches to linearise the time delay over the
frequency range. This cable is terminated in rather tight, thinly plated
phono plugs of the type used by Randall. Technically, and measured via
the lumped parameter method, this cable showed significant leakage, ver,
low resistance, higher than average capacitance ( highest in the Table),
moderate dielectric absorption, and negligible inductance.
Sonically, it was strongly favoured and scored 92%. The bass was very
good indeed, coupled with acrisp focus and attack. The mid was slightly
prominent with amildly warm effect, pleasant perspectives and afine
stereo depth. The treble was also of fine quality, though with ahint of
focus loss as well as afaint loss of detail. Dynamics were just perceptibly
muted.

Monster Interlink Reference
This established cable was included to provide some link to earlier reports.
In its day it was highly rated ( pre-LC-OFC/vdH). Another Brisson design,
it included helical HF paths. Leakage is very low, as is resistance, while
capacitance is moderate and the dielectric loss is minimal with moderate
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van den Hul 102 original (1983) and MkIl
Included for reference purposes, this is awell established, massed copper
balanced- twin cable with good shielding. Its figures are nothing special —
quite poor leakage, moderate resistance and capacitance, with very high
loss but low inductance. The shield on this cable was semi-conducting to
reduce mechanical noise, but it significantly impairs the dielectric loss.
Notwithstanding, it gave arespectable 80% sonic rating, and was still
noted for aclear neutral mid- band. Several incarnations later, Mk II and
all that, this cable is currently ahigh- ranked performer, attaining 90%,
and clearly offers good value. The latest versions have improvements in
the bass and treble quality, as well as abetter technical specification and
more stereo depth (see 501/2 below).

van den Hul MC Gold
This cable has agold/brown sheath and gold-plated, silver-clad copper
conductors. A balanced twist of rather high resistance, it offers good
shielding via an additional braid and screen. Technically, it shows good
leakage, satisfactory if high resistance, moderate capacitance, low
dielectric loss, and high ( but acceptable) inductance.
Sonically, it was highly rated at 93%, with an eminently musical, even
slightly ' rich' character. Definition was very good throughout, though
particularly so in the mid- band, while stereo depth and ambience were
both portrayed very well.
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BECOMES REALITY

DLETT
UDIO CONSULTANTS

You won't find l'roAc speakers just
anywhere. A combination of Pr .
oAc
being very choosey about their dealers
(we were first by the way) and great demand from abroad sees to that. But we have
the whole range On deMonstration, from the tiny Tablette, voted " hie best small
speaker of all tiine", in an influential USA magazine, to the mighty EBS. We are also
pleased to announce the arrival of t he Studio- l , atwo-wav design of' modest
pmportions and the highest quality of .construction — already causing astir here and
abroad. We look forward to putting them through their paces for you in our
demonstration studio.
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RADLETT AUDIO
141 Watling Street, Radlett, Hertfordshire. — 09276 6497

PAUL ROBERTS HI-FI
SELECTION OF HIGH QUALITY HIFI SEPARATES, MIDI SYSTEMS AND RACK
SYSTEMS FROM OVER 60 DIFFERENT BRANDS.
OVER 70 DIFFERENT CD PLAYERS IN STOCK.
OVER 7000 DIFFERENT TITLES ON CD.
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CAN EASILY SAVE YOU THE ENTIRE COST OF THE PLAYER IN THE FIRST
YEAR.
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9.30 — 7.30
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NOT EVERY FACILITY AVAILABLE IN EVERY BRANCH
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van den Hul MC silver

INTERCONNECTS: CONCLUSION

So unbelievably priced that Ireport on it with amixture of embarrassment
and trepidation. this cable approaches £ 1000 per terminated stereo metre.
Silver- clad copper of the massed crystal type is used in this high- accuracy
coax, which has atight tape-wound-PTFE dielectric, atape- wound
silver-clad shield, and abraid of the same quality. The outer jacket is a
translucent PVC. This cable is said to be effective up to 14,000MHz, rather
beyond the audio band! Leakage is beyond measurement and resistance
very low, as is capacitance and inductance. Dielectric loss is at the
measurement threshold. These parameters are no guarantee of sonic
excellence, but in this design the association is clear enough. ' Ibis cable is
an excellent performer and strikes seiv close to the theoretical ' short
bypass'. so close in fact that it represents the current state-of-the-art. Its
simic ; it:curacy ( 98ci ) is unmistakable, only the more so when any
alteinanse is tried as asubstitute. There is little point in describing its
sound, so closely does it resemble the source fed through it.

The measure of this report has been set by the astonishing van den Elul
MC' Silver, and in this case to try it is to believe it. Although its
applications are limited, it is nonetheless avaluable contribution to cable
knowledge. My estimate is that pre/power combinations below £5600
would not really benefit. At combinations costing £ 10.000 and more, this
cable can really come into its own: here, apre/power interconnect can
significantly influence the performance of the combination. Suppose such a
system had notional sonic rating of 13 ( on my current scale, which extends
to 15), then the use of MC Silver can be worth 0.5 to 0.75 of apoint. ' Not
much for agrand' you might say. and yet such an improvement could not
be gained in any other way with that particular combination. Furthermore.
adifferent pair of components capable of that superior score could well
cost 50ri more as compared with lei required for the special cable.
Siltech held the honours for the previous top- price position, and looks a
bargain compared with the ' Silver'. Nonetheless. Siltech remains costly. I
recently heard that one London dealer had installed Siltech in ahigh-end
system to the tune of approximately £2500! Siltech in general oilers a
remarkably transparent and dynamic cable, with very tine stereo staging,
focus and depth. Tonally it was slightly lean. the new Siltech versions look
very promising in terms of coherence and clarits . though tonal balance was
slightly lightened. It is rumoured that Siltech \sill also offer similarly priced
competition to MC' Silver. In alower but still very acceptable category,
notable successes included the MIT 330 with its musically relaxed balance,
and the van den Hul MC' Gold, this another slightly ' rich' hut outstanding
cable.
In context, the van den Hul 102 II and 501/2 are clearly good value.
Dropping below the 90q sonic score level, there were anumber of worthy
examples. such as the Audioplan - good hut rather costly for the result.
which is now also true of the Randall Flex. The Vecteur interconnect
hangs in there with afairly good result for the price.
Falling below 85'; . which in context was still apretty good score. the
DNM was clearly the bargain offering. At 8-r; rating and most modestly
priced, it was ideal for all budget high-level interconnections. It 'sas not
well enough screened for cartridge inputs, however, especially tilos ingcoils. The Monster MI000 attained asimilarly high standard, but at 30
times the price; this was certainly Monster's best to date, but did not
represent very good value. Heading towards 80e4 . the Standard Deltec
offered afair performance for afair price; hut the Cable Design model
(76"/: ) seemed less satisfactory and too awkward tor serious consideration,
while the Hitachi ( 72' ) sounded dated. l'he MDIS1 set, however,
represented good value at under £ 10 for a70'4 score.
Clearly. van den Ilul has set the pace in cable design. with DNM
offering asonic bargain with substantially good cable sound at avery
modest cost. Siltech and MIT are also major contenders, offering
alternative performance balances according to type.
The Table below sets out the results of the technical tests outlined in the
introduction, which cover leakage resistance. DC resistance, parallel
capacitance. dielectric absorption and loop inductance. The first set of
results are for the cable length supplied, and the second ( to the right of the
'Type' column) are normalised for a 1m length. The percentage scores for
sonic accuracy cannot be directly related to the scales used for assessment
of components such as amplifiers, for example. or Compact Disc players.

van den Hul 502/501
Called 502 ss hen supplied as atonearm cable with user- defined
terminations. this cable is also available as asingle-channel interconnect
cable t5111 I. li iii,i be regarded as amore flexible version of the 102 11 ( see
also\ et ; ind oilers asimilar sound quality. Technically, it provides low
highish resistance. low capacitance, good dielectric absorption
and as erage inductance. Its good flexibility aids subchassis operation, and
atough earth wire is included. Scoring 90'; it did well in the listening
tests It ss ; is sery slightly ' lean' through the upper- mid register. but
reN;I ,
led the listeners with aclean, solid, focused sound that was
consistent in quality throughout the frequency range.

Vecteur Interconnect
ThiN company uses linear crystal in astar quad balanced single- strand
form, with good dielectrics. Ihe screening is partieularls ettod.
echnicalls. the leakage ss;is ielaikelv high I
although of little
consequence.). while the dielectric loss was as erage. The capacitance was
on the high side. but resistance ss as low ( could be used for speaker duty)
and inductance negligible. Subjectively, it scored arespectable 86r; . The
bass was firm and dynamics well preserved. The mid was atouch lean, with
some forwardness observed on vocal tracks. In the treble it was pleasant.
slightly ' breathy' and ss it hsome slight loss of tine detail. Stereo images
were well defined and only mildly fOreshortened.

Cheap interconnect (Japanese give-away)
This inexpensise coaxial cable has been used as abenchmark for non-hi-li
applications, but in practice it is actually quite good, and shows just how
fine the gratings for the better cables are. Technically it has low leakage,
slightly highish resistance and moderate capacitance. low dielectric
absorption. and negligible inductance. Sonically its scored 64ci. which for
atypical £ 142 cost is abargain. It works, and does the job required.
Nothing in the music is actually missing. even if the sound stage and the
dynanne quality ; Ile significantly compressed. The mid showed some
coarseness. \11111 a brittle edge to the lower treble, while low bass was also
sseakened. However, Iwould not criticise it for use in less expensive
systems.
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What the papers say
"I have found its transparency and resolving power a point of
reference by which other cables may be judged."
8S loudspeaker cable, What Hi Fi? Feb ' 87
"Slink is a neutral, transparent and thoroughly revealing cable."
SLINK interconnect cable, Which Compact Disc April 87

THE PERFECT CONTACT
WITH LOCKABLE PLUGS

"Not only is Black Slink capable of great resolution, it is remarkable in
its ability to extract the best from almost all ancillary components."
BLACK SLINK interconnect cable, HiFi Answers Feb ' 87
"A low colouration cable if ever there was one, the Slink cable sounds
smooth clean and articulate, the smooth treble and lean bass quality
merely reflecting the lower subjective levels of distortion. Bass sounds
tight, rhythmic and above all, accurate."
SLINK interconnect cable, New HiFi Sound Nov 86

WBT 0101 Plug

"I have used both the Slink interconnects and the 8S speaker cables
for about two years now, having found them consistent neutral and
widely applicable — unlike some of the cable exotics."
HiFi Answers Feb ' 87
"... possess an extremely well focused treble that, is devoid of all
coarse and hard fatigue-generating elements. Midrange clarity and
depth are exemplary while the bass enjoys considerable extension
without becoming loose or over-blown."
BLACK SLINK interconnect cable, Which Compact Disc April ' 87

WBT 0200 ChassIs Socket

For information on our exceptional cables, ' phone or write.
Dealer enquiries welcome.

WBT 0600 Banana Plug

deltec precision audio

Write or phone for perceptive advice and afree catalogue
ABSOLUTE SOUNDS
318 WORPLE ROAD, LONDON, SW20 8QU.
TEL: 01 947 5047
TELEX: 894800 Absol G.

16 Claude Rd.,Roath,Cardiff, Wales.CF2 3PZ
Tel: (0222) 482818

NX QUASAR

LINX
LINX

LINX

QUASAR

QUASAR

QUASAR

LINX QUASAR

LIN X QUASAR
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1.011e is
.11101.

For those who desire the simplicity and flexibility of

such as tone and headphone systems, which oper-

an
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integrated

amplifier

system,

but

with

the

technology and quality associated with pre- power

without

impairing

performance,
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Linx

Quasar is your answer.

designs, Linx announce the new Quasar. Using
mono circuitry and high performance components,

At last performance, simplicity, flexibility and

such as " DNM" Filmcap Capacitors and " Van Den

superb styling harmonise.

Hul" internal wirings and by including facilities

for production information and dealer details please contact:
HIS Group, Church Road, Lane End, Nr. High Wycombe, Bucks. HP14 3HH. Tel: Hiah Wycombe
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CABLE TALK

MIT Music Hose MH-750

SPEAKER CABLES
More than adozen speaker cable types have been included here, ranging
from DNM's single strand to the massive MIT Music Hose! Clearly, some
very divergent philosophies are reflected in the construction, choice of
material and size of conductors used in loudspeaker cables. However, the
technical criteria applied are essentially the same as for the interconnects.

Audio Technica AT635 (LC-OFC)
Made to Audio Technica's specification by Hitachi, this flat cable
comprises four multi-strand conductors, cross-linked polyethylene
insulated, and sheathed in aflattened PVC jacket. The wires may be used
separately as two groups for bi-wiring, or connected with the conductors
crossed to minimise inductance, forming asort of flattened star quad. The
conductors are LC OFC and the cable has ahigh current capacity.
Technically, the resistance is low at 10.8m-ohm per metre, with low
capacitance and adequately low inductance. Leakage was poorer than
average ( but still 4M-ohm), with an unimpressive loss factor.
On subjective test, it scored amodest 73%, rather better than plain
stranded wire but not in the audiophile class. The sound was notably clear
through the midrange, with an above average transparency. The treble
demonstrated some brightness and grain, less favoured by one panellist; a
more musical balance and better perspectives would have been welcome.

Audioplan LS10
This massive cable can be employed for both interconnect and speaker
use, the latter as separate conductors in atwisted pair. Leakage was poor,
but DC resistance very low, while the capacitance was moderate,
inductance low, and loss factor poorer than average ( in fact the worst in
this group).
In view of its very high cost, the 83% score meant that this cable was not
outstanding. The sound was pleasantly well balanced, though with atrace
of compression of both dynamics and stereo depth. In the treble, some
detail was held back; however, in this respect the midrange was very good.
The bass was generally good with ahint of ' thump'.

Deltec 4x4
This cable is atwisted quad where the unit conductors comprise
individually insulated, PTFE clad, silver-plated, 0.6mm annealed copper
strands. Leakage and dielectric loss were negligible, and both DC
resistance and inductance low. Capacitance was also low.
Sonically it scored arespectable 78%, which was good at the price.
Comments included good detail and quite good depth, with anatural
balance, low coloration and decent stereo focusing. A slight roughness was
heard in the treble, while the bass lost some dynamic power.

DNM
This inexpensive cable is aflat twin, with widely spaced conductors and a
so-far unused third wire running down the centre. For speaker work the
conductors are surprisingly thin — just 0.4mm — jacketed in polyethylene
before assembly in the PVC ribbon. Predictably, the resistance was high at
175m-ohms/m loop, and our 5m test-run was approaching a1-ohm
impedance. This could certainly affect the perceived frequency response of
all but purely resistive loudspeakers, the latter merely suffering
attenuation. For example, with a4-ohm speaker a6m run of DNM will
take 20% of voltage from the speakers, or 2dB, asignificant power drop.
Capacitance was very low, the dielectric loss highish, and leakage nil; but
the inductance was high. For example, over astretch of 5metres the cable
inductance added 1.25ohms of reactance at 20kHz. The advice is to keep
the runs as short as possible, preferably using loudspeakers having ahigh
and uniform impedance.
Sonically, it scored very well for the price at 82%, though on audition
we had to take precautions to take account of the changes imposed by the
cable's high impedance. Tonal imbalances were heard but omitted from
the criticism. On the negative side, it sounded like aslightly faded copy of
the source, with mildly reduced dynamic contrasts and depth. Its
overwhelming strength was aseamless coherence, an integrated musical
quality which made many other cables sound cluttered. Despite its
problems, it was this more than any other aspect which was responsible for
the good score.

Experimental L-C
This hand- made cable was virtually the same as that used for the
experimental interconnect, namely a«twisted pair of 0.6mm LC-OFC
enamelled wires PTFE sleeved. For loudspeaker use, the resistance was
tolerable only for short lengths, but sonically it scored 80% — agood if not
as impressive aresult as when it was used as an interco,nnect. Very slightly
'lean' in tonal balance, the mid showed very good transparency; but the
treble, though detailed, was slightly forward. The bass could have been
tighter, though musical dynamics were preserved.
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This imposing but flexible US cable employs the ' Van- Lay' system to
produce ahigh quality two-conductor construction which is said to
improve over greater lengths, with 2.4m ( 8ft) set as the minimum.
Leakage was unexceptional and DC resistance low, and while the
capacitance was higher than usual, the inductance was very low. Dielectric
loss was about average.
On sound quality, the cable did well at 85%, though not exceptionally so
for the price. While the designer suggests that other cables are falsely
bright and that only his is properly balanced, we felt that the MIT was
slightly dim and ' shut-in'. However, this could be said to improve stereo
perspectives with many recordings. Musically coherent, this cable's minor
failings included mild compression of dynamics and stereo depth. The bass
was solid, while the treble was pleasantly unobtrusive. Tried as instructed
with MI 330 as an interconnect placed earlier in the chain, the MIT ' house
sound' was reinforced, moving it alittle further, if coherently so. from the
sound of the ' short' bypass.

Monster M1
This is Monster's new reference speaker cable, using Brisson's balanced
path conductor series, graded in size according to the frequency range. A
substantial looking cable, not much smaller than the MIT 750, it showed
improved but still average leakage, with higher dielectric loss despite a
much lower capacitance. Resistance was low, and inductance alittle higher
than average.
On sound quality it proved disappointing. scoring 68% which was little
removed from the previous Monster reference speaker cable. With avery
slightly rich character, it seemed mid-dominant with narrowed sound stage
and ahint of both boxy and nasal colorations. There was also anoticeable
lack of real depth or transparency.

Siltech SC4 (0.8)
this new single- strand supplement to SC4 uses 0.8mm silver conductors.
heat annealed after the wire is fabricated. High- temperature- rated silicone
rubber insulation is employed in arigid star quad configuration. Dielectric
loss and the leakage were very low, as was the inductance, while
capacitance was higher than average. DC resistance was moderate at
34m-ohm per metre loop. ( See also the 1m interconnect version above.)
Sonically it was ahigh performer, scoring 84%. Definition was
extremely good, with aclear and brilliant treble, atight bass and well
reproduced stereo depth. Tonally, it showed some lightness and leanness
through the midrange, with perhaps ahint of hardness. Other versions will
he available, 2-strand SC2-0.8 at £600 per 5m stereo or £ 173 stereo 1m
interconnect.

Siltech MC4-40 (Standard)
This established cable is atwisted star quad with shrouded high-purity
annealed silver conductors on aspecial silicone rubber insulation. It is one
of aseries of cables of different strand and conductor combinations. On
test the following results were very good: leakage, DC resistance,
dielectric loss, and inductance. Capacitance was higher than average,
though even over 5metres the resulting 10(XlpF should not be amatter of
any concern. ( See also the 1.5m interconnect version above.)
The sound quality rating was high at 81%, this cable being similar to
more recent single-strand types but sounding alittle less coherent — atouch
brasher in the treble with very slight softening in the bass. Stereo focus and
depth remained very good.

van den Hul SCS-6
This cable is taken from arange of van den Hul high-end conductors in 2,
4, 6and 12 gauge. The 2-gauge is 12.5mm in diameter and almost solid
metal, being very heavy and very rigid. Icompromised on grade 6, on
grounds of handling and aclearly outstanding performance, though I
would not expect grade 12 to be that much poorer in sound. A tight hunch
of heavily silver-clad, high-grade massed crystal copper is tightly sheathed
in the best white PTFE. It is sold by the metre as asingle conductor, so
four are needed to make up astereo set. Iused them twisted together to
form arigid two-core cable. Even the grade 6had aphenomenally low
resistance ( does it matter?) measuring approximately I . 6m-ohms per
metre, or 1.6ohms per 10(X) metres! Grade 2is an unbelievable 0.6ohm per
kilometre twin- loop. Like the ' silver' interconnect, the prices are
astonishingly high: even the 12 gauge is £45 per linear metre ( or £90 mono,
1:170 stereo) which means some £900 for a5metre stereo length! The
review cable set is thus £ 1500 ( No. 6), while Grade 2is £2300 for the same
length. On test, the SCS-6 showed negligible leakage, very low dielectric
loss, near vanishing DC resistance, moderate capacitance, and negligible
inductance.
Other speaker cables from this source are also available, hut not
reviewed here: D300 II (£6per linear metre), acoax for speaker and
interconnect use; CS122 (£5per mono metre), aflat twin; and CS- 352 (£ 13
47
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We thought it was about time we did a little
name dropping!
Ariston Audio Technica ADC Albinoni
Bose Beethoven B&W Beyer
Cambridge Chopin Chord Decca Dvorak
Elite Elgar Foundation Fauré Goldring
Gershwin Gale Heybrook Hoist Infinity
Ives Kef Khatchaturian Michell Magnuni
Mahler Musical Fidelity Monster
Mozart Mordaunt Short Nakamichi
Nielsen Nagaoka Proton Puccini QED
Quilter Sennheiser Schubert 1horens
Tippett VIL Vecteur Vaughan Williams
Van Den Hut Yamaha Yonge Zumsteeg.
The products are available for studio or
home demonstration at your request.
The composers are available through our
in store CD library.
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Demonstrations Evenings
wq& Sundays by
appointment please. Home dems apleasure.
3 OLD BLACKSMITHS YARD, SADLER GATE, DERBY

P270 very high quality power amp

"EXPOSURE"

We are pleased to announce that we are
now able to demonstrate and supply
Exposure amplification systems."
READING HI-FI CENTRE, 6 HARRIS ARCADE
FRIAR ST.. READING. BERKS RG1 1DN. TEL: (0734) 585463
Tues Sat: 9.30am to 5.30pm. ( LiNCH. 2to 3pm. EXCEPT SAT.)
DEMONSTRATIONS BY
APPOINTMENT ADVISED!
Closed all day Monday

135 watts per channel uses precisely the same circuit as A370

MUSICAL FIDELITY
OUTSTANDING SOUND

Musical Fidelity Ltd., 16 Olyinpic Trading Estate, Fulton Road, Wembley, HA9 OND.
Telex: 21792 Ref. 1200
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CABLE TALK
per mono metre) which is alower resistance version of CS122.
Sonically, the SCS6 was the top performer, way out in front with its
score of 95%. It sounded very like the short bypass, much more so than
the other cables. The resemblance was in fact so close that it was hard to
categorise the sound quality. Used in my own system, this cable remained
aclearly audible feature for several weeks, in that it brought out qualities
in both the pre- and power amplifier that had been previously
unsuspected, due to the cable's transparency and neutrality.
As astate-of-the-art cable this is an undoubted success. Sales will
however be very limited and applicable only to the highest quality systems.
As ademonstration of what is actually possible, we can now look forward
to further developments at more realistic prices.

Vecteur 8045
Vecteur have introduced some more speaker cables in the past year and
we have tested three grades. The 8045 is aderivative of the star quad
interconnect, with separately insulated single strands of copper, nicely
terminated with adense copper braided shield. Physically it is quite
unobtrusive. The leakage was higher than expected, as was the dielectric
loss. DC resistance was fairly low, capacitance moderate, and inductance
negligible.
On audition it scored agood rating of 80%. It was considered quite
neutral, but showed slight grain in the low treble, with avery slight treble
brightness and atouch of mid hardness. Detail was transmitted quite well.
the cable being clearly more dynamic and informative than ordinary
grades.

Vecteur 9040
A half- resistance version of the 8045, the 9040 uses thicker cores and
thicker polythene insulation, and dispenses with the braid/shield. The
exterior is athick, stiff PVC. Electrically it offers low resistance, low
leakage, and much improved dielectric loss, plus low inductance with
average capacitance.
Sonically, it offered asignificant advance over '45, scoring 83%. It was
very neutral, with aclear, very slightly softened bass, fine focus, good
transparency and depth, but just ahint of dynamic loss. The treble was
delicate but could have been atouch more incisive.

Vecteur 'S'
This is aheavy-duty cable, developed for ' difficult' speaker loads,
approximating to aI2conductor twisted Litz. The DC resistance was
lower still, in fact one of the lowest of the standard cables, while the
capacitance was quite high at 262pF/m, similar to the MIT. Over a10
metre length, which is possible with such alow resistance type, this would
reach 2.62nF, perhaps marginally audible in some situations. The superior
dielectric is shown in the negligible leakage and minimal dielectric loss.
The inductance was minimal. Sonically, it marginally improved on the
9040, scoring 84%. Equally as neutral, it offered ashade more dynamic
integrity with more grip all round. This was undoubtedly amusical
performer, with fine stereo focus and depth; but at its much lower price the
9040 clearly offers better value.

SPEAKER CABLE CONCLUSIONS
The van den Hul SC3 series is clearly state-of-the-art, and from the various
samples we tried appears to offer afinely graded ladder of quality, ranging
from the merely ' very very good' to the 'excellent', with prices to match.
For ultra audiophile systems it really does sound better, but even the
well-heeled will blanch at the expense. Where the overall expenditure on
the system components justifies this, perhaps ahome trial will settle the

question. In the group-two range of cables there are anumber of worthy
performers, though some are clearly uneconomic. For example, the
Audioplan is amassive £ 1400 for our 5- metre stereo sample, and although
the performance is good, it doesn't match the price. Despite drawbacks,
the DNM still finds aplace in this territory, and as such is remarkably good
value. Brisson's MIT 750 is clearly astrong performer, and while the price
is high, there is justification in the results. Leaning to the rich side, MIT is
complemented by the similarly rated Siltech cable, which is even more
costly but offers ahigh standard of clarity and aslightly lean, crisp tonal
balance. In this company the Vecteur ' S' has done well with aprice well
below that of its competitors, and an electrical performance to match
them. However, it is Vecteur 9040 which has taken the value honours with
an undeniable Grade-2performance at adecidedly realistic price. The
electrical performance is pretty good, the sound neutral, and, in the tests
carried out for this comparative review, it ranked close to far more
expensive competitors.
The Deltec put in agood performance for its price - acomfortable
result. The Audio Technica cable, however, was showing signs that the
Hitachi multi strand LC formula needs revision, although it is reputed to
sound good with Quad speakers, whose treble is more subtle than average.
Monster's performance was frankly disappointing at the price, and not up
to the standard of their M1000 reference interconnect. It is asign of the
strength of the cable market that acable such as the Monster MI would
have rated quite well in comparative listening trials carried out two or
three years ago.
Though not fully reviewed in their latest form, the van den Hul speaker
twin designs CS122 and CS352 are noted as very competent performers in
their price range, and abrief test on CS352 showed ascore of 82% at £ 130
per stereo 5-metres.
Nearing the end of this cable report. Ihave been amazed by the change
in perception of cable value. Budget cable used to cost 50p to £ 1ametre,
or £ 10 or so for a ' hi-fi' review set. However, in the light of the exalted
cables included in the report, current pricing makes even the DNM at £23
look like abargain, while the Vecteur 9040 is asubstantially well priced
performer at £50. In the review there are several examples which cost as
much as 10 or even 30 times this amount, so the advice is to buy wisely.
Unlimited funds will buy very good sounding cables, but such a
contribution has to be put in the context of aparticular system. Only the
most scrupulous and experienced of dealers will be able to advise properly
on this matter, so it is no wonder that many potential customers stay well
clear of this minefield.
Regarding the technical results, it was gratifying to see the finest
electrical performance combined with the finest sound, but to take this at
face value is dangerous since it only tells half the story. Such factors as
dielectric quality, conductor thickness and build geometry are also
important, let alone mechanical integrity, stranding, conductor grade, and
complex insulation procedures. Silver is the year's buzz word in cable
(plated, clad or solid) yet anumber of high quality cables which omit this
material have also done well. Beware of specifications or technological
claims, for in the end all that matters is agood sounding cable for the
money, whatever you may spend.
It has to be said that cables make arelatively small contribution to
system sound, but conversely they cannot be neglected. From acable
enthusiast's viewpoint asystem will never give of its best until the best
compatible connectors are used. Cables do represent asignificant link in
the hi-fi chain and represent one more area of loss that it is possible to
minimise. It remains something of amystery that such audible differences
can be heard so far down areproducing chain - at the end of relatively vast
lengths of pretty ordinary wires used in the recording studios. •

TEST RESULTS: SPEAKER CABLES

.
2

Audio Tcchnica A365
Audioplan LSIO
Deltec 8S
DNM
Experimental L-C
MIT Music Hose MH-750
Monster MI
Siltec SC4 (0.8 plate)
Since MC4-40 ( std)
vdH SCS 6
Vecteur 8045
Vecteur 9040
Vecteur S'

I
5
3
5.2
1.5
2.43
3
4.9
2.4
2.4

5

2.0

0.85
0.54
>100
17.3
>100
2.3
6.8
>1(8)
>100
>1(8)
1.35
7.5
>100

13

so

912
158
33
31
166
65
4
350
172
20
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364

33

2.26

565
224
39.4
31
647
152
668
476
86
609
901
524

62
2.5
24
1
11
15
1
2.8
0.5
19
2.4
1.2

3.2
1.75
9.95
0.75
1.93
2.35
1.94
1.26
1.0
1.9
1.93
0.91

twin double,
stranded
twist stranded
twist litz
spaced solid
twist solid
twist stranded
twist stranded
twist single
twist stranded
twist stranded
twist
twist
twist

CS

.0
0

tO 2

CS

Note: right-hand set of results normalised for lm length
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CS
CS

10.8

2.7
>100
>100
>100
5.6
20
>1(8)
>100
>100
6.8
38
>100

2.6
16.6
175
70
13.8
10.3
34
27
1.6
60
34.4
10

g

82

e

4.23

8.

113
75
7.5
32
270
50
135
198
83
122
180
262

33

0.6

62
2.5
24.2

0.64
0.6
1.9
0.75
0.35
0.78
0.36
0.53
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.45

11
15
1
2.8
0.5
19
2.4
1.2

£75
(approx)
£1400
£144
£23
N/A
£550
£350 (est)
£1250
£1150
£1500
£80
£50
£200

CS

e

§

73

.c1
bright

83
78
82
80
85
68
84
81
95
80
83
84

neutral
neutral
neutral
neutral
rich
s.rich
lean
bright
v.neutra1
(neutral
neutral
neutral
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HI-TECHNOLOGY
AND HI-COMMONSENSE

KRELL PAM-5

:
I

Astonishingly the well-being of CD (Compact Disc), so clear only 3years
ago, has become confused. The imminence of DAT ( Digital Audio Tape)
and other technologies creates uncertainty about which music recording
system will predominate and endure into the future. Having to change
from one system to another is costly and wasteful, and it is reasonable to
wonder what, if anything, will match the 80 year reign of
disc.
Many who have expensive analogue systems would wait more contentedly for the dust to settle if they could remove that contaminant,
with its attendant crackle and pop, from their records, because the
analogue disc can yield sound of aquality yet unattained by CD. The
knowledgeable, however, have come to believe it best not to clean their
records, because most often this makes matters worse, rarely better.
CANTORION DISCREX record cleaning system is awet-cleaning system
offering a more extended thorough, or a usually satisfactory brief,
cleaning regime. It is based on our own research discovery that increased
surface noise after cleaning is due to inhomogeneities BENEATH the
record surface. No electron microscope study or molecular-change
theory would reveal this. But anew silicone cleaning solution we have
formulated (Pat. No. 2127841) cures it. Well, you may say, you've heard
that sort of junk before, so what? So, why not send for our 5-page
technical report (it only costs postage and handling) where invariable
and remarkable improvements are shown for SIX HOURS of tests on
named discs, copies of some of which are probably in your collection. No
other record cleaner has come with such acertification of effectiveness.
Naturally, you may not believe aword you read - but we guarantee you
will not have read it all before, and will not disprove it thereafter.
CANTORION DISCREX comes as acomplete boxed 12 component kit
with full instructions.
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KRELL KSA-50

Without doubt we require the same standards of
service you have come to expect from us over
the years. But don't just take our word for it,
come in and experience the confidence we have
in recommending and demonstrating Audio
Research and Krell. Only the very best amplification will do.

CANTORION, P.O. BOX 61, CARDIFF, CFI TRB
Please supply'

Technical Report and Information
CANTORION DISCREX kit

e

30p.

e,CIS post free

Amount C
Amount

Name
Address

S .01654 1231 2040 - 352 4LOWER ADD1SCOMBE ROAD, CROYDON, SURREY, CRO7AF
Post Code
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THE POWER GAME

POWER
GAME
THE

Paul Crook tests two contrasting power amplifiers, the superbly-built
Revox B242 and the acclaimed Musical Fidelity P270

T

HERE IS NO doubt that the power amplifier is avital element in
the reproducing chain. In the 1960s and early 1970s. it was
accepted without question that the loudspeaker had the greatest
influence on the overall sound of ahi-fi system. As is the way in
most philosophical debates, this belief was turned upside down with the
coming of the ' Linn era', when the Scottish company claimed that the
turntable was the governing influence. Now, with many lessons learned
from that period, amore democratic attitude suggests that each of the
constituent parts of asystem are of equal importance. My recent listening
experiences lead me to offer the thought that the amplifier is about to have
its day as the primary factor in determining the excellence of asystem. I
have been fortunate to experience the dramatic effect of inserting atruly
outstanding amplifier in asyqem whose constituent parts were very
familiar to me; one was Martin Colloms' system. which Ihave heard
evolve into an extraordinal:, listen;ng tool over the past decade, but which
was nonetheless transformed by the insertion of the Cello Audio Suite; the
second was the demonstration system used by Ricardo Franassovici of
Absolute Sounds at the Bristol show when he launched the mind-blowing
Audio Research M300s to produce the pi gg est soundstage Ihave heard
from asmall two-way loudspeaker at any public demonstration. [
HFN1RR
will review the M300 very soon — Edi
So it is probably appropriate that HFNIRR should choose to feature
amplifiers in this issue; we are about to see anew category of super
III- 11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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high-end amplifiers enter the market ( the Audio Research M300 at about
£10,000, the Krell References at about £ 12,000 and the Cello Performance
amplifiers at about £ 13,000!). The models reviewed here are somewhat
less esoteric but can still be regarded as high-end, as they would find a
home in systems in the £ 10,000 bracket.
Both amplifiers were submitted to comprehensive laboratory tests,
consistent with previous HFNIRR tests, and were then auditioned using a
variety of sources; ancillaries included the excellent PS Audio 4.5 and
Musical Fidelity MVT preamplifiers and aselected pair of Spendor
BC-1/SP-1 bi-wired, LC-OFC single strand re-wired, converted
loudspeakers. Comparisons were also made with other amplifiers in
different price categories in order to establish some ' value for money'
reference points. A wide range of music was played over several days on
both black vinyl and CD including Mozart, Vivaldi, Britten, Jacques
Loussier, Carmel and Ranka Toneff.

MUSICAL FIDELITY P270
Styled very much according to the large power amplifier cliché, the P270 is
ablack beast with the usual handles fixed to a6mm thick front plate
sporting 19in. rack mounting slots. The case is formed from asingle alloy
sheet, bent to form the back and base of the amplifier, which attaches to
the rear of the front plate. Large fin- type heat sinks form the sides, while a
51

hady HFIR
New branch now open in London!
We offer flexible credit terms,
home trial, exchange of goods,
2- year guarantee; but above all
we take agenuine interest in our
clients' needs.
A fruitful long-term relationship
is our goal and can only be
achieved by good service —
before and after sales!
We are enthusiasts, but we won't
talk technical jargon at you.
Our best advertisement is a
happy customer. Come and visit
us at Liverpool or Warrington or
our new store in Covent Garden.

18 MONMOUTH ST.,
COVENT GARDEN,
LONDON WC2.
(Next to the Mountbatten Hotel
and opposite Mon Plaisir
Restaurant. Nearest Tube
stations are Leicester Square
and Covent Garden.)

BRADY'S 1-II FI IS A VERY MOVING EXPERIENCE
Doug, Brady HI -Fi,
Kingsway Studios,
Kingsway North,

W.A. Brady & Son,
401 Smithdown Road,
Liverpool

Warrington.

LI 5 311.
(051)733 6859
Closed all day Wednesday

(0925) 828009
Closed all day Thursday

Doug Brady HI- Fl
18 Monmouth Street,
Covent Garden,
London WC2H 9HB.
(01)379 4010
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MUSICAL FIDELITY P270 POWER AMP
ON DEM NOW
PLEASE BOOK AN APPOINTMENT
AND LISTEN IN OUR DEMONSTRATION ROOM

92A High Street, Tonbridge, Kent TN9 1AP
Tel: Tonbridge (0732) 353540
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THE NORTH PREMIER
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Read the Review on pages 51, 53, 55
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Full range of products in stock. Mission,
Cyrus, Gale, Alphason, DNM, Rogers, Exposure, Quad, Elite, Rock, AR, A&R Cambridge, Manticore, Nakamichi, Denon, Kenwood.
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stages by edge connectors and multiple bundles of quite ordinary cables.
The transformers are sensibly located well away from the inputs at the
opposite side of the lins of the heat pipe fins which dominate the centre of
the amplifier. A small and very quiet fan is located directly next to these
lins, and seems to work effectively, despite the lact that the airflow
through the ventilation slots in the outer case are to alarge extent
obstructed by the complex innards. The output devices are protected from
overheating by sensors which adjust the fan speed and etc entuall> scc itch
the amplifer to stand-by mode, at the same time illuniimiting acc
LED built into the power meters on the front panel.

Physical comparison

detachable !dirty top allows easy access for servicing. Despite its imposing
blackness the P270 is. Ifeel, quite attractive with ared screen-printed line
breaking the expanse of the front plate end matching the illuminated
power switch.
The rear panel is completely symmetrical and is equipped with two
gold-plated phono input sockets. almost identical to the finally type, and
lour pairs of gold-plated 4inin socket bidding posts ( two pairs per channel
connected in ii illel to lacilitate bi-w iring). Mains eonnection is by inc .ins
of adetachahle
lead to the centi ally placed socket act channel ut
the aimilifici us proteeted hy amains Iteie
. which is usei - accessible.
Intel oil e‘instruction is too' , dual mono with aset 1.11
power supply
loi CaCh Chahlicl provided 11‘ a large tor o idal traostormer ea ch with a
iesel con ut sis 2.2.000re LINA electrolytic capacitors: all hard- wired
with la cc diameter single strand LC- OR wire. Each of the two amplifiers
is built on asingle PCB. with two small piggy- back boards hearing the ! cc!,
emistant-curteOt sources per channel. ' the PCB is simple and clearly set
out and employs 1('W poly pi opylene capacitors at all critical positions. It
is connected directly to the six Hitachi MOSFET output devices which arc
protected by aheat sensor coupled to the heat sink. the inputs to the
amplifier are wired with 0.6mm single stiand LC-OFC hand sleeved with
PTFE ano the outputs with ahigh current muliistrand cable.

RE VOX B242
Matching the other components in Revox's B range. the 11242 is of
identical size. Perhaps reflecting its Swiss oi igins, it is appropriately
conservative in appealance. finished in battleship grey relieved by the
Revox motif and some subtle aluminium ti on. the front panel is an alloy
casting with horizontal slots along the bottom which, although apparently
intended for ventilation, are blocked by the internal structure of the
amplifier. Mounted on this panel is the power switch and two parallel LED
power meters next to which one finds two tiny holes giving access to input
level adjrtsters.
The slotted plastic side panels can be removed to reveal the alloy side
walls which have been drilled ' Swiss cheese' fashion to maintain good
ventilation.lhe thin alloy top plate is removable for easy servicing and
again is well slotted. The rear panel is complex by comparison with the
P270; two sets of inputs are provided, these being XLR sockets for
balanced operation, and phono sockets for normal ( unbalanced) use. Two
phono output sockets are also available to facilitate using the 13242 in
bridged mode as , i
' mono-block amplifier. Below these is abank of
switches: amono,stereo su itch for bridging, an auto/manual power on
selector which, in the auto position, causes the amplifier to switch on or off
acconliiig to whether it senses the presence of an input signal. and a
high It
impedance switch to be set according to the impeoanee
chaiaetelistics of the loudspeakers being used. Revox also provides a
sepal ate gloom.' terminal should this he iequired. Next to the array of
inputs. hut well spaced from them. me the tour loudspeaker terminals:
these are of outstanding quality. being heavily gold-plated with alarge
diameter cable entry capable of accepting most of the thicker multistrand
cables available as well as the pin of a4mm banana- type plug. The res: ut
the rear panel is taken up with the cooling fan exit and two fuse holdeis.
again ( isei • a.cessible.
Reinoc mg the top covei of the B242 reveals avery much inure complex
pictuie than that to be found within the P270. The inputs connect directly
to asophisticated input stage PCB, populated with alarge number of high
quality components including several IC's. This then connects via edge
connectors and cable to two separate output stage PCBs consisting of a
large number of discrete transistors driving the Sunken MOSFET output
devices mounted on aheat pipe arrangement. The power supply boasts
two separate scaled tiansloi ¡ tiers and four 22.0004: ieservoir capacitors
linked toget ei11 •olid copper bai s. all connected to the amplification
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Both these amplifiers are relatively large and extremely heavy. due largely
to their substantial power supplies. Internal construction is, however. cely
different despite the fact that both are essentially class A/8 MOSFT. I
designs ( although the P27(1 runs at amuch higher class A bias). The ' 270 is
completely dual mono from input to output with totally separate Pt. 8, loi
each channel, whereas the 11242 shares asingle PCB tor the cascode
differential input stage. The B242 is much inure complex. with .1 uiuuiihcu
of separate PCBs connected together by edge connectors. and ‘ 11Ing
,

harnesses clearly intended to tic iliiai set vicing. in coil, I
. is, h, the >nigh:
PCB per channel for the P270 which is also hard- wired thiieughout Both
employ high quality components and are well constructed although the
B242 is obviously amass-produced item with outstanding PC 8
construction, whereas the P270 is very much hand- produced. Both ale
solidly built and should prove reliable despite some rough handling tul ithe
laboratory bench and during the listening sessions, although the P2
did
get very hot on the full power sine wave tests.

Lab results
Both amplifiers measured well and gave no cause for concern throughout
the rigorous test procedure. On the power output tests both exceeded then
specifications by acomfortable margin, the 8242 giving approximately
I
dBW more into 8ohins, with the P270 proving inure robust into low
impedances. The Revox was able to swing almost twice the curlew ol the
P270 in high impedance mode, but this fell by aquarter when switched iii
low impedance drive. This suggests that B242 owners wishing to put t. mist
apair of Apogees would need to ensure that the amplifier would he happy
driving low impedances in high impedance mode. Interestingly, the output
inpedance of the 13242 was not constant at different frequencies. rising to
I . 4ohms at 20Hz, suggesting poorer damping at low frequencies. Ihe P270
was consistent over the range 20 to - 20kHz.
Both sets of distortion results were very good and the spectra ( il
intermodulation distortion ( 19/20kHz at 0d8W) wen: exemplaiy rugs
I & 2). Channel separation was clearly superior on the P270, due to its tally
dual mono construction but the B242 won on noise, both results for each
amplifier being excellent. The bandwidth of the B242 was quite extended
and very even the eventual high frequency roll-off measured 0.98dB at
65,250Hz. l'he frequency response of the P270 was less even at low
frequencies for example where the response rose to apeak of 0.98dB at
20Hz. This is unlikely to cause any difficulties as there is rarely any energy
recorded at such low frequencies on commercial material, and the use is iii
any case mild compared to the average cartridge response. It might just
add alittle foundation weight to an exceptionally wide bandwidth
loudspeaker system being driven by digital or master tape source. The high
frequency roll-off of the P270 comes alittle earlier than is typical on
high-end solid state amplifiers, with the level dropping to --0.79dB at
20kHz. Again this will be inaudible except to one's dog.
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SUPERB AMPLIFICATION BY

MUSICAL
FIDELITY

---

INTEGRATED & PRE/POWER AMPLIFIERS

PRE AMP II

P170 POWER AMP
LISTEN AND COMPARE WITH THE BEST FROM

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
HARMAN/KARDON
MARANTZ
TANNOY

CEMAC
QED
QUAD
ROTEL
TRIO

DENON
LUXMAN
PROTON
SANSUI
YAMAHA

Over 200 separates in stock. Fabulous range of Speakers
Personal service & home demonstrations. Full range of accessories; including
Dennis Morecroft's DNM solid core cable from £2.05 metre
Plus over 15,000 Records, Cassettes & Compact Discs

BRENTWOOD
MUSIC & HI-FI CENTRE
2Ingrave Road, Brentwood, Essex Tel: (0277) 221210
On-site customer parking by appointment Easy to reach - 5mins. from M25

IN HI-FI
" THE POWER AND THE GLORY "
The Musical Fidelity P270 Power Amplifier certainly
has power. Rated at 135 watts per channel, it delivers
up to 100w in class A. This allows the amplifier to
recreate the attack of the original music and present
it in a realistic sound stage. At £990.00 we can
recommend this amplifier highly. You can audition
the glory of all Musical Fidelity's products, from
the Al Integrated Amplifier at £209.00 to the MVT
Preamp at £990.00, in our demonstration lounges.
For all that's best in hi-fi, come to In HiFi
63 GEORGE STREET EDINBURGH
Tel:031-225 8854
Mon- Sat 9.30-6 E‘emn sh a.. mtment.
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THE POWER GAME
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Graph I: Intermodulation, 19120k Hz. Musical Fidelity P270

Graph 2: Intermodulation, 19120kHz, Rena B242
Overall, the results for both amplifiers were vet:)
,good and would
suggest that there are no significant areas of difference between them.
Both behaved faultlessly on the test rig, suggesting that they should
provide reliable and trouble- free service in the much friendlier
circumstances offered by the normal sitting room. The IM spectra and
supply breakthrough spectra ( 40Hz at 100W both channels driven into
4ohms) were both particularly impressive and suggested that great care
had been taken in the development work.

Listening results
Controversy still surrounds the efforts of those who dare to assert publicly
that they can hear clear differences between amplifiers. Ihave been
listening to amplifiers on aprofessional basis for well over adecade now
and believe Ican hear qualitative differences between them; and indeed,
having auditioned something like 300 different amplifiers. Iwould claim
that they rarely sound alike. Iadmit, however, that if you were to put me
on trial to identify ten different brands of whisky in unmarked glasses I
would almost certainly fail as the psychological pressure of the test itself
would destroy any discriminatory sensitivity tmight possess. Itherefore
offer all my judgements on sound quality as informed opinion, rather than
scientifically provable fact.
Both amplifiers were auditioned at precisely calibrated levels, the
preamplifier levels being adjusted to give precisely the same output
voltage at the power amplifier terminals with the loudspeakers connected
using aIkHz reference signal. This having been carried out, Iwas
surprised at some of the differences Iheard between the two, as they were
related to perceived loudness. Overall, both amplifiers sounded well
controlled and fairly neutral, especially on simple material. However,
playing one of my favourite recordings of Vivaldi's Four Seasons it soon
became apparent that the B242 made the louder violin solos project
forward as if the volume had been increased, whereas with the P270 the
soloist remained stationary in the sound field and simply played more
loudly. This effect seemed related to other differences in the amplifiers'
differing abilities to resolve astereo sound stage. By comparison with the
P270, the B242 presented anoticeably narrowed image, which did not
readily extend beyond the space between the loudspeakers. Comparing
the P270 with more esoteric references suggested it may sound alittle ' too
open' in the upper mid, but generally the scale and width of orchestral
works rivalled those of exotic US devices at over three times the price.
Listening for stereo depth and focus, the P270 again had the edge. On
solo voice the B242 was less euphonic than Iknew the recording to be,
although the voice itself was well proportioned until the singer began to
sing strongly. As with loud orchestral passages, the B242 tended to smear
slightly whereas the P270 maintained the sense of open, silent spaces
between voices or instruments. This effect was particularly well
demonstrated using Mozart's Requiem, the P270 doing amuch more
convincing job of separating out the different groups of singers.
Working up the frequency range, there was also asignificant difference
in bass performance, the B242 sounding an mite ' rubbery' on electric bass
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guitar and yet alittle light on cello. The P270 was generous and powerful,
laying agood foundation to large complex sounds such as full orchestra
with organ, although, at the risk of splitting hairs, it did not quite have the
concrete slam of larger references. The two midranges to be heard with
these amplifiers were also different in character. The P270 was open and
clear with agood sense of ' presence'. Voices were full of character, with
good tonal differentiation and separation even at loud levels. Solo female
voice sounded particularly pleasant. The Vivaldi Four Seasons came across
well too, the P270 not colouring the very identifiable signature of the hall
used for this recording. The B242 had aquite different character. It was
strong and concentrated in the upper mid, but did not sound excessively
hard. Strings could be alittle ' shrieky' when loud but not in apiercing or
fatiguing way. Indeed, the B242 was commendably vice- free and did not
fatigue even when played loud. It did, however, fail to provide the subtle
tonal shadings revealed by the P270. Both amplifiers performed well in the
treble where the differences between them were less easily identified. The
P270 seemed to possess alittle more sparkle and was more airy but both
amplifiers were sweet and delicate.
Finally, and perhaps most importantly for two powerful amplifiers,
must compare their dynamic performance. Happily both sounded loud and
powerful when required, and coasted to their clipping margins with
relative grace. It is in the area of small level differences and dynamic
shading that the real differences emerged, the B242 again losing out to the
P270 due to its lack of subtle expressivity on voices, and aslight loss of
bounce and pace. In this latter respect the B242 was alittle disappointing.
not matching up to some of the 'super integrateds' currently available,
albeit capable of greater sound levels.

Conclusion
Clearly these are two fine amplifiers and in engineering terms offer pretty
good value for money. Ultimately the B242 is the better constructed of the
two, and looks likely to be both reliable and provide consistent and
dependable performance. It does not, however, match the P270 in sound
quality which, it must be said, would be adifficult task. Based on my
experience of the very best high-end amplifiers, Ifeet that the P270 offers
truly exceptional performance for the price, losing little to the most
expensive and highly regarded amplifiers available today.
At £ 1636, the Revox is still rather expensive given its sound
performance but against that must be weighed its classic build quality and
excellent behaviour throughout the test programme. It demonstrates that
Revox is designing better-sounding components than we have seen
previously reviewed in this magazine but they are still some way off
attaining audiophile levels of performance.
The P270 is a 'steal' at f995 and provides alevel of sound quality rarely
to be found outside US exotica, including the big vacuum tube names. It is
solidly built and performed faultlessly despite considerable abuse and must
therefore be highly recommended. And you even have the bonus of alittle
background heating for the winter months. •
TEST RESULTS

MUSICAL

REVOX 13242

FIDELITY P270
I ;5

Rated power into 8ohms

200W

Measured power at 240V
(dB.W*)
Continuous 8ohms, ! eh
Continuous 4ohms, both
Burst 10mS ((ohms
4ohms
2ohms

2011,

MHz

23.7
22.6
-

Output impedance ( ohms)

(1.13

Harmonic distortion (
dB)
Rated powerniohms
At OdB.W ,kohms

-78
-62

- 87
- 72

- 72
- 77

-69
-92

- 69
- 96

- 73

Clumnel separation (dB)

-118

- 108

- 103

-99

- 97

- 84

Intermodulation
19/201;11z 1:1 ( dB)

rated. - 98; OdB.W. - 97

rated. - 90; OdB.W. -93

+25A. - 27A

+45A. - 45A

rated. - 109; IldB.W. - t04
rated, - 105; Ot1B.W. - 84

rated, - 122. (k1B.W, - 100
rated. - 117; OdB.W. - 96

Peak current via ' ohm.
2.2µE 2m sec pulse
Signal/Noise, full gain (
dB)
221-1z-22kHz
'A' Wtd
Channel balance ( dB)

20kHz

20Hz

Mils

23.7
23.5
22.3
22.6
25.9
25.2
23.6
-

24.8
23.1
-

24.6
22.9
26.2$
25.65
22.7/

24.3
22.5
-

0.13

1.40

0.07

0.15

0.13

20kHz

-87

0.06

0.06

Input impedance

84k-ohms. 4.4nE

43k-ohms. 0.8nE

Input sensitivity

OdB.W. 93mV; clip. 1.38V

OdB.W, 159mV; clip, 2.7V

DC Offset. left/right ( mV)
Frequency response
-0.5dB
-3dB
Supply modulation
Dimensions ( WHO. cm)
Typical price inc VAT

-9mV/-3mV
4.35Hz-19.0kHz
3.9Hz-47.9kHz
see graph

1.75Hz-35kHz
(1.55Hz-114.5kHz
see graph

414,5 x20x 37.5

45 x15.2x 36

£995

£1635

•where OdB.W.-2.83V or IW into 8ohms
on low impedance setting: 21.3, 23.0, 22.7dB.W
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London's top
store

WIGMORE
STREET W1
CITY OF WESTMINSTER

TOP fo rRANGE 8c CHOICE
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MUSICAL FIDELITY — THE '
1% . TEAM
Anthony Michaelson recently put the finishing
touches to one of the Most coMprehenSive
amplifier ranges ever to be seen from a British

Come and listen to the best in
Lancions• finest demonstration
studios both bookabie by
appointment.

Ouad

STUDIO 2

Cyrus 2/PSX
P172/P170 Preipcwer (85w)
NACA2 S/NAP110 Preipadver
(4
39/ ,
34/606 Pre/power 040w)

TURNTABLES
Axis
Linn
LP12
Linn
Syncro
Michell
Revolver
2X and 4
Systenidek

Various
arms and
cartridges

SPEAKERS
Celestion
SL LS
Epos
ES 14
Linn
Kan
Magneplanar SMG
Mission
770F
Rogers
153/SA
Rogers
LS 7
S D Acoustics SD 2
Spendor
SP 1
Spendor
SP 2

DeL101 1

Mission
Yamaha

803 Pre/power ( 25w Class Al
SPI1/17115 Pre/power (115wi
C506/P101 Pre/paver 1100wi
Senes 3Pre- amp
519 Power-amps
PAM 5/KSA M Pre/power 15(7w)
5ratu Pre/power (120w)
MVi/A370 Pre/power ( 185w)
N32-5/NAP250 Pre/power ( 70im
Mono Block
eramps

TURNTABLES
Linn
LP12
Michell
Gyrodec
The Source

CD PLAYERS
Cambridge
Meridian
Mission
A

R CAMBRIDGE

YAMAHA

— - - - ------;".
Pre- amplifiers start with the PRE- AMP Mk2 — a no
frills model without tone controls. P172 offers
tone controls and atape dubbing facility whereas
the MV1 must be a candidate for ' state of the
Art' in pre- amp design.
Power- amplifiers start with P170 rated at 85
watts per channel (the only non Class ' A' Model),
then the latest addition to the line-up, P270
giving 100 watts Class ' A' per channel for just
(990 — quite exceptional value) Last but not least
the p370; its had incredible reviews and is
perhaps the first British Super-aMp to challenge
American domination. A massive 185 watts per

lG
3
Electrostatic
M 20
ESL 63
SD 1

1

channel pure Class ' A' for less than £2000.
Corne and audition Musical Fidelity amplifiers at
KJ where you will find the complete range on
deMonStration.

CD 1
MCD PRO
PCM 7000

--

THEspEE

ALPHASON

FOUNDATION
GALE
CLAW
GOLDBUG
HEYBROOK
KEF
KISEKI
KOETSU
KRELL
LINN
LINX
MAGNEPLANAR
MAGNUM
MARTIN LOGAN
MARANTZ
MERIDIAN
MICHELL
MISSION
MORDAUNT SHORT
MUSICAL FIDELITY
NAD
NAIM
NAKAMICHI
OAK
OED
QUAD
QUICKSILVER
REVOLVER
RE VOX
ROBERTSON
ROGERS
ROTEL
RUARK
S D ACOUSTICS
SUE
SOURCE
SPENDOR
SYSTEPADEK
TANNOY
THORENS
WHARFEDALE

20 watts per channel — almost identical in
appearance but physically bigger conies the
A100 ( 50 watts) which is modestly priced at E399.

SL 600
Ref 107
Isobarik
MG1C

ARISTON
AUDIO INNOVATIONS
AUDIOLAB
AUDIO
RESEARCH
BEARD
BURMESTER
8 & VW
CAMBRIDGE
CELESTION
CROFT
OHM
DENON
DUAL
EAR
EPOS

VAN DEN NUL

Within everyones range is the Al at £209 giving

Various arms ) Linn,
Alphason, Zeta plus
cartridges Goldbug
Kiserci and Koetsu

CASSETTE DECKS
Nakarnichi
CR

DCO 1500
PCM 4000
CD 2000

BRANDS STOCKED

AMPLIFIERS
Audio innovations
Audio Research
Beard
()NM
EAR
Kreli
Lins
Musical Fidelity
Nairn
Quicksilver

SPEAKERS
Celestion
KEF
Linn
Magneplanar
Magneplanar
Martin Logan
Meridian
Quad
S D Acoustics

CASSETTE DECKS
Deno')
DRM 33HX
Nakanuchi
BX 300
CD PLAYERS

Class * A' offering exceptional clarity and
smoothness of sound quality.

ON DEMONSTRATION

AMPLIFIERS
re/power 1100W)
Aucliolao
8000 P
A
Cambndge
C75/A75 Pre/power 1100W)
OHMPnmus Pre- amp
UM
LKI/LK2 Pre/power (EiCw)
Magnum
29J Pre/power 11S0w)
Mission
Musical Fidelity
Nairn

company.
There are now 8 Models covering a price span
from £209 to E3000. Nearly all the designs are

vsor _
EFHCIFNI
m AI
L

ORDER
ACCESSORY
SERVICE

SPEED OF SOUND
Send today for our illustrated price list featuring all
the best brand accessories from QED, Michell,
Goldring. Hunt, Audio-Technica, Jecklin, Sennheiser,
Pivotelli, TDK, Maxell, Allsop and many others — items
include cables, interconnects, stands, headphones,
tapes, record care, cartridges and switching units.
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M.S.
/
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SaINDAtINKI
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48WIGMORE STREET LONDON W1H 9DF
Telephone 01.486 8262/8263
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Luxman and Shure have both entered the CD market with
upmarket machines. They are reviewed here by Paul Miller, with technical
reports by Martin Colloms

N

OW THAT Compact Disc is firmly established, three distinct
marketing tactics appear to have emerged. At the budget end of
the digital scene sales are won and lost at the turn of afriendly
price tag — between £ 150 and £200 the fickle art of cost cutting is
becoming aprecise science! Above £200, competition hinges on the
inclusion of facilities, players blessed with remote controls and numeric
keypads obviously giving greater perceived value for money. But the real
technological action comes at around the £450 point and above, where
dual D/A converters, oversampling, variable outputs and decent analogue
circuitry begin to appear on CD players other than those of Philips/
Marantz or Yamaha manufacture.
Many manufacturers of conventional analogue equipment, not wishing
to miss the CD bandwagon, have resorted to launching re-hadged OEM
models; here costs are kept to within manageable limits hut this is often
traded against sound quality. It is of special interest, then, that the famous
cartridge maker Shure has announced an upmarket CD player, the D600n.
This is abrave move by one of analogue's leading protagonists for, in
terms of facilities, the D6000 appears remarkably barren for a £495 player.
Similarly. Luxman, known primarily for high quality amplifiers and
turntables, offers the D-100 player, which at £430 offers even fewer
facilities than the aforementioned Shure. Coincidentally, both are
distributed in the UK by the same organisation, HW International.

LUXMAN1 D-100
Luxman has tended to remain aloof from the mainstream of hi-fi,
preferring instead to foster its select and classy image. Certainly, the vast
majority of its products are fairly expensive in the context of their
'ordinary' specification, but such superb build quality and attention to
detail is rarely encountered in the cheaper competition. Consequently, the
general appearance of the D-100 came as no real surprise.
Light- touch piano-style keys are provided for the usual transport
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controls with the pause button doubling- up as the stop command. A
two-speed music search is available with audible cueing in addition to the
repeat function, track skip, variable output headphone socket and lb- track
random access memory. Despite the limited facilities the D- I00 is solidly
constructed, it has aheavy and luxurious black-anodised aluminium facia
which is complemented by asimple, easy- to- read fluorescent display.
These four digits may reveal the track/index, elapsed time or remaining
time depending upon which has been selected. Furthermore, the player is
partnered by amatching remote control, the RD- 100, which simply
duplicates the main facilities fitted to the main deck. Direct track access is
assured, but the memory must still be programmed from the D-100 itself.
A slight nudge of the open tray will cause it to close and load the disc,
although it is unfortunate that the comprehensive use of plastic mouldings
rather detracts from the general ' solidity' of this player. Nevertheless, the
D-100 was found to cope extremely well with mechanical vibration and
those CD's suffering from surface blemishes.
While Toshiba has been responsible for the bulk of the design work,
Luxman's parent company, Alps, has had ahand in the peripheral
circuitry. With one main board, the component layout is naturally quite
neat and the small amounts of ribbon cabling needed tend to emphasise
this. A conventional three- beam laser pickup is employed and the servo
control appears to be based around the Toshiba TA8101N IC. Four
identical chips (TA 8102P) have been rigged together in apower driver
brake circuit to add further control to both the motor and servo systems —
presumably Toshiba does not possess asingle chip that does the same job!
Central processing is provided courtesy of aTMP 4740N LSI whilst a
basic star-grounding arrangement appears to operate between the local
power supply sub-regulators. It had been reported elsewhere that the
D-100 utilises twin TC9200F D/A converters; however, our sample was
based around asingle TD 6709N DAC in atraditional non-oversampled
configuration, this reflected in the interehannel phase error detected
during MC's lab tests. For those who are interested, the TC9200/920 IF is
57
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While trends come and go the Quad system allows the quality
conscious user to buy confidently in a highly changeable market
place. This gives peace of mind based on Quad's traditional
principles of sound quality, build and reliability, standing you in
good stead for many years to come. Buying your new Quad system
from Aston Audio has many advantages. Choice for one as we stock
most of the best amplifiers and speakers from around the world. So
when you finally buy your new Quad you will be really sure of the
reasons why. Expertise is another, enabling us to ensure that your
new Quad is operating at its best within your chosen system. Not
lease our service and wide ranging facilities which are flexible and
tailored to your individual needs.

THIS FINE AMPLIFIER AS WELL
AS THE REST OF THE
MUSICAL FIDELITY RANGE,
ON DEMONSTRATION NOW!
PLEASE PHONE FOR
AN APPOINTMENT

Alphason + Amadeus + Apogee + Audiolab + Audio Research +
Burrnester + Cambridge Audio + Celection + Denon + Dual +
Heybrook + Infinity + Kef + Krell + Magneplanar + Marantz +
Meridian + Mordaunt-Short + Musical Fidelity + Pink V + Quad
Revolver + SME + Sondex + Spendor + Tannoy + Van Den Hul
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SAT 2.30-5 30
fAle cue here

THE HI- Fl CONSULTANTS
4WEST STREET ALDERLEY EDGE CHESHIRE SK9 7EG
TEL:0625 582704 • OPEN: TUESSAT 10-6
EXPORT ENQUIRIES • TEL:625-582704 • TELEX 669440
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45 HEADINGLEY LANE • LEEDS

The Professional Sound Storage
System Direct from the Manufacturer
ST'
Holds 600 records
price £ 151 00
ST2
Holds 480 records
price £ 127 00

Whether your collection is Records, Cassettes or CDs the ARJAY system
is just for you. In fact, at many music studios, stores and libraries throughout the country ARJAY is considered essential equipment.
Its classic and original design makes the best possible use of available
space to provide the ideal storage and display conditions.
You have a choice of the "Record Collection" which consists of five
different sized units, designed specifically for record only collections or
"The Combination" which has three different sized units, designed for a
mixed collection of Records, Tapes & Compact discs. There is a unit just
right for you.

ST5
Holds 120 records
price £40.00

The ARJAY System is British made and is available in a choice of five
functional finishes - Rosewood, Mahogany, Teak, Black or White - to look
good wherever you choose to keep them.
You couldn't put your music collection in better hands or units.

Contact Sandra on 01 390 2101 or send coupon below to:ARJAY Ltd.
54 Lower Marsh Lane, Kingston, Surrey KT1 3BJ

Please send me The ARJAY Sound Storage System
brochure.
Name
ST4
Holds 243 records
price £ 76.00

ST3
Holds 360
records
price £ 104.00

All prices are ex- works and inclusive of VAT.
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there appears to be aproliferation of cermet presets - surely apotential
source of drift? Finally, two good quality Mitsubishi op-amps were
included in the final output stage.

Sound quality

actually amulti- purpose BUS! Large screened LC filters are employed
after the DAC with asingle op-amp providing the gain in the output stage.
Overall, this is acompetent, but very basic, design, which Ifound
reminiscent of others at significantly lower prices.

Certainly better balanced than the Luxman machine, the Shure Ultra
D6000 also enjoyed asweet rather than incisive treble quality. Sometimes
acold or splashy element was apparent, but this was just imprecise rather
than overtly coarse or grainy. Thankfully though, it largely avoided the
'flattening' and compressive effects of the D-100- Paul McCartney's
'Yesterday', for example, sounded smooth, coherent and quite relaxing at
the expense of some loss in detail resolution. Listening to the Scarlatti
Sonatas ( Amon Ra and Denon), much of the fine timbrai definition and
spacious acoustic was captured, the fluttering decay of notes was preserved
to the quietest murmur, despite some emphasis to the upper mid
frequencies. This particular area also highlighted any traces of anasal

Sound quality
Fortunately, the D-100 lacked the disturbing brittle or edgy qualities that
are still associated with some of the cheaper CD players; instead the treble
appeared oddly compressed or muted by comparison. The brash-sounding
'It's amistake', by Men at Work, was suitably sweetened to encourage
long-term listening, but twas always conscious of an untidy ' muddling'
quality throughout the upper bass and midrange frequencies. On the
whole, this gave the impression of aconcerted ' tailoring' or limiting of the
total bandwidth, though this did not entirely contradict MC's measured
response_ The perceived treble roll-off was further exacerbated by the high
output impedance which had the effect of forming alow-pass filter with
high-ish capacitance cables.
This smooth and unassuming character may or may not be considered a
real drawback; however. Ifound it could bq rather claustrophobic on
occasions. The Hummel Sonatas ( Amon Ra), for instance, embody some
rather filigree transients that were apparently restricted by the D-100,
stifling the ambience created by the violin and fortepiano. This said, the
performance was strident and pleasantly integrated throughout the richly
diverse allegro sequences. The muffled aspect was only noted again when
returning to amore complex arrangement such as Cantate Domino or
indeed a ' modern' recording like George Duke's ' A Thief in the Night'.
Here the rumbling organ notes or rhythmic bass guitar would ' bloom'
unnecessarily, giving the impression of artificial warmth.

SHURE (ULTRA) D6000
Nobody could accuse Shure of entering the CD market half-heartedly, for
although the D6000 looks basic in the extreme, this belies the complexity
of the internal design. This machine is actually marketed under the Ultra
brandname, by the way. Thé black facia is equipped with the basic
transport controls, these being fitted alongside afull repeat and two-speed
music search. A neat fluorescent display indicates both the track and index
number with the elapsed time to the left; however, once the disc is loaded
the timing information is only flashed up momentarily before the display
goes blank! Fortunately, the accompanying remote control is rather more
comprehensive with a0-9 digit keypad and immediate access to the
15-track random memory.
A headphone socket is provided, whilst two pairs of line outputs are
fitted to the rear, one fixed and the other variable via the motorised
volume control on the facia. For what it's worth, the D6000 is also
equipped with asubcode port. Shure are sufficiently confident about their
new low- temperature Gallium- Aluminium- Arsenic laser to have included
afull five-year warranty as part of the package; aminimum life of 8000
hours is claimed. The disc transport is composed primarily of pressed steel
and moulded plastic, but the proprietary tracking and focus electronics
should ensure that there are few hiccups even under the most arduous
conditions.
Inside, beneath the mass of intercircuit wiring are PCM56P DACs ( not
the much larger PCM54s as reported elsewhere) configured for 2x
oversampling and subject to comprehensive post-digital filtering ( NEC
PD6352CA). The internals are of NEC manufacture and include two
independent power supplies with their own rectification and local
sub- regulators. In this way the analogue, digital, servo. FIP and counter
circuits are independently powered. A most unusual NEC chip ( MC-5766)
has been incorporated for the stringent control of the servo, tracking, laser
focus and motors. This is situated alongside the large NEC D7516HCW
259 (!) CPU in the centre of the board.
One slightly worrying trend. Ifelt, was the series/parallel grouping of
multiple resistors, where five or more different types were crimped
together in order to obtain the desired value of resistance. Furthermore,
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coloration present in the material, Rickie Lee Jones being aprime
example.
In general, the D6000 encouraged abalanced and tidy soundstage with
little confusion between accompanying instruments in spite of the
reticence of true depth. Again, the trace of extra ' rasp' and attack in the
lustrous tone of Phil Woods' saxophone ( The Quintet, Denon) was false,
although this did not detract unnecessarily from the enjoyment of the
piece - especially if one had not heard otherwise. Bass extension was fair.
certainly greater than that attainable with ' equivalent' analogue systems,
but still not matching the best competition at this price. •
Using the variable output, and taking extreme care to match the levels,
there was amarked change, whereupon much of the mid hardness was
resolved - the sax revealing more of its natural richness rather than ' brass'
for example. Far treble extension was now limited, especially at the
mid-point of the volume control where the output impedance was
characteristically high. Here though, the mid-treble did sound ' peaky' and
obtrusive by comparison - certainly acase of swings and roundabouts.

Conclusion
Both of these CD- players owe much of their considerable charm to the
lack of disturbing ' gritty' and fatiguing colorations that are so often the
bane of digital audio. However, the Shure Ultra D6000 is the
fundamentally more comprehensive and sonically detailed machine even il
it does lack the transparent clarity and ' life' of the competing Marantz
players. No doubt the Luxman D-100 is designed to appeal to those who
have already invested in the matching separates, but the basic facilities and
average sound quality are insufficient to merit ageneral recommendation.
Obviously there are several players, at this price and above, that have
traded features for sound quality; but be under no illusions, the prevailing
standards are very strict indeed. This said, the Shure D6000 wins further
points by virtue of its extra controls, though at £500 it undoubtedly clashes
with some potent competition. As such, acautious endorsement would
seem the most appropriate.

Lab report: Luxman D-100
A listening test prior to measurement confirmed the D-100 as an above
average performer. Compared with the references, it held up quite well in
terms of bass transients but the lower bass range lacked power and
articulation.
Stereo images were generally well focused though some loss of focus was
noted in the treble. Here the overall level of definition and resolution was
not fully maintained. The treble was not entirely free from grain and yet it
did not sound too brash or aggressive. In the midrange the tonal quality
was quite natural though in dynamic terms, it fared better on lower level
sections. On loud complex passages, it did tend to sound abit loud and
compressed. Essentially, this player sounded uncomplicated, setting a
standard alittle lower than the earlier ( 14- bit types) Philips machines.
On lab test several relevant factors were noted. Firstly, this deck
inverted absolute phase which may complicate some A/B comparisons;
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FAMOUS NAMES
with low input impedance amplifiers, the higher than average 1.2k-ohm
output impedance may be another factor in level matching. Very good
channel balance was recorded but channel separation degraded to typically
67dB at high frequencies. An interchannel phase difference of 82° was
noted at 20kHz which is typical of atime shared D/A converter in a
traditional non-oversampled design.
The frequency response was essentially flat to 5kHz with amild 0.4dli
left at 16kHz, falling to - 0.75dB at 20kHz. The output was close to
standard at 2.IV RMS, while the de-emphasis proved to be accurate.
Some linearity deficiencies were identified at both dynamic extremes, both
low and high level. At full level, the white noise signal had some evidence
of clipping while the in- band products of the 20kHz OdB tone were
unexceptional at -68.7dB. Conversely the high frequency intermodulation
results were undeniably good; for example. with a -94.2dB difference
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tone. The full level white noise signal had just sufficient amplitude to
produce slew limiting in the final filter/amplifier stages.
With less than perfect low harmonic distortion at full level the distortion
on low signal levels was not especially good. For example, at -80dB figures
of 5% are typical while the Lux offered 10%. The level error at -90dB was
typically 5dB and an overall linearity of just over 15 bits was indicated
Track access was rapid, electrical noise levels satisfactory and the error
correction pretty good, coupled with afine resistance to shock and
vibration. Spurious signals were well rejected.
Graph 1shows the waveform, or lack of it, for a -90dB IkHz sinewave:
the resolution shown is poor. Graph 2showed the good rejection of
spurious frequencies up- band, referenced to a -20dB IkHz signal. These
results were in my view typical of amiddle grade, non-oversampled player.

Lab report: Shure Ultra 6000
On brief listening tests, the Ultra 6(100 appeared about average, with sharp
clear bass, the mid alittle ' lean' and hard - rather a ' JBL-like' sound here.
With abright, somewhat emphasised treble, the player demonstrated good
stereo focus hut with aloss of depth and width.
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In the lab, the 6000 showed fairly good channel balance, and average
separation with afine match between the channels. Good results were
obtained for harmonic distortion at full level. but the figures were weaker
and unbalanced between channels at lower levels. High- frequency
intermodulation results were very good, however.
Frequency responses were good. though with aslightly unbalanced
roll-off at 15-20kHz. The player was correct in absolute phase, and
linear- phase in character. The highish output of 2.5V will confuse the issue
on A/B comparisons; output impedance was variable up to amaximum of
1.5k-ohm. Error correction was fine, and signal/noise ratios very good
throughout. Spuriae were well rejected ( see graph) while the level errors
at -90d13 of 3.7 ( left) and 6.4dB ( right) indicated aresolution averaging
15.25 hits. No compression was noted on the white noise test. hut the
modest resolution did not provide particularly good recovery of a - 90dB
sinewave; the result can he seen in the graph.
Martin Uenn
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You've got to hand it
to Luxman
Luxman have always had areputation for
building Hi -Fi to standards of quality which
others never matched.
When the compact disc arrived on the scene
Luxman didn't join the stampede to rush out
arun of the mill player.
Vie combined our own great experience in
processing analogue signals, with modern digital
technology to produce the D-100 Brid Series
Compact Disc Player.
With the ultra- precision of a 16- bit
DIA converter.
And the precise focusing capabilities of
Luxman's 3- beam semi- conductor laser pick-up.
Exclusive STAR ( Signal Transit for Accurate
Response) Circuit to simplify and purify all signal
paths, providing complete independence to each

of the signal, earth and voltage circuits. All
harmful inter- stage and inter- earth -line
distortions are thus totally banished for the
ultimate in sonic purity.
A touch sensor tray for easy loading and
unloading — more thoughtful engineering
from Luxman.
And arich memory bank that keeps up to
16 different music selections at random in the
memory storage for immediate playback.
For bringing out the best in acompact
disc, you've got to hand it
to Luxman.
HW International
3/5 Eden Grove, London N7 SEQ.
Tel: 01-607 2717.
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THOROUGHBRED
TRACKERS
Newly-refined moving-coil cartridges from Audio-Technica
and Denon, reviewed by Ken Kessler

A

NEW MODEL is one of two things: either it's an absolutely
fresh design, or it's an uprated version of an existing product.
The former path is tricky, because the manufacturer starts from
scratch, with only self-confidence and abelief in his own work
to indicate how the product will be accepted out in the real world. The
latter path, on the other hand, should be an easier one to follow, as it
builds on agood track record — assuming that the model which served as a
basis for the new one was areal success in the first place.
How can you go wrong? Keep in mind the phrase. ' A tough act to
follow', as you read of these new cartridges based on and selling alongside
existing classics. Think of the challenge NAD had to overcome to better
the original 3020, for example, or how Dual slaved to better the CS505.
Audio-Technica has released the AT- F5, ahigher- priced version of the
acclaimed AT-F3, while Denon has introduced anew variant of a
milestone, the venerable DL- 103. The latter, one of the oldest surviving
production cartridges, has in the past spawned other 103- plus-suffixes, like
the 103S and 103D, but the hardcore still remain faithful to the much less
costly original. AT- F3 is too new to have created afamily of cartridges or a
devoted following — and there's not much time left in this digital era to
become alegend like the Denon — but the response to it has been
overwhelming. Has either
company produced asuccessful
'GTi' version of its wonderful base
model?
Like the AT- F3, the AT- F5 is
wired with linear-crystal, oxygenfree copper, and it shares the same
robust metal/plastic body. The
differences, besides achange of
colour to silver-over-white from
silver-over-purple, include the
replacement of the ' F3's
aluminium pipe cantilever with an
0.3mm nude beryllium straight
cantilever, and the substitution of
amore finely profiled 0.07 x0.14 bi-radial stylus for the 0.2 x0.7 diamond.
Other key attributes like compliance, impedance and weight, as well as
the manufacturer's performance figures, remain unchanged. The change
of cantilever and stylus adds £30 to the price sticker.
The Denon undergoes asimilar transformation as the DL- 103M.
Externally, the ' M is identified by aunsightly cloak of textured chrome on
what was the cleanest, simplest body in the business. Despite this Detroitlike tarting-up, the ' M weighs in at 5.6g, nearly 3g less than the basic 103.
The key changes, as with the AT-F5, are anew stylus and cantilever,
replacing the 103's spherical tip with an elliptical mounted on aboron
cantilever. Paranoids who have resisted the original because of its 2.5g
tracking force will be pleased to learn that the new Denon works atreat at
I.4g.
Neither cartridge is difficult to install. The A-T is narrow and straightsided, falling beautifully between the lines on most alignment protractors.
while the parallel-sided chunk from Denon has always been amodel of
easy positioning. The only complaint Ihave is with the latter, which still
has open slots instead of closed lugs to hold the bolts.
Iused the cartridges with avariety of components including AR Legend
and Thorens TD147 turntables, Regà and AR arms, and Marantz PM-4,
Audio Research SP-8, and Krell KMA100 electronics. While the
cartridges would just about work straight into the Audio Research, 1think
that those who like their 'coils at 47k-ohms will be disappointed, and stepups or very high gain preamps are in order. Speakers included Apogee
Scintillas and LS3/5As, and measurements were taken through Ortofon's
TC3000 computer.
The most important addition, though, to my battery of equipment is an
LP pressed for me from the very tapes Imade last year of Who's Blues
Band, cut by John Dent using electronics from EAR's Tim de Paravicini.
What Tim has given me is an invaluable tool, source material which was
recorded in my presence, in avenue Iknow intimately. It enables me to
compare the vinyl with the master tape, and precludes any arguments
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about source quality or validity. Those who would have me judge
components with classical LPs just because they're of that genre, who
insist that reviewers use such material even though they weren't at the
recording sessions, can think again. KK is now armed with asource he
knows as intimately as any reviewer can know asource, and is writhing in
ecstasy because of it. Gloat? You bet your life. Ifeel as dandy as anybody
—fed up with making apologies — feels when excuses no longer need
making. Future members of the Hi Fi Reviewers' Liberation Army can
apply to these offices.
Anyway, back to the cartridges. The results were, for me at least, quite
shocking. Having heard time and again the benefits of uprating cartridges
with the next best stylus profile, eg. Garrott or van den Hut tips, 1was
staggered to find that the aged Denon cone ( yet again) and the pudgy
elliptical of the AT- F3 more than held their own against the mean, lean
young ' uns. Without fail, every cartridge I've heard using asuperior stylus
profile has shown some improvement over the original, assuming that the
work itself was equal to or better than the manufacturing quality of the
stock item. Deccas, Denons, Ortofons, Supexes. Grados — I've tried loads
of cartridges with either factory or aftermarket upgrades and have not
been disappointed. Most important of all, the improvements have been
enough to justify the cost.
As arule, factory upgrades cost
far less than aftermarket mods,
and the £30 tariff cited above (£40
for the Denon 103M over the hase
model) are quite sensible
amounts. Small specialist firms
might charge two, three, or more
times that amount, which makes it
even harder for them to offer
value- for- money performance
gains. But it's here that both
Denon and Audio-Technica hit
snags, and for avery simple
reason: the
Audio-Technica AT- F3 and the Denon DL- 103 are so good that they
make the gains of the newer models seem trivial relative to cost.
There's no mistaking the new models when auditioning them against the
originals. Both offered near-identical refinements, in keeping with the
similar transformations which resulted in the new variants. As is expected
with improvements in stylus/cantilever sub-assemblies, the benefits of
superior groove tracing were audible as snappier, crisper top-end
reproduction, alowering of audible mistracking, enhanced imaging
characteristics, and greater recovery from transients. These were subtle
effects common to both the Audio-Technica and the Denon in comparison
with the older models, and the gains were of asimilar degree. If both base
cartridges were, say, scoring 75% in those areas, the new versions upped
the score to 85%. In both cases, though, there were prices to pay, and I
don't mean in pounds sterling.
In the case of the AT- F5, the sacrifice was mainly in the lower registers.
Bass matched the extension of the AT- F3, but detail suffered, and it was
harder to distinguish overlapping instruments. On the Who's Blues Band
LP, where the cavern- like nature of the venue made bass an iffy prospect
at best, all the resolution asystem can muster is needed to keep the
bottom- heavy performance from turning into athrobbing mess. A/B-ing
the master tape with the LP played via the Koetsu Red Signature or the
Monster Alpha Genesis 1000 proves that the LP grooves contain the
details. The AT- F5 simply had less success at separating the bass guitar
from the drums, nor did it convey the power of these instruments.
As with the T3, the new model offered apretty clear, uncoloured
midrange, and the top end was improved in the manner described above.
There is, however, achange in the presentation, with the AT- F5 seeming
somewhat dimmer, or more recessed, akin to moving back afew rows at a
given venue. Knowing just how small is the venue where the LP was
recorded, Iwas amused to find the AT- F5 making the band seem much
further away than was humanly possible. This is aboon for people with
small rooms, but it's not the accuracy which most hold dear.
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This Is The Answer!!

* DELIVERY AND EXPERT INSTALLATION
* PART EXCHANGE DEALS
* CREDIT FACILITIES - DETAILS ON
REQUEST

.
e

VISA

AGENCIES INCLUDE:-

There Is No Question!!
Audiolabor Konstant.
Eminent Technology II.
van den Hul MC ONE
The Ultimate Front End
On Demonstration Now
Other products Stocked

Kuzma, Excalibur, Moth, Eminent Technology, Syncro,
Mantra, Elite Rock, Audiolabor, Sonographe SD1,
Nagaoka A-1 C.D. Infinity, Helius Chameleon, Rogers,
Minimax, Copland Pre/Power, Amadeus Gold/Silver,
E.A.R. 509 MKII van den Hul Cartridges, Cables and
Interconnect, Tiffany, Foundation Audio, SoundSink,
RockBeri, Target + many other quality audio components.
Custom Built plinth/covers for skeletal turntables.
Marble Hi Fi units, ring for details.
Credit and 0% available S.T.A.
NATIONWIDE DELIVERY AND INSTALLATION ON
APPROPRIATE PRODUCTS
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CELESTION
NAKAMICHI
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NAIM AUDIO
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DENON
MONITOR AUDIO
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KEF
MORDAUNT SHORT

158 Ombersley Rd., Worcester, WR3 7HA
Tel: WORCESTER (0905) 58046
Demonstrations by appointment
OPEN MONDAY-FRIDAY 9.30 to 8.30
SATIIRDAY 9.30-5.30

In every instance call for information, quotation and appointment
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Our very own variant on an earth
shattering equation ( with apologies
in advance to acertain Mr Einstein')
Where ' E' is pure musical enjoyment
and ' MC' are our unique moving
micro cods, set at 45" to the left and
right in the same configuration as the
original record cutter head for
unsurpassed stereo reproduction
The AT F3 is the latest in along
and successful line-up of moving coil
cartridges to play this logical formula
for totally separate transducing of
each channel yet at amere 5gms it
makes an ideal partner in modern
floating- type turntable set-ups.
Hi Fi Review were moved to
comment '
this cartridge is well worth
alisten to. It is pleasant, musically
informative and is capable of giving a
much better insight into music than
many of its competitors
In the dark days of digital we think
the audiophile still deserves achoice.
Call in for an audition at your
specialist hi-fi store or local BADA
dealer. Or contact us directly for
further information.
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The only complete transducer family
CARTRIDGE • HEADPHONE • MICROPHONE • VITAL LINKS

audio-technuca
INNOVATION
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Technica House, Lockwood Close. LEEDS 1511 SI ID. Tel: 0532 771441
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'S GOLIATH

DAVID'S GOLIATD
H
D
Using David Hailer's own '
straight wire' test, Martin Colloms assesses
the Hailer XL-280 against solid-state and valve opposition

W

HILE MUCH of the discussion concerning this controversial
new amplifier revolves around the Haller switch-box and its
'proof' of the XL-280's accuracy, the amplifier was also
subjected to astandard HFNIRR review to help put its
performance into perspective. The XL-280 comes fully assembled at
around f580, while akit version will be available at alater date, priced at
f515.
A compact design, the ' 280 is devoid of facilities save for astereo/mono
switch which puts the amplifier in bridge mode, and which almost
quadruples the output into 8-ohm loads; for example, to about 800W on
peak-programme.
Finished in matt black, the heatsink fins are neatly placed at the sides.
Inputs are gold-plated phono sockets, while outputs are via properly
labelled 3-way binding posts. The mains cable is captive, and an on/off
switch is included. External fuses are provided for the speaker lines ( up to
7A quick- blow) and for the AC line.
The power rating is conservative at 140W/channel, with agood
capability into adverse impedances. Used in conjunction with the
accessory XL- 10 switch- box comparator, this amplifier offers two minor
adjustments for trimming of the HF phase margin and output impedance,
to allow near-perfect matching of the amplifier to agiven load. This allows
the best audible result ( negligible difference-signal) to be obtained using
the switch-box. The XL-280 is non- inverting - arequirement for any other
amplifier to be used in the switch-box test.

Technical details
The output stage is direct-coupled, class A/B complementary, using
paralleled TU3 metal-can, MOSFET output devices. Three parallel pairs
are used for each phase ( type QN112 and QP112), with atotal of 12 for the
stereo chassis. The power supply uses asingle, centrally placed laminated
transformer like the Quad 405, while separate rectifiers and reservoirs are
used for each channel, these comprising amodest 2x 7800µF- ahigh
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current screw-terminal type from Mepco.
The circuitry is all discrete, with separate boards for each channel. The
input is differential, while two power-rail fuses are present on each board.
The output/speaker fuses are not in the feedback loop, and in order to
achieve the lowest possible output impedance the usual stabilising output
inductor ( 2to 5µH) has been omitted. Some additional phase correction
networks are distributed around the output devices, the final trim being
accomplished via avariable capacitor in the series feedback path and
accessible from outside using asmall insulated trimming tool. This design
aspect gives the amplifier asmaller stability margin if compared with other
circuits, and it may be worth contacting the agents concerning awkward
loadings. Some rise in the frequency response was noted in the ultrasonic
range when in its standard state of ' tune'.

Sound quality
For purposes of comparison, aset of established power amplifiers was
auditioned, namely the Krell KMA 100 II Class- A, Croft Series 4valve
design, the Quad 405 II ( a1987 sample), and the Hailer. Set against
historic ratings, the XL-280 scored an above average result, one noticeably
superior to the earlier 110/120 Fidler models. However, when viewed in
the context of anumber of modestly priced available power amplifiers
(such as the Cambridge A75, the Audiolab 8000P, or even amodest
integrated design such as the Cyrus 2), the result was unexceptional at the
price.
From our own listening tests, scored on anumerical basis as usual, we
derived an overall rating figure of 7.7 (± 0.3) out of apresent state-of-theart limit of 15. The latter figure was established by some admittedly very
costly amplifiers, which included models such as the Jadis 200 that would
in fact fail subjectively on the Hafier switch-box. For areally competitive
performance, the score would have to be in the 9.5 to 10.5 range. ( Here
the reader is referred to the separate article overleaf, describing
comparator results using the XL- 10 switchbox.)
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In the bass, the full scale and weight were not reproduced with sufficient
authority; it sounded atouch ' processed' and softened, but avoided
boominess. The midrange showed some mild coloration — athickening and
atouch of nasality with some ' forwardness', this being noticed on vocal
passages. The treble was somewhat detached, sounding alittle bright with
added mild brittleness, and was not fully integrated with the midrange.
Rated above average on transparency as well as the resolution of fine
detail, the ' 280 was noticeably withdrawn in respect of dynamic life and
contrasts in the programme. But stereo images were well focused.
presented with fairly good width and moderately good depth.

Lab report

The '280 stood up very well under lab test, given the minor reservation
concerning stability margins. On single-channel 8ohm power tests it
produced agenerous 24dB.W over the full bandwidth, some 250 watts.
With both channels driven into 4ohms. the drop was held to within a
respectable 2dB limit, with acontinuous delivery of 360W/channel. On
pulses it maintained full level into 4and 8ohms, reducing to astill
substantial 22.4dB.W into 2ohms, an equivalent maximum power delivery
of 760W/channel. This performance was backed by asolid peak-current
capacity of + 32, — 31A; clearly this is adurable, load-tolerant design.
Other output characteristics included asource resistance which was low
at 0.09ohm and varied little over the frequency range. increasing to
0.11ohm at 20kHz. The DC offset was moderate at 15mV left, and 43mV

HAFLER XL- 10 A/B/D SWITCHBOX

T

HIS INNOCENT looking little box could well be the cause of
much consternation among less dogmatic and less experienced
listeners. Used as directed, it has avery high chance of apparently
proving the David Hafler Company correct in its claim that the
new XL-280 power amplifier is very accurate, and closely approaches the
sound of aunity-gain bypass, or ' straight wire'. Furthermore, it is claimed
that the majority of amplifiers are less accurate. If one lacks areliable
alternative system to evaluate sound quality, then logic drives one
inescapably to the conclusion that the Hafler amplifier is indeed superior
(Some comment on the XL- 10 theory was included in my Tot Pourri'
piece in the March issue, p87.)
For the test (see circuit) adriving amplifier is used to provide an audio
signal at agood power level, sufficient to drive aloudspeaker at a
comfortably loud volume. Its output is attenuated via aladder of coarse
and fine setting potentiometers whose output feeds the selected, noninverting test amplifier. The attenuators are adjusted until the overall gain

A

SOURCE

•

•

HEAD
PHONE
MONITOR

Ay

I

MONITOR
SPEAKER

LOAD

Circuit of the test set-up

(REMOTE)
SPEAKER

of the test amplifier when on load ( aloudspeaker system located remotely
and muffled) is exactly unity. This may be easily assessed via headphones
or an in- room loudspeaker monitor, these being connected differentially
across the terminals of the two amplifiers. Any gain difference shows as an
audible signal; when the signals are equal the difference is zero, or nearly
so. The ' nearly' constitutes the test amplifier's errors in frequency
response, time delay, or distortion encompassing both linear and
non-linear artefacts.
This 'error' is heard in the ' D' or difference switch position. In position
'A' the driving amp (which can be of any reasonable quality) feeds the
remote load, while the test amp drives the monitor speaker for alistening
judgement. In ' 13' the roles are reversed, and the test amp drives the
remote load to maintain the same conditions while the listener hears the
direct sound via the driving amplifier which is feeding the monitor. If you
cannot tell them apart, and they are properly balanced, the test amp
(including the attenuator and the connection) is then considered
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indistinguishable from the ' bypass'. In he ' D' position, if the differencesignal nears inaudibility then the test amp channel ' must be very accurate'.
Well, the XL-280 confidently passed the test, with avoltmetercalibrated null of — 50dB and anear inaudible difference-signal under
quiet ambient conditions and at substantial volume settings. Moreover, on
the A/B test it could not be reliably distinguished from the drive signal.
Then we tried the Krell KMA 100 II. Oh dear! This time the null was only
—36dB, with some audible error signal. However, it also could not be
distinguished on the A/B. Finally came the valve model, the Croft 4,
predictably awful on this test due to its high and non-uniform output
impedance. The null was — 20dB, with an easily heard 'error' on music and
pink-noise signals. Yet on the A/B, only the most careful concentration
showed even aslight difference.
However, by our established presentation methods for sound quality the
Krell is ahigh scorer, the Croft pretty good, and the Hailer astep above
'average'. At this point the listeners were most confused. Maybe the nil
result was due to the Hafier box being mono? No problem, we had two!
Taking extreme care, the test was set up again, but this time in stereo,
hoping that the extra discrimination would provide us with aresult on the
A/B test. At this point, subjectivists will be disappointed to learn that we
could not hear anything in stereo either. Round Two to Hailer!
Then it slowly dawned on the listeners that something was seriously
wrong. Quite simply, the sound quality of our reference system was
degraded, what with all the extra cable, the plugs and sockets, the
switch-box switches and internal wiring. The Krell was not delivering
anything like its full measure. Accordingly, single-presentation methods
were used to compare the quality with and without the box in circuit. At
last we had something. The Krell was fine with no box, rating around 12.5
in our scoring system. With the box and cables in circuit, but with no
further complications, it scored 7: lower than for the Haller itself used in
direct mode. The Hafier was tried with the box; result 6.5. No wonder we
failed to difterentiate the Haller from the Krell when working on the A/B
technique via the switch-box. Via the box, the Croft's score was 6.7; but
without, unencumbered, it rated 10., even though this fine amplifier had
dismally failed the ' difference' test.
As afinal note, remember that the successful outcome of the amplifier
comparison test undertaken at the London AES in December 1985
(reported in HFNIRR, May '86) was achieved, despite difficult
environmental conditions, using direct-wired connections and asinglepresentation technique, with multiple repeats. However, lam sure that we
have not heard the last of this matter.
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seen in Graph 1, though at + 1dB 100kHz it was not serious.
Harmonic distortion was so low at all frequencies and powers as to be
beyond concern. Likewise, the two-tone 19/20kHz intermodulation result
was particularly fine. Noise levels were excellent, while the input
impedance was normal at 47k-ohms, 200pF. A 2.15V rms input was
required for full power, with 141mV achieving the ¡ UF OdB.W Iwatt
level. Graph 2concerns the supply modulation, a271 full-power rating at
40Hz, 4ohms. Mains supply related harmonics are seen to be very well
rejected.
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Graph I. Hailer XL-280 EHF responses. showing arise of ¡ dB at 100kHz.
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As Iam prepared to stand by our established system for amplifier
evaluation, my opinion of this model review performance was not swayed
by the issue of the switch-box. The XL-280 is an improvement over earlier
Haller power amplifiers but not, in my view, sufficiently so to place it in a
competitive light here in the UK. On our listening tests, it had apleasant,
if unexceptional, sound, and this was coupled with agood technical
performance, particularly afine load tolerance, and high output powers.
Taking into account the available dynamic range, it represents reasonable
value for money. •

TEST RESULTS HAFLER XL-280 POWER AMPLIFIER
Power output
Rated power into 8ohms. makers' spec
Measured power output (dB.W)
One channel. 8ohms load
Both channels. 4ohm load
One channel, 2ohm. pulsed
Instantaneous peak current ( A)

.11
DIV

a
STAPT: 0 Hz
10o Hz

PA:

1.875 Hr.
dECU

STOP:

500 Hz

Graph 2. Her XL-280 with two-thirds full power at 40Hz into 4ohms. Note low level
of supply harmonics.
right. Channel separation was unexceptional, measuring asurprising 69dB
at 20Hz and 83dB midband, falling to 58dB at 20kHz. Channel balance
was excellent and the frequency response was most extended, with the
-0.5dB points at 0.15Hz and at over 75kHz. The mild EHF response lift is

20Hz
24.0
22.1

Distortion ( dB)
TI-ID at rated power
THD at OdBW
Intermodulation. 19/20kHz, at rated power
Intermodulation.19/20kHz, at OcIB

140W ( 21.5dB.W)•
IkHz
20kHz
24.2
24.0
22.6
22.3
24.7
+32.
- - 3IA

-83
-85

Stereo separation ( dB)

69

Channel balance, disc at IkHz (dB)
Input sensitivity
14ImV ( IHF.OdBW);
Input impedance
Frequency response, - 0.5dB
Frequency response, - 3dB

- 76
- 89
-91
83

- 74
- 83

58

0.01d
2.15V for programme clip
47k-ohms
0.15Hz to >75kHz
<0.10Hz to > 90kHz

Typical price inc VAT

£580

'where OdB.W.2.83V ( I
W into 8ohms).

THOROUGH TRACKERS
I> 63 Image placement was even more precise than that of the AT-F3,
but the image size was marginally reduced, as were the dimensions of the
soundstage. This rendered the AT-F5 something of acurate's egg relative
to its parent design; the same held true to alesser degree for the new
Denon.
Icould only pinpoint one key area where the DL- 103M showed amajor
loss in absolute quality in comparison with the straight 103. With a
virtually identical midrange and an audibly superior upper register, the
103M seemed aclear cut case of gains without losses. Then the bass
started to annoy me and Ihad ahell of atime pinpointing just why. Bass
extension and power were intact, but it seemed one- note, lacking texture
and tangibility. You could hear it and you could feel it, but you couldn't
nail it down with enough certainty to distinguish between, say, two types
of bass guitar. It was flat and dull, in contrast to the lively midrange and
almost sparkling top end. On bottom- heavy commercial recordings like
the Tail Gators' Swamp Rock, the effect created an imbalance which made
me prefer the truncated bottom octaves of the LS3/5A to the wide-open
Scintilla.
While the AT- F5 was dimmer-sounding than its predecessor in overall
character, the Denon was lighter, thinner-sounding than its forebear.
Despite similar weight and energy in the lower registers, the 103M
dispenses with the richness which so characterises the older design. As
with the problem in the lower registers, and this holds true for the AT-F5,
such weaknesses can be ameliorated by system-matching, but that
presupposes awillingness in customers and retailers to take the time and
trouble to mate these products with ideal components. You can say this
about any product with areal-world price tag, and it reflects on how fussy
you may or may not be, rather than on the absolute quality of any
component which faces design constraints due to pricing.
Confusion only arises when you, the potential customer, have to weigh
guaranteed gains against one or two losses, then adding into the equation
aprice increase of some 45%. My own feelings are that both Denon and
Audio-Technica would be wise to offer these as trade-in upgrades - as well
as straight purchases - when it comes time to retip astandard DL- 103 or
an AT- F3. As an initial purchase, Ican't fault the bargain nature of the
parent cartridges, but am unable to recommend the new variants as equal
value for money. If purchased on atrade-in basis, the way Dynavector
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enables its customers to move up the range in less costly steps, these would
be viable upgrades.
I'd have little trouble living with either, having spent many enjoyable
hours with the cartridges from which they're sourced and which they
closely resemble. Both are fine products, but have to compete with
predecessors which are almost criminally underpriced. Idon't want to
suggest that either Denon or Audio-Technica narrow the differential by
boosting the prices of the 103 and AT- F3, but Ican't help feeling that they
made the older cartridges too good for their own, er, good. •
MEASUREMENTS
Type
Impedance
Output UR 5cm/sec
Channel balance
Separation UR
Tracking ability [JR
Frequency response L/R
lkHz
5kHz
10k Hz
12k Hz
15kHz
18kHz
20kHz
Cartridge weight
Stylus type

DENON
DL- 103M
moving-coil
40ohm
0.13/0.13mV
0.3dB
28.3/30.0dB
80/74µm

AUDIO TECHNICA
AT-F5
moving-coil
12ohm
0.28/0.27mV
0.2dB
24.6/30.0dB
80/72µm

0.0/0.0dB
-0.6/+0.0dB
-2.5/-1.4dB
-2.7/-1.8dB
-2.8/-1.6dB
-3.3/-1.6dB
-3.8/-1.3dB
5.6g
Elliptical

0.0/0.0dB
-1.1/-0.4dB
-0.3/+0.2dB
0.0/+0.1dB
+0.3/+0.7dB
+0.3/+ I . 2dB
-0.2/+0.9dB
5g
Nude square, special'
hi-radial
Tip radius
0.07x 0.14mm
0.07x 0.14mm
Tip mass
NA
NA
Cantilever
Boron
beryllium
Dynamic compliance
13X10-6 cm/dyne
9.0x 10-6 cm dyne
Test tracking force
I.4g
1.4g
Phase
non-inverting
non-inverting
Price
£129.95
£99.95
Hayden Laboratories Ltd, Chiltern Hill, Chalfont St Peter, Bucks.
SL9 9UG. Tel: (0753) 888447
Audio-Technica Ltd, Technica House, Lockwood Close, Leeds
LSI I5UU. Tel: (0532)771441
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NEWSLETTER
Vol 3No. I
DIGITAL v. ANALOGUE
The debate continues, but is
there anything new to report?
The current issue ( No.44) of The
Absolute Sound gives some
very revealing explanations as
to why CD distorts music. This
should make the digital supporters worried, because their support of digital techniques tends
to be based upon a technical
rather than subjective basis.
The view of The Music Room is
that the ear should decide what
is right, and technical explanations found to explain the
results. The History of Science
is littered with Theories now
rejected because the facts
simply would not fit. If the
minority of audiophiles should
accept CD convenience over
anologue accuracy then analogue may have to await reinvention in some future Golden Age. I can imagine the
headlines: " Fully Continuous
Sampling Techniques Invented
by Obscure U.S. Inventor."
ORACLE AND ROKSAN
As reported last month, we are
delighted to be representing the
Xerxes record player, which
(interestingly) plays close attention to the time accuracy which
TAS exposes CO as failing. Certainly, if good sound is the goal
then it is no wonder that Roksan
is winning so many friends, and
satisfied customers. The basic
price of the deck is £545, which
is very reasonable for the topflight performance; the music is
highly defined, liquid ( ie, melodic) and very solid, hence the
subjective feeling of security;
rather like driving an expensive
car.
We are also delighted that
after an interval we have been
re-appointed as agents for the
Oracle. The Delphi is so beautiful in its new finish, and sounds
so seductive in its revised specification that we could not
resist, and neither will you! The
cost is high at £ 1,495, so does it
really justify V/2 x cost of a
Source or 3 x cost of aXerxes?
The answer depends on the
listener, his system, his taste in
music, his priorities but there
can be no doubt that the Delphi
is a classic product in the History of Audio and it is good to
see in Britain the interest and
the sales growing again, thus
justifying the original wisdom
and patience of its UK Distributor, Absolute Sounds. One can

THE CONCORDANT PREAMP
only hint at asound, but to whet
your appetite, it may be said
that it is the expansive soundstage of the Delphi which
sounds quite different to, say,
the Roksan.
HI- Fl CHOICE
But which is most accurate, or
which most musical? Well, you
would not expect a good shoe
shop to offer you one or two
styles, and The Music Room has
always believed in carrying a
wide range of the best to help
customers to form their own
guided choice. So far as turntables are concerned, we have
always believed ourselves to be
the most experienced and successful audiophile store in Britain and our depth of stock and
sales over the years has borne
this out. Our range of tonearms
from the Triplanar and the AirTangent, through the Mission
mechanic, Alphasons, SME,
Syrinx, Rega, Audio Technica
and Linn Basik and the amazing
£69.00 Moth RB-250 enable us
to give unbiased and reliable
experience which justifies our
existence. The turntable/arm/
cartridge combination must be
optimised, not only chosen as a
synergistic system, but also set
up correctly and advice given to
the user. Tonearms to complement the best turntables do not
come cheaply, but we have
acquired from Mission some
more of the original 774, the
John Bic classic, to sell at £ 150.
As aspecial offer ( as if this isn't
already abargain) for June, we
will rewire with van den Hul or
similar cable according to specific system matching, and terminate in gold-plated phono
plugs.
If we consider ourselves to be
a " high-end" shop, this does
not mean that we are snobs or

unaware of budgets. On the
contrary, we sell and take pride
in the basis of our business and
our future high-end customers
by means of agencies such as
Ariston, Systemdek and J. A.
Michell Engineering. At price
points of around £ 150 and £200
and above, these companies
show just how much music can
be achieved for below the cost
of aCD generator. By the way, if
you think that we are biased
against CD or digital, please
note that we are open-minded
about the forthcoming Digital
Audio Tape. We will express the
truth as we hear it.
To return to turntables, there
is aspecial model which seems
to live in a category which
bridges the low cost and the
high-end: the Elite Rock offers
unprecedented quality by
unusual design and manufacturing. For £ 125, you can then
upgrade by the Merlin Power
Supply, the plinth and cover
option and the Excalibur
tonearm.
CARTRIDGES
Despite the cynical hi-tech
promotion of digital lasers, in
truth there is far greater precision in today's best pick-up cartridges. Our favourite and bestselling models include the
amazing Garott P-77 at £ 189,
and the two new moving-coils
from Audio-Technica, the AT- F3
at £69 and the AT- F5 at £99. The
Decca and Kiseki range bridge
the price gap to the exotic Koetsus, but listen also to the Carnegie One and the van den Hul
cartridges.
PRE-AMPS
This month we highlight the
tube pre-amp by Concordant. At
£756 including its separate
Power Supply it is a design of

SECOND-HAND DEPT
Don't forget that we always
have special value items, so
visit us or ' phone for the latest
information. We have asecondhand Source in mint condition
(Light Oak/beige) for £690 in
Glasgow, and an SP-8also perfect for £ 1,250. We have an
Audiostatic s/h sub- woofer
(active) at £395 ( less than 1/2
price because of its less than
perfect condition; a potential
revelation to all owners of electrostatics.
THE MUSIC
We hope that you like the new
format Newsletter, which
includes a demonstration
record recommendation each
month. Let your digital friends
listen to DG 2531 124, the
Schubert Symphonies 3 and 8
(Unfinished). The Vienna
Philharmonic have this music in
their blood, and the sound they
produce is sensuous yet transparently clean and detailed.
With Carlos Kleiber conducting,
these classics are inspired with
new vitality and atmosphere.
Music will linger in your mind,
and a performance of the highest calibre.

DAVID SPEIRS
Manchester
The Music Room
50 Bridge Street
Manchester M3
061-835 1366

JACK LAWSON
Glasgow
The Music Room
221, St. Vincent Street
Glasgow G2
041-248 7221
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Doug Dunlop and Source designer Mike Moore. Speak to them
about some of the design features which Iwould only be
repeating without understanding. What Ido know is that it is a
simple, cool- running ingenuous
design which ought to win converts. If you will try one at
home, even feeding it into your
aux input and using the Concordant phono stage, then you will
hear why all the fuss is made of
"high-end" turntables; you will
hear what your existing pre- or
integrated amp is doing to your
music; but unlike the expensive
American pre- amps, you can
afford to keep this one!
Other excellent pre- amps at
this price point to compare are
the Counterpoint (their SA- 12
tube/ hybrid amplifier is gaining
a worldwide reputation of
excellence at a reasonable cost
of £ 1250) as well as the PS
Audio 4.5 and the Nakamichi
CA- 5E at £750, a Nelson Pass
(Threshold) design. Regular
readers and customers know
our high opinion of Nakamichi
tuners, cassette decks and
(even!) Compact Disc players.
They are superb, and would
together form an enigma; the
audiophile's rack system.

founder member
Zed.

INSTANT CREDIT

INSPIRED LOGIC

INSPIRED LOGIC
Paul Miller tests the Logic turntable and Datum arm

I

N THE BAD OLD DAYS, Logic were once party to the ' great
analogue debate' where, alongside Linn, Pink Triangle and Luxman,
they struggled for aplace in an uncertain market. Although partially
successful, neither the original DM101 turntable nor Claro cartridges
remain with us — areflection of the turmoil of the last few years. However,
the Logic brandname still urges forth with two well- received tonearms, the
Datum II and Datum S, and their accompanying turntables which stretch
from £ 199 to £700 inclusive of arms. The cheapest of these, the CI, is not
even in full production at the time of writing — possibly as aresult of the
recent launch of their upmarket deck, the Gemini.
At £700, the Gemini comes complete with the rugged Datum Stonearm
(normally about £230 as aseparate item), although the motor- unit itself
will not be available at lower cost for use with alternative arm
combinations. Apart from ensuring adegree of ' company loyalty', Logic
have adopted this stance in order to guarantee the consistency and
alignment of their top-flight front-end.
This is quite obviously intended as asuccessor to the DM101, but in
combating some of the ills of that latter design the new Gemini assumes an
entirely different appearance. Aside from its compact dimensions, the
most striking feature is the lightweight platter which appears to be
composed of athermo-setting plastic, rather like the brittle material
Bakelite — adark, cross- linked phenol-formaldehyde resin that is one of
the oldest commercial plastics. Strongly resembling the cheaper Tempo
model, this dynamically- balanced platter is further loaded with glass and
carbon fibre in an effort to provide the appropriate termination for record
vinyl — àla Pink Triangle, of course. Holes in platter surface are arranged
for the convenient adjustment of the suspension, via socket- head screws
located on the MDF top-plate. However. Iam hound to wonder at the
sonic effects of this large acoustic impedance change situated directly
under the stylus ( assuming the existence of aflat record) and, furthermore,
the similar disparity caused by the substantial aluminium sub-platter.
These holes also provide access to the two motor pulleys that are
displaced at 180° to each other across the main bearing. Philips AC motors
are employed with the intention of cancelling out any asymmetric torque
variations caused by the dynamic drag of the stylus — cf, the Voyd
turntable. The original DM101 suffered from this very problem despite the
inertia inherent with the weighty metal platter used at the time. Eschewing
the potential benefits of an outboard power supply, the dual-phase/dualcrystal electronics are housed inside the deck and generate sufficient heat
for the platter itself to warm-up! In fact, one record that was left on the
deck whilst it was ' bedding- in' over aperiod of ten hours or so, showed
signs of warping slightly! Three buttons situated at the front control the
speed selection and here Imust say that some degradation was apparent at
45rpm. Specifically, the levels of electrical hum ( as detected by the
cartridge) and mechanical noise transmitted throughout the deck's
superstructure were increased — the importance of this will depend largely
on the user but in general should not prove terribly significant.
The complex multi-spring arrangement used in the DM101 has been
discarded in favour of aconventional three-point suspension for the new
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Gemini. However, in order to critically damp the vertical oscillation,
Logic have seen fit to stuff the conical springs with afoam wedge. Because
of this and the sheer strength of the springs, Iwas unable to obtain alinear
'bounce' from the suspended mass and was left instead with aheavily
suppressed 'wobble'. Despite this, the deck proved remarkably resilient to
external shock and very tolerant of the mounting surface — aprofound
contrast to the Source turntable, evaluated last month.
The Datum Stonearm is mounted on asmall but solid armboard with
Linn- type fixing and little additional space to correctly dress the flexible
cabling. This board is bonded to the far end of aT-shaped sub-chassis of
aluminium, strategically ribbed to improve rigidity. Effectively closing the
'loop', astandard, oil- filled main bearing runs on acaptured ball inside the
central shaft. Plastic sleeves around the periphery are intended to
minimise any ' yawing' of the platter.
Compared to the consciously lightweight turntable, the dark matt
Datum Sarm is arather massive affair. With an overall effective length of
228mm and substantial aluminium alloy tube of 12mm diameter, this arm
represents aconsiderable mass as far as most cartridges are concerned.
Logic maintains that the 14-15g effective mass is appropriate for ' awide
range of cartridges', although clearly only the weightier low compliance
m-cs are going to foster astable mechanical match. Tungsten has been
employed for the contrasting ( silver) counterweight; this allows the weight
to be positioned close to the bearings, thereby reducing self- resonance. A
polyurethane insert decouples the weight and arm at critical frequencies.
Stainless steel ballraces are used, with afull set of 13mm balls displaced
vertically ( for horizontal motion) and another race of smaller ( 6mm)
bearings set in the housing itself. At the point of assembly the pre- load is
applied via locknuts on one side of the housing — no friction was detected
and it should be emphasised that subsequent user- tweaking be avoided
otherwise disaster could result! Bias may be easily manipulated via a
spring- loaded thumbwheel, although the divisions are not marked and the
scale is atrifle coarse. A chromed hydraulic arm- lift adds atouch of class
to an otherwise dull- looking arm with avery smooth cueing action and
light decent at 2-3 seconds. At the other end of the arm the robust
headshell is obtained from asingle cast, which includes the spigot that slots
inside the main beam. Three screws are mounted at this end to permit a
degree of lateral adjustment and ensure that the ' shell is firmly located
once the correct alignment has been established.
Because of the cramped conditions mentioned earlier. Logic have
resorted to using one of the 90° offset detachable arm plugs, fitted to the
base of the arm pillar in much the same way as in the SME V and IV
tonearms. Good quality van den Hul cabling exits from the deck and this is
terminated with Monster phono plugs.
For the purposes of gauging the Gemini's compatibility, several
cartridges were employed, including the new Audio-Tcchnica AT- F5,
Ortofon MC30S, Koctsu Black and van del Hul MC10. The deck was then
linked to my resident Pink Triangle PIP/Deltec DPA 100S amplifier
combination ( Black Slink interconnects were employed throughout),
feeding apair of stand- mounted Magneplanar MGIIc speakers.
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SPICA SPEAK

At long last, one of America's favourite budget speakers reaches our shores.
Ken Kessler listens to the Spica TC-50

W

HEN Fm happy, the cats - Ella and Aretha - needn't cower
under the bed. It's adamned good thing. therefore, that Mrs
K didn't tell me until well after the fact that Ella and Aretha
adored the Spica TC-50s. Why Lid they love 'em? Because
these speakers. to akitten at least, seem like aperfect playground.
The most distinguishing aspect of the Spicas, mie which points out just
how conditioned we are to expect either perfectly rectangular/cubist
constructs or slim panels, is the 45° slope of the baffle. Even though the
Spicas are compact and nicely finished. they stick out like, say. acarrot in a
milkshake. The eye just cannot cope with these things even after they've
been in situ for awhile. Which is ashame, because they are truly
wonderful speakers.
Ella and Aretha, as it transpires. loved climbing up and down those
inviting slopes, especially during the cold and wet March weather. Why
bother with the corrugated plastic roof of the conservatory when these
nifty boxes were in the warm indoors and so apt for climbing? Boy. were
those cats peeved when the LS3/5As were put hack in place.
The slope is, of course, the hoary response to the problem of phase
coherence and the arrival times of treble signals vs. bass. We can all name
various speakers which placed the tweeters in aplane behind the bass or
mid/bass driver, but Ican't think of any with quite so severe an aspect.
Some would argue that this is an over- reaction to the problem, but Iwon't
dismiss it outright, especially after aconvinCng argument forced upon me
by one of our better designers, who calculated the angle for tilting LS3/5As
for similar improvements in arrival times. Either way. this is an integral
part of the design of the Spicas, and tipping them forward to make the
baffle vertical ( which, at least, renders them conventional- looking from
the front) really does mess up the sound. How much the unconventional
physical presence of the Spica will hurt sales renutins to be seen, but it
would be ashame if it did. Cats and wife aside. I'd not let it stop me.
The Spicas' walnut- finished enclosures measure 330x 155 x116mm
(WHD). Beneath the brown grille cloths are two drivers, surrounded by
thick wadding which is reminiscent of the padding under the LS3/5A grille.
amulti- function layer which affects damping and dispersion. The care with
which the layer must have been conceived is evident in its property as a
device for tuning the speaker to the grille because, as with the LS3/5As.
the Spicas sounded much better ( to these ears) with the grilles in place.
The driver array consists of a6.5in. acoustically suspended paper-cone
woofer and a I
in. impregnated cloth dome tweeter. The specifications to
hand don't reveal the crossover point, but the literature describes the
woofer crossover as 4th order Bessel response and the tweeter's as
'approximately' 1st order. The enclosure is sealed, with asystem
resonance of 56Hz, and the frequency response I - 3dB) is 58-I5kHz. The
Spicas proved reasonably easy to drive. attesting to the nominal
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impedance of 4ohms and sensitivity of 84dB for I
W at Imeter. Using the
Marantz PW-4 in true Class- A mode ( 15W/channel RMS). Ihad no
difficulty rattling the base on the gas tire. six feet away from the speaker.
I'd have guessed that they were much more sensitive than 84(113 for I
W.
which tells you what living with insensitive speakers does to one's sense of
judging this aspect of performance. Unlike either the SL600s or the
LS3/5As, these will go very loud without expecting you to invest in abeast
of an amplifier. . or blown drivers.
Before delving into adescription of the sound, I'm behooved to
comment on the magnificence of the owner's manual which accompanies
these speakers. Cables, stands, positioning, even the application of the
amplifier controls are all covered in terms absolutely devoid of the
pseudo- hi- tech obfuscation of audio, and it's an absolute joy to escape the
mindless verbiage endemic in this hobby. if only for one product. Retailers
will love it. because it will answer all the questions - assuming that
customers can be bothered to read it in the first place.
Using AR and Thorens turntables. Denon 103 and Audio-Technica
AT- F3 cartridges. the AR CD player, and the Croft Micro feeding the
Radford Renaissance amp. as well as the Marantz PM- 4. Ispent time with
what Ijoyfully recognise as an indisputanly ' musical' speaker system.
While the boor or the cad would revel in pointing out whatever
shortcomings you're entitled to expect in speakers costing less than the
GNP of Bahrain. Icould only marvel at the instantly likeable nature of
sound through the Spicas. The appeal is -moreish'. like pistachio nuts
alternated with gulps of Appletise.
The first taste of the Spicas which put me in agood frame was the size of
the presentation. immediately belying the size of the enclosures. Like the
LS3/5A, the SL6/600s, and other high- quality small monitors, the Spica is
able to ' disappear'. to make you for-get thin you're listening to transducers
which are smaller than the speaker section of aWurlitzer juke box. While
they don't quite match the pseudo- point source disappearing act of the
'3/5As. they do not call attention to their own dimensions, nor do they
suffer from asurfeit of hoxy colorations. In the most obvious sense, they
are naturals for music lovers with small rooms, but this is confounded - as
with most other truly enjoyable small speakers - by the need to give them
breathing space. The procedure for correct installation is discussed in
detail in the handbook; in my lounge. the Spicas worked their hest at 14in.
from the rear wall. 3ft from the side walls. and without any significant
toe- in. Situated on the Partington Dreadnaughts. the tweeter was right at
ear height.
Sounding like a ' big' speaker. at least in terms of the dimensions of the
soundstage/sonic picture, is only part of the battle asmall speaker faces
when emulating alarger transducer. The other limitation asmall speaker
must overcome is bass extension, and the Spicas did very well here,
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delivering much greater weight than the LS3/5A or the SL600. hut without
the control of the latter. Here the purchaser really does have to choose
between one virtue and the other, between bass extension and bass
quality, achoice Iwould expect to be made according to either personal
tastes or by the nature of the music which will predominate. Headhangers.
for instance, will opt for the chunky. relatively deep bass of the Spicas.
while Ican imagine classical fans ( except for those who think Wagner's the
bee's knees) preferring the delicac of the Celestion. In this area, the
LS3/5A doesn't even get alook- in, but it bounces back by blowing away
the bigger competition with midrange behaviour that neither can
approach. ( Like it or not, these decade-old babies are still one of KK's two
all-time favourite loudspeakers.)
While Ihave yet to hear anything which touches the venerable BBC
design for natural portrayal of vocals for aprice even approaching what we
might deem sensible. the Spicas do offer aseductive midrange despite
some minor colorations. Clarity and transparency are more than
acceptable, easily on apar with designs selling for £600. but the Spica is
less detailed than either of the other two speakers to which Ikeep
referring. Despite the snap, the punch. even the speed of the Spicas - all
by-products of aspeaker with superb precision - they do show aminor
thickening in the midrange which prevents the TC-50 from earning aplace
as achampion with respect to absolute clarity and transparency. In away.
Ifind this hilarious, because it doesn't half sweeten some artificially hard
CDs, but many would rightly argue that it's not the speaker's job to do for
CD what should he done before the signal ever reaches the preamp.
The flabbiness described above actually occurs
more in the region tunderstand as upper- bass- tolower- mid, so it's not quite as had as athickening
either smack in the middle or across the whole
area. What this affects the most is deep male
vocals, giving them aslightly richer sound. and
some strings, again adding ahit too much richness.
The rest of the midband, however, is quite open.
and untainted by the teaspoon full of cornflour; as
Isaid, it would take aboor to dwell on this. so I
won't.
"rhe character of the treble region falls some
where between the SL6(M) and the LS3/5A. which
many will agree is where it should be. It's neither
as dim as the Celestion often appears, nor as edgy

as the BBC baby can be when prodded. On the other hand, it's not as open
and airy as the others, so again we find ourselves faced with ample
evidence that there are trade-offs present in every design below acouple of
grand. The success of an affordable speaker depends on how it deals with
compromise. and the Spica mixes its strengths and weakness with afacility
worthy of anouvelle chef whipping up asauce.
Despite afew lumps in the bass, atrace of flab here and there, the TC-50
is atempting little number, with overall competence which buries those
weaknesses until you go looking for them. Best of all, it's responsive
enough to the rest of the system to enable the careful tweaker ( and these
are ' tweaky') to tune the Spica through careful placement. judicious
selection of cables, playing around with cartridges, ad nauseum. A burst
with the Symo cables pounded out most of the lumps in the bass, for
example. and I'm sure that someone prepared to get these hi- wired by
Paul Crook would be able to insert adifferent cable for the upper
frequencies which might open the sound. That, though, is out of the
bounds of this review, and has nothing whatsoever to do with the fact that
the Spicas. used as the full- range speakers they are, deliver the goods in
such away as to qualify as ' entry level high-end'.
On another level, these should stir up the xenophobes who, having read
rave reviews about the Spicas in foreign magazines ( including praise in
these pages from our own Han Payne). will have to admit that our
American cousins are fully justified in ranking the Spicas. at £595, as one
of the best ' budget' buys for those who would enter the realms of the
high-end. Even with aprice disadvantage due to importation costs, the
Spicas can still compete. because they have no
direct homegrown counterparts. If you can live
with the looks, have the necessary cash, and want
asmall-ish speaker which doesn't remind you of
its diminutive dimensions on aconstant basis, put
these on your shopping list. They're honest,
unpretentious speakers, devoid of the kind of
disconcerting, gross aberrations which cause
listener fatigue. On top of that, they're exotic
enough even to address the issue of iconoclasm.
You can't really ask for much more than that . •

I69 Overall. the Gemini- Datum Scombination
enjoyed alean hut neutral balance,
commendably free of the almost universal ' thick'
and ' plummy' colorations that plague many a
record deck. Of course one reason for the cleansounding bass was its relatively limited extension
-this more afunction of the deck than the arm. I
believe. Listening to ' Aerial Boundaries' by the
charismatic guitarist, Michael Hedges, the
characteristic zest and vigorous attack of his
technique was readily apparent, the transient
rasp of the metallic strings shot from the
speakers with nary ahint of compression. But
such buoyancy and ambience was inevitably
tempered by the underlying rhythm which
lacked the satisfying weight and sense of pace
that Ihave come to relish. A similar result was obtained with amuch older
recording, that of ' Spring' by the jazz percussionist Tony Williams. The
brass and percussion were nicely separated with the'r own, tightly defined
stereo images - the filigree cymbal- work bolstered by the fluidity of the
piano at stage centre. However, the combination seemed inordinately
sensitive to record surface noise, especially with the AT- F5 ( arather
smooth performer). This was underlined by the prominence of detail in the
upper treble which, whilst not bright or unpleasant. was lively to the point
of exuberance!
A problem emerged with many of the female vocalists that frequented
this deck. Specifically, although the projection of the voice was coherent
and stable, the subtleties of their articulation were not wholly precise,
becoming marginally ' spitty' towards the higher octaves. Janis Ian, Rickie
Lee Jones, Barbra Streisand and Suzanne Vega all demonstrated this
peculiarity to some extent or other, but however noticeable this was it
never resulted in the total ruination of atrack; the Logic still fostered a
pleasing sense of space and encouraged that ' see-through' transparency
associated with all good. low- coloration equipment.
Having pin- pointed the natural balance of the midband as one of the
Gemini's aces, the delightful Amon Ra Mozart Divertimenti recording
(concocted entirely with original instruments) proved very interesting.

Compared to the bastion of midband neutrality otherwise known as the Pink Triangle PT TOO the Gemini resolved much of the timbral
richness possessed by the bassoon whilst it
successfully counterpointed the fluttering 5.
keyed clarinets. In the absolute sense, though.
these clarinets were emphasised towards the top
of their range in such away that they were
perceived with adetached forwardness,
sounding at odds with the lower octaves.
Nevertheless, the joyful melody itself was easy
to appreciate with the lively and buoyant ' air'
that became ahallmark.
A brief word about compatibility.
Surprisingly, the Datum Stonearm seemed to
work remarkably well with the higher
compliance cartridges employed during this test; however, there was an
irrefutable increase in the general security and stability of most records
once the ' stiffer' m-cs were pressed into service. Theoretically, at least,
any 5-6g cartridge with adynamic compliance above the 20cu figure is
likely to he excited by subsonics below 8or 9Hz - asituation aggravated by
structural resonances ( especially wooden floorboards) and the
fundamental oscillation of the suspension itself ( in this case the cut-off
point is around -1.5Hz).
The Gemini turntable embodies some important and worthwhile
concepts, not least the unusual platter which is deemed to create a
favourable acoustic impedance match with record vinyl. Low mass and
high rigidity throughout will tend to limit the amount of spurious energy
that may be stored, but this is ultimately compromised by the inadequate
bond between platter and sub- platter. Similarly, tam atrifle concerned
about the foam inserts used to plug the conical springs - this decision does
not appear to be based on any engineering principles hut rather the foibles
of the marketplace where convenience comes before freedom and
'bounce'. Hooke, no doubt, would have much to say on the matter.
Of all these elements it is the Datum Stonearm that wins the day; a
thoughtfully considered and well-built product. it is regretable that it has
the tendency to overshadow the very turntable designed for its company.•
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WE AGREE

-MR. MICHAELSONMAKES EXCEEDINGLY GOOD AMPLIFIERS.
Pictured above: JON VIZOR (Director) and PAUL MESSENGER (Eminent at HiFi Reviewer and Editor of HiFi
Choice) with aMusical Fidelity A370 and KEF 107's in Studio 1, Alfred Place store.
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WINNING BY A MAD

WINNING
BYA HEAD?
Sansui's three-head D705 cassette deck, tested by Alvin Gold

D

ECKS OF AMBITIOUS design don't come along every day,
especially now that the prospect of Digital Audio Tape has
caused something of ahiatus in cassette development. The
Sansui D-705 is an honourable exception. It has three heads,
the dedicated record and playback heads being built into asingle housing,
which at least means that relative alignment of the two won't alter in
service; it also has aclosed- loop, twin-capstan transport. Everything
points to the Sansui being aimed squarely at the serious cassetteophile.
If you like your styling modern and don't mind if it is alittle on the
mannered side, the D-705 is made for you. The play control is only alittle
less than 10cm long, but includes as insets three tiny press buttons; the
record control and the two fast wind keys. Pause has arecord-mute button
positioned as an insert. The main transport keys are completed with astop
key. As you might expect from amodern and fairly costly cassette deck,
the transport is power assisted and logic controlled, though the tapes are
not always as smoothly handled as they could be. Iwas mildly
disappointed that cassettes could not be ejected without selecting Stop.
Even so, the Sansui is pretty nifty in the gear-wheel department.
Generally speaking, Sansui have done agood job in taking the fiddliness
out of using atape deck. Record mode can be started with one finger, or a
one-finger sequence when starting from Record Pause. Tape type selection
is automatic, though amanual bias adjustment facility is available, and is
easy to optimise using the off-tape monitoring feature and apair of
headphones. The tape monitoring facility has been carefully thought
through. Even when set to monitor from tape, the circuit will
automatically revert to monitoring the source when in pause mode, to
maintain continuity when setting up just before starting arecording.
Recording level is set by atwin, friction- locked volume control
arrangement using aclearly scaled pair of meters with awide 48dB
dynamic range and aworst case 2dB resolution within a6dB envelope
around OVU. Other facilities include Dolby-B and -C, atimer switch
which will allow timed recordings in absentia, or aprogrammed start,
perhaps as atape-based alarm. The tape counter is electronic and has a
memory stop feature. Headphones are connected via afront panel level
control which is also wired into the main output feed. Finally, in an
attempt to make searching through tapes alittle less painful, the Sansui
will automatically search for and play tracks numbered up to 15 in either
direction from the current position. As usual, this feature is triggered by
the silences between tracks, or relative silence, so it can be fooled.
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On the other hand, tcan only welcome the notable lack of ergonomic
obscurantism in the D-705. Compared to some of the more flashy-looking
decks around, this one is refreshingly honest and purposeful. Most of the
facilities are well thought out, whilst little that isn't genuinely useful is
allowed to get in the way.
Sadly, though, Idon't think Sansui have taken their own logic to its
logical conclusion! It's nearly time to start wheeling in afew value
judgements, but first the ' wish list', which is short but sincerely felt. First,
there is no way to defeat the MPX filter, which means bags of nasty
in-band filtering to perform the now rather anarchic job of weeding out a
pilot tone that oughtn't to be there ( and probably isn't) in the first place.
Second, why does the low-grade output level-control pot have to mix with
the output feed to the amplifier? It would have been excusable had there
been aset of fixed outputs as well, but this isn't the case here, and Sansui's
solution represents an undesirable duplication for the 99.7% of users who
will play their cassette deck through an amplifier. Iwould also like to see
the mains on/off switch repositioned from its current awkwardly sited
home and the door mechanism made alittle less hit and miss in its
workings.

Lab report
It seems that the test programme was jinxed on this occasion. First, the
cassette deck developed atouch of the flutters. The replacement arrived
promptly enough, just in time in fact for the part of my test gear concerned
with measuring noise and distortion to die on me — too late to do anything
about it. However, the important tests were run.
Even on the second sample, wow and flutter rated no better than would
be expected for adeck at about half the price. The raw figure isn't too bad,
but it was notable that the transport was rather erratic, producing bursts of
instability (with arange of test tapes of different manufacture Ishould
add), and this could occasionally be heard on steady state tones, some
piano notes and so on.
The frequency responses were also rather odd. No specific tape
recommendations are made with this deck. Very recent sample MazeII
brand tapes were used for the response runs shown, but TDK tapes gave
results that were not materially different. In each case the low frequency
response was erratic ( which was audible in practice), and the HF end was
prematurely rolled away. The Type I ( ferric) run was repeated with two
different bias settings. A suitable setting would also have largely * flattened'
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RETROSPECTIVES

With an ever increasing product range
at their disposal and the resulting crescendo of claim and counter-claim ringing in their ears, many potential customers now readily confess to being
unable to see the wood for the trees. It
would seem appropriate, therefore, to
re-examine some reputations and
recommend some products on which
one would risk one's own.
These would include such enduring
models as the ProAc Super Tablette and
Studio 1 whose performance is a constant reminder that big is not always
better, and the Alphason tonearms. Still
unsurpassed at the price and now partnered by the new Sonata turntable.
E.A.R. valve amplifiers and Snell Acoustics loudspeakers; the former for offering the build and sound quality of the
top American designs at a fraction of
their imported cost, and the latter for
offering consistently satisfying designs
over a wide range of price and specification.
Pink Triangle and Voyd turntables and
the C-1 Sonographe SDI cd player
(everybody likes at least one!); their
clarity, ambience and unexaggerated
dynamics provide the ideal basis for a
good system.
A more comprehensive selection,
including the Audio Innovations Series
300. Souther linear-tracking tonearm
and Musical Fidelity's MVT/P170 combination can be auditioned at

PHONOGRAPH
60a lirpingham Road. Put ne,
London S1115 1136
Tel: ( 01) 789-2349
Mon.—Fri. 10om-1pm, 3.30-8pm.
Sor. 10om-3pm.
Demonsrrorions by oppoinrmenr, please.
Sysrems delivered and installed free of charge
FULL EXPORT FACILITIES AVAILABLE
QUALITY SECONDHAND EQUIPMENT ALSO IN STOCK

Compact Discs, the BBC LS3/5A Loudspeakers,
the Audio Pro B1-45 Sub- Woofer

THE PERFECT MATCH
Although Compact Discs were developed in Holland by Philips,
the remarkable little LS3/5A loudspeaker was designed by BBC
engineers and the Audio Pro Sub- Woofer comes from Sweden,
they might have been ' made for each other', so perfectly do they
complement one another.
With Compact Discs setting fresh standards for the domestic
reproduction of beautiful music, it is the loudspeaker system
which, more than ever, determines the final outcome. Those who
can afford as well as accommodate a pair of QUAD ESL 63 units
should be more than satisfied with the outcome, but if you are
looking for a system at less than half their cost, the three-way
combination of apair of BBC LS3/5A speakers plus the Audio Pro
B1-45 Sub- Woofer offers truly stunning, large-scale sound
featuring a superbly crisp middle and upper range allied to an
extended bass reponse which has to be heard to be believed.
What makes this system especially enticing is that, in visual
terms, it fits effortlessly into any drawing room. Only the little
BBC speakers ( 12 x 71/2 x 61/2 in.) need to be seen; the
Sub- Woofer, an unobstrusively pleasant cube in black or walnut
finish ( 14 3
/ in. sq. x 19 1/
4
4in.) may be placed anywhere in the
room, ' out of sight, out of mind', because the frequencies which
it contributes are too low to offer any directional information. As
aresult, even the lowest sounds such as organ pedals or the bass
drum appear to emanate from the little speakers and, if you so
wish, the Sub- Woofer may be covered with acloth and used as a
coffee-table!
When you visit our studio and listen to this combination, you will
begin to understand what joy CD has brought to our lives. And,
added to the fact that our equipment customers enjoy the benefit
of a permanent 20% discount on all Compact Disc purchases,
1987 has already witnessed the launching of several mid- price
CD labels. From now on, an increasing number of compact discs
are available from us at prices around £7.25!

Thomas Heinitz Ltd

MUSIC IN 111E HOME

35 Moscow Road Queensway London W2
Telephone: 01-229 2077
Opening hours: 9.30 to 5.30 ( Thurs. 9.30 to

Fri. 9.30 to 7)

ARE YOU SERIOUS ABOUT
LISTENING TO MUSIC?
Then hear some equipment that will outplay most of the well-known
makes.
Why?
Because we listen to music- not Hi Fi.
'AUDIO INNOVATIONS, all- valve integrated amp. ' Series 300' from
£299. ' Series 500' — IINTI ' Series 800' — PRE/PI ' Series 1000' —
MI/BLOCK).
"To say I'm impressed with the performance of Series 300 is an
understatement". John Bamford -* Hi-Fi Answers' March '87.
"The best valve amp I've heard". - Alvin Gold - ' Hi Fi Answers'
"The most listenable musical amps made today". - Ian Kuah - ' Which
CD'
•SNELL LOUDSPEAKERS. Superb range of speakers that would
outplay most, if not all, other speakers.
"Everything from solo piano, group jazz, folk and chamber music, rock
and full orchestral pieces are handled in abelievable and enjoyable
way- Alan Bateman -* Hi-Fi Answers' 87
'VOYD Aturntable that allows you to hear the music. ( no myth - more
music)
So bring your own equipment, if you wish, and by listening to music
you will hear the difference.
Second hand equipment available
Ring for further details and we would prefer demonstrations to be by
appointment.
Other fine equipment from Audionote. Goldring, Helius, Nakamichi, IPW,
The Rock, BLO, Pink Triangle, Rotel, Systemdek, Sugden, etc. etc.

AUDIO SOUTH,
5 Mead Lane, Farnham,
Surrey GU9 7DY.
Tel: 0252-714555.
VISA
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WINNING BY A HEAD
SANSUI D-705
EFFECTS OF DOLBY •13.
AND r(-20dB,MAXELL
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he Type Il response, made here with XLII S. Note also the erratic but
often appreciable level of dropout. Finally, the response plot for the only
accurately accommodated tape, Maxell MX, was repeated with and
without noise reduction. The poor Dolby tracking integrity is dramatically
demonstrated in this plot, run at — 20dB as usual. The alteration in
response shape and therefore perceived balance speaks for itself.

Sound quality
Translating all this into practical terms, Iwas less than fully satisfied with
the sound of this deck, which would have graced arather lower priced
machine, but which in turn is quite widely outclassed at £279.
Even given the most favourable interpretation, the Sansui fails to shine.
A superficial assessment is that the deck sounds smooth and neutral, that
tonal colours are adequately preserved ( when recording), but that the
working dynamic envelope between noise and audible saturation is
subjectively slightly narrower than might reasonably be expected from a
deck costing the best part of £3(X).

1k4
no Amplifier

1j j(J
Mo

Tr ansf°"lier

Leaving the 'cosmetics' of the sound alone, there were more
fundamental problems — fundamental from the musical point of view, that
is. My first attempt to record aCD demonstrated the problems clearly,
even within the first few bars. The disc Iused was the idiosyncratic but
gripping John Ogdon version of Beethoven's op. 27 No.2 Moonlight
Sonata on IMP. The effect of the tape was to bloat and soften the bass, to
spread the stereo image — all sense of sharp focus was simply dissipated —
and reduce the apparent dynamic range. The most obvious effect though
was that the tape appeared to ' squeeze' the notes so that the hard,
transient centre of the notes — the Steinway ' twang' if you like — was
squashed out of existence.
None of the effects I've described was in any way mild or subtle. They
were perfectly obvious regardless of tape type. The lack of transparency of
this unit was such as to reduce the advantage normally shown by high bias
tapes; even That's Type II metals, which can normally be relied upon to
add abit of pizazz to the proceedings, fell more or less flat. Prerecorded
tapes reproduced in character with the other results: rather flat and
compressed-sounding.
Once again, Ihave to report the subjective damage done by the Dolby
circuits, especially Dolby-C, in this particular deck. The frequency
response plot gives at least part of the reason for this, but fails to make
clear just how much of the dynamic structure and individuality of the
sound simply went out of the window with Dolby in circuit. Dolby-C was
by far the worst and in my opinion is unsuitable, on the form demonstrated
here, for serious applications; this is not to attack Dolby as such, merely
the specific implementation.

Conclusion
What can Isay? The D-705 is an easy and rewarding deck to use,
mercifully free of gimcrackery. However, it does not rank well in its
central role, the reproduction of music with the maximum of fidelity.
Lovely cassette recorder, shame about the sound.
SANSUI D-705 CASSETTE DECK
.
TEST RESULTS
Wow & Flutter, Record/playback unweighted/peak DIN wtd.
Sansui Sample I - 0.09%4).24%, drift low. Increased to 0.12% near end of tape
Sansui Sample 2 - 0.07%/0.17% beginning of tape - 0.065%/0.15% towards end
Frequency Response: see graphs; all taken at - 20dB, all are 20Hz-40kIlz, 25dB
vertical scale. Paper speed 3mm/sec. pen speed 2(X)mm sec: noise reduction out
Sansui ( UK) Ltd, Unit 10A, Lyon Industrial Estate, Rockwarc Avanue.
Greenford, Middlesex. Tel: 01-575 1133.
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RAD FORD
Audio Transistor Amplifiers
Audio Valve Amplifiers
Audio Measuring Instruments
Loudspeakers
Loudspeaker Kits
Loudspeaker Drive Units and Networks
Audio transformers for valve amplifiers
Radford Audio Ltd, 47 A Clifton Rood,
Weston-Super-Mare, Avon 0523 10W
Tel: 0934 416033

tat
electrostatically.
The ultimate in
DIY loudspeaker
systems is now
available from
Wilmslow Audio.

Volt Loudspeakers Ud.
Benlow Works
Silverdale Road
Hayes Middx UB3 3BVI
England
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The TDL Monitor loudspeakers are derived from
our much acclaimed Reference Standard
transmission-line speakers; precisely the same driver
and crossover technology, yet in an enclosure more
suited to the domestic environment.
Resemblance to the sound of the Reference
Standard's is uncanny, with the same sense of
openness. Yet the bass pressure-loads the listening
room, so that low frequencies are felt as much as
heard.
TDL transmission-line speakers do not rely upon
corner positioning to perform at optimum, nor do
they require electronic equalization. A freer, more
musical bass is achieved by moving alot of air just a
little, rather than just alittle air alot ....

TDL

ELECTRONICS
0

transmission line speakers

Transducer Developments Limited PO Box 98 High Wycombe Bucks HP13 6LN England Telephone ( 0494) 41191 Telex 838050TDL-G
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Reviews on AR's mini-actives, latest QED amp, LS3/5A stands, more on the MG1c

The AR Powered Partners
By now we're all used to the concept of hi-fi quality, miniature active
speakers, pioneered by the Bose RoomMate and anglicised by the
Wharfedale Active Diamond. While both of those have their undeniable
strengths — the former its indestructibility and size, the latter its low price
and good sound — neither fully satisfies my criterion for an all-rounder.
The inspiration for small actives has been the need for improved sound
from personal hi-fis, augmenting TV/video sound quality, and serving in
surround-sound applications, the latter being of more importance to the
American and Japanese markets. Additionally, the small actives (can) do
ahell of agood job, if they have the pedigree, as small speakers for proper
hi-fi installations in congested quarters. My recipe, as far as universal
appeal goes, is ( 1) sound quality at least equal to that of the speakers we
deem ' entry level' for budget hi-fi, (2) the ability to run off other power
sources, especially 12-volt supply and some form of rechargeable battery
pack, and ( 3) indestructibility. Nos. 2and 3are unimportant if you only

other ' pocket' jobs, resulting in asound that avoided the all- punch
portrayal of the mini JBLs or the thinness of the RoomMates. Treble was
smoother than expected, but still showing abit of the exaggerated sparkle
Iassociate with AR's other budget, two-way designs. Midrange was
uncoloured enough to deal with the most crystalline of vocals, such as The
Judds' marvellous voices, and the diminutive size and stone-dead cabinet
contributed to delightful, smear- free imaging on apar with the Active
Diamonds.
Situated on Partington stands and driven by hi-fi — rather than portable —
components, the Partners almost equalled what I'd expect of very good
£99 speakers with asimilarly- priced amplifier. What they couldn't match
was the headroom, or high SPLs, before severe break-up set in. But then a
£99 amp and apair of £99 speakers can't be carted around with such
abandon or withstand the sort of abuse the Partners can face. This isn't an
apology, some forced argument for the existence of active minis, because
you know whether or not to go with integrated- amp-plus- passive-speaker
or try the Partners ( or RoomMates, or Diamonds). The roles are different,
and Ishouldn't even be comparing the Partners with the domestic hi-fi
alternative because it's almost acase of apples vs. oranges. I'm simply
impressed by the way the compromises have been ironed out of the
formula, and can only applaud AR for cooking up such aflexible product
while endowing it with performance which will still satisfy tougher critics
than those at whom it's aimed.
Ken Kessler

QED A240SA ( 1987 version)

intend to use such speakers in asemi- permanent set-up, but are important
if the portability is to be exploited.
The AR Partner is the first of the active minis which Icannot criticise
without being unrealistic. It addresses every single issue with total success,
though Imust allow for an infinite variety of subjective responses to its
sound and styling. On practical grounds, the Partners will run off mains,
12-volt, or battery pack, they're made from diecast aluminium, finished in
some ultra- tough coating, they're small enough to stay unobtrusive, and
provide on-off, volume, and bass control — notable omissions with the
competition. Even the accessory back-up is impressive, with achoice of
mounting hardware and power packs available, and I'm under the
impression that awhole lot more will follow.
Other details which render this so universal include shielding to enable it
to be placed near TV sets, facility to bolt it to any lin. pipe ( if you don't
wish to purchase the dedicated mounting hardware), and atriangular
shape which allows avariety of positionings — even the badge rotates for
aesthetic concerns. It is acomplete, thorough, intelligent design, lacking
only one obscure feature to make it perfect: I'd love to see aby-pass
system to take the in-built amps out of circuit so owners could run these off
their hi-fi amplifiers. The latter would appeal particularly to those who,
like students travelling light or others on atight budget, start out with
mini-actives and, say, aWalkman, who eventually upgrade to asystem of
separates. It would enable them to use the Partners with the benefit of,
perhaps, aRotel RA-820 or similar budget beauty.
Iauditioned the Partners via personal hi-fis, from the tape-out of the
Marantz PM-4 ( using avariety of sources), and as rear channel speakers
for video surround-sound. It doesn't take much to serve well in the latter
role, as Dolby Stereo taxes neither bass nor maximum SPLs, so I
concentrated on the Partners as full-range speakers substituting for
conventional, passive systems.
Itried my best not to compare these with the kind of passive speakers
you'd get for £ 199.90/pair. Ireminded myself that they include amplifiers
at that price which will drive them to adequate levels and that they are
constructed with the kind of conditions in mind which would never
influence speakers designed for safe, secure lounging.
With those thoughts ever-present, Ilearned that these are the
best-sounding active mini speakers I've yet to use for driving off line
sources. Bass, used with the booster in the 'off' position, was extended
enough to give these speakers more weight than I've heard from any of the
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Designed and built entirely in the UK, the QED A240 is acompact,
unpretentious- looking amplifier with minimal facilities. In its A240CD
form, the amplifier costs £ 159 and includes abasic moving-magnet disc
input stage, but is intended primarily to provide good results with CD.
Substituting QED's ' Super Analogue' disc input board gives higher
performance on disc and provides amoving-coil option.
Essentially, the SA board contains separate mono disc pre- amplifiers
with their own power supply reservoirs, effectively isolating the disc stages
from any supply variations caused by the power amplifier's demands, and
also further reducing residual mains ripple. The moving-coil section is not
just an additional stage before the m- m input, but adedicated m-cstage
feeding the RIAA section direct; this is selected by switches on the board
itself and makes use of separate input sockets, which are present but
unused on the A240CD. The board is available separately at £59 or factory
fitted, in which case the amplifier becomes the £ 199 'SA.
Since Martin Colloms' review (
HFNIRR, Nov '86), QED have made
minor but sonically significant changes to the SA board. The main
reservoir capacitors have been increased from 3300 to 4700uF; but at this
point asingle diode is now shared between the channels where separate
ones were used before. The effect is of this is actually to reduce the
measured channel separation slightly, astrategem also apparently adopted
by Mission.
Along with acurrent A240SA, incorporating the new SA board, QED
loaned me a1986-spec board for direct comparison. Comparative listening
showed aclear and even striking improvement over the ' 86 version.
Generally, the ' new' SA simply gave the music more life, instruments

being positioned firmly in the stereo stage and usually seeming ' larger'
than before. On suitable simply-miked material, the hall ambience now
seemed more effortlessly present all the time, rather than something
hinted at and only clearly audible as the music decayed into silence. Low
level detail was improved. By comparison, the sound produced with the
old SA board now sounded thinner in tonal balance, with agenerally
slightly more distant stereo stage giving less impression of depth, and ( in
the musical rather than the balance sense) slightly dull. It seems possible
79
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INTERCONNECTS Stereo pair terminated gold plated
Length
0!
.
nn
( / 75in
I ( hp
I5n,
2thr,
25,1,
3Ort,
35ni
Cable per in
NI{ I

DNM
MONSTER
FED
MONSTER VandenHal VandenHol
Shielded
DOER0102 MI 2 MC-Gold
Solid Corr
INTERLINK 4 Solid Core LINK CD
7290
2390
25 ) 0
27 25
29 r
,
(
1
31 75
34 00
4625
207

23.50
26.50
2900
34 50
40.00
45.50
51 00
56,50
5.50

27.40
28.70
29.90
12.40
34.90
4740
3990
42.40
2.50

31.00
37.50
44 0()
57 00
70.00
83.00
96110
109.00
13.00

52.00
58.00
64.00
76(0)
88.(X)
100.00
112(10
124 ( 10
._
II 95

®
REMARKABLE r,d1F111
HAND-BUILT
SOLID
BODY 'STILTO
- N'
SERIES

SILTECH
MC4-56
23200
314.50
397.00
562.110
727 00

155.00
212 50
270.00
385 00

115 00
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MI' IIsolid body is the best cartridge I
,nt think of fin £ 45"
I h Revtew

Solid Body Series
MPIti Sit
MP11 SR
MP IIBoron SR
MP1 IGold SR
Standard Series
NM 0
MP11
MPII Boron
MP IIGokl
M1'50
MI'50S

165(X)

nbe supplied at any chJ sen length iuth /
11051 temunations subject to quotation

SPEAKER CABLES Stereo pairs terminated 4mm plugs

(state if other termination required)

Description
1)4') / 42 Strand
79 Strand
NAIM NACA 4
(INN I.K211
DNM Solid Core
RS Solid Core
Van den Ilul CS122
Van den Ilul CS352
Van den Hut 1)3(10 Mk 2

2m
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9')))
II50
1698
18.10
19 70
11 50
43110
49 50
75 00

1066
13.10
2042
22.50
24.30
13 10
53.00
75 5(1
99.011

4.•
11 42
14 70
.', , it ,
'8 ,n)
14 70
ii3.00
101.50
Li.(X)

Su
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12.18
16 30
27 34
30 50
3350
lb 30
MAXI
127 50
157 00

13.70
19 50
34 26
38.50
42 70
19 50
93.00
179 50
225 00

PICK-UP ARMS
£951X1
IASON OPAL
£154 (X)
DELTA
£l'X, 00
XENON
£245 (01
XENON MCS
£335 ( X)
IIR 100S
£385110
IIR 100MCS
£49 'X1
itECCA
SERIES 4
£675.00
SME
SERIES 5 £ 1138.50
£459.00
ZETA
with mil Iwiring £549.00

Al

RCA Mono pl

Cable only
per »sae

Cartridge
E 39 95
£ 46.95
£ 62 95
£ 6995

Stylus
£ b95
£ 995
£23 95
£27 95

CARTRIDGES kIr STYLI

Cartridges Stylus
C77
£ 19.90 £950
E.77
£36.00 £2450
£ 16.95
£ 695
P77
£46.00 £3450
£ 995
£ 2195
C77 mag body £2990 £9.50
£ 3795
£2395
E77 mag body £4750 £2450
£ 44 95
£27 95
P77 mug' body £57.50 £34.50
£ 9995
£67 30
DENON
DI.110 ( high) £5995 E
£104 50
£7:i so
DLI60 ( high) £79.95 E
EMPIRE
MC1000 vcIFI £310.no E
(;LANZ
GMC I
OEH £49.90 MiX)
GMCIOLX £79.90 £40 ot
GMC20E. £ 12990 1.7'i
GOLDBUG Full Range
P.O A.
GOLDRING Epic
£ 1795 El.'
3 S
se
pt
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p
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4I
m
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G1010 £3395 £ 23 (41024) £4995 £31
(1M)
£ 74 95 £57 50
I I Set of 4 Gold Plated
KISEKI
Full Range
Ring for Prices
Speaker clip adaptors £ 695
KOETSU
Full Range
Ring for Prices
Also available amplifier and speaker terminals
LINN
Basik £ 1782 (set of 41 Chassis Mounting £695
K9
£64.88 £3892
Asaka £249.00 E
Karma £399 00 E
Low
Iroika £546.25 E
£295
NAGAOAKASee separate box
ORTOFON VMS 51-: £ 14.00 £ 10.00
Free standing isolation feet that improve
VMS 10E £21.00 £ 15.00
performance of speakers or other equipment
VMS 20E £15.00 £22.00
-- similar properties ti, speaker spikes and
OM Pro
£24 00 £ 1200
usable where spikes may he unacceptable excellent for CD players
MC20 Super
large ( high type)
£ 295 each
[VISE Mk 2
£ 1000
Small 1(.v. tçpel
£ 195 each
TK49S ( Dual) £ 17.00
RATA
RP20
£22.00 £ 15.75
RP40
£44.00 £3(1.75
EARSPEAKERS SUPEX
SMI001-. £ 115 00 £ 7550
SUPREME.'
Van den Hul MC 10
£599.00 E
MCI
£79900 E
E indicates that an exchange price can be
£ 59 95
Float I ( Dynamic)
quoted on application
£ 79 95
IMat 2 ( Dynamic)
ALL CARTRIDGES & STYLI CAN BE
Float ( Electrostatic)
£35500
SUPPLIED POST FREE ( UK only)
A & R
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0.38
0.80
1.73
2.00
2.3()
0.80
4.9F,
12 9F,
6.00 •
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said of MRX PRO

-MR X Pro iould well be the very best metal
tape currently rm the market Its certainly the
best Eve heard'
Price
Bias
One'
IX 60
N
1.05
IX 90
N
1.45
X 60
N
1.39
FX 90
N
1.99
1.X 60
1.29
EX 90
1.89
[MX 60
1.79
[MX
255
MGX
2.29
MGX
2.99
MRX PRO 60
2.79
MRX PRO 90
(.69

CD-P I
pr.• amp that enabli
to feed
I) ', goal ...tralght through the iuns er amp
dru) control the level or switch ti, your pre- amp
i. a other inputs Best components and gold
- kets
£39
CDSCD switch unit enables the addition of a
.1i...daily attenuated CI) input ti, amplifiers dint
1..11 .1have one It connects to the tuner input
.rnd provides switching between ' tuner
(.1) £18.50
• netv BLACK
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EACH TEN +
CASSETTE
BIAS
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Norm
o 7,
URF)0
NOTID
(
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UR120
Noon
49
94
UDI 60
Norm
199
(31)1 90
Norm
39
32
HDI 120
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99
51
XL .I 90
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59
XL1S 90 • ( New) Norm
89
U1)11 60
High
19
3t,
UD11 90
High
45
ji
XLII 60
I
ligh
39
70
XI.11 90
High
79
XLI IS 90* ( Nets) High
209
(1.)
MX 90 • ( New)
Metal
319
Ten rateappliestomixedquantities
OPEN REEL
LENGTH
EACH TEN +
42,
UD35 90
7' x 1800'
449
II
U1.335 180
10," x 3600
11 99
(.11)25 120
7- x 2400'
549
522
5 ( iti
UD18 180
7' x 3600'
599
52'7
XL135 90
T x 1800'
5.49
X1.135 180
III:" x 3600'
14 9F)
14 24

maxell.

£195
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that the slightly worsened separation may, paradoxically, actually bé
helping the solidity and stability of stereo images on disc, perhaps by
subtly ironing out the some of the interchannel anomalies in the signal
extracted from the vinyl.
With the new board, QED seems to have gone abit further towards
realising its claim that the ' Super Analogue' option makes this relatively
inexpensive amplifier compatible with the best turntables available, and
clearly both amp and add-on are now even better value than before.
Steve Harris

Cliff Stone designer stands
One of the biggest hoots at the 1986 Penta HiFi Show was the new
speaker stand from Cliff Stone. Designed primarily for use with the
LS3/5A, it staggered show-goers by extracting more from those
magnificent midgets than even their most vehement adherents could
imagine. They staggered us further when Stone mentioned the price: 1.5
times the cost of the speaker.
Naturally, we all thought that Stone had finally flipped. Perhaps it was
due to paint fumes or lead poisoning or simply succumbing to the brain
damage which eventually touches all members of the hi-fi community.
Then he started to outline his rationale for the purchase of apair, a
justification for the price based on performance if not on the actual cost of
manufacture. Even after living with
these astonishing adjuncts to the
LS3/5A, Ifind it hard to relate the
tariff to four metal plates, eight
uprights, afistful of spikes, and
many kilos of whatever stuffing
Stone uses.
His argument was this: On what
else can an LS3/5A-lover spend the
same amount for as great areturn?
The improvement is no doubt
monumental, with the speakers
seeming to go deeper and louder,
the already delightful imaging
enhanced by awhole magnitude,
the top-end made quicker etc. If
ever I've heard a £299 improvement
to agiven system, this is it. But, I'd
parry, that amount of money is the
difference between amid-market
turntable and aLinn or Pink
Triangle. It will enable acustomer
to buy an Ittok or aPremier FT3
instead of an Lux. It will purchase a
high-end CD player if added to the
price of amedian player. It is the
difference between amass-market
cassette deck and abudget
Nakamichi. Ad infinitum.
The argument could roll back and forth until Armageddon, with neither
side yielding. The fact is that acommitted LS3/5A user, one who truly
adores what those speakers can do, will not be moved by any other
arguments. To be perfectly honest, Ican't think of aspeaker selling for the
cost of the LS3/5A plus the cost of the Stone stands — say £600— which I'd
rather own. And that means submitting to Stone's sales pitch.
The stands do exactly what he said they would. Iwas already impressed
by the brief session at the HiFi Show, but knew better than to forge my
beliefs through an unfamiliar system. Inserted in my own system, the
stands proved their worth within seconds.
The most easily discernible benefits are in the lower registers, which is
something Ianticipate from every speaker stand upgrade. Superior
control, extension, attack — it doesn't take aglib Golden Ear to notice this.
Listening to an overly rich, bottom- heavy recording like Swamp Rock by
the Tail Gators, which sounded lumpy and compressed when using lesser
stands, Iwas treated to aperformance with weight and sheer dynamic
clout previously beyond the speakers' reach. Istill find it hard to believe.
More surprising, however, is midrange punch, something which I'd never
expected from the LS3/5As. Without upsetting the balance of the gorgeous
middle registers one teensy bit, the Stone pedestals have rendered the
LS3/5A's primary strength an even greater virtue.
On the aesthetics front, these 24in. tall stands — which have atop plate
sharing the exact dimensions of the S3/5As — are the best-looking pedestals
I've seen. Even Mrs K, who regards hi-fi with the contempt most hold for
slugs and spiders, commented on their suitability in our main room. Deep
sigh of relief.
Whether or not these will put aBristol Beaufighter in Cliff Stone's drive
is not my concern. Idon't know how many LS3/5A owners are prepared to
invest in them, nor am Iprepared to state that they will do the same for
other small monitors. But I'm jumping for joy because they've given my
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all-time favourite component anew lease of life, and Idon't have to worry
about pressures from any quarters to change my reference speakers. Now,
if only Ican find away to find the necessary readies.
Ken Kessler

Measuring panel speakers: more on the MG1c
In reply to two correspondents ( Wendell Diller of Magnepan, who
supplied ameasurement of the Magneplanar MG lc under normal listening
conditions, and Steven Horn of Yellowknife, Canada, asatisfied MG I
owner, whose letter appears in Views). Iwould like to offer the following
comments and observations.
Magnepan feels that its own reponse measurement, seen in the
on-screen third-octave analysis, gives afairer picture of the speaker's
performance than the in- room graphs published in the review. Looking at
Magnepan's spectrum analysis, though, it is worth noting that this
constitutes aremarkably similar subset of the room-averaged response
which Itake. Magnepan's central measurement is optimised for height and
exact angle of the two speakers, and in fact we agree on this specific result.
In Magnepan's response graph, even on this ' perfect' set-up, the MG1c is
18dB down in the 20kHz 1/3-octave band, and -8dB in the 16kHz. Relative
to the averaged power range of the midband two octaves ( from the 315Hz
to the 1.15kHz band), the 1.6kHz to 2.5kHz ' lower presence' band is
typically 2.5dB down; note also that the 55Hz to 250Hz range is depressed
by an average of 5dB relative to the two octaves above this section.
Relative to the midrange, the 31.5Hz band is some 10dB down. These
observations are necessarily limited by aconsideration of room effects,
particularly at low frequencies.
Turning to my own recording for the room response, firstly, my
presentation is less flattering in that the aspect ratio gives eight vertical
divisions as compared with Magnepan's ten. Nevertheless, we agree that
the 31.5Hz band is - I0dB. Now we come to the contentious area: the
Magnepan measurement position is idealised ( though valid for asingle
well-placed listener), while in my measurement, the best Magnepan result
is just part of the computed average of 64 integrations of left and right
speakers, tested individually with three lateral mie positions and two
height settings. Thus my measurement integrates the output of the speaker
over arepresentative subject region or volume, and not over one
optimised, room-equalised point, real though that point may be.
It is the integrated listening region measurement which in my view tells
us most about the overall performance, room matching, tonal balance, etc;
and it is atest which my records show the Magneplanar MG3a to have
survived well, as do virtually all well-balanced speakers. While the MG lc
has a 'sweet spot' and can, with care, he positioned in aroom so as to

Magnepan's MGIc response, in 113-octave bands. The first four bands should be
ignored due to external noise; the white marker is at 40Hz; the missing band (due to a
defective filter) is the 500Hz; vertical scale is 5dB per division
equalise the low- frequency rise at 60Hz, its overall sound will still he
present in the reverberation acoustic.
For the February review, the MG1c was auditioned prior to
measurement, and we did find the optimum axial position, and still heard
the speaker's primary character via the overall sound. Ido feel that despite
the difficulties of measuring aspeaker such as this in the near field, Ihave
successfully analysed its major characteristics; though Iwill admit that the
resulting graphic presentation was perhaps atouch exaggerated and rather
fearsome! My results do contain the ' sweet spot' ( the dotted line on the
forward response array) but note how the presence energy suckout
develops on the other measurement axes.
Iwelcome Mr Horn's comments, but cannot contribute much here since
Ihave neither heard nor measured the earlier MG1. To conclude, while I
found the MG lc to be flawed in tonal balance terms, Ialso described it as
musically beguiling — aquality which is present over and above those
first- identified problems, and indeed aquality which is common to the
Magneplanar range as awhole.
Martin Colloms
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Bartletts Systems
Mission Cyrus I
Dual CS505 H

NAD 3130
Dual C550511

Marantz PM26
Dual CS505 If

-,----,

NAD 3020E
Dual CS505 E

Rote/RA 820 BX2
Dual CS505 H

Rote! RA 820
Dual CS505 .11

B & W DM110

1379

£369

£340

£329

£365

£330

Heybrook HBI

£379

£369

1345

£335

£369

1339

KEF C20

1365

1355

£329

1315

£350

£315

Monitor Audio R100

1355

£349

£319

£305

1345

£309

Mission 7007E

£365

1359

1329

£315

£355

£319

Tannoy Mercury ll

1385

£379

1339

1325

£375

£329

MRTLETTS

Speakers and turntables will be supplied in black finish unless otherwise
stated. Add [75 to each system price for Dual CS505 De Luxe. Please add DO
per system for carriage and insurance. ALL SYSTEMS SUPPLIED WITH
I0 METRES OF LINN SPEAKER CABLE.

/75 HOLLOWAY ROAD, LONDON N7 TEL: 01-607 2296/2148

Access, Visa cards accepted.

Worldwide Export aspeciality. Ask for aquotation.
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Michael Tilson Thomas
A MAJOR EVENT in the commemoration of
the 50th anniversary of the composer's death,
'The Gershwin Years' is the brain child of
Michael Tilson Thomas. Between June 21-July
10 he will conduct aseries of five concerts with
the LSO — juxtaposing ' An American in Paris'
with Debussy and Ravel, excerpts from ' Porgy
and Bess' with Berg's Lulu Suite, and from
Gershwin musicals, set against Bernstein, Oscar
Levant, and David Racksin. Their film 'Till
Eulenspiegel' was shown recently on BBC2, and
at the end of '86 Tilson Thomas completed aUK
tour with the Orchestra. He then gave the
following interview to Sorrel Breunig.

A Faustian Bargain
It is difficult to imagine as dynamic and talented
aperformer as Michael Tilson Thomas spending
his life peering down amicroscope in aresearch
laboratory, but it was a possibility, had it not
been for the happy intervention by the distinguished cellist Gregor Piatigorsky. ' On my 20th
birthday, in fact. Ihad acall from him telling me
that Iwas going to be the conductor of this
wonderful youth orchestra being started in Los
Angeles.'
Coming from a notable American theatrical
family had he not thought first of becoming an
actor?
'Some people say Idid become one! Yes. I
obviously had agift for it: it was very natural for
me, and there was a tremendous amount of
theatrical improvisation going on at home, all
the time. But it was the attitude of my family —
they were strongly against my having anything to
do with it. Particularly living in Hollywood, as
they were at that time, they felt that the
standards and the questions of who was actually
rewarded had departed greatly from the simplicity of " were you really good — could you go out
on astage and hold an audience?" and that was
very distressing. Especially the older members
of my family, who had amuch more traditional
approach to things, just said " it's so uncertain:
do something else that's more in tune with this
particular time". And, actually, Iwas very gifted
in science.
'That was my intention until I was about
sixteen, or seventeen, when Ifelt avery strong
pull to go into music. It had alot to do with the
fact that Iwas receiving some excellent instruction, and working with musicians and teachers.
It was such an exciting world to be part of, to be
really contacting excellence. Primarily I was
studying piano, and Iwent to university to major
in music until Iwas 20. And if nothing seemed to
be happening Iwould go back into science. .
And family reaction to this? ' Ithink somehow
in their minds the idea of being a musician,
especially a classical musician, seemed more
respectable. more academic — less uncertain
than being an actor. And of course that was
absolutely wrong. acomplete mistake, because
the music business — all sides of it — is abranch of
show business.'
One of his first Boston DG recordings coupled
Ives and Ruggles. When did he become aware of
modern American composers?
'Even from the earliest times Ihad played a
lot of dissonant and rhythmically complex
music. People used to be startled when Iwould
be in some piano recital with other kids, twelve
or thirteen years old. And they were all playing
nice-sounding pieces and I'd come crashing in
with Bartok. or some American composers Iwas
already playing — Henry Cowell, for instance.
'I was already improvising on piano a great
deal. Ihad aworld of my own. musically. Still to
this day: it is away of my being in touch with my
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unconscious. It's a very private world, a real
dialogue between my outer thoughts and what's
really going on inside.
'So, as akid, the music that interested me was
that which seemed to expand my musical horizons, showing me other worlds. The more
daring the better. But it took many years to
accept and love the sound-worlds of Schubert,
Chopin, Mozart. Iwent through aperiod when I
was playing only Bach, late Beethoven, Boulez,
Stockhausen, and perhaps some Stravinsky.
Gregor Piatigorsky was agreat influence on me,
and he said " you are too universal a person to
compartmentalize yourself in this way", but he
said it would be a problem, because this is a
world in which people like to think of someone
as, say, being a Brahms player, an " old", or
"new" music player. And if you can do a lot of
different things it becomes confusing.
'Yes. There is tremendous compartmentalization: you discover alot of people in various pop
worlds are completely unaware of what is going
on in classical music, and moreover, of other
fields within pop muic. So much of the music
world today is very strongly influenced by
marketing. There are videos to sell, records to
sell. The whole world of concert-giving feeds on,
and is reflected in this. We are less affected in
classical than in the pop music fields — but that
introduces another confusing issue. We are
aware that certain people can, unquestionably.
fill ahall — and sell alot of records — but actually
they may not be the best people doing that kind
of music, that repertoire. There may be others
just as good, having just as important things to
say, but for whatever reasons, they don't have
that kind of clout, to get that public.'
What does he feel about this?
'I would like to say more about that, because I
am very sensitive to it. I can think of many
musicians who are friends, many people whose
work I am aware of, and I have great and
profound respect for what they do, and the kind
of time that is put into it, and quiet excellence
that results from not dealing with the
tremendous pressures of being on tour, and
trying to turn out projects as rapidly. as possible
— which most of us more in the public eye are
doing. It's a kind of Faustian bargain, you see,
that one accepts. When you are in the situation
of being an international touring artist, whatever
it is, you may start to think " Well, this is music!
This really is music". But it's not really: just a
certain aspect of exposing music to the public.
Sometimes it has immense sweep and validity.
And other times. . .•
What are the differences, for Tilson Thomas,
between live music and recording? ' It's a particular ecstasy sometimes of giving a performance which is not recorded in any way. You walk
off stage and think: this is one of the best things I
have done, and only we who played it, and the
audience know it. It's arare treasure. Making a
record is — like making afilm or television show.
There are a lot of hands in it other than your
own. Engineers, editors, technicians. Sometimes it clicks, and works, and when it does
that's terrific. Sometimes it comes out rather
different from how you thought it would!

CHRISTOPHER BREUNIG

The Ives recordings

that there is so much about the nature of his
music which is paradoxical. And that you
resolve those paradoxes one particular way one
time, and then another time it is quite another
way! For me, the test of whether music is really
good is that when you come back to it, you say
"how could Ihave overlooked all this before?".
A greater richness that is there all the time, and
Ifeel that very strongly coming back to Ives. In
the same way that I do Brahms, Mahler,
Beethoven. Any of those people. It is mole
difficult [ with Ives] because he gives you much
less to go on. Whereas acomposer like Berg or
Schoenberg, writing at the same time as Ives,
would give twenty different instructions of what
to do in each bar, Ives just says " play it
extremely slowly and expressively" — and you
have 169 bars of music! So he's relying on you to
spend enough time with the text to understand
how it should be read, to find your own path
through it. That requires devotion and time —
you can't just say " Oh. well, this is a two- bar
phrase. Fine. Just put aforte in there and go
home!". It's amuch more convoluted path that
goes through.'
So Ives requires that kind of perseverance on
the part of the listener too. ' Absolutely essential. But part of that is the fact that in our society
we don't have the same kind of preparation, in
music, as we have for the other arts. For
example, if you are a Liberal Arts major at
university, at some time someone is going to say
"Now, let's sit down and read through The
Waste Land" — or the Four Quartets, or Finnegan's Wake — " and what exactly does this
mean?" and " notice the structure behind this,
and this". And you will come out with at least a
sense of what these major authors are about.
But that is not at all true in music: people come
out of Arts Training having no idea what the
Berg Violin Concerto is saying. The same goes
for the Rite of Spring — let alone Ives' music.
'I think with music people are set up only to
experience it as akind of diversion — as akind of
background. Music for decorative art. You
know, for many people, having music going is
like having incense in a room, or deciding to
change the wallpaper. Something like that, as
opposed to alife force, which they should have
w
ini
s
t
i
h
de themselves, that they should walk around

For CBS he is recording Ives' orchestral music:
at first, with the Concertgebouw Orchestra.
'They have avery golden warm, romantic kind
of sound which I thought suited the early
romantic qualities of those particullar works.
that Irecorded. Now that Iam working on the
more hard-edge. proclamatory, and rhythmic
pieces. Iam recording with the Chicago Symphony.
'What is interesting about recording Ives is

'It's interesting, because in the Renaissance,
when the universities were just getting started,
the discipline of music was considered a very
central part of education — understanding how it
worked, and in every other way.'
The Ives cycle continues with The Holidays,
Symphonies 1, and 4. Tilson Thomas has completed his Beethoven series with an Eroica with
the St Paul CO. ' And in connection with the
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NOTÈS
50th anniversary of Gershwin's death, I'll be
doing quite a lot of things. I'll be putting on
record a lot of material Ihave access to, which
has never been heard. It is very beautiful, and I
am trying to figure out the correct form in which
to present it.'
Sorrel Breunig

Michala Petri
Denmark's most gifted recorder- player Michala
Petri has just signed a long term exclusive
contract with RCA. Although her first discs will
be an arrangement of Vivaldi's Four Seasons,
and Telemann, Michael Emmerson ( President
of RCA Red Seal) says future projects will also
reflect her mastery of contemporary repertoire —
'largely neglected. We hope to redress the
balance in this respect'.

"
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Berlin, prewar) and he founded and developed
the RSO. Appointed to Hamburg Opera in 1933
he enjoyed acertain independence of the Nazis
— conducting proscribed works, even retaining
Jewish musicians. He was thus acceptable to the
Concertgebouw, during the Occupation, and he
later became joint chief conductor after Van
Beinum. Other posts were at Bamberg ( 1969),
and with the LSO: chief conductor in 1975.
laureate 1977-8. Ile recorded with leading German, and London orchestras, with the Concertgebouw, and Boston SO; his last recordings
were with the Bamberg SO. Above all he was an
inspirational Bruckner interpreter ( cycles for
DG and EMI), though major sets included two
Beethoven cycles, Brahms for EMI. Haydn's
'London' Symphonies with the LPO. Cosi and
Meistersinger. Perhaps his most cherishahle discs
are ones vanished long ago: Mozart 33 & 36,
Schubert 5 ( Bavarian RSO), Haydn 88 & 98
(BPO). His later Carmina Burana won Orff's
endorsement. Jochum was noted for the flexibility of his conducting, and its spiritedness. In an
interview Jochum gave Bruno Walter the credit
for the acceptance of Bruckner's music, yet
no-one could have done more, on records and in
the concert hall, for that cause.

Buddy Rich

Eugen Jochum
A month . before he was due to appear in
London, after a long absence, Eugen Jochum
died at his home, on March 24. Aged 84, he was
one of three brothers who took up conducting.
In 1949 Jochum became Music Director for
Bavarian Radio ( briefly he held asimilar post in

The great jazz drummer Buddy Rich died in
hospital on April 2, following an operation. He
was 69. Much loved as ashowman and leader of
his own bands, Rich had appeared or recorded
with innumerable jazz greats, from Charlie
Parker and Lester Young to Art Tatum and
Lionel Hampton. His ability to drive abig band
was unequalled, and he galvanised any small
group he worked with.
Born almost literally in the theatre, on
September 30 1917, Rich appeared in his

parents' vaudeville act ' Wilson and Rich' before
he was two years old. At four he was play IIIII
drums and tap dancing, and by the time he was
eleven he led his own band on stage.
In the late 1930s and early war years he
worked with the big hands of Artie Shaw, Bunny
Berigan, Harry James, Tommy Dorsey and
Benny Carter, then did a two-year stint in the
US Marines. By the end of 1945 he had formed
his own band, but disbanded in early 1947 to
join Norman Granz's Jazz At The Philharmonic
package tour. Despite public arguments with the
equally headstrong impresario ( Rich went on
record with the accusation that ( iranz's JATP
concert format forced his musicians to play
'junk'), the drummer's association with Gran/
produced many memorable recordings including the ' drum battles' with Krupa and Bellson, in
which Rich was the undoubted victor.
During the mid 1950s Rich played in the big
bands of James and Dorsey again, then toured
with his own quintet. A mild heart attack in 1959
kept him off the road only briefly. In 1966 he
formed a new big band and successfully .toured
all over the world. A serious heart attack in 1983
demanded open-heart surgery, but Rich was
soon back at work, touring with aband fronted
by virtuoso sax player Steve Marcus. A lighter to
the end. Rich will he remembered for his
personal courage as well as for his speed, power
and mastery at the drums.
Sieve Ilarris

Say disc
In the April review of the Classical Winds'
Beethoven recording ( CD SAR 26), the Rondino Wo0.25 was said to be missing from the
programme. In fact it is interpolated before the
finale of the Op. 103 Octet. KD and IIFNIRR
apologize to Saydisc, and to readers, for this
error. •
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over £ 60 on these great Hi Fi Systems. Each component has been acclaimed Best Buy in the
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Nad 3020E
or

(
Rotel RA820 deduct £5)
or ( Nad 3130 add £35)
or ( Rotel RA 8208X2 add £35)

Dual CS505/2

Monitor Audio R252v
or ( Kef C26
or ( Acoustic Research AR18BX •
or (
B & W 131‘4110 imp add £ 20

(Deluxe add £20)
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Mainland
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(Deluxe add £ 20)

Mission 737R
or 03 & W DM220 im
or ( M Audio 5352 add £ 20,

The following Compact Disc Players may be ordered instead of the
Dual CS505/2 in the above systems
Denon DCD300
Denon DCD 500
Denon DCD 700
Denon DCD 1300
Denon DCD 1500
Marantz CDS6
Marantz CD65
Marantz CD75

add £ 90
add £130

add
add
add
add
add
add

£ 170
£ 270
£ 340
£ 130
£ 230
£270

Marantz CD94
£650
Mission PCM4000
add £280
Mission PCM 7000
add £ 480
Nad 5330
add £ 150
Philips CD160
add £ 80
Philips CD260
add £ 110
Philips CD360
add £ 130
Philips CD450
add £ 130
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Philips CD460
Philips CD650
Philips CD960
Technics SLP110
Technics SLP310
Technics SLP520
Technics SLP720
Trio DP850

VVhy
not add
a tuner to your
existing or new system?
NAD 4130
Rotel RT820
Rotel RT830
Rotel RT850
Cyrus Tuner

£149.95
£79.95
£99.95
£149.95
£179.95

add £ 80
add £ 270
add £ 550
add £ 70
add £ 105
add £ 220
add £ 270
add £ 50

Trio DP1000
Yamaha CDX5
Yamaha CDX500
Yamaha CDX700
Rotel RCD820
Rotel RCD820BX

add £ 130

add £ 80
add £ 150
add £ 180
add £ 150
add £230

You can buy with confidence from Sevenoaks
HiFi & Video. We've been in business for
nearly 14 years and have lots of experience with personal
callers and Mail Order customers. All goods are BRAND NEW.
FULLY GUARANTEED and maintained by our own service
department.
For personal attention and demonstrations call into any of our branches, should
you live too far away - don't worry - cur efficient Mail Order department at the
Sevenoaks head office ought to have your system safely delivered within 14 days of
ordering. Carriage is only £6 ( UK mainland) and goods are insured against loss or
damage in transit. ( Free if total order over £200)
Payment may be made by cash/cheque. Access or Barclaycard.

CLASSICAL WAX
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HE DECADE which spanned the latter
half of the 1950s and the first half of the
1960s tends, rightly I think, to be
regarded as agolden age of LP recording. But there are some aspects of the much
maligned 1970s which make that decade also
well worth considering where sound quality is
concerned.
There really were some exceptional landmarks during this period, for it was the middle of
the 1970s which saw the rebirth of the direct- todisc technology and this was an event of
considerable importance. in terms of sonic
quality if not, at first glance, in terms of
economic significance.
I say ' first glance' because although digital
technology, whose development coincided with
that of direct- to-disc, was seen as the economic
saviour of the record industry, the direct- to-disc
technology stimulated the growth, even if only
for abrief period, of anumber of smaller record
companies. Some of those labels have come and
gone but have also left a fascinating legacy of
recordings which are notable for their sonic
qualities.
Some of the companies went on to smaller
things — little round silver things — and are still
with us. But at least one of the companies which
explored direct- to-disc techniques is still very
much with us as a major, and sometimes
maligned, presence in the recording industry:
RCA.
It may indeed be fair game to poke fun at the
often miserable quality of the sound to be heard
on so many post- Layton RCA discs. Dynagroove? Remember them? But it was that very
same company, or at least the Japanese division
of it, which marketed a series of discs which
contains outstanding examples of the sound
engineer's art.
The series of RCA direct- to-disc records were
made in the middle 1970s. As far as Ican tell
there were 16 albums in that series and the
sessions all took place in Iruma City Auditorium
in 1977 and 1978.
The producer of all the recordings that Ihave
heard was Hiroshi Isaka; the chief engineer,
Masaki Ohno. The microphones and cutting
equipment was mostly Neumann. disc plating
and pressing was by Vicor of Japan, but the Brits
were represented by the use of KEF 104 monitor
speakers.
Although the initial release was in the typical
single LP sleeve, subsequent releases were in a
beautifully produced folded album with integral
inserted page. That initial recording was an
absolutely stunning disc ( RCA RDC-1) of virtuoso percussion playing. The two works, performed by Sumire Yoshihara ( with flutist
Masami Nakagawa), are hardly the easiest to
bring off and Ican imagine the tension required
to perform these live. It required 14 takes before
an acceptable master of Stockhausen's ' Zyklus'
was engraved. The other work on the album is
'Eclogue' for flute and percussion.
This first album contains all of the technological and sonic elements that are characteristic
of the series as a whole. These were no purist
point mie or three- microphone sessions. For
example, during the recording session, on January 31, 1977, no fewer than 15 microphones
were used, including four Scheops CMT-56,
which were placed in a circle around the
percussion, two Neumann U-87 for the vibraphones, two Neumann U-67 for the marimba
and, in order to capture the sound of the
tom-toms, two Electra Voice RE-20 were used
with one more for the bass drum.
What saves the quality of the sound from
being disembodied or overly analytical is the fact
that an additional two omni Neumann U-67s and
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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two U-87s were placed in the body of the
auditorium in order to pick up the hall ambience
so that there is considerable air around the
instruments and areal sense of spatial ambience.
What is equally a saving grace is that even
with all these microphones jostling one another
there is no noticeable hint of phase problems.
The quality of sound to he heard on this disc
carried over throughout the series. The sound is
very clean, very crisp and highly impactful. Out
of a background as subjectively silent as any
CD, each rim shot zips out at the listener with
the clarity and impact of alaser zapping through
solid steel. The sound of each note is dimensional with a reach-out- and-grab- it presence.
Transients arc magnificently etched and the
dynamic range simply takes your breath away.
From the whisper of atouch on the drum skin to
the slammed punch of a timpani whack which
thuds against your skull, the dynamic effect is
quite extraordinary.
What this record does not have, as you might
expect, is the sort of naturalistic depth of
soundstage that is such a characteristic of
Reference Recordings' Dlifos and Sheffield
Lab's Drum Record. But the RCAs beat both
those labels for sheer cleanly delineated, blockbusting sound.
Most important, what characterises all these
RCAs is the whiplash crispness of the transients.
The effect of this can be heard most clearly in
comparison with another excellent percussion

JAPANESE RCA DIRECT TO DISC
RDCE-1 (45rpm): Zyklusl Eclogue; Sumire
Yoshira, percussion
RDCE-2 (45rpm): Vivaldi: ' Spring' from The
Four Seasons/Beatles Medley; Vivaldi
ensemble Tokyo
RDCE-3 (45rpm): Trackin'; Lew Tabackin
RDCE-4 (45rpm): Beethoven: ' Appassionata'
Sonata; Ikuyo Kamiya ( piano)
RDCE-5 (45rpm): Rokudan & Hachidan; Koto
RDCE-6 (33rpm): Orchestrations Astromantic;
Tokyo Philharmonic Orch
RDCE-7 (33rpm): Chopin: Piano Works;
Edward Auer
RDCE-8 ( 33rpm): Romance De Amor;
Kazuhito Yamashita ( guitar)
RDCE-9 (33rpm): Percussions in Colours;
Sumire Yoshihira
RDCE-10 ( 33rpm): Eiji Kitamura; Swing
Sessions
RDCE-11 (45rpm): Vintage Tenor; Lew
Tabackin
RDCE-501/2 (45rpm): Vivaldi The Four
seasons; Vivaldi Ensemble Tokyo
RVL-1 (33rpm): Audio Symphony I
RVL-2 (33rpm); Audio Symphony 2
RVLE-8501 ( 45rpm): Warren Smith
(percussion); Toki ( sax)
RVLE-8502 (45rpm): Warren Smith (sax);
Nakagawa ( flute)
record, Hot Stix on K&K Realtime ( RT 106)
which has an equally extraordinary holographic
quality but much smoother leading edges to each
sound. By the way, Hit Stix also produces in my
combination of room space, ceiling height and
line source multi- panelled Magneplanar speakers. some strikingly large variations in the
vertical placement of images.
The characteristic RCA direct- to- disc sound
that Ihave described can be heard throughout
the series as on RDCE-7 where Edward Auer
plays works by Chopin. This has been aparticular favourite of mine since it first appeared. The
recording was made more than a year later on
April 18, 1978, in the Iruma Auditorium, and
the performances of the Scherzo 2 in B-flatminor and the Piano Sonata 3, are both excel-
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lent. The scale of the image is that of a real
piano placed loft, in front of the listener, and
the scale of the solid placks of sound punched
out at the listener is equally realistic. Both the
tonal and frequency range are exceptional.
A straightforward comparison of the recorded
sound of pianos is made difficult by the fact that,
before considering the quality of the recording
per se, it is necessary to take note of the fact that
the timbre of each piano differs widely from that
of another. On this recording the tone of
softly- played passages is very lovely but the
louder it gets the harder-edged the sound. but
whether this is afunction of the recording or of
the instrument itself. Icannot say. It's amatter
of personal taste, of course, but to me Edward
Auer, the seven microphones and seven
engineers have produced atruly stunning representation of the sound of apiano played right in
front of you.
I should mention briefly another favourite.
Romance de Amor (RDCE-8) which featured
the guitarist Kazuhito Yamashita, who subsequently went on to give us the mind- boggling
performance of Pictures at an Exhibition for full
orchestra on asolo guitar. That record was also
made by Japanese RCA ( RCA A RC1-4203).
also in Iruma City Auditorium, also by the same
engineer, Masaki Ohno, but this time using a
JVC digital system. That makes for another
fascinating comparison, but it will have to wait
for another article.
The comparison that Ido want to make is with
another direct- to-disc record guitar record.
Michael Newman on Sheffield Lab 10. The RCA
displays an attractive, analytic sound which
again has a startling physical presence. The
Sheffield Lab sound is quite different: rounder.
less analytical. less impactful but the guitar is
more dimensional as a complete instrument,
whereas on the RCA each note is holographic —
a palpable entity.
Not all the RCA direct- to-disc recordings are
equally successful. I certainly find the tensile
string sound of the Vivaldi Ensemble Tokyo
impressive — rich- toned and vibrant, the violins
cutting a swashbuckling swath thorough the
texture. But the sound is also overly aggressive
to my ears and the performance of the ubiquitous Vivaldi is hard- driven and unen chanting.
This series of Japanese records was distributed by Audio-Technica in the USA and, as it
happened, Audio-Technica UK also received a
shipment of the records from RCA Japan. The
remainder of those stocks were then acquired by
Trim Records ( 47 Armstrong Close, Wilstead.
Bedford) from whom you can still obtain a
number of these exceptional recordings. •
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good dealer
good equipment
the foundation of agood music
system
from

Hampshire Audio Ltd
Kingfisher House
2-12 Hursley Road
Chandlers Ford, Hants SO5 2FU
Tel: Southampton (0703) 252827 8t 265232

We stock selected items for:
Aloi,
Audiolab,
A&R,
Audio Technica, B&W, Bowers,
Celestion, Cliff Stone, Creek,
Cyrus, Denon, Dual, Gale, Glanz,
Grado, Gyrodek, Heybrook,
Hunt, Jordan, KEF, Koetsu, Linn
lsobarik, Linn Sondek, Magnum,
Marantz, Mark Levinson, Maxell,
Meridian, Michell, Mission,
Monitor Audio, Musical Fidelity,
Nagaoka, Nakamichi, Ortofon,
Perreaux, QED, Quad, RATA,
Revolver, Revox, Rogers, Rotel,
Sennheiser, Snell, Stanton, Systemdek, Supex, Wharfedale,
Yamaha, and others. Active systems on demonstration.
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OPENING HOURS
TUES-SAT 10-6 THURS 10-8
CLOSED MONDAYS
(EXCEPT IN DECEMBER)

RECORD
NIELSEN
99 Symphony I. etc ( Saloncn)
99 Symphonies 1-6 ( Schmidt) (g)
CI)
OFFENBACH
99 La Péricholc ( Masson)
Cl)
PROKOFIEV
99 Peter & Wolf. etc Harvil
111(1 Cinq Melodies ( Mordkovitch)
CI)
RACHMANINOV
100 Romances ( Mordkovitch)
CD
RAVEL
99 Mother Goose. etc ( Reynolds) (g)
CD
SAEVERUD
99 Symphony 9. etc ( Dreier)
CI)
SCHUBERT
99 Symphony 9(Tate)
CI)
SCHUMANN
99 Carnaval - excels ( melt( Kane))
CI)
SHOSTAKOVICH
I1X1 Symphony 5 ( Bychkov) (' I)
SIBELIUS
(110 Lcmminkàincn Legends ( Gibson)
SMETANA
93 Piano Trios ( Borodin trio)
CD
STANFORD
1110 Irish Symphony. etc ( Del Mar)
STRAVINSKY
100 Pctrushka dance. etc ( Mordkovitch) CD
TCHAIKOVSKY
(I10 Symphony 6 ( Bernstein)
CD
1011 1812 Overture. etc ( Solti)
CD
100 Serenade melancolique.
(Mordkovitch)
CD
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS
96 Te M UM. cle(Bed)
CD
VERDI
(01 Macbeth ( Chailly)
1(I1 ( Iberto ( Gardclli)
CD
101 ( ltello Levine) (g)
CD

CLASSICAL
JS BACH
91 St John Passion ( Gardiner)
CD
91 Well-Tempered Clavier ( Bk 2) ( Schiff)
BAN
91 Symphony 2. etc ( Thomson)
91 Winter Legends. etc ( Thomson)
CD
BEETHOVEN
91 Symphony 3. ere ( Abbado)
CD
92 Piano/Wind Quintet ( Nash Ens)
CD
91 String Quartet OP.59: I ( Lindsay)
CD
95 String Quartet Op.59(3 ( Fine Arts) CD
92 String Quartets Opp. 127/135 ( Vermeer)
CD
92 Paino Trios ( London F-pno Trio
92 Flute Sonata. etc ( Redel/Hokanson) CD
BERNERS
92 Triumph of Neptune. etc ( Wordsworth
CD
BERNSTEIN
92 Fancy Free. etc ( Slatkin)
CD
BRAHMS
92 Sextet/Trio 3 ( Les Musiciens) (g)
CD
97 Clarinet Quintet ( Nash Ens)
CD
BRITTEN
92 Bridge Variations. etc ( Gibson)8
BRUCKNER
92 Symphonies 1 & 5( Karajan) 8
CD
92 Symphony 6( Karajan) (g)
CD
93 Symphony.6 ( Solid®
CD
CHABRIER
99 Menuet pompeux ( orch: Ravel)®
CD
COUPERIN
93 Parish Mass ( C'hapuis)
CD
DEBUSSY
99 Sarabande ( orch, Ravel)
CD
D'INDY
97 Symphony 0p.25
DONIZEITI
93 Fille du Regiment ( Campanella)
DUPRÉ
93 Organ works ( Scott)
DVORAK
93 Symphons s karaian I
CD
93 Symphony ( 5. etc t
Jars,)
93 Dumks I00 ( Borodin Trio)
CD
93 Mass in I) ( Mayer)
ELGAR
95 Banner of St George. etc ( Ilickox)
FIORILLO
95 Violin Concerto 1 ( Oprean Faerbed CD
FRANCK
95 Symphony. etc ( Giulini)
CD
GIORDANO
95 Fedora ( Patané)
CD
GLAZUNOV
100 Raymonda waltz ( Mordkoviich )
CD
HANDEL
95 Concerti Grossi Op.6 ( Malcolm)
HAYDN
95 Symphonies 68 & 1110 ( Harnoncourt)
95 String Quartet Op.64(5 ' Lark' ( Fine
Arts)
CD
HINDEMITH
96 Horn Concerto. etc ( Brain/I lindemith)

101 Rigoleito ( Serafint(g)
CD
V10171
95 Violin Concerto 13 ( Oprean/Lierhed
CI)
WALTON
101 Belshazzar's Feast . de ( Poevin ) e
WOLF
95 Italian Serenade ( Fine Arts)

COMpONCN)
(' I)
101 ORGAN HEROIQUE
COmiX/sena
(01 ORGAN OF HUDDF:RSF1ELD POLY ((i
composers)
101 FEAST OF ORGAN EXUBERANCE ( 3
composers)

103 SOLOISTS OF AUSTRALIA ( Vols
2)
CD
103 BAROQUE CONCERTO IN ENGLAND
8
(' I)
103 HILDEGARD BEHRENS- Recital ( 9
composers)
CD
103 CASTLE OF FAIR WELCOME ( 4
composers)
CD
103 CHANDOS ON CD ( 8CDs. 8English
composers)
CI)
105 AUGUSTIN DUNI A3 (violin pieces. 7
composers)
CD

(pre- LP)
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ABBA
119 The Hits
COUNT BASIE
113 Swinging At The Daisy Chain
COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA

CD

113 Fancy Pants
BEAiiTIE BOYS
113 Licensed To Ill
WARREN BERNHARDT
CD
113 Ilands On
LONNIE BROOKS
119 Wound Up Tight
GRAHAM R BROWN
113 ITell 11 Like It Used To Be
JACK BRUCE
119 Automatic
LEM CHAHEB AND D1SSIDENTEN
113 Sahara Elektrik
JULIAN COPE
113 Saint Julian
STANLEY CO WELL
115 Live At The Cafe Des Copains
THE CRICKETS
119 File 1961-1965

Schubert: The Tate C-Major
La Scala Rigoletto on CD
King's College organ on CD
Contemporary piano works from Merlin_
A stunning piano recording from Warren Bernhardt
U2's Joshua Tree: probably the best rock album of 1987
Thin White Rope: feral guitar music
Abba: The Hits are an absolute delight
Flim and the BBs' Tunnel: Gorgeous

4
H ( or I, 2, 3, 4
as appropriate)

ROCK/POP/JAZZ

Elgar's 'Banner Of St George' in first recording
Harnoncourt's ' Military' coupling
Lutoslawski in Berlin,

Performance
1
2

Moderate
Poor
Historical

105. 18th-CENTURY BEL CANTO Aim:ling.
9composers)
CD
105 18th•CENTURY ENGLISH % It SIC ( 4
composers)
CD
105 Mk-CENTURY HORN FESTIVAL ( 3
composers)
CD
105 SYMPHONY IN EUROPE. 1785 ( 4
composers)
CD
105 3.4 & 20 LUTES
CD
105 4-HANDED FRENCH PIANO MUSIC
105 BENNY ( i(X)DMAN COLLECTOR'S
EDITION ( 4composers) 8
CD
1115 CLASSICAL JAMES GALWAY 18
composers)
CD
11)7 HARMONIES DU SOIR ):ello. 7
composers)
1117 IMUSIC' DE MONTREAL 1
composers)
107 MUSIC FOR HOLY WI EK
.
CD
107 NORWEGIAN MUSIC ON NKF ( 9LPs.
5composers)
109 CARLOS PAITA ON CD ( 3CDs. 4
composers)®
CD
109 PAVAROTTI - Verdi recital®
CD
109 POPULAR OVERTURES ( Bâtie. 6
composers)
109 CONTEMPORARY PIANO ( Osborne/
Skcmpton/Young)
109 POPS IN LOVE ( Boston Pops. 9
composers)
CD
109 RECORDER, LUTE & GUITAR ( 5
composers)8
CD
109 RECORDER SONATAS Petri. 5
composers)
CD
109 NINO ROTA 1Musici. 4composers) CD
I11 RCA SEON LPs ( 6LPs. 8composers)
III ISAAC STERN - Violin Concedo ( 4
composers)
III SUN- FLUTE- Vol. 4 ( 5composers) CD
Ill EDITH THALLACG ( songs. 4
composers)
CD
11ITIME STANDS STILL ( Kirkby/Rooley)
CD

BEST OF THE MONTH

RECORD RATINGS

D
H

CD

1(11 GREAT EUROPEAN ORGANS ( 6

Thomson)
CD
KODA1.3'
96 I
lary Janos ( Ferencsik)g
CD
'Sr Spinning Room. etc ( Ferencsik ) 8 CD
LUTOSLAWSKI
9h Symphony 3. etc ILutoslawski)
CD
MAHLER
97 Symphony I ( Slatkin)
CD
97 Symphony 8 ( Tennstedt)
CD
MARTINU
97 Rhapsody- Concerto ( Maag)
MONTE VERDI
97 Coronarion of Poppca ( Malgoire)
CD
MOZART
97 Symphonies 40 & 41 ( Mackerras)
CD
97 Piano Concertos K491/595 ( Zacharias/
Wand)
CD
97 Clarinet Quintet ( Nash Ens)
CD
92 Piano/Wind Quintet ( Nash Ens)
CD
97 Requiem ( Kuijken)
CD
99 Requic m ( Karajan)
CD

Very Good
Good

CI)

COLLECTIONS

HOIST
96 Planets IDutoit I
CD
HOWELLS
96 Requiem. ete ( Best
CD
HUMME1.
96 Piano Concertos Opp.85/89 ( lioughi

Recording
A

REVIEWS

95
95
96
99
101
101
109
113
115
117
119
119

BOBBY DAY
119 Rockin' Robin
DEAD KENNEDYS
CI)
119 Frankenchrist
CD
119 Bedtime For Democracy
DEUTER
119 Call Of The Unknown
CD
THE EAGLES
II
1
)The Eagles
CD
119 Desperado
CO
DAVE EDMUNDS
119 Vol.1 - The Love Sculpture Years
'TIM AND THE BB'S
114 Tunnel
CD
THE FLYING BURRITO) BROTHERS
119 Dim Lights, Thick Smoke. And Loud.
Loud Music
GREEN ON RED
115 The Killer Inside Mc
OFRA HAZA
113 Yemenite Song
JONAS HELLBORG
115 Anis
PAU1. HORN
119 Inside The Cathedral
CD
THE JAMES GANG
119 The True Story Of The James Clang
EVAN JOHNS AND THE H-BOMBS
117 Evan Johns And The 11- Bombs
JONAH JONES
115 With Glen Gray And The ( esa Loma
Orchestra
BB KING
119 The Best Of BB King Vol.
CD
THE K1NGSMEN
119 Louie Louie Cireatcst Ilit.
KRIS KRISTOITERSON AND THE
BORDERLORDS
115 Repossessed
KD LANG AND THE REC1.INES
115 Angel With A Lariat
THE LONG RYDF:RS
119 111-5-611
LYDIA LUNCH
119 Hysteric 1976-19Sh
MANHATTAN JAZZ QUINTET
115 My Fun'. Valentine
MULESKINNER
119 A Potporri of Bluegrass
NAJEE
115 Najce's Theme
RICK NELSON
119 Country Feherilrighl Lights And
County Music
OTIS RUSH
119 Right Place. Wrong Time
GEORGE RUSSELL
117 So What
SIMPLY RED
117 Men And Women
FRANK SINATRA
119 In The Wee Small Hours
CD
119 Songs For Swingin' Lovers
CD
119 Close To You And More
CD
PERCY SLEDGE
119 When A Man Loves A Woman
CD
LA SONDRA DF. BARU
113 Ritmo Tropical
JIMMY STEWART
117 The Touch
JOHN STEWART
119 California Bloodline Plus . . .
GEORGE STRAIT
113 Ocean Front Property
SUPER RAIL BAND OF THE BUFFET
HOTEL DE LA GARE DF.BANAJI
I15 New Dimensions In Rail Culture
JAMIE TALBOT
117 Altitude
THIN WHITE ROPE
H7 Moonhcad
DAVID TORN
117 (loud About Mercury
UNDERTONES
1)9 Cher O'Bowlies
CD
U2
115 The Joshua Tree
VARIOUS
117 California
CD
119 11D11 Presents The Hits Of Ilot Wax
And Invictus Records
CD
117 Hits Of The Seventies (' I)
119 Stand By Me ( OST)
117 This Is SOUI
CD
113 Your Guide

RECORD RATINGS Record ratings arc designed to summarise our critics' findings, but should be noted in conjunction
with the full reports — and taken as aguide only. Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it
beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such superlative cases astar is added to the letter or figure as appropriate: cg, B:1*,
A*:2 or (exceptionally) A*:1`. C) HiFi News & Record Review. Any record reviewed in this magazine may be assumed to be
stereophonic unless its number is accompanied by: Gje: ( monophonic) or ® (stereo transcription). 8against an item in the
index above indicates aUK reissue. dmm = direct metal mastering. RECORD FAULTS Recording' ratings should be taken to
refer to recorded quality, but do not take account of individual LP pressing faults encountered with our test samples. Readers
may assume that acertain proportion of such variable faults will occur among commercial pressings. EQUIVALENT
NUMBERS When we know that arecording has CD, LP or MC ( Musicassette) equivalents, these numbers are given in
brackets after the main catalogue number in the heading details. Likewise, if there are definitely no such equivalents, this is
stated instead ( NCD, NLP, NMC). Absence of such data simply indicates uncertainty at the time of going to press, or in some
cases arecord company's wish to avoid premature announcement of delayed CDs, etc.
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THE WELSH HAVE ENJOYED IT FOR YEARS!
Now if you live in England you can enjoy it too. Audio Excellence is now open at 58 Bristol
Road, Gloucester, offering the same wide range of product, friendly helpful advice,
excellent demonstrations and first class after sales back up service that Welsh Hi Fi
enthusiasts have become accustomed to.

The Mission PCM 7000 — the reference standard? Come and listen to this exciting

new Mission compact disc player with Cyrus amps and Mission
speakers or with any of the other fine products we stock.
Acoustat, Alphason, Audio Lab, Audio Research, AP, A&R, Burmester, Celestion, Counterpoint,
Creek, Deltec, Denon, Dual, Gale, Heybrook, Kef, Koetsu, Krell, Linn, Magneplanar, Marantz,
Martin Logan, Meridian, Mission, Mordaunt Short, Musical Fidelity, NAD, Nakamichi, Naim, Pink
Triangle, Quad, Quick Silver, Revox, Revolver, Robertson, Rotel, S.D. Acoustics, Spendor,
Syrinx, Systemdek, Tannoy, Thorens, SME, Wharfedale, Yamaha.

ADO
EICELLEWCE

THE ULTIMATE IN
SOUND ADVICE
BRITISH AUDIO DEALERS ASSOCIATION

134 CRWYS ROAD, CARDIFF

TEL: 0222 28565

9HIGH STREET, SWANSEA

TEL: (
0792) 474608

NOW OPEN:

58 BRISTOL ROAD, GLOUCESTER. TEL: (0452) 300046
ALL SHOPS: TUESSAT: 9.30-5.30 CLOSED MONDAY

CLASSICAL

RECORD
BAX: Symphony 2 CI Nympholept
LPOIThomson
Chandos ABRO 1203 digital ( CD: CHAN 8493,
MC: ABTD 1203)

OF

THE
roo'

•deb."9,

It is over fifteen years since Myer Fredman's
pace-setting reading of Bax's Symphony 2 was
released in a vivid Lyrita recording. This new
issue, using an orchestra of the same name but
with Bryden Thomson conducting, does not
replace the earlier one but is a necessary
complement to it for anyone who loves this
piece. The performance is magnificent, with
Bax's complex score imaginatively and luridly
realised through expert playing and committed,
sympathetic interpretation. Whereas Fredman
adroitly pointed the main lines of the musical
arguments and kept the supporting textures
subordinate, Thomson allows amass of detail to

SYMPtIONY NO 2
NY‘IPII0I.EPT

JS BACH: St John Passion
Rolfe Johnson! Varcoel HauptmannlArgental
Chancel Monteverdi Chl Eng Bar Sols/Gardiner
Archiv 419 324-2 (
2CDs, 106m 32s) digital
(2LPs: 419 324-1, 2MCs: 419 324-4)

reluctance to make a dominant statement in
works where there needs to be power. This
careful, almost reverential, ( and it must be said
musical) interpretation can easily lead to too
comfortable aview of the music, and in something like the C-sharp major Prelude, the piano
medium makes it all too possible to achieve a
gentle sustained throbbing, masking the articulation which is such a part of the music.
As with Book 1, the Decca piano sound
reinforces Schifrs view, for it too will not ruffle
any feathers — admittedly it is far from being
stretched, but is solidly centre stage, smooth in
transition and almost liquidly mellow. [
A:2]
Roger Bowen

Gardiner's Mass in- B minor won multiple accolades on its appearance late in the Bach/Handel
year, not least from me in HFNIRR, so much
was to be expected of his St John Passion. In the
event, it disappoints, but only in the context of
this conductor's own very high standards. Somehow, his superb choir does not respond to the
German text as passionately — forgive the pun —
as they did to the Latin liturgy: the accent
sounds studied, but so too does the entire
recording.
Technically the issue meets the very high
standards we expect from Archiv: the sound has
a natural beauty and richness which brings out
the variety of colours in Bach's instrumentation
and in the period instruments themselves. The
oboes clash memorably in the opening prelude
and the string obbligati have acrisp vitality and
immediacy of utterance to delight and refresh
the ear staled by the lugubrious turgidity of
'modern' big band sound.
But it is the singing which lets the issue down.
Only Cornelius Hauptmann's Pilate and Peter
really make much of the texts — he is a fine
Lieder singer and should have been cast as
Christus — but the rest, including the choir,
sound far too Anglican and unmovable.
Anthony Rolfe Johnson's Evangelist intones
mellifluously, of course, but you have to imagine
Pears, Schreier or Equiluz to realise what is
missing. He rarely draws you into the narrative;
he touches, but never appals. Varcoe's Christ is
as bland as the choral soloists, with the exception of Michael Chance, whose ` Es ist vollbracht' crowns the set in part three. [
A *: 1/2)
Hugh Canning
JS BACH: The Well-Tempered Clavier ( Book 2)
Andras Schiff (pno)
Decca 417 236-1 (
2LPs) ( 2CDs: 417 236-2,
2MCs: 417 236-4)
Having lived with Andras Schifrs Book Iof the
48 for some time, Iam more than ever convinced that, whilst he is undoubtedly athinking
pianist ( and one of not inconsiderable talent),
his conceptions of so many of the preludes and
fugues are coloured by the multifarious possibilities presented by their performance on piano.
The characterizations could not be achieved on
any keyboard instrument vaguely contemporary
with Bach. This has been signally pointed up by
the new Gilbert set on DG/Archiv. The comparison can he valid at the musical level, and the
set certainly has a very different emotional
impact. Both Stephen Daw and Ihave commented previously on the pleasing quality of
tone Schiff produces, and on his easy flowing
and meticulously fingered style, but also on his
HI FI NEWS 8£ RECORD REVIEW
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BAX: Winter Legends 12 Saga Fragment
Margaret Fingerhut (pno)ILPOIThomson
Chandos 8484 (
54m 38s) digital ( LP: ABRD
1195, MC: ABTD 1195)
Winter Legends is astranger to disc and shares
with Saga Fragment (
aversion with orchestra of
Bax's 1922 Piano Quartet) problems of structure
and balance. As you might expect, on the
strength of past issues in this series, Bryden
Thomson takes those difficulties head on and the
works emerge triumphant, with Margaret Fingerhut finding an effective role in Winter
Legends, referred to by the composer as 'Sinfonia concertante for piano and orchestra'. The
LPO are on top form, and she has to balance
their weight and vivacity without assuming the
role of full-blooded concert soloist. The result is
curiously hybrid, yet not without point.
Unlike other discs in Chandos' Bax Festival',
the CD sounds poor at times, with the wide
dynamic spread being roughly handled. Essentially it sounds over- recorded, the system finding
detail in the loudest sections beyond resolution.
There is harsh edge at these points, with the
brazen snap of the brass and the weight of the
percussion masking depth of orchestral tone.
The vibrant venue, so well handled, eg, on the
latest Bax 2, is less suited to awork with piano —
although the piano itself does not fare all that
badly. Iparticularly miss the depth of orchestral
image, though lateral placing is fine. Some tiring
listening then, but not enough to put off Bax
lovers. IB/C:1*/11
Doug Hammond
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 3 ' Eroica'
Coriolan
Overture
VPOIAbbado
DG 419 597-2 (
60m 22s) digital ( LP: 419 597-1,
MC: 419 597-4)
Live recording 1985
The individual players of the Vienna Phil work
so well together that they appear to be asingle
organism. In this live recording it is adelight to
hear the characteristic integration of string tone,
accurate wind chording, precise ensemble, and
the instances of fine solo playing — especially

MONTH
be heard clearly, whilst giving each level of
interest its due, permitting the ideas to make
their effect most compellingly. The resonant
acoustic of the recording venue suits the work
ideally, so that the rich textures are filled out
without imbalance or loss of clarity. There is a
strong sense of distance and depth to the
positioning of the orchestra, yet the crisp edge of
the brass and the telling orchestral timbres are
not muffled.
The Chandos issue has the added advantage
of an effective coupling: despite its risible title,
Nympholept (
Nature-Poem for Orchestra) is a
wonderfully effective and vivid piece of scene
and mood creation, though, being from the pen
of Bax, it is also rather more than that. The LPO
give as much to this work as they do to the
Symphony and the recording is as full-blooded.
[A*:1*]
Doug Hammond
from the horn section. Abbado's reading is,
expectedly, penetrating in both works and, most
noticeably in the slow movement of the Eroica,
well controlled, but there are afew lapses. In the
third movement of the symphony he emerges
from the trio of the scherzo at arather slack pace
and has to muster speed jerkily before the main
fortissimo return of the principal theme.
Throughout, the balance is in favour of the
overweight string body, and the typical woodwind colouring of Beethoven's orchestration is
subdued. Combined with an overall approach
that is essentially serious and quashes much of
the wit of Beethoven's writing, the result is a
view of the Eroica that perhaps strays too far
from the Classical to be ideal.
The distant setting of the orchestra, with its
narrow but clearly defined lateral spread, and
the resonant acoustic give an effective atmosphere to the recording, though the exact character of the Musikverein venue is not as well
captured as in some instances elsewhere on disc.
Some restraint of woodwind timbres and
touches of edge detract, but generally the sound
is detailed enough to make for enjoyable listening. Recommendable then, but not as a first
choice. [
B:1/2]
Doug Hammond
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet in F, Op.59: 1
Lindsay String Quartet
ASV CD DCA 553 (
CD, 43m 32s) digital
Reissue from 1984
The Lindsay's performance of this first Razumovsky Quartet is one that embraces the concept of the work as a whole, its constituent
movements always relating to the greater structure. In so doing, emotions never get out of
hand, there are no over- demonstrative
flourishes, only acarefully reasoned, committed
performance that is totally engrossing. Yet there
are many moments within each movement that
register as particularly astute: the shaping of the
quasi-fugato of ( i), the neat spiccato semiquavers of ( ii), and the delicacy of the moho cantabile
in ( iii), with the most delightful pizzicato cello at
the recapitulation. The whole of this lastmentioned movement is singularly captivating in
its wonderful sotto voce declamation, sustained
so hypnotically over 14 1
/
2m. The Russian-theme
finale contains poorer intonation from the first
violin than do the other movements, but this
somehow matters little in the context of the
performance's spontaneity.
Some may find the loud intakes of breath in
the otherwise breathtaking ppp of the Adagio
sempre perdendosi in the coda obtrusive, but it
does bring home the intimate presence of the
recording. For this is another excellent piece of
engineering by Tony Faulkner, with a good
clean spread across the sound-stage, that blends
evenly whilst maintaining
eachinstrument.
The sustaining
the individuality
resonance of
is
warm but never cloying, giving just the right
amount of support to this introspective perform91

ance. One small criticism is that Cen CD the
attacca fourth movement is not given aseparate
access point, but this should not prove an
annoyance to most armchair listeners. ( A:1*/1
Barbara Jahn
BEETHOVEN: String Quartet in E Op.127 111
in F, Op.135
Vermeer Quartet
Teldec 8.43207 ( 63m 17s) digital (
LP: 6.43207,
MC: 4.43207)
At acertain ( fairly high) level of criticism these
performances can be recommended as perhaps
suitable access keys to late Beethoven. It's a
convenient and familiar coupling: the shorter
F- major, the last of the quartets, is economic,
terse in detail, yet other-worldly — a good
introduction to these demanding pieces. The
Teldec booklet says nothing of Beethoven's
headings to the last movement. 'The Difficult
Resolution. Must it be? It must be!' (
Muss es
sein? Es muss sein!) Even in the fortes leading to
the Allegro here the Vermeer Qt, led by Shmuel
Ashkenasi, have a sweet non-abrasive tone.
There's a comfortable quality about their performances: you cannot see them on the edge of
their seats, but to play like this takes some
aplomb.
They take the Presto section from the Op.127
Scherzo very rapidly, tending to lose grip on the
folk- like tune that swirls in and out of focus.
That passage suggestive of swarming wasps
(endless quavers for 2nd vIn/vIa/vIc) has an
unruffled smoothness — the very opposite of the
Melos — which Ifind disconcerting. One wants to
be disturbed by the turbulence.
Iconsider this new coupling just preferable to
the quirkier, less humane Alban Berg disc ( now
part of aset only), but not to the Vegh or Melos
versions. And set against the historic Busch
performances these seem almost wholly superfluous. Just contrast the string entries in the
Adagio from Op.127, or the Grave introduction
to Op.135 ( iv). In the sway of the Busch
readings modern sound counts for nothing
there's no schwer gefasste Entschlucc! [
A:2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN/MOZART:
Quintets
Nash Ensemble
CRD 3367 ( CD, 53m 32s)
Reissue from 1980

Piano &

irid

These are nicely balanced recordings of piano,
oboe, clarinet, horn and bassoon, set in the
pleasant but unobtrusive ambience of Rosslyn
Hill church and marred only by a very slight
right-hand bias to the sound-stage — which is
easily corrected. KD enthused over this coupling
in his LP review ( March '80), but I am not
sufficiently impressed to concur with his star for
the performances. Everything is beautifully
under control, but while the Nash Ensemble's
blend of gravity and intensity suits the Beethoven well, the Mozart rather lacks rhythmic
poise for my taste, and is sometimes on the slow
side. ( A:1/2I
John Crabbe
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BEETHOVEN: Piano Trios I & 2
London Fortepiano Trio
Hyperion A66197 LP digital
The striking advantage this coupling has over
digital rivals, by the Vienna Haydn Trio on
Teldec, and Perlman/Ashkenazy/Harrell in the
EMI box set, is not so much that period
instruments are used, but that the end product
presents a plausible sound stage. The EMI is
particularly synthetic in the Manhattan Centre
Op.1:1, though the coupled G-minor ( Abbey
Road) is fine. It seems to me that the Brown/
Howell Hyperion team have caught an acoustic
very apt for the intimacy of these fine performances. Iwent to tedious lengths reviewing the
Teldec coupling, last August — those readings do
not wear well, the sophisticated point- making
92

drawing attention away from the music and to
the Trio.
Ilike the woody cello timbres on Hyperion,
and if the fortepiano is alittle intractable in the
articulation of mordents near the opening of the
E- flat, some of the runs have acharming quality.
The adoption of aswift tempo for the Scherzo in
Op.1:2 is very effective: tam more convinced by
it than by the cosy slow Allegro on EMI. With
the London Fortepiano Trio you get the true>
chamber- music feel that these artists really listen
to each other. IA:11
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Themes & Variations Op. 107 ,
Flute Sonata in B
Kurt Redel (fit)/Leonard Hokanson (pno)
Pierre Verany PV 76105 ( CD, 49m 27s) Conifer
These two byways of Beethoveniana were previously unknown to me, and Isee that they have
not been much trodden by recording artists. A
performance of the Sonata and one of the
Themes & Variations by Richard Adeney is
listed, but Redel ( in arecording which appears
to be part of aseries) has included six different
ones, Nos. 3, 4, 6, 7, 8and 10. The sonata is of
doubtful authenticity but may be an early work
(c.1790); the Ten National Airs, however, date
from c.1818 and are fairly elaborate. The pertormances are as polished as one would expect
of Redel, who is ably supported by his American
partner. Recording is clear, distant enough to
avoid sounds of effort but close enough for
detailed intimacy. 1A:11
Kenneth Dommett
LORD BERNERS: The Triumph of Neptune D
Fugue for orchestra 0 Nicholas Nickleby — Film
Music 0 Trois Morceaux 0 Fantaisie Espagnole
RLPOIWordsworth
EMI CDC 747 6682 (
53m 07s) digital ( LP: EL27
0501 1, MC: EL27 0501 4)
When Ireviewed the LP ( Mar '87, p94) Irated it
outstanding both for performance and recorded
sound. On CD the acoustic of the recording
venue, the Philharmonic Hall Liverpool, seems
less characterful and the whole production
smoother, and for those reasons Iprefer the LP,
but CD does handle the extremes of volume
with just atouch more finesse. [
A*:1*I
Doug Hammond

BERNSTEIN: Candide Overture D Fancy Free
D Facsimile D 'On The Town' — 3 Dances
Saint Louis SOISlatkin
EMI CDC 747 5222 (
61m 11s) digital ( LP: EL27
0510 1, MC: EL27 0510 4)
I do like the beguiling way in which Slatkin
shrugs off the big tune in Candide, his satiny
Saint Louis strings oblige most deliciously. It's a
warm soft-grained sound, this most mid- European of American bands, and we can enjoy their
burnished brass and mellow woodwind to best
effect in the cool, plaintive Facsimile ballet, a
score brimful of lyric vintage Bernstein, page
after page as soulful and wistfully piquant as
anything outside Age of Anxiety (
Symphony 2).
So far so good. EMI are as faithful as can be to
the sound as tdescribe it.
Fancy Free, however, does need agood deal
more urban swing, more hard-edged syncopation than it gets here. Wooden, stilted, say what
you will, Slatkin's band don't quite get it right.
Ironically, Bernstein coaxes a far more convincingly ' American' sound — more ' reed' in the
clarinets, brighter, brasher brass — from the
Israel Philharmonic in his DG live recording.
Credit where it's due, though: Slatkin's bluesier
moments, eg, the smoky Pas de Deux, go well.
And in the On the Town dances his solo players,
trumpet, sax and clarinet, do manage an
appropriate if perhaps over-dutiful hint of
sleaze. Ilike the plushy string sound for ' Lonely
Town' — very Broadway. And be warned: EMI
have gone all the way towards simulating the
scratchy Juke Box disc on which we first hear the
Billie Holiday blues number ' Big Stuff' at the

opening of the Ballet ( it later forms the basis of
the Pas De Deux). For amoment Ithought my
CD player had packed up. Four side-drum
rim- shots quickly shattered that illusion. IA:1/3I
Edward Seckerson
BRAHMS: Sextet I in B U Trio 3, Op.101
Les Musiciens
Harmonia Mundi HMC 901073 ( CD, 61m 25s)
Reissue from 1981, '82 .
These recordings first appeared separately on
LP, the string sextet being issued on its own
(reviewed August '82) and the piano trio boxed
with the two other authenticated Brahms piano
trios ( December '81). Together on CD they
represent good value, though neither performance is the finest in its field and the transition
from one work to the other is a little uneasy
because of the differences in instrumentation
and recording. CD offers a touch more definition in the Sextet, with some attendant
stridency, but the sound for the Trio has been
much improved, to. allow a greater sense of
presence to emerge, to restrict the cooling effect
of the ambience, and to clean up the piano
timbre. Both performances are warm and fullbodied, well worth getting to know, but lack that
last degree of insight found in some rival
versions on black disc. Sextet [
A/B:1/2], Trio
[A:2].
Doug Hammond

BRITTEN: Frank Bridge Variations ID Matinées
Musicales D Soirées Musicales
ECO/Gibson
EMI EMX VIII digital (
MC: TC-EMX 2111)
Reissue from 1983
In abalanced review ( June '83) DH commented
on the lively acoustics of the two venues used,
some fallible string intonation and ensemble
details, but felt that Gibson's performances, if
not equal to the best, were enjoyable and
conveniently coupled. I am afraid I was
altogether disappointed, finding the presentation superficial, and in the case of the All Saints'
Tooting production ( the Rossini Suites) the pall
of resonance downright ugly. If you have heard
Britten, recently remastered for CD ( Decca 417
509-2), Marriner, Karajan, in the Variations, the
superb Cree — long deleted — or Bonynge in the
couplings, you'll hardly be happy with this.
(11/C:2/31
Christopher Breunig
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BRUCKNER: Symphonies I & 5
L0,/làar(ian
9
E34' i
5-2 ( 2CDs, 131m 51s)
Reissues from 1982, '77
Interestingly, it is the older, ADD Fifth that has
the greater splendour and depth of sound,
whereas the First, which originated as awholly
digital recording, has abundant brightness but
some lack of breadth. The dynamic range is
wide, the impact fresh, yet the string tone is
somewhat unsympathetic here. Not so in the
Fifth, that towering masterpiece, where the
opulence and spacious atmosphere of the
recording are throughout outstandingly impressive, where every strand has its due place in the
texture. Karajan is at his finest here: amagisterial reading in which the grand design is never
lost sight of, but in which gentle, witty, felicitous
detail comes out deftly. This Fifth is the distillation of years of experience. The First, on the
other hand, was a first recording for Karajan,
and there are touches in the performance that
betray momentary indecision, even if the overriding impression conveyed is incisive, powerful,
detailed. In both works — though especially in
the Fifth — the BPO plays grandly, with dignity
and much beauty of tone. A very desirable issue.
[A:11
Peter Branscombe
BRUCKNER: Symphony 6
BPOIKarajan
DG 419 194-2 (
CD, 57m 36s)
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Karajan l'PO (photo:

Reissue from 1980
When first listening to this recording Iwas struck
above all by the coherence that Karajan finds in
the finale: often the stumbling-block for performers of Bruckner's Sixth. Hearing it again now
on digitally remastered CD Iam more aware of
the small imperfections of ensemble in what was
Karajan's first recorded performance of the
work. The Scherzo goes very well indeed at
slightly too fast atempo; the first movement also
shows signs of haste, though spontaneous
radiance is perhaps the overriding impression.
The Adagio, taken more slowly than by any
current rival other than the indulgent Solti, is
rapt and eloquent. The burnished brass-playing
rings out finely in this recording, and much
woodwind detail comes over with unusual clarity. The strings have asheen which occasionally
gives way to amore wiry clarity; the bass line is
on the dry side. From whispered pianissimi to
full fff climaxes the impact is otherwise firm,
natural-sounding. But Iam inclined to downgrade my original 1A:11 to [
A/B:1/21.
Peter Branscombe
BRUCKNER: Symphony 6
Chicago SOISolti
Decca 417 389-2 (
CD, 61m 15s)
Reissue from 1980
The Chicago SO plays the music with great
beauty of tone and abundant power, but Solti's
account of the work strikes me as indulgently
rhetorical, without structural justification for the
nudging forward or slowing down of tempos.
Generally he favours unusually slow speeds
here, which certainly encourages luminosity of
texture and radiance of detail. The digital
mastering enhances what was on LP already a
full- toned, quite uncongested recording of high
quality, and of course totally removes the clicks
and swishes which have dogged me on copies of
the black disc. IA:21
Peter Branscombe
COUPERIN: Parish Mass
Michel Chapuis ( org)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 90714 ( CD, 43m 10s)
The most irritating feature of this CD is its
'notes'. Not only are all organ details omitted,
but even the three languages used do not contain
exactly the same general information, and
English drew the short straw [ French chauvinism. . . 1. The organ was originally by Isnard
(1772), and was very innovative. Having survived the Revolution, and modification by
adding Romantic stops in 1880, it was restored
to its original form by Cheron in 1953. Its third
'resonance' manual, which cleverly extends the
flexibility of the other departments, is unique.
Chapuis gives a good account of these wellknown pieces. He cannot resist the occasional
turn of speed so characteristic of him, though
without losing any accuracy. The sound is clean,
though there is a touch of deep rumble —
probably from traffic — but not obtrusive. The
balance is slightly close, but pleasant, and the
general imaging and sense of presence is fine.
These are early days for Couperin's Masses in
CD form, but this makes a reasonably good
start. Except for those notes! 1A/B:21
Trevor Attewell
MARCEL DUPRÉ: Preludes & Fugues in B and
gD Trois Equis.ses
Placare Christe Servulis
Choral & Fugue Op. 57 l7 Te Lucis ante
Terminum D Variations sur un Vieux Noel
John Scott (org)
Hyperion A66205 LP digital
St. Paul's Cathedral seems amasochistic choice
of location in which to record Dupre. with a
huge reverberation which could all too easily
swamp the numerous fast and complex passages,
and some problems in creating an appropriate
tonal atmosphere. In the event the result is
surprisingly successful, most of the detail getting
111-1,1NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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through without unduly suppressing the building. The sound quality is clean, with apleasant
sense of presence and awell-extended frequency
range. Some slight traffic rumble is inescapable
even at night, but no bass roll-off was used
during recording, with which I agree in the
interests of preserving the musical integrity.
These are important works in the organ
repertoire, employing everything from massive
chordal effects to lightning, intricate strands.
John Scott plays them superbly, producing an
adequately ' French' sound. In one or two
particularly fiendish places his articulation suffers marginally, but this is perhaps niggling at a
high level of achievement. This is a good,
representative collection of Dupre's works that
can certainly be recommended. [ A:11]
Trevor Attewell
DONIZETTI: La fille du régiment
Anderson (sop)IKraus (ten)IT'Hézan (m-sop)/
Trempont (bar)/Paris Opera Orch & Ch/Campanella
EMI EX27 0487 3 (
2LPs) digital
La fille du régiment (1840) is Donizetti at his
most mature and suave. The master of Italian
opera buffa writes an Italian opera buffa for
Paris: with the lightest of inflections ( and a
French text) he uncovers a polished opéracomique. The differences may seem as trivial as
the last sentence: they are not, and Donizetti's
mastery is too easily under- rated.
This is alive recording: no editing and thus a
lot of audience applause and participation in a
very funny production. The recording is excellent — though cruclly exposing stage noise and
the altering perspective of actors' movements.
Much to enjoy, but much to tolerate.
Jane Anderson's Marie is ajoy. Her regimental song is much more than a show piece for
prima donna: this is a vivacious, credible ( and
therefore slightly crude and bumptious) soldiergirl. When more serious ( II faut partir, mes
bons compagnons' or ' Par le rang et par l'opulance) she is excellent, with great expressiveness
and a natural use of ornament. Alfredo Krauss
as Tonio is alittle strident and vocally strained,
but a masterful stage craftsman. He leaves us
with a sense of great artistry and the vocal
limitations soon fade from the memory. Hélia
T'Hézan as La Marquise is amusing and very
fulsome — she would pass muster as a Dame in
English pantomime — and Michel Trempont is an
idiomatic and pleasant Sulpice. Bruno Campanella conducts with care ( rather than verve)
and controls the high-jinks on stage with good
humour.
The inevitable comparison must be Joan
Sutherland/Richard Bonynge on Decca, which is
better sung. It is also rather more contrived
(mainly too much ornament), but must remain
the preferred single choice. However, no lover
of this delicious opera would want to he deprived of this delightful issue. [ A*: II
Benedict Sarnaker
DVORAK: Symphony 8
VPOIKarajan
DG 415 971-2 (
36m 48s) ( LP: 415 971-1, MC: 415
971-4)

the Adagio brings one up with ajolt. This is a
true Adagio, really slow, deliberate, concentrated. It teeters on the verge of falling apart but
miraculously does not. The cross- hatched
rhythms slot into each other so inevitably that
one cannot conceive it being played any other
way. This, surely, was how Dvorak meant it to
be. And so is the Scherzo, alovely, lively, lilting
movement that seems to conjure up the Czech
landscape before the greyness set in, and a
triumphal finale, but with the blaring horns
politely subdued, sets the seal on atreasurable
experience. One might forgive anything after
this, even the cost, for this must surely rank
among the revelatory recordings of this most
lovely of CieJ1 symphonies. [ A*:1*1
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Symphony 9 ' New World' Li My
Home
SNOLItirvi
Chandos ABRD 1220 digital ( CD: CHAN 8510,
MC: ABTD 1220)
Hard on the heels of the Seventh, Járvi's series
of Dvorak symphonies and symphonic poems
surges ahead with a dramatic and characterful
'New World', aless controversial interpretation
than that of No. 7. and more brightly recorded.
There is still aslight tendency to lean on phrases
for expressive effect, which checks the music's
flow, but these are comparatively few and
relatively unimportant in the context of a well
thought out and finely executed performance by
an orchestra that is growing in stature with each
recorded appearance. The overture, which
accounts for just over nine minutes of the total
54m Ils, receives abuoyant reading and contributes to the general success of the recording.
[A:11
Kenneth Dommett
DVORAK: Piano Trio Op.90, ` Dumky'/
SMETANA: Piano Trio in g
Borodin Trio
Chandos CHAN 8445 (
68m 28s) digital ( LP:
ABRD1157. MC: ABTD11571
The CD exaggerates the spatial limitations of
the LP ( May ' 86, p117), spreading out the
ensemble unnaturally. The ear adjusts, but this
is not really a satisfactory balance for chamber
music of such intimacy. (
B/C:11
Kenneth Dommett
D1ORAK: Mass in I)
Church of the Ascension C'h Munich/Mayer
ASV DCA 578 digital ( MC: ZC DCA 578)

Thirty-seven minutes of music for a full price
CD? That surely is a bit much, even if the
This record has acharitable objective. The nine
performance it enshrines is one of the best on
singers listed as soloists on the reverse of the
record. And it is. Karajan is not a conductor
sleeve have given their services and the proceeds
who automatically raises this reviewer's adrenaline level, and in the face of Marrincr in
of sales to to be donated to missionary work in
Minnesota, and Dohnanyi in Cleveland, how. I the Third World. This is Dvorak's Mass in its
original form, ie, with only organ accompaniwondered, would this musical aristocrat fare in
ment. Some find the effulgent orchestral version
Vienna? Having just heard Mozart's Requiem
of 1893 more to their taste, and a Czech
from the same source the speculation appeared
justified. The first movement, however, stilled
recording of that is available, but it can be
the qualms; a broad even-paced introduction,
argued that the intimate nature of the original is
splendidly detailed, opened out into an Allegro
closer lo Dvorak's intentions, and well sung as it
is here it makes astrong if not especially pious
that spun along without appearing to hurry.
This, one feels, is Rolls-Royce music rather than
effect. It is not a solemn setting — which is
Porsche, or Lamborghini. Brass, woodwinds,
perhaps why it is rarely heard here, though both
the other recórdings are British. This German
strings fall into place neatly and effortlessly. But
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THE MAGIC
OF PHILLIP McCANN

The World's Most
Beautiful Melodies
Featuring: The sympathetic playing of the Academy of SL Martin-In- TheFields Chamber Ensemble, conducted by Gordon Langford. The warmth
of sound from the John Foster Black Dyke Mills Band, conducted by
Major Peter Parkes. plus the quality of accompaniment by Skaila Itanga.
Harp: Malcolm Hicks, Organ. Recorded as usual to the highest standard by
Chandos — The Hallmark of Quality.
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lohn Foster Black Dyke Mills Band

SKAILA KANGA Harp
MALCOLM HICKS Organ

INCLUDES:
Your Tiny Hand Is Frozen (Che gelida
manina) from La Boheme: Celeste Aida from
Aida: Skye Boat Song: A Brown Bird Singing;
Macushla; Bruch: Violin Concerto — Theme
from Slow Movement: Flower Song ( L'amour
est un oiseau rebelle) from Carmen: The
Holy City Intermezzo from Cavalleria
Rusticana: IHear You Calling Me; Ave Maria:
Mendelssohn: Violin Concerto — Theme from
Slow Movement: M'appari Tutt'Amor from
Martha; Salut! Demeure Chaste Et Pure from
Faust; guando Rapito In Estasio from Lucia
Di Lammermoor

ALSO AVAILABLE
ACADEMY OF ST MARTIN- IN-THE- FIELDS
CHAMBER ENSEMBLE
conducted by
GORDON LANGFORD

The World's Most Beautiful Melodies
CHAN 8441 CD, BBRD 1029 LP, BEtTD 1029
Cassette.
Prices: £5.50 per LP or Cassette.
£11.50 Compact Disc.
Please add £ 1.00 ( 1disc), or 50p
(Cassette) for postage and packing.
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tR BLACK DYKE MILLS BAÑÓ
conducted by
MAJOR PETER PARKES
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version has the ideal ambience, a discreet
sweet- toned organ, played by Michael Prager,
and a church with a lowish resonance factor
which gives spaciousness and some vibrancy to
the music, and the absence of star performers the soloists share the six sections out between
them - gives it something of the private quality it
no doubt had when first heard in the chapel at
Luzany Castle in September 1887. [ A:11
Kenneth Dommett
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ELGAR: The Banner of St. George D Psalm 48,
Great is the Lord El Te Deum and Benedictus
Stephen Roberts (bar)/Lond Sym ChIN Sinf
EMI EL27 0555 1digital ( CD: CDC 747 6582,
MC: EL27 0555 4)
Unbelievably, this is the first recording of the
Banner of St George, awork written in answer to
a commission from Novello for a work of
moderate size and difficulty, that could be
performed by small choral societies in celebration of the Diamond Jubilee of Queen Victoria's
accession. The text by Shapcott Wensley tells of
the voluntary sacrifice of Sabra. Princess of
Sylené, to the dragon and her well-timed rescue
by St George. These dramatic extravagancies
are portrayed with the most praisworthy sincerity by the totally committed and well rehearsed
London Symphony Chorus under Hickox, and
good antiphonal effects have been finely captured by the engineers for this enactment.
From the same year, 1897, dates the Te Deum
and Benedictus, composed for the Opening
Service of the Three Choirs Festival in Hereford. A slightly shorter work for the same
forces, it has again been superbly balanced, with
the fine orchestral contribution just subordinate
to that of the chorus. This means at times the
Northern Sinfonia is only just audible when the
choir is in full-flood, but clarity of line is never
forfeited. With the introduction of an admirable
soloist. Stephen Roberts, for Psalm 48 the same
sensitive recording is in evidence. So, even
without any competition for the major work,
this issue represents good value for money, and
brings the bonus of an addition to the catalogue
of Elgar recordings. [ At 11
Barbara Jahn
FIORILLO: Violin Concerto 1 in I' ‘IOTTI:
Violin Concerto 13 in A
Adelina Oprean ( vIn)IECCOIFaerber
Hyperion CIM 66210 (
46m 04s) digital ( LP:
A66210)
This coupling 'Two Romantic Concertos' has
attracted much favourable comment ( though
others have reversed my relative evaluation of
the two works! March p97.). The enjoyable
Henry Wood Hall recordings are barely distinguishable, LP from CD. The warmth and slight
diffusion of sound in each case remind me of
vintage analogue Decca productions from the
1960s. IA:II
Christopher Breunig
ffitTni
FRANCK: Symphony in d D Psyché et Eros
BPOIGhilini
DG 419 605-2 (
54m 12s) digital ( LP: 419 605-1,
MC: 419 605-4)
Neither Karajan nor Furtwängler before him
recorded their Franck Symphonies with the
Berlin Philharmonic - indeed Ican recall no
previous version with this orchestra. Adding the
song- like Allegretto movement from the symphonic poem Psyché, as he did before in a
Philharmonia/EMI coupling. Giulini conducts
the symphony much as one might now expect.
With this orchestra it becomes apatient unfolding of a piece by Bruckner: the second movement has the Brucknerian ' marching' gait, the
horns recall The Romantic, cello lines sing; the
brassy, triumphant codas to ( i) ( iii) have the
Brucknerian aspiration. Giulini is 3m 20s longer
in the opening movement than Kondrashin, in
his live Bavarian RSO recording on Philips;
Kondrashin is lighter, fresher in ( ii) - though his
interpretation is not free from idiosyncracies.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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For all the sumptuous richness of textures
provided by the Berliners, there is an underlying
simplicity of expression in Giulini's Franck that I
find touching.
Seizing the music with boldness, and showing
greater imagination than the older conductor.
Daniel Barenboim recorded the complete
Psyché with his Paris Orchestra, in 1976 surprisingly ( because it does not feel so) his
timing for the Allegretto is twenty per cent
faster than here [ DG ' Collector Series'i.
It would be hard to choose between LP and
CD. There is great weight to the string pizzicati
at the beginning of ( ii), and in both transfers the
metallic twang of harp, and associated fingernoises are conveyed similarly. The producer has
opted for a quite distant sound-staging, and I
suspect that on some systems this will give adim,
'bloated' character, at times..[A/B: II
Christopher Breunig

immediacy of response of the performances.
Textures are limpid, the layout spacious yet
precise. And the playing and direction have that
liveliness and affection that admirers of the
earlier recordings by these artists will recall. The
original scoring, for strings alone - plus of
course harpsichord, nicely realized and clearly
recorded - has been preferred. Dr Malcolm
secures crisp chording and nicely sprung
rhythms in the faster movements, in which tempi
are alert yet not hurried; the slow movements
are well shaped, occasionaly quite romantic in
their eloquence. Ornamentation is tasteful and
discreet. These are thoroughly recommendable
performances, lacking something in virtuoity,
but not in bite, wit, or musical perceptiveness.
The surfaces throughout my set were admirably
clean. [ A:11
Peter Branscombe

GIORDANO: Fedora
MartonlCarreraslKincsesIMartinIGregorlHungarian RTV SO & Ch1Patané
CBS M2K 42181 (
2CDs, 95m 05s) digital ( 2LPs:
12M 42181, 2MCs: 12T 42181)

C'oncertgebouw1Harnoncourt
Teldec 6.43301 digital ( CD:
4.43301)

Fedora was one of Callas' few failures at La
Scala and she never recorded it commercially.
That may have been more to do with Walter
Legge's musical snobbery than Callas' shortcomings: he transformed her unsuccessful Rosina
into a brilliant recorded creation. But, in any
case, Callas seems never to have been entirely
happy in natural Tebaldi territory. Curiously the
great Italian lirico-spinto never recorded Giordano's opera commercially either, though a
pirated version from Naples shows how marvellous she was in the role. When Decca eventually
recorded it, the title role was given to Magda
Oliver°, a highly individual singer with a cult
following who never really made her mark on
records.
Happily, the role of the widowed Russian
Princess Romazoff is very much Eva Marton's
glass of vodka - mine too.
Anyone new to the opera will find awealth of
enjoyment here. Giordano was never a great
individualist and his hit arias ( familiar, Isuspect,
more through the advocacy of singers than any
inherent melodic quality) somehow never touch
the heart as Puccini's do. But he was an
excellent purveyor of the well- made opera and
this is one of them, arather better piece, in my
view, than Andrea Chenier.
Marton has all the necessary equipment for
this exciting role and she doesn t suffer the
disadvantage - as all recorded Toscas do - of
comparison with Callas. The voice has warmth
and depth with ablade-like cutting edge which
suits the verismo style so well. She is well
partnered by Carreras as Loris Ipanov. He is in
excellent voice here and in the opera's most
famous number ' Amor ti vieta', seems to have
recaptured something of his own warmth of
tone. The smaller character parts are taken by
artists from the Hungarian State Opera - this is a
CBS/Hungaroton co-production - and Patané
knows exactly how this kind of piece should go.
The CDs emphasise the theatrical presence of
the recording and bring out the details of
Giordano's orchestration - indebted to late
Verdi - with greater clarity than the LPs. [ A:1 1,
LP IA/B:11.
Hugh Canning
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HANDEL: Concerti Grossi, Op.6
Northern Sinfl Malcolm
ASV DCAB 303 (
3LPs) digital ( 3MCs: ZC DCB
303)
'Specially recorded in celebration of George
Malcolm's 70th birthday', it says on the box, and
'Belated greetings for 28 February', the grateful
reviewer is moved to respond. This is indeed a
happy tribute. It was recorded in All Saints
Church, Gosforth, in July and December 1986
(no time has been lost in bringing out the set),
and the forward placement and quite resonant
acoustic certainly enhance the warmth and

Rep"
HAYDN:

Symphony

68 in

B CI

100 in

8.43301.

G

MC:

What with smouldering cannon on the sleeve,
1812 style, and Harnoncourt's description of ' the
terrifying effect of Janissary music ... the
alternations of inhuman cruelty and loving
tenderness . . . an unarticulated scream in the
orchestra', you wonder what this new Concertgebouw ' Military' has in store. Happily. the
conductor's bark is sharper than his bite although, by giving Haydn's Turkish scoring
full-blooded expression ( where, say, Fricsay,
and to a lesser extent Colin Davis. blend these
elements into the symphonic structure), he
makes the music dramatic, in atheatrical sense.
With a pleasingly flowing slow introduction.
Harnoncourt immediately establishes the contrasts with the heavier, more traditional Davis/
Concertgebouw approach; this new Teldec
'Military' is played with extraordinary sweetness
by the Dutch orchestra. You sec in the gentle
Adagio introduction some courtly slow dance.
observed at adistance - the main Allegro runs
on naturally. The finale springs along in a
manner that, for older collectors, will recall Van
Beinum's excellence in Haydn symphonies.
The coupling places a solid minuet before a
long Adagio cantabile (
half the playing time of
the whole work in this recording), full of fantasy
and invention, and with a thrusting ' Clock'- like
pulse; the Presto finale is brilliantly done,
bassoons deliciously forward. No.68 dates from
1774-5 when the Esterhazy orchestra had been
expanded for opera productions: resources
which Haydn took up at once. These Teldec
recordings are enjoyable, with good spread.
analysis, and abloom of hall reverberation - so
clear-cut on LP that CD can offer little more.
Christopher Breunig

HAYDN: String Quartet in I), Op.64:5 ' Lark ./
WOLF: Italian Serenade/BEETHOVEN: String
Quartet in C, Op.59:3 ' Razumovsky'
Fine Arts Qt
Lodia LO-CD 7701 (
CD, 54m 49s) digital
None of the original Fine Arts players now
survives in this 40-year- old quartet, not even any
of the team Iinterviewed in 1971. Indeed, the
current leader was a Tchaikovsky Competition
medalist as recently as 1982, so the present
ensemble must be judged afresh.
Of ' ensemble' in the technical sense there is
no shortage, especially in Hugo Wolf's Italian
Serenade, which comes over as if it were adearly
loved favourite. But the Haydn and Beethoven
are not far behind, except for asneaking feeling
that the team is as keen to make an impression
as it is to reveal the music for its true worth.
Thus the Beethoven is given an exceptionally
introverted Andante introduction to ( i) and an
extremely fast ( iv), while the corresponding
vivace at the end of ' The Lark' is also played at
breakneck speed. The latter is so hectic that the
tempo has to be dragged down very noticeably
to cope with the movement's middle fugal
95

HINDEMITH: Nobilissima visione D Horn Concerto
Concert Music for Brass & Strings
Op.50 0 Symphony in B for Concert Band
Dennis Brain (hn)IPhilharmonial Hindemith
EMI EH 29 1173 I LP
Recordings from 1956-8
With the exception of the Concerto all these
were issued here as mono recordings, though
they apparently existed in a stereo format and
the Concert Music and Symphony were released
in the US in that form. This is their first stereo
release in the UK, and the first stereo release
anywhere of Noblissima visione. Digital
remastering has greatly improved the impact of
the Concert Music and Symphony, rather dim in
their original garb, and the Nobilissima visione is
almost like anew discovery; Hindemith's direction seems to give the usually staid score an
unwonted sparkle which has reawakened my
interest in its inventiveness. Alas, the Horn
Concerto, written expressly for Brain, remains
for me, at least, adull exercise, too restrained
and too dimly recorded even in its remastered
version to induce much enthusiasm — why not
the Cahuzac version of the more interesting
Clarinet Concerto with which Nobilissima was
originally coupled. Iwonder? But perhaps EMI
have plans for that. IB/C:11
Kenneth Dommett
HOIST: The Planets
Montreal SOIDutoit
Decca 417 553-2 (
52m 52s) digital ( LP: 417
553-1, MC: 417 553-4)
Another disappointing ' Planets', I'm afraid.
From bar one this sprightly Mars completely
misses the point. What ever happened to
Martian menace? But for the organ and bass
drum lines, it's alight airy texture that emerges,
Dutoit's fastidious concern for pertly sprung
rhythms and upper-part brilliance ( even the
trombones sound fleet- footed) seriously undermining the saturating weight of HoIst's scoring.
Venus beings Gallic sophistication and acertain
Ravelian shimmer, but I'm not convinced by the
relevance of either. Should not the movement
be simpler, less ' knowing' in colour and inflection than this? Jupiter is frankly bland and
Uranus fatally devoid of the essential grotesque
(nothing remotely inept about this magician),
though the two climactic pedal points with organ
provide undeniable sonic thrills, and the reverberation over- hang from that notorious organ
glissando is another tingling moment — like a
comet disappearing into the night sky. All things
considered, the spare precious texturing of
Neptune probably fares best — the spectral
women's voices magically distanced on their first
entry — but this isn't an eventful ' Planets'. It goes
through the motions prettily and efficiently
enough but signally fails to fire the imagination
as Ibelieve this indefatigable old showcase still
can. IA:31
Edward Seckerson
HOWELLS: Requiem 0 Take Him, earth, for
cherishing/VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Mass in g
CI Te Deum in G
Corydon Singers/Best
Hyperion CDA 66076 (
CD, 60m 40s) digital
These engrossing and moving performances
have transferred well to CD, retaining the
96

presence and subtlety of the LP sound ( reviewed
Sept '83, p95) whilst allowing the resonant,
sensual chording to emerge without surfacenoise distraction — though other sounds within
the church venue are now more obvious. Cer
tainly worth the money, not least for the patho.,
of Take him. earth' [ A:11
Doug Hammond
HUMMEL: Piano Concerto in a, Op. 85 El in b,
Op.89
Stephen Hough(pno)IECOIThomson
Chandos CHAN 8507 (
66m 08s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1217, MC: ABTD 1217)
This coupling is even more enjoyable and
impressive on silver disc; if the perspective still
seems broader than deep, there is no longer the
occasional edginess that Inoted when reviewing
the LP ( May), and the piano tone is particularly
faithfully conveyed. Sparkling performances.
IA:II
Peter Branscombe
KODALY: Hary Janos
Soloists/Hungarian State Orch & Ch/ Ferencsik
Hungaroton HCD 123837-8 (
2CDs, 83m 42s)
Reissue from 1982
Those interested in this curious amalgam of play
and opera will recall the Decca version under
Kertesz, with Peter Ustinov in ebullient flight as
the raconteur of the hero's, Hary's, improbable
and outrageous exploits. This Hungarian version
dispenses with the narrative: no bad thing even
if it had been done in alanguage more accessible
than Hungarian, for such narrations do become
tedious with repetition. Ferencsik concentrates
entirely on the musical numbers, which is all
most of us want — and there is more of it than
most of us are used to, in the popular suite
drawn from the piece. In general the singing is
apt in its rough intensity, and the Hary of
Solyom-Nagy has all the orotundity associated
with this Hungarian Munchausen. Royalty, in
the shape of the Empress, Napoleon and Marie
Louise, are slightly more polished, but the ladies
do have a touch of the 'wobblies', unlike their
compatriots in the [ deleted] British recording.
Ferencsik directs with a strong feel for the
'folksy' origins of the piece underlying the
sophistications of Kodaly's brilliant score. CD
has brightened the sound considerably, as it
usually does with analogue originals, and the
result can be confidently recommended to those
with ataste for musical hors- d'oeuvres. ritIB:112]
Kenneth Dommett
KODALY: The Spinning Room LI Monar Anna
D Kadar Kata D Kallo Double Dance
Soloists/Hungarian RTV Chl Budapest POI
Budapest SO/Hungarian State OrchlFerencsikl
LehellVasarhelyi
Hungaroton HCD 12839/40-2 (
2CDs, 104m 45s)
Reissues from 1972
It is almost impossible to categorise The Spinning Room. Sometimes described as astage play
with music, it has no spoken dialogue and
practically no action. Nor is it acantata since it
features dancing almost as much as singing, and
most assuredly it is not an opera. It is aframe on
which Kodaly hung acollection of orchestrated
monodic folksongs and choruses so as to introduce them to his audience as evidence of the
riches of their national culture, though some of
the music — o horror! — sounds as if it had come
from aKalman operetta. Bartok, in describing it
as one of the most important Hungarian works
of the century, was writing as a Hungarian
addressing a Hungarian audience, but to nonHungarians the stage experience can be pretty
tedious. There is arudimentary plot — the Lover,
falsely accused of some crime, runs from the
police leaving his beloved (the Housewife) to
grieve. The villagers come to the Spinning
Room in accordance with an old Hungarian
custom, and in aseries of songs and dances seek
to cheer up the wretched woman. Finally the
Lover returns, the real culprit is summarily

exposed and all ends happily.
The two orchestral songs, Monar Anna and
Kadar Kata. are, however, strongly dramatic
and rank among Kodaly's finest achievements in
this medium, while the Kallo Double Dance is a
choral equivalent of the popular orchestral
dances. This recording emanates from three
separate sources dating back adecade or more —
my Hungarian catalogue lacks the details, but
they have all been available here at one time or
another. Iam not sure that they ever appeared
in stereo, but they have been suitably regenerated for CD presentation and sound perfectly
acceptable, though one or two of the singers in
The Spinning Room are unpleasantly squally.
[B:1/21
Kenneth Dommett
LUTOSLAWSKI: Symphony 3 Ll Les Espaces
du Sommeil
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskaul BPOILutoslawski
Philips 416 387-2 (
44m 32s) digital ( LP: 416
387-1, MC: 416 387-4)
The composer must be delighted. Idon't think a
single quaver has been left unturned,
unattended. Producer Volker Straus has seen to
it that we look closely into Lutoslawski's wellordered mind, that the geography, the pristine
texturing of this big compelling piece is laid bare
before us. Its fragmentary early pages are

Lutoslawski & Fischer — Dieskau

episode, which breaks the intended moto perpetuo effect.
Nevertheless, there is much w enjoy. Many
felicities are revealed in the Haydn, and in
Beethoven's Op.59:3 the prophetically sad-butbeautiful ( ii) is movingly played. This movement, with its ' time to breathe' motion, is agood
example of chamber- music recorded in areverberant church without the players being lost into
a distant haze. The quartet occupies about
two-thirds of the sound-stage. yet is set within a
distinct ambience — although I did have an
impression that the latter is slightly more evident
in the Ilaydn. IA:I/21
John Crabbe

beautifully elucidated — atingling presence to all
the wind groupings as they flicker in and out of
focus, uncanny immediacy to strings, brass and
percussion. That flare-path of xylophone,
marimba, vibraphone, glockenspiel, bells and
two pianos over the last 22 bars of the score is
quite astonishingly vivid. In short, analytical in
the best sense.
But don't rule out the Salonen version on
CBS. Despite the famed Berlin Philharmonic
strings' sostenuto, their zeal in seizing every
opportunity for espressivo, it is Salonen's Los
Angeles players who, on balance, deliver the
more emotive, atmospheric reading. Two instances must suffice. Ithink of that magical point
at which Lutoslawski begins his ' summing up':
harp, piano, lower strings and horns ( too loud
and subsequently less evocative under the composer) sounding and feeling for all the world like
one of Bruckner's mist-clearing codas; or the
burgeoning romantic climax itself, you might say
areconstitution of all that has passed before us,
unmissable, like some strange reincarnation of
Bela Bartok. Is it my imagination or does
Lutoslawski sound almost alittle shy of what he
has created here?
Perhaps the respective readings of Les
Espaces will sway you one way or the other ( or
perhaps like me you will want both: it's agood'
enough piece to justify both). Predictably,
dedicatee Fischer-Dieskau turns in the more
theatrical account of this superfine setting;
Shirely-Quirk ( CBS) is more in tune, Ithink,
with the elusive surrealism of the words, the
subtle shifts between our sleeping and waking
thoughts. Wonderful moments from FischerDieskau, though: not least at the close with his
aching repetition of the word ' sommeil', still
with meas! write. [ A*: II
Edward Seckerson
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MAHLER: Symphony 1
Saint Louis SO/Slatkin
Telarc CD-80066 (
CD, 50m 35s) digital
Slatkin narrowly missed out on my recent
comparisons for Radio 3's ' Record Review'.
Perhaps just as well. By anyone's standards, let
alone his ( Irate highly his Telarc Mahler 2), this
is very ordinary indeed. The opening is too loud,
too literal by half, the wind phrasing ( those
mysterious falling fourths, ghostly clarinet fanfares, etc) rather perfunctory, with no shiver of
anticipatory excitement, little or no atmosphere
—I've rarely heard the extraordinary distillations
at the heart of the movement go for so little.
It doesn't get better, either. Nowhere is there
any real sense of natural empathy with Mahler's
pastoral world, any idiomatic grasp of style in
the phrasing. The lovely scherzo trio, for instance, gets short shrift indeed, Slatkin seemingly
determined not to dwell on its innate Viennese
charm ( the rubatos, let's face it, are all but
written into the line), preferring instead to
despatch it quickly with the absolute minimum
of fuss; ( iii) is similarly impatient and none too
convincing in its tawdry Gypsy incarnations,
while (iv) is hardly Dante's Inferno, '
the cry of a
wounded heart', being light in upper string tone
and first trumpet ( we definitely need a bigger
and fiercer brass sound here), decidedly matterof-fact at the magnificent second subject.
Telarc's engineering is well up to scratch — a
fine amber glow to the sound — but that alters
nothing. I'll repeat my ' Record Review' conclusions: Kubelik on LP only, and Abbado on CD,
get the rosettes, with Inbal ( Denon) worth
considering among front-runners. IA:3I
Edward Seekerson
MAHLER: Symphony 8
Connell1Wiens1LoulSchmideDenizelVersalle1HynninenlSotinITiffin School Boys' ChoirILPO &
ChlTennstedt
EMI CDS 747 6258 (
2CDs, 82m 35s) digital
(2LPs: EL27 0479 3, 2MCs: EL27 0474 5)
Very little to add to my LP review, of April p99.
Soundwise, the bird's eye or wrong-end-of-the
telescope view of Part I ( Part II is considerably
better) is still a problem for me, strings and
soloists in particular sounding disconcertingly
puny — as though heard from abackward seat in
somewhere like the Albert Hall. Inevitably, CD
gives us agreat deal more volume to play with,
at least an illusion of additional body throughout
the range.
Tennstedt's courageous handling of the
momentous recapitulation still has to be one of
the most sensational Mahler climaxes ever put
on record. It's a great performance — bighearted, almost child- like in its affection — and,
for all my reservations, it still sounds better than
any other Mahler 8 yet committed to disc.
[AB:11
Edward Seckerson
MARTINU: Rhapsody-Concerto/D'INDY: Symphony on a French Mountaineer's Song
Rivka Golani ( vIa)1Michel Block (pno)IBerne
SOIMaag
Conifer CFC 146 digital ( CD: CDCF 146, MC:
MCFC 146)
An imaginative coupling, and one which draws
attention to an unsuspected relationship
between the two works. Both evoke echoes of
folk music, and D'Indy actually quotes a tune
whereas Martinu merely hints at one; but more
particularly there is a flavour of Impressionism
about both scores, less surprising in Martinu
possibly because he was at the beginning of his
involvement with ' fantaisie' in 1952 when he
wrote it, and had Debussy behind him. But
D'Indy in 1886 was surely hardly susceptible to
such an influence. Maag's performances,
though, tend to emphasise the similarities rather
than point up the contrasts, concentrating on the
creation of atmosphere rather than structure.
The music gains something in the process, even
if Golani holds to the beat more rigidly than
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Mally or Motlik in the Czech recordings, both of
whom employ a more idiomatic rubato.
However, he does phrase the long slow Dvorakian melody near the middle of the second
movement beautifully. The D'Indy is more
consistently successful, and Maag seems to feel a
strong affinity for it, giving a very poetical
reading with the pianist melding into the orchestral texture, at least until the finale when he
seems to come forward. The general recording
quality is good, but in my advance copy of the
LP there was a consistent and irritating bump
throughout most of the Martinu, with amuffled
start and some surface noise at the beginning.
[B/C:1]
Kenneth Dommett
MONTEVERDI: L'incoronazione di Poppea
MaffitanolElwesIGallAlliott-LugazIReinhardtILesnelVisse La Grande Ecurie et Chambre du
RoylMalgoire
CBS M3K 39728 (
3CDs, 219m 06s) digital
(4LPs: I4M 39728)
Good value here, since an unusually full version
of the opera — more complete than the 5-LP/4CD Harnoncourt set on Teldec — is offered on
3CDs. For that reason alone Iam inclined to
prefer the CBS issue to its famous predecessor.
Malgoire's way with baroque music has not
found universal favour within these shores, but I
find his Monteverdi more forthright, less fussy
than some of his Handel and Rameau, and the
realisation he uses considerably less fanciful
than that of the Austrian High Priest of Authenticity.
Many prospective buyers will weigh casts in
the balance and Isuspect choice will hinge on
the acceptability of a tenor Nerone. Harnoncourt proved once and for all, with the fascinating Südersto5m, that an intelligent soprano can
depict the unhinged psyche of the Roman tyrant
and his eroticism ( those ravishing suspensions in
the final duet don't make their mark pulled an
octave apart) more nearly than any tenor,
however musical.
That said, John Elwes' singing is outstanding
in every way, stylish, burnished of tone, and
conscious of the text's dramatic significance. He
is ably partnered by the American soprano
Catherine Malfitano whose vocal character —
bright and brittle like a French-polished soubrette — to my ear suggests one of the lacquered
heroines of Dallas or Dynasty, a scheming
baroque bitch to be sure, but about as sexy as
Alexis Carrington in full armour.
Iwould have preferred in the title role the
voluptuous sounds in Colette Alliot-Lugaz's
gorgeous Drusilla: the vocal star of the set, and a
lovely foil to Gérard Lesne's beautifully sung
Ottone. Zehava Gal sings an impressive, impassioned Ottavia, spurred on by wounded Imperial
pride, though stylistically she is agood deal less
Monte- than just plain Verdi. Gregory
Reinhardt is the best of all recorded Senecas and
the small parts are generally more reliably cast
than on Teldec, with especial praise for Dominique Visse's haute-contre Amore and valetto,
Guy de Mey as Ottavia's nurse, and the British
tenor, Ian Honeyman, aname quite new to me
but brilliantly funny and touching as Arnalta.
CBS in Paris has favoured a reverberant
church acoustic, not entirely appropriate, but I
don't think this detracts substantially from the
merits of the performance. On balance I'd opt
for Malgoire; but I'd miss SifederstrOm. [
B:1/2]
Hugh Canning

with the Andante movements also swifter than
usual; a harpsichord is used as continuo instrument; and in the slow movement of 40 ( done in
the original scoring, without clarinets) bars
29-32 and 100-103 are heard first time round
with the familiar demisemiquavers in the woodwinds, second time round in the strings ( the
informative note cites Mozart's own revisions as
source). These are exciting, impressive performances of the kind that will open the ears and the
mind of the listener who is lulled by conventional readings. The precision of ensemble and
felicity of balance are alike remarkable, with
timpani ( wooden sticks) and trumpets coming
through strongly in 41, and with ajust blend of
woodwind and strings throughout. One minor
disappointment is that the harpsichord is not
more clearly audible. Even the sterling performances under Tate and Marriner struck me as a
little tame and lacking in scope by comparison
with this new record. The recording is fresh,
spacious and clear, though the bass line is at
times on the thin side. A challenging issue.
which Ihave greatly enjoyed. [ A:1]
Peter Branscombe
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MOZART: Piano Concertos K491 & K595
Christian Zacharias (pno)INDR SO/Wand
EMI CDC 747 4322 (
61m 36s) digital ( LP: EL27
0415 I, MC: EL27 0415 4)
Zacharias as solo pianist is rather more convincing than Zacharias as concerto soloist, at least
that is the impression given by these rather
routine accounts of two markedly different
concertos; though in fairness it has to be said
that his earlier concerto recordings with Maksymiuk were livelier. The C-minor is always a
tricky one to bring off convincingly, with its
broad first movement and afollowing Larghetto
that often seems to run into it. Perhaps it really
needs aconductor with more positive ideas than
Wand seems to have, someone who will draw
the necessary distinctions without overstating
them. Several conductors have managed it on
record, and many pianists have contrived to find
something more magical in the luminous B-flat
peroration than is to be discovered here. Brendel, Perahia, Curzon, Gilels spring readily to
mind. The sound is pleasing enough but only
serves in CD to reinforce the routine execution.
IA:2/3I
Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Clarinet Quintet/BRAIIMS: Clarinet
Quintet
Nash Ens
CRD 3445 (
CD, 70m 29s)
Michael Collins is the clarinettist in these nicely
conceived but rather brightly lit performances of
the two masterpieces of the genre. And a
generous helping of music it is. A personal quirk
maybe, but Iprefer chamber music rather less
dominant than this recording offers, more
domestically scaled than these concert hall
acoustics allow, and consequently more intimate. The Brahms has rather more of that
commodity and more gentle warmth than the
Mozart, which comes over as slightly perfunctory. But on the whole there is not much to
complain of — and rather more to enjoy than in
the recent Benny Goodman archive versions, for
instance. [
AB:1/2]
Kenneth Dommett

MOZART: Symphonies 40 & 41
Prague COIMackerras
Telarc CD-80139 (
CD, 71m 08s) digital

MOZART: Requiem K626
Schmithüsen1PatriaszlMackielHiilleINetherlands
Cham Ch/La Petite BandelKuijken
Accent ACC 68645 D (
CD, 54m 02s) digital
Live recording 1986

This is emphatically not just another coupling of
Mozart's last two symphonies, nor is it aluxury
that Sir Charles Mackerras has been able to
record again two works that he did with the LPO
for CfP in 1976. His new version with the Prague
CO is interestingly different. He obeys every
repeat, including those in the minuets second
time round; the tempi are fast, but never rushed,

This stands in stark contrast to readings such as
Karl Bttehm's: it was recorded in the RTBF
Studio Brussels with a choir of 21, and period
instruments. Whereas Hogwood's ' authentic'
K626 curtails the work, Kuijken's admits
Beyer's completions and instrumentation. ( This
Accent CD comes with full notes, but no texts.)
The performance is urgent—spirited, in the main,
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JOHAN SVENDSEN
The Two Symphonies

Scandinavia has produced averitable galaxy of fine symphonic writers
whose work has enormous appeal for all those who love the great
romantic tradition.
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BIS now boasts four complete symphonic cycles in its catalogue. Neeme
Járvi's Sibelius cycle has been showered with accolades and critical
acclaim, and he has now completed his series of the eight Gade
Symphonies, delightful works which owe much to the tradition of musicmaking in Leipzig and the influence of Mendelssohn. Stenhammar's two
symphonies have proved immensely popular.
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This month we feature the two symphonies of Svendsen, of whose first
symphony Grieg said: "This was really fun. The most sparkling
brilliance, asuperb national quality, and atruly wonderful way of
handling the orchestra. When Ilistened to this symphony, it gripped me
intensely. Iloved it all, every little bit and it penetrated into the very well
of my being with irresistible force."
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CLASSICAL
and closely- balanced, though some ambience is
contrived around the solo voices, eg, the darkhued bass in Tuba mirum. Not a long-term
admirer of La Petite Bande, with its citrus-sharp
string tone, Iadmire their work here, though
intonation is not up to the level of consistency of
Roger Norrington's London Classical Players.
The one reservation concerns the countertenorish voice of Neil Mackie, faintly querulous
in the Recordare. The soprano Ingrid
Schmithüsen is outstandingly good though. The
split rating reflects the general vitality and high
choral achievement, set against the casting of
solo tenor, and string intonation variability
(perhaps inevitable in alive recording like this).
The Renedictus does tend to get bogged down,
unwisely running half a minute longer tha,n in
the 1976 Karajan DG or Schreier Philips version. IA: I /31
Christopher Breunig
MOZART: Requiem
Tomowa-SimowlMüller-MolinarilColelBurchuladzelVienna SingvereinIVPOIKarajan
DG 419 610-2 (
52m 09s) digital ( LP: 419 610-1,
MC: 419 610-4)
Karajan's latest Requiem retains the polish and
high profile of his much applauded version with
the BP0 in which he used the same soprano.
The VPO is not quite as regimental as the BPO
however, and some, myself included, will relish
the element of relaxation in their playing,
though they may wish for amore telling balance
with the chorus. The weight of the performance,
however, obscures some of the delicate orchestral detail that make Schreier and, in its more
purist way. Hogwood so attractive. The contralto, Helga MüllerMolinari is not quite as
ingratiating as Baltsa in the earlier Karajan
recording, but the other two soloists, Vinson
Cole and Paata Burchuladze, measure up well to
their competitors. It is perhaps unnecessary to
mention that Karajan sticks to the standard
Sussmayr edition, since he appears not to be a
conductor to be much influenced by musicological considerations. Within its context of scale
and style this is aperformance that is bound to
please, though it does not displace the earlier
version, and certainly does not compete with the
more refined versions referred to. For general
consumption Schreier remains the first recommendation. 1A:11
Kenneth Dommett
NIELSEN: Symphony 1 El Little Suite
New Stockholm COISalonen
CBS IM 42321 digital (MC: IMT 42321)
The venerable Tuxen recording of 1957 remains
something of a benchmark when considering
performances of this a- typical symphony. This
latest version, coupled with a sensitive and
sharply defined performance of Nielsen's Op. I.
is one to be reckoned with. Firstly the New
Stockholm CO is comparatively light in weight
when set beside the LSO or the Philadelphia,
and though it may not measure up to Nielsen's
idea of a ' large orchestra' such as he envisaged
himself writing for, it has the advantage of
allowing the young composer's rather congested
scoring to be heard clearly. And the young
Finnish conductor's grasp of the music, his sense
of its internal rhythms and line, are contributory
factors in the success of the performance. One
mild caveat is a tendency to shade out some
expression markings, notably of short crescendo-decrescendos, with consequent loss of the
most subtle coloration. On balance though, this
is a considerable achievement. The recording,
made in Sweden. is hright, clean, well balanced
and spaci(ms. f
A:11
Kenneth Dom melt
NEILSEN: The Six Symphonies
LSO/Schmidt
Unicorn-Kanchana UK CD 2000/2 (
3CDs, 209m
42s)
The winter of industrial discontent 1973-4
spawned this, the first complete cycle of Nielsen
111-1,1NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Symphonies on disc. The conditions in St Giles,
Cripplegate, where the sessions took place, were
by all accounts pretty dreadful - power cuts,
extreme cold, an acute shortage of time. But
listen to what emerged from adversity.
Imperfections apart ( yes. alittle more rehearsal
and recording time would undoubtedly have put
to right a few of the blemishes - this isn't easy
music to manoeuvre), I've always felt drawn to
Schmidt's big muscular readings, to their wildness of spirit, craggy grandeur. There's something terribly honest, plain-speaking about
them, and for that quality alone Nielsen would
surely have approved. Ichose this fifth in BBC
Record Review's '
Building a Library' slot some
years back: I still would. Producer Ingolf
Gabold and engineer Bob Auger have worked
wonders remixing the master- tapes, ironing out
a few too many quirky and ungainly balances,
cg, the over- prominent horns in 5 ( ii). Very
consistent now - abig- boned sound in avibrant
if rather chilly, environment, but one which
serves well the rugged contours of this marvellous music. ( A/C:11
Edward Seckerson
OFFENBACH: La Périchole
BerganzalCarreras1BacquierlSénéchallToulouse
Orch & ChIPlasson
EMI CDS 747 3628 (
2CDs, 98m 26s) digital
The Plasson series of Offenbach operettas has
been aconstant source of joy to the committed
Offenbachian, but this is the issue where the rot
of operatic Internationalitis' sets in. Isuppose
you could make out a case for Berganza and
Carreras on the grounds that Périchole and
Piquillo are supposed to be Spanish characters.
but style has been sacrificed to the commercial
benefit of stars. At least neither sounds as
wrong, wrong, wrong, as Mme Norman on the
subsequent Belle Hélène.
You only have to hear the sung and spoken
French of the native contingent to realise that
they, unlike the Iberian principals, have been
playing Offenbach all their lives. Still EMI has
the field to itself and we should be particularly
grateful that this scrumptious score has found its
way so quickly onto CD. Idefy anyone to resist
Berganza's seductive tone in ' tu n'es pas beau'
and the tipsy song 'Je suis un peu grise'. ( It's just
that she's nowhere near as naughty as Crespin
on an old Erato set.)
But away with scruples! These discs will
furnish hours of enjoyment thanks to the superbly drilled dialogue and Plasson's glittering,
sensuous way with the music. Sounds extremely
theatrical and life- like, too. IA:1/11
Hugh Canning
PROKOFIEV: Peter & the Wolf D Cinderella Suite
Lina Prokofiev (nar)ISNOIJiirvi
Chandos ABRD 1221 digital ( CD: CHAN 8511,
MC: ABTD 1221)
Prokofiev's widow for the narration? A novel
idea on someone's part. Kids will likely sec her
as avenerable old aunt from foreign parts - the
voice warm, the accent charming, not too thick,
the delivery suitably ' wide-eyed', emphatically
paced. That's part of the problem. Ithink. It is
rather deliberate - too many meaningful pauses,
slow pick-ups between speech and music. The
suspenseful wolf- baiting, for instance, must be
tighter if our young audience is not to lose
interest. Neither Jarvi nor Madame Prokofiev
generate much sense of urgency. His tempi are
generally leisurely ( fine in Peter's daydreaming
music) and/or weighty. A little more vitality, a
puckish sense of fun: that's what we want! Boys
will be boys after all. Lovely details, though.
with fine attention to character nuance ( the
clarinet's accenting of the cat's first entrance)
and, of course, the typically spacious Chandos
sound image - so helpful in evoking that open
meadow and the woods beyond, bit and resplendent in the final procession.
We've still greater cause to appreciate it, of
course, in the Cinderella fragments on the

reverse. The ' high- romantic' breadth here is
predictably wonderful, with heavy groundswells
of string basses and bass drum providing superb
anchorage in such numbers as the Introduction
and grand Pas de Deux. The latter is quite an
eye-opener with its great splashes of string tone
glinting with piccolo, its unashamedly love-sick
horns. Nor have the ugly sisters ever been
uglier. Jürvi's waspish woodwinds instantly suggesting over- rouged faces and acidic tongues.
[A/A *: 2/11
Edward Seckerson
RAVEL ORCHESTRATIONS
RAVEL: Mother Goose/CHABRIER: Menuet
pompeux/DEBUSSY: Sarabande O Tarantelle
styrienne/SCHUMANN: Carnaval ( 4 movts)
Per MusicalReynolds
Etcetera KTC1040 ( CD, 59m 12s) digital
Reissue from 1986
Iwas surprised to hear the European CO Per
Musica complete Mother Goose picked as best
recording, on Radio 3some weeks ago. The CD
reinforces my own view that the keenness of the
young musicians is offset by Reynolds' tendency
to let the music unfold with insufficient shading,
or shaping, to prevent it palling overall - in spite
of some excellent effects ( see Oct ' 86 pill).
However, this CD is one of very few I have
heard where Ican express astrong preference:
apart from the convenience of accessing any of
the 13 movements, there is greater colour here,
anew brilliance, yet the resolution of dynamics
is more satisfactory than on LP, ie, the hardening at high levels is absent. Worth trying. 1A:21
Christopher Breunig
SAEVERUD: Symphony 9D Rondo Amoroso H
Galdreslatten D Kjempeviseslatten
RPOIDreier
NKF NCD 4913 (CD, 49m 30s) ( Conifer)
This is the first CD I have received from the
enterprising Norwegian Cultural Fund and is
part of a series devoted to current trends in
Norwegian music. Harald Saeverud, who died
recently at a ripe old age, was the doyen of
Norwegian composers, and several of his compositions have made their way on to the British
market by way of import labels. The four pieces
here are consistent with most of what Ihave
heard, a strong lyric sense allied to dramatic
contrasts and arefined orchestral style expressed
in a generally neoRomantic idiom. The Symphony, composed in 1966, is agood example of
his work, tautly constructed, essentially symphonic. A passacaglia is incorporated into the first
movement and is at the core of Galdreslatten
(Symphonic Dance with Passacaglia) of 1942, a
lively piece of Norwegian nationalism. Kjempeviseslatten (
Ballad of Revolt) ( 1943) areworking
of apiano piece - as is the Rondo which features
an obbligato oboe - also represents Saeverud's
new-found nationalism generated by the German occupation. This is acondensed and serious
piece as befits its dedication to the Norwegian
Resistance. Per Dreier, noted interpreter and
proselytiser of his country's music, gives dedicated accounts of the music with the RPO, and
though Ihave heard more glittering CD recording, balances and perspectives are realistic and
present the music sensitively. Ilook forward to
further issues. [
A/B:1]
Kenneth Dommett
SCHUBERT: Symphony 9 ' Great C major'
Dresden StaatskapellelTate
EMI CDC 747 4782 (
63m 41s) digital ( LP: EL 27
05(10 1, MC: 27 0500 4)
Here is a deeply impressive and immediately
recommendable version of Schubert's last symphony. A glance at the catalogue will reveal how
keen the competition is. It is a measure of
Jeffrey Tate's superb control of these mighty
paragraphs, of the power and delicacy of the
Dresden players, and finally of the production
by David Grees and Heinz Wegner, that Ihave
no hesitation in saying that this version leaves
99

most of its rivals some way behind. It is an
unusually full reading, generous obedience to
Schubert's repeat- marks producing four movements very close to each other in duration.
Tempi are beautifully chosen ( as with the
greatest of Bruckner conductors) so that
minimal expressive variation to the basic pulse
of a movement can accommodate all the contrast that Schubert requires. This is immediately
and strikingly apparent when the Andante
introduction gives way to arhythmically live yet
broad Allegro. Alert rhythmic control and a
sensitive ear for wind sonorities characterize the
slow movement, crispness and bucolic high
spirits the scherzo and trio. The finale — weighty,
urgent — is very much the consummation of this
reading, with solid, resonant brass to the fore.
To British ears the brass may indeed have a
slightly over-ripe quality, though the playing is
never less than very fine. Woodwind detail is
clearly audible, and the orchestral bass- line is
vibrant and strong. Only the violins tend to
sound a little tame, thin in tutti passages. The
Lukaskirche provides awarm yet perfectly clear
ambience for this unusually direct and vivid
performance which in both respects is very close
to star quality. [
A: 1/1 *]
Peter Branscombe
SHOSTAKOVICH: Symphony S
BP01Bychkov
Philips 420 069-2 (
48m 35s) digital ( LP: 420
069-1, MC: 420 069-4)
Livelier than the recent Slatkin, but I'm far from
convinced. Semyon Bychkov is plainly a musician of temperament. His personality is stamped
across every phrase-length; he displays total
command of the colour, cast and atmosphere of
every bar. But Idon't always trust the gestures —
'effect' too often overwhelms spirit, his characterisation too often teeters oh the brink of
mannerism.
What is he trying to achieve with the first
movement? The opening declamations are incisive, vital ( more than can be said of Slatkin),
almost clipped in their delivery. Yet the music to
me suggests — indeed demands — weightier
longer bows. The second theme flows freely, as
does the entire movement ( rather too freely for
my taste); lovely hushed tone from the BPO
violins, but Idon't feel a genuine inwardness,
rather a contrivance of colour and mood. The
same goes for the fussy (I think disruptive)
rubatos in the ensuing pages, the self-conscious
portamenti which keep colouring string phrases,
thus robbing the music of its desolatory chill, its
unsettled calm. The onset of the development
poses no menace. The texture is lean, bright and
lightish in complexion with a clear-headed
inappropriately sprightly air. Crisply articulated:
superb brass and an ear-catching xylophone (I
like the Philips sound: bright and excitingly
forward, though never drily so) but the feeling is
all wrong. Bychkov leaves it far too late to begin
screwing the tension to break-point. The climax,
when it comes, at the strings and horns dominated largamente statement, is fine in itself, but
somehow the weaker for not emerging from
some preceeding mayhem.
I'm no more convinced by ( ii). Ilike Bychkov's attempt at a lumbering Mahlerian gait:
good character in the bassoons and a tawdry,
almost wearisome feel to the dance. But, again,
it all sounds so contrived: the accenting, the solo
violin rubato in the trio. Movt. ( iii) can hardly
fail to cast its spell, and here we've poetic Berlin
Philharmonic wind principals — oboe, clarinet
and flute in turn over the merest tissue of string
tremolandi — reaching for the heart of the
matter. The last pages are mesmerising, afragile
poignant hush. Beautifully executed.
The finale is exciting, with awhirling dervish
of an accelerando in the opening pages and
forlorn bassoon and clarinet heralding a massively dispiriting coda. Bychkov's mannered
ritardando a bar or so before Fig. Ill ( the big
nodal point of the central climax) doesn't quite
come off, nor does a bigger and still clumsier
one four bars later. Another instance of interpretative ' effect' misfiring, of the art failing to
100

conceal art.
For me, then, not in the Bernstein or Haitink
class ( though I'm less euphoric than some about
the latter). ' An auspicious recording debut'.
Philips are loudly claiming; I'm not so sure.
[A:2/3]
Edward Seckerson
SIBELIUS: Lemminkiiinen Legends Op.22
SNOIGibson
Chandos CHAN 8394 (
CD, 44m 48s)
Reissue from 1978
This is a follow-up to the 1985 LP, which was
itself areissue of an analogue recording made in
the Usher Hall, not the SNO's usual Glasgow
studio. The contrast is notable, for the Edinburgh venue gives a fuller bass but has a
dead-pan almost muffled quality in the treble,
due to its lack of HF reverberation. Everything
is well balanced on the sound-stage, and dynamics are wide in the Chandos tradition, but that
great sense of light and air associated with the
SNO Centre is missing. There's no accounting
for the sonic star awarded by ES in his May '85
LP review, unless the digital transfer has mislaid
something on the way.
Performances are generally fine, but The
Swan of Tuonela stands out from its partners —
which it would do anyway, when most of
Sibelius' Op.22 is otherwise rather routine
music. [
B:1/2]
John Crabbe

STANFORD: Songs of the Sea LI Songs of the
Fleet D '
Irish' Symphony
Benjamin Luxon (bar)IBournemouth SO & Ch,
SinflDel Mar
EMI EM29 1154 3 (2LPs) ( 2MCs: EM29 1154 5)
Reissues from 1982, '83
This double reissue brings some of Stanford's
better known works back into the catalogue in
less than successful recordings when much of
this under- rated composer's music still remains
unknown. Benjamin Luzon was asuperb choice
for the two sea-song cycles, for his characterisation is easy and musically pleasing, and his
diction exemplary. The choir has much to live up
to and by comparison is less good, if equally
hearty, but it is so poorly recorded that a
separate sheet of words is an unprovided
necessity. The orchestra fares as badly behind
the too-closely recorded Luzon, who as captain
of the ship must feel he is listening to his crew
through the wrong end of his telescope [ 1.
Songs of the Fleet is slightly better balanced,
with the introduction of women's voices, but
'the queer things that only come to sailor men'
must still be said to include an undeserved
poverty of recording. The Irish Symphony is
happily much better served. The recut has lost
some of the impact of the original but that in no
way diminishes the mostly fine playing of the
Bournemouth Sinfonietta under the ever-watchful eye of Norman Del Mar. IC:11*/21 Songs,
LA/B:1 Irish Symphony.
Barbara Jahn
TCHA1KOVSKY: Symphony 6 ' Pathétique'
NYPOIBernstein
DG 419 604-2 (
58m 31s) digital ( LP: 419 604-1,
MC: 419 604-4)
DG have had a fair share of memorable, even
great Pathétiques: Fricsay, the two Mravinsky's,
three Karajan's. Maybe there is room for the
perverse. At the end of the session Bernstein
said of their finale ' It is as far out as you can go,
and still come back' — a remark which might
apply to his reading of ( i), although even that
takes two minutes more than Haitink's very long
and atypical timing. But Bernstein's ( iv) suffers
from chronic Reaganitis. Timings for Tchaikovsky's finale span from under 10m ( Abbado,
Furtwângler, Masur, Mravinsky, Karajan), via
Stokowski's 10m 22s, to the extreme Ashkenazy
and Haitink versions at around 11m 20s. Bernstein takes over seventeen minutes here. Now,
Lenny doesn't need the cue cards, but his adding
5m 36s to the scrappy but intermittently exciting

Pathétique he recorded with the NYP for CBS.
in 1964. is just wilful: the music can't stand it
and, usually willing to be led by the hand by this
conductor. Ifelt loath to stay the duration. My
mind began to fill with irrele' vant analogies, of
old bangers grinding uphill. of turntables winding up to speed. . . It is worth persevering.
because the coda after the tam-tam — NY brass
there nobly voiced — it just conceivably workable, if hardly an Andante giusto.
The grossly exaggerated opening movement
does contain many eloquent details, and the
sunlit strings' resolution. ' con dolcezza', at the
Andante come prima, after the big main climax
and descent into the dark abyss. is genuinely
revelatory. The orchestral playing is largely
superb. the wind principals transformed since
Bernstein's own tenure, and in ( i) the Allegro
vivo springing from the clarinet drop to pppppp
is grippingly taut. The march-scherzo is rather
pompous, the second movement plump and
awkward. The dry Avery Fisher Hall sound.
claustrophobic. is far inferior to the new Teldec
Sixth recording ( review next month]. and
Masur's account of ( ii) is more ' singing' and
balletic. The LP sound is grainier, and appears
more reverberant to me. [
B:!!![
Christopher Kreunig

TCHAIKON,SKN: 1812 () errture
Romeo &
Juliet L3 Nutcracker Suite
CSO/Soiti
Decca 417 400-2 (
58m 40s) digital ( LP: 417
400-1, MC: 417 400-4)
It stands to reason really. The 1812 has been
straining at the leash for aSolti recording. Here
it is — high on military bluster, tough and
impetuous in the bristling string fugati ( the
string texture thrillingly immediate), gaudy in
triumph ( good bells and cannons). In a word:
terrific. Romeo and Juliet swells impressively
from love's first flush ( wonderful bloom to the
introductory basses), through family feud to
needless tragedy and that most sombre of
funeral orations. Passions run high: a searing
first trumpet give memorable vent to anguish in
the clinching allegro. This is good and impulsive
—strongly drawn. Nutcracker is predictable. I'm
afraid: immaculate but singularly graceless.
Rather poker-faced. stiff in the joints. It serves,
but I don't know where the magic went.
[A/A*:1:3]
Edward Seckerson
TCHAIKOVSKY: Serenade melancolique
ValseScherzo 1:1 Souvenir d'un lieu cher/GLAZUNOV: Grand Waltz from ' Raymonda'/PROKOFIEV: Cinq Melodies/RACHMANINOV:
Romance/STRAVINSKY: Mavra — Parash's
Song D Petrushka — Russian Dance
Lydia Mordkovitch ( v1n)1Marina Gusak-Grin
(pno)
Chandos CHAN 8500 (
62m 27s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1210, MC: ABTD 1210)
I'm worn out. Miss Mordkovitch is aformidable
practitioner, a vigorous exponent of the
unashamedly up- front Slav delivery — bags of
vibrato and a chesty G-string sound to widen
eyes in genteel circles. Fine. But when recorded
by Chandos in such away as to take one by the
throat and demand submission — Isubmit! Of
course, she spins some sultry melancholic lines —
the Grand Waltz from Glazunov's Raymonda
fares well, Rachmaninov's Romance simmers
nicely, and the Russian Dance from Petrushka is
earthy with a capital E — but charm and
understatement play no part in Mordkovitch's
musical thinking. One longs for areal pianissimo
contrast ( again, perhaps Chandos should shoulder some of the blame for the fiercely outsize
image), some wit, some grace, aphrase that isn't
forced or over- projected. The latter half of
Tchaikovsky's ValseScherzo is horribly overwrought ( and none too well tuned); sforzando
chording and passage-work under pressure — the
Souvenir d'un lieu cher scherzo, for instance —
generally give rise to coarse, ugly noises. As I
say, I'm worn out. [
B/C:2/3] Edward Seckerson
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WALTON: Belshazzar's Feast 0 Overture
Portsmouth Point D Scapino I=1 Improvisations
on an Impromptu of Benjamin Britten
John Shirley- Quirk (bar)I LSO & ChIPrevin
EMI CDC /47 6242 (
CD, 68m 10s) digital
Reissues from 1972, ' 74

VERDI: Macbeth
NuccilVerrettl Ramey, LuchettilCh & Orch di
BolognalChaillv
Decca 417 525-1 (
2LPs) ( 2CDs: 417 525-2,
2MCs: 417 525-4)
Latest in the row of claimants to Macbeth's
crowded throne — and it remained to Decca to
field a competitive rival — Chailly's squeezes in
by virtue of its intriguingly paired protagonists.
Nucci's spineless schemer, reluctant to flare for
the few signs of the Thane's overweening
ambition, is clay in his lady's hands. He has a
fine line in strangulated whisperings, though
Milnes on EMI remains exemplary in showing
how it can be done with vocal control; and here
there's not enough vocal steadiness till the
second confrontation with the witches, stirring
his embattled spirits to the fray. Even then he
throws away his life without much of agesture.
Not so his spouse: Verrett, if she has to tackle
runs and top notes with greater care than she did
under Abbado, keeps a firm hold on her
emotions — which is not to deny that she covers
the full range of expression required. This time
'Or tutti sorgete' is even more finely nuanced.
capturing the half-trepid, half- intoxicated
invocation of dark forces arrestingly.
For all their conscientous phrasing, though,
dark drama is missing. To hear the one moment
where tension really flows, the invocation of the
spirits, is to realize its absence elsewhere. The
Bologna orchestra fails to throw Chailly's brisk
tempi into relief, and correspondingly he hardly
seems to ask for crisp articulation. Ramey's
Banquo is a typical contribution to a studio
performance: impressively phrased in broad
arches, but adding little to the fast-moving
action. The church acoustic, too, blunts the
impact. This is, incidentally, the second tworecord Macbeth, but unlike the Muti — recently
remastered — it omits the ballet music. [
It 1/31
David Nice
VERDI: Oberto
Dimitrova (sop)IBaldini (m-sop)IBergonzi (ten)!
Panerai (bas)/ Bavarian Rad Ch/Munich ROI
Garde/Ii
Orfeo C 105 842 (
2CDs, 120m 56s)
Reissue from 1983
This is avery good performance of Verdi's first
opera. The composer's characteristic features
are surprisingly clear and complete, if not so
well focused as Nabucco would make them. The
recording is good, but the CD reissue exposes it
as flat in perspective and dull in acoustic. The
dry recording helps verbal clarity, but lacks
realism and lustre. [
B:1]
Benedict Sarnaker

Me:
VERDI: Otello
ScottolDomingolMilneslAmbrosian Ch/Nat PO,
Levine
RCA RD8295 I (
2CDs. 134m I8s) ( 2LPs:
GL82951, 2MCs: GK82951)
Reissue from 1978
For all the merits of the new Domingo Otello
(EMI), Levine's version from 1978 sweeps at
least this listener along with a momentum, a
theatricality and a refined sense of orchestral
nuance which I find lamentably absent from
Maazel's conducting. Levine may be the less
'interesting' musician, but he sounds the more
idiomatic Verdian, indebted to Toscanini, no
doubt, but to my taste far preferable in this work
to the awkward Turtânglerisms' of his compatriot.
Unquestionably, Domingo's Otello has
deepened as a character portrait on the recent
recording, but %kith that deepening has come a
regrettable loosening of the vocal fibres. In the
last analysis, readers will have to decide whether
the central portrait is more important to the
work than the whole. If so, then EMI it has to
be. If not, RCA wins hands down, especially in
respect of Renata Scotto's heart-rending, vibrant and memorably phrased Desdemona. Just
compare that glorious phase in the Act III duet,
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after she has witnessed her husband's complete
emotional breakdown: ' E son io l'innocente
cagion do tanto pianto' ( Am I the innocent
cause Of so many tears?) with the imperturbable
Ricciarelli. Scotto, in a last-ditch attempt to
understand the catastrophe unfolding in front of
her, musters all her vocal and emotional
resources. The younger soprano sounds overwhelmed.
Milnes may not be the subtlest, most insidious
of lagos, but by the side of EMI's Diaz he
sounds like Gobbi. Bacquier and Valdengo
rolled into one. The sound, too, is only fair but
preferable to the original LPs and to the new
EMI. [ The remastered LP set is mid-pricedI
113/C:1/11
Hugh Canning

e4ze,-gatem
VERDI: Rigoletto
Callas/di StefanolGobbil La Scala Orch & Chi
Serafin
EMI CDS 747 4698 (
2CDs, 117m 53s)
Reissue from 1956
Forget Giulini, forget Sutherland/Bonynge,. and
certainly the overpraised Sinopoli: this is the
recording which tells you more about the special
character of Verdi's first undisputed masterpiece
than any other. It helps, of course, to have in
Serafin aconductor who instinctively propels the
drama with tempi that seem absolutely right:
there is asense of portentousness in the glowering prelude which hints at dark deeds in store.
and also he understands the superficial levity
which is the reverse side of Rigoletto's Janusmask.
This famous Scala set remains a collector's
item, though, for its wonderful cast: where else
on record is there a jester who conveys the
Shakespearean dimension of Rigoletto's character ( the feature which drew Verdi to Hugo's
melodrama) as Gobbi so potently does? The
voice, rarely even, in the Bruson manner, drips
with irony and sardonic, mordant wit, yet he
suggests all the pathos of the wounded father
purely with vocal colouring. It is the kind of
performance you don't need to see. but can
visualise perfectly. The same goes for Callas,
even though Gilda was nos part of her active
repertory — she sang it in Mexico before she
became a star — and her basic vocal timbre
hardly suggests the Ingenue. Yet how fascinating
she makes the innocent creature. almost Mélisande-like in her vulnerability, as growing
awareness of the reality of the world transforms
her into atragic heroine. The trio in the Storm
scene sends shivers down the spine!
And finally there is di Stefano, hardly the
most elegant of Dukes, but, oh, what acharmer:
the irony of ' La donna émobile' is certainly not
lost on him. All three principals have that
rapidly dying quality of vocal ' face': instantly
recognisable yet quite peculiar to the role they
are singing at the time.
No-one will huy this set on CD for the sound
quality, which is typical of the period and
location. Those who do will be irritated by the
cuts — shame on Serafin! — but they will be
rewarded by an irreplaceable performance. If
you already have aRigoletto on CD — there are
already four others — sell it and get this one!
[C:11
Hugh Canning

It is fifteen years since this fine and much loved
performance of Belshazzar's Feast was first
recorded. Its CD reissue has aslightly brighter
edge and a more clearly defined image. helped
more than a little by the quiet ' surfaces' of this
medium. Previn and the LSO proved long ago
how brilliantly they interpret Walton's music,
but Ifeel the strength of this performance lies in
the power and total commitment of the LSO
Chorus, which sounds so well rehearsed and is
attentive to every subtle nuance of dynamic and
tempo change. Their excellent diction and John
Shirley- Quirk's characterful contribution are
well captured by the recording, hut the orchestra
suffers much clogging in the loudest, thickerscored sections. Along with the introspective
Improvisations we have the bonus of Portsmouth
Point and Scapino (
from ASD 2990), and how
impressive these flashing. Technicolor pieces
sound in Previn's hands. The crisp, sparkling
playing of the LSO has alittle more clarity here.
with arresting percussive detail. IA/B:1*/1 I
Barbara Jahn

T HE

ORGAN

GREAT EUROPEAN ORGANS ( No.1)
Works by Hindemith, Karg-Elert, Liszt, Mendelssohn, Mozart & Reger
Stephen Cleobury (org)
Priory PRCD 185 (
CD, 59m 21s)
Those who enjoyed the old EMI ' Great Cathedral Organ' series will be glad to hear that Priory
are doing something similar, but are not confining themselves to English Cathedrals. They
open the series with the familiar Harrison at
King's College Cambridge, which so many folk
hear every Christmas. The programme is wellchosen and wide-ranging, avoiding too many old
warhorses and showing off the main features of
the instrument very capably. Stephen Cleobury
provides apolished performance, sailing cleanly
through Reger's often thickly blackened pages.
As expected, the recording quality is superb.
The balance has obviously been chosen with
great care, the sound is full and very atmospheric, and the stereo stage is equally realistic.
All the necessary pedal extension and dynamic
range are provided. Although aural memory
falls far short of A/B comparisons, this recording
has adistinct ring of truth about it. If anybody
out there still uses a Hafler system, it will add
that little extra to this disc. This is a very
recommendable start to what should be a
popular series. A*: II
Trevor Attewell
ORGAN HEROIQUE
Works by Bonnet, Brewer, Edmundson, Elgar,
Gigout, Greenhill, Lemare, Murrill & Whitlock
Malcolm Archer (org)
Priory PR182 LP digital
THE CONCERT ORGAN OF HUDDERSFIELD POLYTECHNIC
Works by Anon, Bach, Daquin, Drayton, Stanley
& Vierne
Jonathan Bielby (org)
Priory PRI87 LP digital
A FEAST OF ORGAN EXUBERANCE
BERVEILLER: Suite 0 Cadence/LEIDEL: Toccata Delectatione/SWAYNE: Riff-raff
Kevin Bowyer (org)
Priory PR188 LP digital
A common feature in all three recordings is the
excellent recording standard, which is a Priory
hallmark. They understand what is required in
an organ recording, and use purist techniques to
provide it. In particular. the balance is well
judged. so that the instrument is heard in the
surroundings for which it was ( or should have
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CLASSICAL
been!) voiced. The image width is believable,
the dynamic and bass frequency ranges are
preserved as far as possible on LP, and the
sound is transparent. These factors ensure a
sense of realism that is sadly lacking in many
commercial recordings.
PR182 features the 1907 Walker organ of
Bristol Cathedral, which is of considerable
historic interest, not least for some pipes by
Renatus Harris ( c. 1685). As the title hints, the
disc contains mostly popular items, but there are
acouple of little known ones. The performances
are well-turned in all respects. [
A:II
Huddersfield Polytechnic has an organ built
by Wood of Huddersfield in 1977, based on the
Werkprincip, in which each section of the
instrument is avisually identifiable whole. It has
afine sound, and is unexpectedly convincing in
French music. Jonathan Bielby demonstrates its
versatility in awell-chosen programme covering
the 14th-20th centuries, the latter represented
by Drayton's Advent Dances, commissioned for
the inauguration of this organ, and good listening. Very recommendable. [
A*:1]
`Exuberance' is the word for PR188, which
features the 1969 Walker in Blackburn Cathedral — another magnificent instrument. The works
are all modern. Leidel's Toccata Delectatione is
an exciting combination of classical, jazz and
pop forms which needs plenty of loudspeaker
headroom to do it real justice, and Swayne ( with
whom Kevin Bowyer studied Riff-raff) transposes visual imagery into sound. Berveiller's
Suite is another ' first' for the catalogue, and
makes splendid listening. Kevin Bowyer's performance is, quite simply, brilliant. Do give this
disc aspin! [
A*:11
Trevor Attewell

irirrirLECTIONS
SOLOISTS OF AUSTRALIA IN CONCERT
(Vol. 1) — HAYDN: Violin Concerto in C
/MENDELSSOHN: Octet/VIVALDI: Concerto
In b for 4 violins, Op.3: 10
Sol Australia/Thomas
Chandos CHAN 8488 (
60m 47s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1198, MC: ABTD 1198)
The disappointment Ifelt with the LP (p109,
March) was due to lack of dynamic contrast,
coupled with — and in part probably caused by —
the forward placement and very resonant
recording. The CD is gentler in impact and
enhances enjoyment of fine accounts of anicely
chosen programme. [
A/B:1/2] Peter Branscombe
SOLOISTS OF AUSTRALIA IN CONCERT
(Vol.2) — BACH: Violin Concerto 2/MOZART:
Serenade 6ITIPPETT: Little Music for String
Orchestra/HOWARD: Sun and Steel/ELGAR:
Serenade in e
Various artists/Ronald Thomas
Chandos CHAN 8498 (
62m 55s) digital ( LP:
ABRD 1208, MC: ABTD 1208)
It is difficult to believe that for this disc the
Soloists of Australia comprise only seven violins
(one of whom is the director Ronald Thomas),
two violas, two cellos, one double bass, timpani
and aharpsichord, for their sound is so beefed
up by the acoustic of the recording venue, Perth
Concert Hall, that they seem much bigger.
Whilst this is reasonably acceptable for the late
19th- and 20th-century pieces on Side 2, it is
disagreeable in the Bach and Mozart, where the
naturally bright quality of the group's style is
subjugated. There is some fine playing here, as
in the well-produced astringent sounds of
Howard's Sun and Steel, the sensitive observation of dynamic gradations in the Tippett, and
the beautifully controlled and phrased Adagio in
the Bach E major, but Iwas less happy with the
strong accentuation on first and third beats in
the opening movement of the Mozart Serenade
and in the accompaniment of the corresponding
movement of the 'Elgar. Throughout the disc the
group responds diligently to the leadership of
Ronald nomas, who is a fine soloist in the
Bach, and plays with asensitivity that belies the
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peripatetic background of its constituent members. However, no degree of technical excellence could show its true colours through this
opaque recording set-up — though the CE) has a
cooler ambience, and suggests greater transparency. [
B/C:2]
Barbara Jahn
THE BAROQUE CONCERTO IN ENGLAND
Works by Boyce, Woodcock, anon
Neil Black (ob)IWilliam Bennett (fit)/Thames
CO/Dobson
CRD 3331 (
CD, 49m 31s)
Reissue from 1974
It is good to welcome back this fine analogue
recording in asparkling digital remastering. The
light, fresh quality of the sound, as well as its
cleanliness, will give pleasure each time the disc
is played. If the harpsichord tone is brittle, its
stylish contribution adds to the general feeling of
authenticity. Balance is convincing, unostentatious. And both music and performances are
unfailingly attractive. Neil Black and James
Brown are the neat soloists in an anonymous
Concerto Grosso in F ( once ascribed to
Handel); there are Concerto Grossi in E-minor
and B-minor by Boyce — music of weight as well
as charm. And Neil Black and William Bennett
provide just the right degree of virtuosity for the
pleasing, seldom-heard concertos by Robert
Woodcock: in E-flat for oboe, in D for flute.
IA:1]
Peter Branscombe
HILDEGARD BEHRENS — ' Premier Recital'
Songs by, Bach, Berg, Brahms, Elgar, Mozart,
Schubert, Schumann, R Strauss, Zumsteeg
Hildegard Behrens (sop)/David Syrtis (pno)
EMI CDC 747 5512 (CD, 71m 22s) digital
Having been totally won over by her DG disc of
Liszt ( March '87, p98) Iwas impatient to sample
the delights of Hildegard Behrens' EMI song
recital received just a month later. Here she
performs sixteen individual items plus Schumann's Frauenliebe und Leben in aprogramme
over 70m long. Berg rubs shoulders with Bach,
Mozart, and even Elgar ( in his setting of
Tennyson's Queen Mary's Song) in what
amounts to aplethora of miniature masterpieces
that, averaging only about three minutes each,
have no time to establish their own identity and
are undercharacterised by both singer and
pianist alike. It is true that there is a hint of
breathless adoration in ' Er, der Herrlichste von
allen and ' Du Ring an meinem Finger' from the
Schumann cycle, but it is difficult to remain
enraptured by the beauty of Schumann's
disquietingly moving setting when the pianist
seems frustratingly prosaic throughout, and
there are sparrows twittering in the background!
A smattering of poorly tuned notes in a few
songs, and amost uncomfortable low- D at the
end of Schubert's ' Der Tod und das Mádchen'
bring further disappointment, and the recording
does nothing to lessen the blow. Hildegard
Behrens is placed so unpleasantly close to the
microphone that every intake of breath becomes
agasp. With what seem to be two nasty edits in
Song 5 of the cycle and an abrupt loss of
ambience after this and every item, this release
must be considered something of an anticlimax.
[C:2/3]
Barbara Jahn
THE CASTLE OF FAIR WELCOME
Works by Binchois, Regis, Morton, Frye
Gothic Voices/Page
Hyperion CDA 66194 (
47m 02s) ( LP: A66194,
MC: KA66194)
Reviewed in vinyl form along with its companion record 'The Garden of Sephirus' in the
January issue ( p119), the CD needs adelicate
touch with the volume control, so as to avoid the
vocal group looming over you in a distinctly
threatening way. Even then, the over-reverberance still causes difficulties not encountered on
the LP and in these long-breathed, languorous
pieces becomes tiring. [
B:1/21
Roger Bowen

CHANDOS ON CD
BAX: String Quartet 1L Piano Quarto
Harp
Quintet
John McCabe (pno)ISkaila Kanga (hrp)IEng Qt
CHAN 8391 (
53m 04s) digital
Reissues from 1984, '85
BAX: Rhapsodic Balad/BRIDGE: Cello Sonata/
DELIUS: Cello Sonata/WALTON: Passacaglia
for solo cello
Raphael Wallfisch (vlc)IPeter Wallfisch (pno)
CHAN 8499 ( 51m 43s) digital (
LP: ABRD 1209,
MC: ABTD 1209)
BRIDGE: Suite for String Orchestra/IRELAND:
A Downland Suite El The Holy Boy D Elegaic
Meditation
ECOIGarforth
CHAN 8390 (
47m 04s) digital
Reissues from 1984, ' 85
ELGAR: Starlight Express D King Arthur Suite
Cynthia Glover (sop)/John Lawrenson (bar),
Bournemouth SinflHurst
CHAN 8428 (
49m 27s)
Reissues from 1973, '81
ELGAR: Pomp & Circumstance Marches CI
Cockaigne Overture D Crown of India Suite
SNOIGibson
CHAN 8429 (
59m 06s)
Reissues from 1978, '84
ELGAR: Coronation Ode El Spirit of England
Teresa Cahill (sop)/Anne Collins (con)/Anthony
Rolfe Johnson (ten)IGwynne Howell (bass)/
SNOIGibson
CHAN 8430 (
66m 50s)
Reissues from 1977, '84
ELGAR: Sursum Corda CI Sospiri D Minuet
from ' Beau Brummel' CI Burlesco from ' The
Spanish Lady' III Adieu/VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Overture 'The Poisoned Kiss CI Hymntune Preludes 1 & 20 The Running Set III Sea
Songs — Quick March
Bournemouth SinflHurst
CHAN 8432 (
48m 15s)
Reissues from 1975, '82
MOERAN: String Quartet in a III Sonata for
violin & piano
Donald Scotts (vIn)IJohn Talbot (pno)/Melbourne Qt
CHAN 8465 (
40m 02s)
Reissue from 1982
This batch of Chandos CD transfers gets off to a
good start with aBax chamber music collection.
There is generally little to choose here between
this and the LP ( ABRD 1113), but in the Piano
Quartet the piano sounds less awash and the
strings have a spot more edge: a welcome
improvement that merits an unqualified rating.
[B:1] The fine Wallfisch recital of English
chamber music still maintains a good sound
despite some reduced clarity when compared
with the LP ( Apr '87, p95). [
A/11:1*/1/3]
The warm, well thought-out performances of
string orchestra works by Bridge and Ireland
have lost alittle of their immediacy and sparkle
in transfer to CD, but nevertheless the ample,
detailed sound of the LP ( reviewed AK, Mar
'85) is still well sustained in awelcome coupling.
[A/B:111
The 1973 Starlight Express benefits from
digital clarity and image definition, but some
may find it too closely recorded, particularly if
the banal text is an embarrassment! The soloists
are committed though, and receive congenial
support from the Bournemouth Sinfonietta,
equally good in the musically less interesting
King Arthur Suite. [A:I/21
By contrast, in the P & C Marches etc the
SNO sound idiomatic but somewhat matter of
fact and prosaic, producing plenty of dynamic
contrast but little dramatic thrust. Brass and
percussion sparkle in this obvious remastering
and stereo spread is again excellent. [
A:2]
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"A masterly presentation of many kinds of church
music with clarity and confident expertise well
to the fore . . . Technically excellent"
Gordon Reynolds - GRAMOPHONE - March 1987
Vaughan Williams
Stanford
Monteverdi
Brttten
Purcell
Taverner
Bainton
Harvey

0 clap your hands
Magnificat & Nunc
dimittis in G
Beatus vir a 6
Missa brevis
0 sing unto the Lord
Mater Christi
And Isaw a new heaven
Ilove the Lord
Playing time 61 minutes

PROU DSOUND RECORDS 61 May Road Oxford OX4 1LB

and
(2) You write to the Publisher of Hi Fi News & Record Review
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annum for any one advertiser so affected and up to £ 10,000 per
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we do not guarantee to do this in view of the need to set some limit to
this commitment and to learn quickly of readers' difficulties.
This guarantee covers only advance payment sent in direct response
to an advertisment in this magazine ( not, for example, payment
made in response to catalogues etc, received as a result of
3nswering such advertisements). Classified advertisements are
excluded.
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It seems these days that many of us Audiophiles have become so
preoccupied with the minutiae of sound reproduction that we
haven't even noticed that it doesn't sound like music anymore. We
marvel at the sound stage presentation, lose our continence over the
detail, and climax over our systems ability to rattle the lighting
fixtures and scramble our otoliths. But ask your average
audiophile if his super system reproduces instrumental
sounds realistically and he'll give you ablank stare, or
worse, tell you that it must because it's so accurate.
What makes it accurate? Well, listen to that
spaciousness, that detail, that seismic bass! How can
you doubt?! (How realistic is it? Whaddya mean how
realistic? What's that got to do with anything?)
Somewhere along the line we lost track of what Audio is
all about: The Reproduction of Music. J. Gordon Holt,
Stereophile.Vol.8 No.7 December 1985.
Stereophile, The oldest ' Underground Audiophile Magazine
currently being published in the United States, is available
1E4.951 from Moth Group. 47 Armstrong Close, Wilstead,
Bedford MK45 3E1.10234 7411521, and from selected HiFi
stores throughout the UK. Stereophile is published monthly
(except lan:Aprilluly:Octl. Please write for subscription details.
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ADD Has served the Coronation Ode less
well, for distance and reverberation combine to
constrict inner orchestral textures, particularly
when backing the quartet of soloists. The
inspired, deeply patriotic playing and singing of
all involved deserve better, and although Spirit
of England is slightly better balanced with a
touch more clarity, the sound is still tiring to
listen through. [
B/C:1*/1]
The fine selection of pieces by Elgar and VW
in spirited performances (especially in the latter)
suffer from inconsistent imaging, and the
warmth and reverberation of the venue dull the
bright edge of the sound, most particularly in the
Burlesco. Sadly, the wonderful calm created for
VW's Eventide is marred by an extraneous
noise, and Dominus Regit Me by the breathy
flute. [
B/C:1*/21
To end with, the two good performances of
Moeran chamber works ( the Quartet given that
little extra something) have the stridency and
edge of LP compounded on CD in a way
inappropriate even to the Sonata. Rating qualified to [
B/C:1/2]
Doug Hammond
AUGUSTIN DUMAY
CHAUSSON: Poème/BERLIOZ: Rêverie & Caprice/MASSENET: Méditation de Thaïs/SAINTSAÉNS,: Prélude du déluge/LALO: Intermezzo/
FAURE: Berceuse/RAVEL: Tzigane
Augustin Dumay ( vIn)1Monte Carlo P0/Rosenthal
EMI CDC 747 5442 (
56m 24s) digital (LP: EG27
0293 I, MC: EG27 0293 4)
Ithought it a pity that on LP (Jan '87, p119)
these fine performances by Dumay/Monte-Carlo
Phil were subjected to such a clogged and
over-warm reconance, and now find that CD has
effected no improvement. With dramatic loss of
ambience at the end of each track and the
opportunity to lengthen the unnecessarily short
breathing space between them wasted here,
these sensitive interpretations have still not been
given the cleaned- up sound they deserve. [
B/
C:11
Barbara Jahn
EIGHTEENTH-CENTURY BEL CANTO
Arias by Giordani, Vivaldi, Paisiello, Heinichen,
Handel, Gluck, Pergolesi, Mozart, Purcell
Elly Ameling (sop)IGewandhauslMasur
Philips 412 233-2 (
52m 34s) ( LP: 412 233-1, MC:
412 233-4)
The ten arias here cover awide range of operatic
styles, from Purcell's ' When 1am laid in earth'
(not actually 18th-century), the high baroque of
the two Handel arias from Giulio Cesare and
Heinichen's splendid ' Mille belve dalle salve'
from Diana soll'Elba with its invigorating three
horn obbligato led by Hermann Baumann,
through the transitional Vivaldi — the ' horror'
aria ' Armatae face' from Judithe triumphans —
and Pergolesi's 'Tre giorni son che Nina', to
Gluck, Mozart's ' Non temer' K490, with Christian Funke playing the violin solo, and finally
Paisiello's ' Nel cor piu', full of Rossinian
roulades and headed directly towards Donizetti.
It is a severe trial in which Ameling succeeds
admirably, though her pronunciation occasionally seems wayward. but Vivaldi's passionate outburst certainly tests her breath control.
Masur is sensitive, rhythmically alert, and the
orchestra, scaled down to the demands of the
music, is excellent. The recording balance tends
to favour the strings, which, in Gluck's throbbing aria, are exciting. Ameling is fairly closely
positioned, but not enough to catch any
extraneous sound. [
A:11
Kenneth Dommett
ENGLISH MUSIC OF THE 18TH CENTURY
Works by Avison, Arne, Handel, Stanley
London Baroque
Saydisc CD-SAR 14 (
CD, 50m 42s)
This was recorded at the 18th-century mansion
house at Finchcocks Kent, and it is apposite
that, with its very fine collection of keyboard
IliFi
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instruments ( very manyi in aplayable condition)
we are given amongst other works the Avison
Sonata for harpsichord, two violins and 'cello of
1756, asolo keyboard Sonata by Arne, and the
Stanley Harpsichord Concerto Op.10:4. It is
perhaps a pity that only the rich, but clearvoiced Kirckmann instrument from the collection is used. Playing is considered, stylish and
clean throughout the instrumental group, and in
particular John Toll as harpsichordist and Ingrid
Seifert ( yin) grasp the combination of intimacy
of the expression and the occasional grandiloquence of the gesture.
It is a very lively acoustic and I question
whether it is appropriate for either the music or
the group ( the image and reverberance on the
'Oboe Collection' is very different). The setting
is quite close and there is atendency for the bass
to ' boom' and overshadow the melody lines.
[B:11
Roger Bowen
AN 18TH-CENTURY HORN FESTIVAL
Works by Telemann, Joseph Haydn, Fürster
Adam Friedrich (hrn)IFranz Liszt CO/Rolla
Hungaroton HCD 128022 (
CD, 58m 32s)
This is all entertaining stuff, in an outdoor sort
of way, but those searching for ' in period'
performances would best look elswhere. True,
the Telemann is double-dotted and you can hear
the harpsichord tinkling away, but it is all very
solid, with lush string tone and smooth articulation. Impressively assured horn playing though,
from Friedrich in the Concerto by FOrster ( a
contemporary of JSB), and some nice duetting
from him and Albert Brunner in both Telemann
works, the Suite in F and the E- flat Concerto for
two horns. And the Haydn Cassation in D is a
delight. The recording can best be thought of as
verging on the tubby — rather thick-toned in the
middle and bass, with aslimmer shading on the
upper frequencies, added to by the distinctly
middle-distance feel. [ B/C:21
Roger Bowen
THE SYMPHONY IN EUROPE, 1785
Symphonies by Boccherini, Van Maldere,
Schwindl & Wesley
ECCOIFaerber
Hyperion CDA 66156 (
CD, 54m 42s)
Details of the content were given in the LP
review ( Oct ' 85 p127) in which both performances and recording were praised. The advent of
the CD serves to reinforce the impression of
excellent balance, clean and detailed sound, and
the comfortable reverberation of St James'.
Clerkenwell. [
A: 11
Kenneth Dommett
THREE, FOUR & TWENTY LUTES
Works by Terzi, Pacoloni, Johnson, de Rore etc
Jacob Lindberg, Nigel North, Robert Meunier,
Paul O'Dette et al
BIS CD-341 (
CD, 52m 37s)
The project of bringing together twenty lutenists
at Boxgrove Priory Chichester, to record these
16th and 17th-century works was an ambitious
one, and I suppose that there was always a
lurking danger that, like Conference Proceedings published by learned societies, the issue
would turn out to be amere record of an event:
pleasant for those involved, but not necessarily
so for the rest of us. That, Iam happy to say, has
not turned out to be the case.
Not all twenty of them play all of the time, but
the players named above take centre stage, in
various combinations, for most of the time. And
very fine it is too with marvellously precise
playing and keenly judged changes of
instrumental scoring and timbres from band to
band. There are also some vocal pieces to add
further variety. The arrangements of the Three
Masque Dances of Robert Johnson are in fact
the only pieces to use all twenty players, and
here the recording did much to counteract the
impact I expected. The previous tracks had
pulled the three or four soloists in close, with
beautifully sharp focus and pin-point placing.

There was' scarcely any increase in volume by
adding another sixteen instruments, and with
the production team's obvious concern to mie
the upper melody line players quite closely, the
net result was to increase one's awareness of a
background ' thrumming', but little else. The
recording of the other tracks more than made up
though. [
A/C:1*/1 1
Roger Bowen
FRENCH PIANO MUSIC FOR FOUR HANDS
Works by Bizet, Caplet, Fauré, Milhaud. Ravel,
etc
Philippe Corre, Edouard Exerjean (pno duet)
Chant du Monde LDC 78 849/50 (
2LPs) (2CDs:
LDC 278 849/50, 2MCs: K 478 849/50)
This delightful set, as the insert says, is an
affectionate journey through the ' magic garden'
of French music for piano duet. All the pieces
are worked around the theme of childhood —
from the obvious Jeux d'Enfants by Bizet,
Ravel's Ma Mère L'Oye, Fauré sDolly Suite, to
Dandelot's En Vacances, Enfantines by Milhaud
and Un Tas de Petites Choses by André Caplet
(who completed the orchestration of Debussy's
Le Martyre de Saint-Sebastien), who humorously
inscribed his five pieces ' For good children.
Philippe Corre and Edouard Exerjean play
these pieces with great delicacy, poise, and
obvious enjoyment ( they remind me in approach
of the duo of Werner Haas and Noel Lee) and
they neither attempt to over-burden the music
nor to throw it off as without musical interest.
The recording emphasises the intimate, gentle
nature of much of the music too. The piano is
well placed and nicely balanced, and the very
mellow sound makes for easy listening — perhaps
too weighted though towards the middle frequencies, and so losing brightness from upper
registers. [
A:11
Roger Bowen
BENNY GOODMAN COLLECTOR'S
EDITION
BARTOK: Contrasts/BERNSTEIN: Prelude,
Fugue & Riffs/COPLAND: Clarinet Concerto/
STRAVINSKY: Ebony Concerto
Benny Goodman (c11)/Joseph Szigeti ( vIn)1Bela
Bartok (pno)IColumbia Jazz Combo/Columbia
SOICoprandIBernstein
CBS M42227 part (€3) ( CD: MK42227, MC:
MT42227)
Reissues from 1940, '66
The first three items were coupled with Derivations by Morton Gould (still referred to in the
notes) when the record first appeared, but not
on its reissue in 1978. This time the material has
been digitalised and cleaned up. The balances
are eccentric though; in both pieces with the
Jazz Combo ( ugh!) the sound outflanks you,
leaving Goodman somewhere near the centre.
The concerto is much better, and the performance is authoritative; Goodman is completely at
home, whereas by all accounts he had difficulty
coming to terms with Bartok. Szigeti is much
more comfortable, but Goodman tackles the
unfamiliar idiom bravely enough, and despite
the hiss of the 78rpm dubbing ( in these days
surely this could have been improved upon?)
this remains a valuable historical document.
1B/C/H:1]
Kenneth Dommett
THE CLASSICAL JAMES GALWAY
JS BACH: Concerto in a D Trio Sonata 3 in
G/CPE BACH: Sonata in a/FIELD: Nocturne 5
in B1,/HANDEL: ' Arrival of the Queen of
Sheba'/MOZART: Andante in C/SCHUBERT:
Serenade/TELEMANN: Concerto in G/
VIVALDI: Il Gardellino
James Galway (flt)IKyung-Wha Chung ( vIn)1
Philip Moll (hpd)IZagreb Soloists/Various orchs
and conductors/Galway
RCA RD 87011 (
CD, 68m 25s)
All is light and energy in this CD. Tempi are fast
and the accent is on the charm and optimism of
classicism rather than its grace and poise.
Galway stamps his personality on both perform105
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CLASSICAL
ance and conducting. His playing is seen at its
best in the CPE Bach, soaring in high spirits, the
very essence of gaiety and lightness, the flute a
bird in spring. Conversely, his conducting is at
its worst in The Queen of Sheba which speeds
apace and lacks the right sense of classical
splendour. The blending of Kyung-Wha Chung's
violin and Galway's flute in the Trio Sonata is
pleasing, but the harpsichord is lost in the
generally wispy and thin sound of the CD.
Although the ambience is natural throughout.
the orchestras generally lack weight and
warmth, and individual instruments are difficult
to locate. The strings. including harpsichord,
have a bright disembodied quality and one is
aware of acertain graininess to the sound. Inote
that these selections have been digitally remastered and ' programmed'. I suspect that too
much tampering has degraded the quality.
IC:1*/II
Sue Hudson
HARMONIES DU SOIR
Virtuoso Romantic Cello Music by Françaix,
Fauré, Offenbach, Popper, Paganini, Sarasate
and Schubert
Werner Thomas lvlcPMunich CO/Hans Stadlmair
Orfeo S 131 851 LP digital ( MC: M 131 851)
A splendidly buoyant selection of music
extremely well played by Werner Thomas,
principal cellist with the Bavarian RSO. founder
and director of the Cologne Philharmonic Cellists. A slow, slightly mournful Moses Fantasy
with every harmonic and run in neat control.
Only in the Schubert fragment Die Biene does
Thomas sound over- rehearsed and unspontaneous. The Munich players and conductor are
obviously as keen to he involved in this showpiece judging by the unexpected first violin
interjections. The most interesting pieces are
those by Jean Françaix ( which would come as no
surprise to anyone who has heard his splendid
concerto for bass and orchestra). There is no
denying the humour and brilliance in Françaix'
writing when played as it is here.
Three fairly substantial Offenbach works provide the backbone for the recital; the disc
borrows its title from the shortest of these.
Offenbach, a cellist himself, composed for the
hauntingly ' human' voice of the instrument
rather than for virtuoso effect. Equally at home
in the mellifluous Wagner and Fauré pieces as
with the David Popper and Sarasate show-pieces
(the latter difficult enough on the violin) Thomas offers agood selection of music which, like
the best of French cuisine, can be digested at a
sitting, each course leaving you wanting more.
The recording ( aBavarian Radio co-production)
is richly atmospheric yet perfectly clear with
only alittle unwelcome predominance from the
soloist. IA: I* I
David Priikel
I MUSICI DE MONTRÉAL STRINGS
BARBER: Adagio/BARTOK: Divertimento/
PRÉVOST: Scherzo ( 1960)/STRAVINSKY:
Concerto in D
I Musici de Montréal/Turovsky
Chandos ABRO 1225 digital ( CD: CHAN 8515,
MC: ABTD 1225)
The unknown quantity here is the eclectic
Scherzo for Strings by André Prevost. Bartokian
in its striving, dissonant manner. glissando
effects, and ' nocturnal' or ' insectivorous' scurryings; then in the motor- rhythms Stravinsky is
echoed. ( In fact, there is a I2- note basis for the
work.) Ifind the introduction without appeal.
but into the mainstream of the piece and Iam
thirsting for another fresh hearing to follow. The
best item here, though, is the Barber Adagio, an
unusually slow reading, more deeply concentrated than Bernstein's on DG, more affecting
than Marriner's on Argo. Turovsky's group
retains the feel of the original scoring for
quartet, avoiding the coarsening effect of a big
string sound. They are good, too, at the dapper
Stravinsky finale, with its bustling undertow.
In the Bartok they remind me of the powerful
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD RE\ II 55
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at the end from afemale chorus. Neither work is
Barshai/Moscow Chamber Orchestra recording,
otherwise available, and both usefully extend
issued by Decca in 1962. Compared with the
unsurpassed Fricsay/DG ( still available as a our awareness of Grieg's range. Side 2 covers
more familiar ground with five popular songs
mono import LP). neither reading is quite
with orchestra, two from Peer Gynt, From
idiomatic — Marriner is surprisingly good at the
Monte Pincio, A Swan, The Last Spring, and the
Hungarian inflections and changes of rhythm —
far less familiar Henrik Wergeland. The singer is
and IMusici de Montréal are rattler too cautious
Anne Bolstad, asoprano with asweet, controlin articulating the finale's main theme. Like
led range. The conductor throughout is Per
Rolla ( Hungaroton), Turovsky opts for an
Dreier with the Norwegian Opera. A brightly
elephantine delivery of the first fugato; Donal.
recorded collection worth investigation for BergFricsay and Marriner suggest that the fast tempo
(jot if for nothing else. IA:1]. NKF 30056
yields the more elegant musical solution.
combines Grieg's two most extended piano
Incidentally, in the Molto Adagio Turovsky
compositions. the Sonata Op.7 and the Ballade
inclines to Barshai's long overall timing, where
Op.2-1. The pianist is Robert Riefling, an artist
the Hungarians are quicker ( though Fricsay
with agreat pedigree. Iam able only to compare
remains most impressive and intense of all).
his performances with those of Eva Knardahl on
Those fearing the now familiar St Madeleine
BIS. She is better recorded. though on balance
reverberation will confuse detail in this 20thcentury programme need not worry: this is a Riefling is, I think, more convincing in the
sprawling Ballade. Honours in the Sonata are
lively acoustic, but clarity is not impaired by it.
more even [
A/B:1].
An enjoyable disc — apart from the disappointAnother ' find', though a less dramatic or
ments in Bartok ( iii). [
A:1/2]
demanding one than Bergljot, is the single disc
Christopher Breunig
devoted to HALVORSEN: Fossegrimen and
Mascarade ( NKF 30029). This is another release
that has been around for some time but never
MUSIC FOR HOLY WEEK
reviewed. The Gramophone catalogue incorSchola Antigua
rectly attributes Mascarade (
the same play that
Oiseau Lyre 417 324-2 ( 61m 27s) digital ( LP: 417
Nielsen used for his opera) to Sinding. The
324-1, MC: 417 324-4)
extent of that misattribution can only be measured by comparing this deft, thoroughly enterThese early traditional chants of the Western
taining and distinctively Norwegian score with
Church exist in manuscripts which are of course
Sinding's Europeanised romanticism. Fossegriextremely difficult to put into contemporary
men Op.21 is asuite of five folk- inspired pieces
musical practice because of the very different
of which I, 3and 5feature the Hardanger fiddle.
musical notation; and debates rage as to whether
The soloist is Sigborn Bernhoft Osa. The
the notes in performance are given equal or
Norwegian Broadcasting Orchestra is conducted
unequal length. All pretty arcane, but it does
by Oivind Bergh. Despite its 1978 vintage this
make the chant sound so different and Schola
offers good sound and is to be highly recomAntigua ( four male singers) opt for the use of
mended. IA/B:
proportional rhythm which gives the music much
SVENDSEN, the most important Norwegian
more drive ( comparatively!). The singing avoids
composer after Grieg. is represented by four
a very polished sound and the recording sets
discs, three previously reviewed in HIN/RR.
them in quite close, so individual voices can be
Symphony 2 Op. 15 ( NKF 30009) is one of the
identified in the unison singing. Working in NY,
landmarks in 19th-century Norwegian symphoPeter Wadland and Stanley Goodall avoid the
nic writing, a ' big' work but not an undid long
very heavy reverberance one gets on many
one, rather lavishly spread over two full sides.
plain-chant recordings, presumably to emphaFjelsted conducts the Oslo PO in aperformance
sise the rhythmic nature of the performances.
that justifies its claims in a recording that still
The CD adds a touch more atmosphere, in
sounds well [
A:11. Less important but useful
addition to the usual sharpening of focus over
examples of Svendsen's general style are the
the LP sound. IA:11
Roger Bowen
Four Norwegian Rhapsodies ( NKF .
30006). All
use tunes familiar from Grieg. but Svendsen
often makes more telling use of them. Karsten
NORWEGIAN MUSIC ON NKF
Andersen has the measure of the music, but the
Bergen PO in the mid ' 70s was not the most
In combination with the Norwegian Cultural
polished of orchestras, nor was the sound of the
Council the Norwegian Cultural Fund has been
B:2]. Much the same may he
active over several years in putting on record a highest quality [
said of the collection which includes the Eestwide range of music from Norway's past. most of
polonaise Op.12. Zorahayda, Romeo & Juliet
it by composers known here by one or two
and the Norwegian Artists' Carnival ( NKF
popular. usually minor, works, and by others
30016). This, together with NKF 30028. which
totally unknown. The most recent LP batch is
contains several more small orchestral pieces,
typical and contains a few reissues, though the
Polonaise No.2, Two Iceland Melodies, Andante
majority are new to the domestic catalogue.
Three are devoted to the music of GRIEG.
funèbre and Svenden's two most popular pieces,
the Romance for violin (
soloist Ornulf Hansen)
NKF 30046 couples the Piano Concerto with the
and Carnival in Paris. offer an excellent crossless familiar Old Norwegian Romance Op.51.
section of the composer's work. They date from
This was released in 1981 and has been available
1976 and 1978 respectively. The first is again by
here for some time, but does not seem to have
Andersen. the second shared between Fjelsted
been offered for review previously. The pianist,
Jens Harald Bratlie. is atalented soloist, with an
and Ingebretsen conducting the Oslo PO.
Recording quality is generally acceptable. hut
affinity for the music, but he is in competition
with so many great pianists that one would
Fjelsted seems a bit restrained in the Romance
and Carnival, and there are more electric
hesitate to advance his claims, against Curzon
performances elsewhere on record. IB:1/21
for one. However, this is a performance of
The last of the batch is in some ways the most
character that perhaps ought to be measured
against its peers. Knardahl and Steen-Nockinteresting. Chronologically the earliest music in
leberg for instance. Marls% Jansons is the conthe series, WINTER-HJEI:M: Symphony 2 in h
and THOMAS TELLEFSEN: Piano Concerto in
ductor of the Oslo PO, and his performance of
g. Op.8 (
NKF 30058) is the latest to he recorded
the Romance variations is persuasive. Recording
quality acceptably clean and well balanced
(1984). Winter-Hjelm's symphony dates from
1862.
hut
Tellefsen's Concerto, composed under
[A/B:1/2]. NKF 30055 contains an interesting
the eye ( and influence) of Chopin dates from
cross-section of Grieg's vocal music with orchestra, though the first. Bergljot Op.42, is actually a 1848. and is the first large-scale Norwegian
composition to acknowledge its national heritmelodrama, declaimed with great intensity by
age. Both are individual, but remain within the
Rut Tellefsen, an actress who despite the
language harrier manages to carry the listener
German conventions of the time. Einar Henning
along irresistibly. One can see why this was one
Smebye is the nimble soloist in this virtuoso
of Grieg's most popular pieces. It shares Side 1 concerto, and Ingebretsen conducts a much
improved Bergen orchestra in a livelier than
with Forans sydens Kloster Op.20, sung by Toril
Carlsen ( sop) and Tone Kruse ( con), with help
usual acoustic. IA:II
Kenneth Dommett
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CARLOS PAITA ON CD
WAGNER: Tristan und Isolde — Prelude &
Liebestod E Overtures — Flying Dutchman Ell
Rienzi* CI Die Meistersinger
New Phill* Netherlands Rad POI Paita
Lodia LO-CD 770 (
50m 59s) ( John Goldsmith)
Reissues from 1969, ' 73.
ROSSINI: Overtures — Semiramide D William
Tell 0 Italian in Algiers D Cinderella 0 Barber
of Seville D Thieving Magpie
RPOI Paita
Lodia LO-CD 775 ( 55m 46s)
Reissue from 1976
MUSSORGSY (orch. Ravel): Pictures at an
Exhibition/BORODIN: In the Steppes of Central
Asia*/GLINKA: Overture — Ruslan &
Ludmilla*
Nat POI* Philharmonic SO/Paita
Lodia LO-CD 780 (
43m 40s) digital
Reissue from 1982
A one-time bandmaster in the Argentine Police,
and aprofessed disciple of Furtwângler, Carlos
Paita is acontroversial figure; Ihave heard one
off-the-record producer describe him as acomplete charlatan, whereas in Paris he has enjoyed
a big following. His first records were Decca
'Phase-4' productions; in 1981 he formed his
own company, Lodia ( now entering into other
areas of recorded music), and then his own
orchestra, the Philharmonic Symphony. Their
London debut in Bruckner 8was taken seriously
by the critics, and their Borodin Steppes is
perhaps the most musical item here. Reputedly,
he rides rough-shod over his engineers, and the
digital disc might just as well be called Phase-4
as well.
Pictures is marred by LF thumps, presumably
the conductor stamping on the rostrum, and this
gets very noticeable: ' Tuileries' Chicks in their
shells', ' Limoges Market' etc. In any case Paita
exaggerates the brutish aspects of these portraits, and the effect is very unremitting and
tiring. In the Glinka, Paita's hectic speed makes
even the headlong LSO/Solti sound sedate.
[B/C:1/3] [ Coupled with Mother Goose and
Rapsodie Espagnole, Giulini's Chicago Pictures
is now mid- priced: DG 415 844-2.1
Paita certainly gets results from his orchestra
(eg, the SNO Eroica), and the Rossini Overtures
are highly drilled, smart performances, if hard in
character. Recommended if you don't seek
Giulinian subtlety, or Marriner's sense of style
[B/C:21. Both analogue- to-digital CDs carry
more items than did the corresponding Lodia
LPs: Thieving Magpie; Rienzi. The Wagner won
a Grand Prix du Disque and, an imperfect
Wagnerite. Iconfess to liking these somewhat
frenzied readings from time to time ( 1suspect
DN would hate them!). There is some very fine
NPO playing in both the Dutchman and the
Tristan Prelude, and if you can stand the
intensity ... [
B/D:I/2]. Tape background is
audible here, and the original tapes were pretty
saturated at climaxes. The use of faders is
grotesque.
It must be said that both analogue LPs were
sweeter, more acceptable than these transfers,
which just intensify Paita's heavy-handedness.
Christopher Breunig
PAVAROTTI: Verdi Recital
Luciano Pararoni ( ten ti Various
artists, orchestras and conductors
Decca 417 570-2 (
CD, 53m 45s)
Reissues from 1968-85

supporting

All these tracks have been previously issued but
in some cases the versions chosen are not from
Pavarotti's complete recordings of the operas.
but from earlier recital discs accompanied by the
Vienna State Opera Orchestra/Downes or Rescigno. These were recorded in the late ' 60s, but
the voice has changed but little, and the excerpts
from lin Bailo in Maschera released in 1985
show him still in magnificent form and revealing
agreater sense of characterisation than he did in
his early recordings. The voice is ideally suited
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to Verdi's music — a true lirico spinto with
apparently limitless vocal endurance. It is not
surprising that in a recital of this nature, when
played straight through at one sitting, there is
some feeling of monotony — even the most
splendid voice and the most versatile of singers
could hardly hope to avoid this. The recording is
always good, excellent in the Bailo excerpts, and
the whole disc does full justice to one of the truly
great contemporary tenors. [
A:11
John Freestone
POPULAR OVERTURES
Works by Brahms, Handel, Mendelssohn,
Mozart, Rossini, Schubert
RPOIBátiz
ASV DCA 557 LP digital ( MC: ZC DCA 557)
There is uncontrollable power and ferocity in
the crashing waves of the Hebrides, joyous
celebration at the Arrival of the Queen of Sheba,
bustling activity proclaiming the preparations
for the Marriage of Figaro, and youthful high
spirits percolating the potpourri of popular
songs in Brahms' Academic Overture. The RPO
is guilty of some imprecision and inattention to
tempo change, particularly in Rosamunde, The
Thieving Magpie, and the Hebrides, but such
spontaneity is infectious and totally alluring. It is
a pity that the recording could not have been
equally open and forthright, but aworthy [
B:I/2]
anyway.
Barbara Jahn
CONTEMPORARY PIANO MUSIC
OSBORNE: Piano Sonata/SKEMPTON: 10
Piano Pieces/YOUNG: Dreamlandscapes ( Book
2)
Peter Hill (pno)
Merlin MRF 86585 LP
Peter Hill ( and an Arts Council subsidy) once
again place us ( and the three living composers)
in their debt. Nor need any reader fear that here
is another incomprehensible collection of ' nasty'
modern music. All the works on this record are
tonal and quite easy to follow. Peter Hill's
playing is excellent and the record is exceptionally fine in its balance of dynamics, ambience, detail and perspective.
Nigel Osborne 's Sonata moves from the
gently pastoral Prelude, via amystical Poeme, to
afinal Polonaise which is ablack overshadowing
of that Polish national dance: quietness of
manner here hides a tough resilience.
Howard Skempton ( a protégé of Cornelius
Cardew) is represented by aselection of 10 short
pieces. They are nicely varied and pleasant to
listen to. They are also very simple in manner
and structure. This brings Eric Satie to mind,
but there is a lack of the menace that that
composer can engender and the effects of these
slender pieces fade quickly.
Far more memorable is Douglas Young's
three- movement Dreamlandscapes. This is part
of avery extended project in homage to the poet
Apollinaire. A gentle start leads to a complex
and climactic middle movement. The finale
returns to gentler, more elusive substance which
leaves one looking for more. A fine end to a
valuable record IA*:11
Benedict Sarnaker
POPS IN LOVE
ALBINONI: Adagio/DEBUSSY: Clair de lune D
The Girl with the Flaxen Hair/FAURÉ: Pavane/
PACHELBEL: Canon/RAVEL: Pavane/SAINTSAENS: The Swan/SATIE: Gymnopédies 1 &
3/TCHAIKOVSKY: Andante cantabile/
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Greensleeves.
Boston Pops/Williams
Philips 416 361-2 (
51m 59s) digital ( LP: 416
361-1, MC: 416 361-4)
Showpieces for flautist Leone Boyse, hornist
Richard Sebring, and others, in a big blow-up
style production by John McClure, to match the
Technicolor treatment by John Williams. An
unashamed collection of music 'omnipresent in
film soundtracks, commercials, and elevators',

as the CD booklet has it, where the composers'
idiosyncratic edges are assiduously smoothed
away, so as not to disturb smoochy fantasies —
though when it gets to the Albinoni you might
think you'd woken up in acrematorium! Of its
kind [
A/A*:11.
Christopher Breunig
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RECORDER, LUTE & GUITAR
Works by Telemann, Bach, Handel, Dowland,
Van Eyck
Rene Clemencic (rec)IAndras Kecskes (lute, gtr)
Harmonia Mundi HMC 90427 ( CD, 48m 31s)
Reissue from 1975
This recital is pleasingly easy on the ear, with the
selection of arrangements of recorder and continuo Sonatas by Telemann and Handel interspersed with solo lute dances by Bach, anonymous Greensleeve arrangements and the Van
Eyck variations on the Dowland Lachrimae. I
question the suitability of the guitar as continuo
support in some of the pieces, but it is all done
very skilfully and the recording balance is
generally satisfactory — although the recorder is
noticeably more distant and more reverberant
than the solo guitar, which is off-putting. [
B:II
Roger Bowen
RECORDER SONATAS
Music by Bach, Frederick the Great, Handel,
Schickhardt & Telemann
Michala Petri (rec)IGeorge Malcolm (hpd)
Philips 416 369-2 (
50m 26s) digital ( LP 416
369-1, MC: 416 369-4)
A delightfully civilised, musicianly issue:
Michala Petri and George Malcolm form a
partnership of high artistry and sparkling charm.
Even a well-chosen programme like this, with
changes in sonority as Miss Petri moves between
treble, sopranino and descant recorders, is
however better savoured work by work than
played straight through. As Clifford Bartlett
readily admits in his note, transpositions and
adaptations are needed to augment the repertory. By Bach we have the E-minor Flute
Sonata, here in G-minor. Next comes Johann
Christian Schickhardt with an E-major Sonata
consisting of six short and attractively contrasted
movements, followed by aTelemann Partita in
E-flat ( Preludio and six arias), Handel's Dminor Sonata Op 1:1 transposed to G- minor,
and apleasing little Sonata in D by Frederick the
Great. Some listeners may miss acello continuo,
but George Malcolm's accompaniments are both
lively and sensitive. Rightly, he leaves the
limelight to his young partner, who plays with
lovely full tone, marvellous deftness, and transparent delight in the music. The recording is
very pleasing in every way: just balance, natural
placement (close enough for start breaths to be
audible), and atmosphere. IA:11
Peter Branscombe
UniiiiiiiMEMMEMMENEN
NINO ROTA
BARBER: Adagio for Strings/ELGAR: Serenade
for Strings/RESPIGHI: Ancient Airs and
Dances, Suite 3/ROTA: Concerto for Strings
I Musici
Philips 416 356-2 (
51m 42s) digital ( LP: 416
356-1, MC: 416 356-4)
IMusici's concert discs were a highlight of the
old Philips catalogue. Though probably to be
found filed under ' Rota' this current disc is much
in the mould of those old Chamber Music Series
releases. The Respighi Ancient Airs and Dances
suite is played with affection and tenderness,
having just the required lightness of touch. The
neo-classical String Concerto by Italian composer Nino Rota was written especially for I
Musici in the mid '60s and is areal find, with its
easy melodic progression and striking harmonies. The recording provides good support from
the double-bass in its ' punctuation' throughout
the Prelude, though overall the string sound has
something of a soft edge. The popular Barber
Adagio may help sell the disc by its inclusion but
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is pia-yed fractionally too quickly, which dispels
much of the atmosphere; it is better anyway in
the hands of larger string forces with keen
ensemble. The Elgar lacks a little expressive
weight and needs abroadening of tempo. Not an
all-round winning recital but the Rota is worth
the price of admission. [
A:1/2]
David Prakel
RCA SEON LPs
JS BACH: Flute Sonatas in b, BWV1030 D in A,
BWV1032 CI in e, BWV1034 D in E, BWV1035
Frans Brüggen (flt)IGustav Leonhardt (hpd)I
Anna Bylsma (vlc)
RCA GL71057 (
MC: GK71057)
Reissue from 1980
is BACH: Harpsichord Concerto in d,
BWV1052/CPE BACH: Harpsichord Concerto in
d, Wq23
Gustav Leonhardt (hpd)1Bar Orch
RCA GL71059 (
MC: GK71059)
Reissue from 1982
CORELLI: Flute Sonatas, Op.5: 7-11 ' La Follia'
Frans Brüggen (rec)IGustav Leonhardt (hpd)I
Anner Bylsma (vIc)
RCA GL71055 (
CD: RD71055, MC: RK71055)
Reissue from 1980 •
HANDEL: Flute Sonatas Op.1
Frans Brüggen (rec & fit)/Bob van Asperen (hpd
& org)IAnner Bylsma (vie)
RCA GL71051 (
MC: RK71052)
Reissue from 1980
MOZART: Flute Concertos in G, K313 CI in D,
K314 D in C, K315 D Rondo in D, K184
Frans Vester (11z)/Mozart-Ensemble Amsterdam!
Brüggen
RCA GL71058 (
MC: RK71058)
Reissue from 1980
WEDDING MUSIC OF THE RENAISSANCE
Works by Binchois, Isaac, von Wolkenstein,
anon
Landshuter HofmusiklWalch1Capella Antiqual
Ruhland
RCA GL71060 (
MC: GK71060)
Reissue from 1975
RCA continue the `series-look' for all six reissues, with ' dmm' roundel and ' Historic Instruments' flash across the sleeve. All, with the
exception of the Harpsichord Concertos, were
recorded in the ' 70s and generally the signs of
age are there to see (or rather hear), the facelift
of digital remastering failing in a number of
cases to disguise sonic wrinkles - although none
appear to be so poor as the reissue of Brüggen's
Vivaldi Op.10 Flute Concertos, so scathingly
reviewed by CB last November ( p125). Similarly, some aspects of the performances of both
Brüggen and Leonhardt - both of course formidably strong music personalities - whilst perhaps
being stylistically characterful in the early ' 70s
may seem more idiosyncratic now.
Brüggen's interpretation of Bach's B- minor
Flute Sonata sounds distinctly mannered when
compared with the more flowing account of
Wilbert Hazelzet on the MAK Archiv issue. In
addition to Brüggen and Leonhardt's distinctive
approach to both short and long-term rhythmic
patterning, Brüggen's flute timbres and his use
of expressive pitch flattening contrast with the
'straighter' MAK view. Interestingly, too, the
more modern performance allocates the
keyboard a much more important role in the
musical argument. [
B/C:1]
Those conversant with Pinnock's bouncy
account of the D-minor Harpsichord Concerto
on DG will find Leonhardt's account more
measured ( marginally slower) though not lacking in forward thrust. The slow movement is
perhaps interpretatively a little cool, although
the recording throughout this concerto is warm
enough. The orchestral reproduction is the most
flawed, especially noticeable in the CPE Bach
where internal balance sounds uncomfortable
and strings edgy and shallow. [
B/C:1/2]
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The grace and easy charm of Corelli's Op.5
sonatas (originally for violin) are marvellously
caught in Brüggen's performances of the recorder arrangements. He does not overload them
with too earnest an approach and his playing of
the famous 'Follia' is truly dazzling. Praise ought
to be given to the very supportive continuo; and
the recording which has awarm, open acoustic,
gives equal prominence, even if it does split
them off quite sharply from the recorder. [
B:11
The mid-70s recordings of the Handel Sonatas
bring the trio of Brüggen/Bylsma/van Asperen
into a closer sonic grouping, although the
changes of the keyboard continuo from harpsichord to organ, and of the solo instrument
from flute to recorder, between sonatas do have
an effect on focus and image. Woodwind playing
is effortless and beautifully phrased, although
not without afair share of the expressive effects
so annoying to some listeners. [
B:1]
Brüggen reliquishes his solo role in the
Mozart Flute Concertos to direct the Mozart
Ensemble Amsterdam, and Iam afraid Iam
unable to express myself unreservedly impressed
with his soloist, Frans Vester. For me he fails to
grasp the works and, simply upon a technical
level, Ifelt uncomfortable about much of his
playing. Unlikely to displace ( for me) Linde's
Concerto 1 on DG or ( for others) Galway's
version of both on mid- price Pickwick. [C:31
Finally, the ' Wedding Music', and Ifind it
difficult to see the artistic point of gathering
together these very brief pieces from the second
half of the 15th-century and bending them into a
supposed musical evocation of Renaissance nuptials. It is made even more improbable by
various tracks being designated on the sleeve
note as being appropriate for 'The Bringing- in of
the bride', 'The Banquet', 'The Encampment of
the Cavalry' ( what Renaissance Sloane's Registry office ceremony would have been complete
without this!) etc. The performances are perhaps
alittle too much on their best behaviour and the
sonic punch is similarly too genteel. [ B:21
Roger Bowen

wow ISAAC STERN - THE GREAT VIOLIN CONCERTOS
Vol.1 - VIVALDI: The Four Seasons/BACH:
Violin Concertos 1 & 2III Concerto for violin and
oboe O Concerto for 2 violins
Vol.2 - MOZART: Concerto 5 D Sinfonia
Concertante/BEETHOVEN: Concerto in D O
Romance 2
Stern ( vIn)1Zukerman ( v1a)1Gomberg (ob)IJerusalem COILSOIECOINYPOISt Paul CO/Bernstein ( Von)
Stern ( vIn)1Zukerman ( vIa)1Col SO/ECO/
NYPOIBoston SOISzellIBarenboimlOzawa
(Vol.2)
CBS M2 42228 (
2LPs) & M2 42231 (
2LPs)
(2MCs: M2T 42228, M2T 42231)
Reissues from 1964, '67, ' 76. '78, ' 81-83
Throughout along and prodigious career, Isaac
Stern has committed to record agreat many of
his favourite works, some in more than one
performance with different artists. Whilst the
best have not always been selected for inclusion
on these two volumes, Stern's performances can
rarely be faulted from a technical standpoint.
But given the change in attitude relating to the
interpretation of Baroque and Classical works
over the last decade, many may find these
performances over-indulgent, ultra- Romantic,
and rather heavy-handed. In Volume 1 ' Baroque Era' The Four Seasons is strongly characterised, with the well- rehearsed Jerusalem Music
Centre CO responding admirably to Stern's call
for aggressive dramatic contrasts of dynamic and
tempo, but the Bach concerti are rather stodgy
and pedantic by comparison. The attendant rich
and full-bodied recording, with over-close miking of Stern in particular, instances of post and
pre-echo, and some pressing incongruities, outweigh the fine job that has been made in creating
an equal ambience for all works. [
B/C:1*/1/2]
Volume 2 ' Classical Era' opens with Mozart
Concerto 5 in aparticularly dated though well
cleaned-up recording of a lively performance

•

that is often disturbingly accompanied by grunts
and singing. The Sinfonia Concertante is a
sensitive piece of teamwork between Stern and
Zukerman, although the greater weight of
Stern's tone and the brighter timbre of his
instrument make him the stronger protagonist in
the outer movements. A characterful reading of
the Beethoven follows with Stern powerful in
(i), lyrical in ( ii), and wonderfully light-hearted
in ( iii) with the NYPO/Barenboim here in
joyously bucolic mood. It takes Stern/Ozawa a
while to agree upon a suitable tempo for the
Romance, but that done they give an acceptable
if rather undemonstrative performance of it.
Recording here is much as for Volume I, but is
far more suitable. [The analogue originals are
digitally remasteredl [B/C:1*/1/2]
Barbara Jahn
SUN- FLUTE Vol.4
Works by Boccherini, Haydn, Fauré, Debussy,
Nielsen et al
Gunilla von Bahr (flt)IKarin Langebo ( hrp)I
Musica VitaelWedin
BIS CD-350 (
CD, 48m 26s)
Gunilla von Bahr is, after all, not the only
flautist to have seen the marketing opportunities
of arranging ' lollipops' for the flute ( although I
don't think her instrument is golden!) and if you
want a complete CD of encores rescored for
flute and singing ( swooning?) strings, or ' atmospheric' harp, then Isuppose it would be churlish
of me to try to stop you. But then Inever did
like marshmallow. The playing is very good ( if
all in one style), the arrangements cloying and
the whole production very much over- produced.
[B:1]
Roger Bowen
geri
EDITH THALLAUG
Songs by Dvorak, Falla, Montsalvatage, Ravel
Edith Thallaug (m-sop)IEva Knardahl (pno)I
Torkil Bye et)IAage Kvalbein ( vie)
Simax PSC 1019 (
CD, 56m 02s) ( Conifer)
Thallaug is a lively Norwegian mezzo-soprano,
with international opera experience, and this
Norwegian-made recording gives an excellent
vocal presence. The piano tone in Eva Knardahl's accompaniments is also unusually vivid,
and the balance of instruments ( flute and cello
join in Ravel's Chansons madecasses) admirable. So what a!
city that this disc, with settings
of Spanish ( Falla, Montsalvatage) and Czech
(Dvofák's Gipsy Songs, Op.55) as well as
French ( Ravel) should be issued without translations!
At least Falla's Seven Popular Spanish Songs,
known also in various instrumental transcriptions, can probably make their way without
verbal comprehension. Pleasant. too, to reencounter ' Songs my mother taught me' though the use of aCzech text is odd ( Dvofák
set it in German) and odder still is the unexpected final note. You would hardly gather that
the composer marked both verses of this song to
begin softly, but in general Thallaug has a
considerable asset in the suggestion of spontaneity, linked to a clarity of diction and
evenness of range which make for pleasant
listening. Some little slips in French are unlikely
to disturb. 1,4:11
Arthur Jacobs
TIME STANDS STILL
Emma Kirkby (sop)IAnthony Rooley (he)
Hyperion CDA 66186 (
CD, 46m 04s)
Reissue from 1986
Even though the occasional audience shuffle
between pieces is more noticeable - a public
concert at Forde Abbey Dorset, in 1985 - that is
atrifling price to pay for having this available on
CD. Once past the first two tracks both voice
and lute are in sharper focus than on the LP, and
Emma Kirkby's exquisite upper notes ring all
the better. Her meticulous diction comes
through with crystal clarity. [A*/A:1*1
Roger Bowen
Ill
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ>
LA SONORA DE BARU: RITMO TROPICAL
Globe Style ORB 015
SUPER RAIL BAND OF THE BUFFET HOTEL
DE LA GARE DE BAMAKO: NEW DIMENSIONS IN RAIL CULTURE
Globe Style ORB 001
LEM CHAHEB AND DISSIDENTEN: SAHARA
ELEKTRIK
Globe Style ORB 004
OFRA HAZA: YEMENITE SONG
Globe Style ORB 006
VARIOUS: YOUR GUIDE
Globe Style ORB 18
About 15 years or so ago, a mate of mine told
me about a record sale. It was in one of those
remaindered book shops in Shaftesbury Avenue, and they were getting rid of dozens of
ethnic records. Ipretended it was my birthday,
or several birthdays at once, and Itrudged home
with 20 albums ... from Tibetan monks'
chanting to West African cora music. There was
stuff in that bundle which was amazing, and it
left me with the impression that even if you
listened intently to every British and American
album coming out, you wouldn't have sussed a
quarter of the music that's being created on this
globe. Every now and again some musicians
discover alittle gem from this pile. Joni Mitchell
lifted atrack of Burundi drumming and wove a
song around it. Paul Simon has discovered South
African music. Perhaps discovering ethnic music

COUNT BASIE: SWINGING AT THE DAISY
CHAIN
Affinity AFS1019
Basic's greatest band was his first, the one with
Lester Young, Buck Clayton, Dicky Wells and
others who recorded for Decca in the late 1930s.
Most of its finest performances — ' Sent For You
Yesterday', ' Dogging Around', etc — are on
Swinging The Blues (
Affinity AFS1010), an
indispensable LP. This further issue adds most
of the rest, in particular ' One O'Clock Jump'.
'Roseland Shuffle', ' Swinging At The Daisy
Chain' and ' Honeysuckle Rose'. It surely is
unnecessary to point out the virtues of such
pieces now that, for example, the riff build-up
closing ' One O'Clock Jump' is among the great
passages in recorded orchestral jazz. And
although Young's best work was donc away
from Basic, the dialogue between his tenor
saxophone and Basic's piano on ' Roseland
Shuffle' is similarly on the highest level. Even at
this early stage, however, banal elements were
beginning to seep in, exemplified by such tracks
as 'Thursday' and James Mundy's arrangement
of ' Cherokee', which neuters the band's
seemingly very strong character despite solos
from Wells. Young and the leader. And what
happened to ' Evil Blues' and ' Good Morning,
Blues', the two indisputable classics by this hand
which are not to be found on either of Affinity's
LPs? 111: 1/41
Max Harrison

empeetteet-COUNT BASIE ORCHESTRA: FANCY PANTS
Pablo 2310 920 from Import Music Service
This dates from 1983 and was one of the last
sessions with Basie on piano. Was there really
any decline in his powers and his band's? As I
listened, Iwas reminded of what Philip Larkin
wrote in 1969: ' No one really believes — do they?
— that the Newmans and Fosters of the 1960s
equal Clayton, Edison. Young and Evans, and
even the celebrated Basic beat seems to have
suffered by the separation of amplified bass from
over- loud drums'. This band was even farther in
personnel from the classic days, yet it remains
typical Basie. Solos by Eric Dixon (joined 1961)
on tenor and by Sonny Cohn ( joined 1960) on
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may be the next passing phase.
For the past couple of years, Globe Style has
been issuing albums of ethnic music from all
over the world. Perhaps Ishould qualify that —
it's more like commercial applications of traditional music. But they've done it with good
judgement and we're not being offered, say, yet
another disco bash, only this time it's recorded
in the Sahara.
Some of the albums are absolutely outstanding — like Ritmo Tropical by La Sonora De Baru.
The more you get into ethnic music, the more
you realise the variety that's there. Everyone
would recognise this as Latin, but there's a
particular rhythmic style on this album that's
very different from Cuban or Brazilian music.
The players are from Columbia and here they
play with tremendous verve, balanced by a
relaxed execution which makes the complex web
of rhythm seem effortless. One of the characteristics of this music is the way the after-beats are
emphasised, creating a tension as the crossrhythms pile up. This is special. [A:11
And from Mali comes the extraordinarily
named Super Rail Band Of The Buffet Hotel De
La Gare De Bamako. New Dimensions In Rail
culture makes stimulating listening. There's a
grounding of Afro- funk from the drummer and
percussionists, and a brassy series of punctuations with African intonation. And weaving in
and out of it all, the guitar adopts a light,
jangling approach reminiscent of cora playing.
Mali is apoor country and there are few groups
like this. In fact, each group is sponsored by the
regional goverment, and bookings are taken by
the region's governor. The singing is taken on

the run with long, fast lines often overlapping
with another vocal. Throughout there's ajoyous
spirit. [A/B:21 .
Sahara Elektrik is apointer to the way things
are going. The project started with West Berlin
musicians living above akebab restaurant which
blasted out Moroccan music all the time. Gradually, the Moroccan sound got into their heads,
and along with some North African musicians
this hybrid music came into being. Bass guitar
and kit drums provide a rich, meaty rhythmic
drive, and the Moroccan instruments fill out the
rhythm, making the whole proceeding distinctive. It's amixture that works well and there's no
awkwardness in the music. It's an album for
having a riotous time to. [A/B:21
Meanwhile in Israel there's a complicated
story of Jews originally from the Yemeà, and an
Israeli pop singer. The album is called Yemenite
Songs and is by Ofra Haza. Perhaps one of the
most commercial releases on the label: it's still a
fascinating mixture of middle-eastern musics.
It's a rich mix of traditional instruments, traditional music, disco drumming and strings. On
paper it sounds ghastly, but it rests easily on the
ears. At any rate, it's most unlikely that you've
ever heard anything like it. LA:21
To let you into this world of world music
gently, Globe Style has assembled acompilation
album for you to savour. Idon't like compilations, but Ilike Your Guide. It's the ideal kind
of music for driving to, but maybe that's by the
by. Each track is a gem and you should be
guaranteed to find something to take your fancy.
[A:1/2] Watch this space — there's more on the
way.
Ken Hyder

trumpet make the opeiiing track, ' Put It Right
Here' as good as anything from the old days;
they are rich-toned and shapely in the mainstream manner of Buddy Tate and Joe Newman.
And there is lovely, sparse piano by Basie in ' By
My Side'. Brassier sounds abound, to the
exclusion of soloists, in ' Blue Chip', and perhaps
the best track is ' Hi-Five', aswinging mediumtempo blues with Basie hitting those sudden bass
notes. Six of the tracks are Sam Nestico originals, and altogether it's top-class ' traditional' big
band playing, stopping well short of today's
Loose rubes style. 1A:11
Denis Argent

melodies, with a nod to Duke Ellington and an
excursion based on Chopin's Prelude. Op.28,
No.20. Gentle enough to double as seduction
muzak at apinch, it's too rhythmic to lurk in the
background for long. Flawless playing, exceptionally well recorded. IA/A*:11
Ken Kessler

BEASTIE BOYS: LICENSED TO ILL
Def Jam 450062
It happens every now and then. A band comes
along and opts to become the Dead End Kids of
their generation. They adopt the bad boy image.
swear now and then. Talk dirty even. If they can
cause consternation among a Mary Whitehouse
or two, then they've arrived at camp one on
their climb to the top. If The Sun takes a later
interest, then they're in Edmund Hillary territory. It happens every now and then. A white
act sees something happening in black music and
decides to take over, knowing full well that
they're likelier to get their faces on the cover of
the teen mags than their black counterparts. It
makes no difference if, as in this rap- attack case,
they're about ten years behind the times. Such is
life in the music biz. It happens every now and
then. One critic yells 'enough', against the
trend, and does his or her best to convince
readers that this year's kings are wearing no new
clothes, only someone else's cast-offs. Which is
what I'm attempting to do here. Only heavy
metalists seeking a fair line in riffs but release
from the usual screams, need lend what they've
got left in the way of ears. 1A:31
Fred Dellar

WARREN BERNHARDT: HANDS ON
DMP CD-457 (
63m I
8s) DDD CD
Looking for a stunning piano recording which
will dazzle listeners and hold their attention for
greater than 30-second bursts? Bernhardt's
second CD for DMP is aJacques Loussier-like
package containing, primarily, self-penned

GRAIIAN1 t BROWN: I TELL IT LIKE IT
USED TO BE
Capitol EST 2026
GEORGE STRAIT: OCEAN FRONT PROPERTY
MCA 3358
The two extremes of ' New Country'. Brown is
hardly acountry singer at all but merely works
out of Nashville and occasionally tosses in the
odd Tennessee weepie or two in order to
maintain an acceptable image. Not that he
makes poor records. Indeed. I Tell It Like It
Used To Be provides him with afine UK debut.
Mainly recorded in Muscle Shoals, it employs
the resident back-up duo of Roger Hawkins
(drums) and David Hood ( bass) plus sundry
well-heeled keyboardists and guitarists, all of
whom seem ideal choices to push and prod
behind Brown's gritty, expressive, bootin' voice,
urging it ever- forward through R&B and contemporary rockabilly forays. [
A:1/21
Strait's more your everyday, friendly, honkytonk hero. He has the nous to utilise the
true- to-Texas talents of Johnny Gimble ( a
genius on fiddle and mandolin) on most of his
recordings, sings material fashioned by the hest
of Music Row's residents and handles it in a
manner that's so easy and friendly that a hand
virtually rises out of the very vinyl to greet you.
Nigh faultless in achieving everything it sets out
to do, it even includes one of those everwonderful country music titles in ' All Mv Ex's
Iive In Texas IA:II It least
Fred bellar
JULIAN COPE: SAM" JULIAN
Island 1LPS 9861
Julian Cope knows all there is to know about
having an inappropriate name for his calling and
looking extremely silly in the uniform of his
calling: the black leather outfit. Check the cover
of Saint Julian — it will have you in stitches. The
best thing about Julian Cope is that he finds it all
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ROCK/POP/JAZZ
just as funny — after all, if you're going to
indulge in pop music you have to wear something, even if it's only agiant shell. However,
Julian is serious about his songs and their ability
to make him a star. Those fans of the older
material of JC, with its fragile melodicism and
quirky ditties, will probably be disappointed
with the new record. Cope uses a straightforward four- piece band ( guitars/organ/bass/
drums) to whip up afairly straightforward slice
of rock action. The best example of this is
'World Shut Your Mouth', JC's rewrite of
'Louie Louie' and naturally abig hit. Elsewhere,
'Spacehopper' takes the formula to extremes
with its hilarious stud lyrics. There are reflections of a mellower Cope (' Saint Julian', ' A
Crack In The Clouds') but this is the man's stab
for the big time and he's chosen abig sound for
the job. Go for it with him. [A:1]
Pete Clark

John McLaughlin. Isaw the two of them in duo
recently, and the thing that struck me was the
essential difference between them. McLaughlin
knows athing or two about virtuoso guitar, but
no matter how tricksy the line, he plays with
edge and depth. And when it comes to ballad
time, softness never obscures that edge. But
Hellborg, for all the technique, failed to hit the
emotional bottom line, though he was strong on
amazement and even tastefulness at times. This
album is the showcase for Hellborg. The sleevenotes give an early warning when they say: ' All
guitar-sounding objects on this album are
executed on bass guitar'. Yes, but why? Technique is not everything, and certainly I'm much
more inclined to be moved by the anonymous,
sparse, but tension- ridden lines of Fred Thomas,
the uncredited bass guitarist on James Brown
cuts of the early 1970s. [A:3]
Ken Hyder

STANLEY COWELL: LIVE AT THE CAFE
DES COPAINS
Unisson DDA1004

JONAH JONES: WITH GLEN GRAY AND THE
CASA LOMA ORCHESTRA
EMI/Capitol EMS 1185 (TC EMS 1185)

An exceedingly capable player, Cowell should
be more widely known. This recording was
made, in front of a quiescent audience, in
Toronto in 1985, and the piano's sound is vividly
caught. The themes he chooses are strikingly
diverse, among them being Monk's ' Evidence'
and Bill Evans' Waltz For Debby'. From these
and others Cowell develops keyboard textures
that are richly detailed yet full of rhythmic life.
His treatments of the Monk and Evans pieces
are of especial interest, of course, because they
stemmed from pianists of arresting individuality,
and it is enlightening to hear them played by
someone whose approach is altogether different,
particularly in terms of technique. The matter of
technique is central, as Cowell currently tends to
exploit his extreme keyboard mobility to excess.
And because he plays flat out for so much of the
time his touch is less sensitive than Ibelieve it
could be. There is no denying the character of
such improvisations as ' Love For Sale', yet
Cowell should relax, try to be less anxious to
prove everything at once. If he would cultivate
the restraint practised by, well, Evans and
Monk, for example, we should be faced with a
very impressive musician indeed. [A:2]
Max Harrison

Jones, who was 54 when this was recorded in
1962, ranks as one of several fine black trumpet
men who never made it to the very top ( Bill
Coleman, Charlie Shavers). Like Armstrong, he
was just as successful as an entertainer as a
jazzman — yet kept closer to his jazz roots than
Satchmo, comedian of movies and the variety
stage. Jones often used that momentary terminal
vibrato which was Armstrong's hallmark in his
greatest years, and on this record also shows
how he could vary his style. The 12 tracks are
mostly ' tributes' to famous trumpeters — ' West
End Blues', ' Ciribiribin', ' ICan't Get Started'
etc — but his treatments are not mere copies;
there's just enough to remind us of the original
soloist. My great delight in the record, however,
is the playing of the studio group under Glen
Gray's name, especially as I had found last
year's Casa Loma revival ( EMS 1147, July) so
sad. Personnel here includes such names as
Babe Russin, Abe Most and Skeets Herfurt on
saxes, with Manny Klein, Conrad Gozzo and
Shorty Shorock on trumpets, but what makes
the difference is that Benny Carter was •the
arranger. In addition, his art has spanned 60
years as leader, and soloist on alto, clarinet and
trumpet. Read how Basie extols Carter in his
autobiography! His work here almost earns the
record astar. [B:1]
Denis Argent

GREEN ON RED: THE KILLER INSIDE ME
Mercury GORLP 1
I'll have to confess that reviewing this one is abit
of aswizz — the only copy I've got has awarp
factor that would astonish the good Captain
Kirk. Nevertheless, Ifeel bound to bring the
record to your attention now because it's one
hot item which deserves all the exposure it won't
get. Green on Red are approaching veteran
vinyl status and this record marks a distinct
return to the form of Gravity Talks glory days
after the disappointment of the last album. The
choice of Jim Dickinson as producer, notable for
his work with ahost of Texans without marbles
plus Big Star's third, gives agigantic clue as to
where Green On Red find themselves on this
record: in the madhouse. Nobody could call The
Killer Inside Me easy listening — ' Mad' Dan
Stuart and company have mugged the clean-cut
figure of contemporary rock in adark alley and
given it a terrible hiding. The results are
painfully exhilarating. ' Clarksville' commences
proceedings and any Monkee fans can take the
last train now: this is rock ' n' roll absolutely
uncontained. Anguished vocals and howling
guitar bounce off alethally ramshackle rhythm
section to produce a sound that will flay you
alive. Get connected with this, if you dare. [
A:1]
Pete Clark
JONAS HELLBORG: AXIS
Day Eight Music DEM 006
Hellborg is the new bass guitarist virtuoso. He
has been thrust forward by veteran guitar hero
141-F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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KRIS KRISTOFFERSON AND THE BORDERLORDS: REPOSSESSED
Mercury MERH 103
For his first solo album in six years, Kristofferson has decided to stick his neck out. 'The
silver-tongued devil is back in the saddle and
headed for trouble again' he proclaims — and
certainly he kicks up a fair amount of dust in
areas usually avoided by those who travel the
road between Nashville and Memphis. ' Here's a
song from a soldier to an old girl- friend,' he
announces over the intro to ' Anthem '84'. The
soldier is Kristofferson himself, while the old
girl- friend is America. But God is no longer on
her side, he declares, adding ' Iain't gonna leave
you for the crazy things you're doing — but don't
ask me to lend ahelping hand.' Elsewhere he
spells out the extent of his doubts. ' What About
Me?' deals with the subject of the treatment of
ex-Vietnam vets and current American policy in
El Salvador. Elsewhere, on 'They Killed Him', a
song he's been toting on live gigs for some time
now, he links the deaths of the Kennedys and
Martin Luther King with those of Ghandi and,
Christ. Disillusioned, he is, as one of his song'
titles indicates, ' Shipwrecked In The Eighties'.
But, nevertheless, deep in his heart he still
believes in the Man at the White House and
those who maintain authority, utilising the
services of the Memphis Police Choir on two
cuts. Sometimes brave, sometimes just plain
dumb and naive, Kris Kristofferson has made an
album that is full of good intentions and
ordinary tunes. Maybe it would have been better

had things been the other way around. [ B:2/3]
Fred Dellar
Kt) LANG AND THE RECLINES: ANGEL
WITH A LARIAT
Sire 925411-1
Guess where this one's heading? Okay, I'll
provide afew clues. A Dave Edmunds production, agirl singer who dresses like acowpoke, a
lead guitarist ( Gordie Matthews) who's
obviously spent his life tuning into Sun records,
and asplendid array of inscribed horseshoes in
the run-out on the album's second side. Yes, got
it in one. It's country-rock with the accent on
country, and Reclines with the accent on Cline,
as in Patsy. A Canadian outfit, the Reclines
don't take themselves too seriously and are
happy to dispense abarmy barndance (' Watch
Your Step Polka'), a rollicking rendition of
'Rose Garden' that contains hints of wellremembered John Barry string figures, and a
cajun knees-up (' Got The Bull By The Horns')
alongside more traditional cry-in- your- beers
such as 'Three Cigarettes In An Ashtray' and
'Diet Of Strange Places'. Provider of A Truly
Western Experience, a 1984 album that won her
the Canadian equivalent of agrammy for Best
New Artist, Kathy Dawn Lang should move on
to even bigger things now that Seymour Stein
has her under his wing. Ilike The Reclines, and
I'd gladly visit them and their guests ( Britpickers Bi Cole and Keith Nelson) anytime they
care to stop by at the Mean Fiddler — even if KD
isn't as good a Cline stand-in as Beverly
D'Angelo. Enjoyable. [
A:2]
Fred Dellar
MANHATTAN JAZZ QUINTET: MY FUNNY
VALENTINE
Paddlewheel K28P 6410 from Import Music
Service
Recorded in 1985, this MJQ has a different
instrumentation from that of 30 years ago; still
no guitar, but full-toned tenor and trumpet
instead of that jangly vibraphone. The players
are studio men who get together occasionally for
the sheer joy of recording jazz; all are modernstyled but stopping well short of free- form. I
wish Lew Soloff on trumpet and George Young
on tenor were not so determined to prove that
they can hit the upper reaches of their instruments, but there is plenty of good jazz blowing,
particularly in two unconventional blues, one
with a16-bar theme and the other by Coltrane.
You may not like the title track being taken at
fast tempo, and you may feel that the quintet's
'Round Midnight' is too slow, but there should
be no argument about how well Billy Joel's ' New
York State Of Mind' comes off as ajazz vehicle.
The arranged passages are by pianist David
Matthews, and the other soloist, who proves
again that he is up with the greatest on bass, is
Eddie Gomez. As Ihave said before, the sheer
technique of modern jazzmen makes the old
makers of jazz chamber music seem elementary.
1A/B:11
Denis Argent
NAJEE: NAJEE'S THEME
EMI-America AML 3115
Once, somebody asked Fats Waller what jazz
was and he of the baggy pants was able to come
up with asuitably hip reply. Nowadays, things
might not be so easy for anyone faced with the
same line of questioning. Najee, for instance,
probably gets his records filed under 'Jazz' in the
record bins. And in interviews he quotes all the
right names and influences. An obviously
talented saxophonist, the problem is that he
hasn't set his sights overhigh. At his best he
provides slick dance music for the disco-beat
generation. And, just anotch or two down, he
glides serenely along in drift-and-dream territory. It's all very pleasant, I'll admit. But when a
record makes me yawn in mid-afternoon, Itend
to harbour doubts about its viability. Jazz? Well,
it may be somebody's sort of jazz but it isn't
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mine. Roll over, Roland Kirk, and tell Charlie
Parker the news! [
A:3]
Fred Deliar
GEORGE RUSSELL: SO WHAT
Blue Note BT85132
The main point here is a further testimony to
Russell's status as the pre-eminent composer of
jazz after Ellington. Yet one is almost as much
taken by the contributions of the many excellent
young musicians in the large and small ensembles he leads here. Where do they all come
from? Miles Davis' So What' and Russell's own
'Time Spiral' are performed by a21-piece band,
Carla Bley's ' Rhymes' and Daver Baker's ' War
Gewesen' by an eight- place combo. ( Davis'
trumpet solo transcribed from his original
recording has been incorporated into ' So
What'.) 'Time Spiral' occupies all of Side 2and
is obviously amajor piece, music with arich and
powerful impact. This 1983 version is most
advantageously heard in tandem with the reading of a year before by another edition of
Russell's big band ( Soul Note SN1049). The
other pieces have a comparable vitality, each
possessing aperfectly distinct identity of its own
yet being shaped, coloured, by Russell's welldefined viewpoint on music, as embodied in his
Lydian Chromatic Concept of Tonal Organisation. These accounts of 'Time Spiral' and ' So
What' also affirm the continuing viability of the
big band as avehicle for new ideas in jazz. [ A: I]
Max Harrison
SIMPLY RED: .11E.V AND WOMEN
WEA WX85
Second albums are often disappointing. Debut
shots come after months, if not years, on the
road, during which countless ideas are tested
and tried in readiness for that first vinyl tilt.
Follow-ups are more frequently just the result of
contractual obligations, a flurry of ideas hopefully honed to keep tills ticking over. And this is
the case with Men and Women, which fails to
live up to the expectation set by Red's Picture
Book. On the face of things, all seems well.
Lamont Dozier helped Mick Hucknall pen a
couple of the songs, the ' borrowed' tunes come
courtesy of Sly Stone, Bunny Wailer and Cole
Porter, not a bad bunch of lads, while the
production's in the capable hands of Alex
Sadkin, who's previously impressed via his work
with Grace Jones and others. But, this time
around, there's no classic touch of romance to
match ' Holding Back The Years', no hint of
blues to match ' Sad Old Red'. The pod-groove
of 'The Right Thing' and ' IWon't Feel Bad' is
appealing enough in it's rough-guts Jimmy
Somerville way. And the stab at Porter's ' Everytime We Say Goodbye' is capable, though it's no
match for the Ella Fitzgerald version which
inspired Hucknall's cover and doesn't come
within CD throwing distance of the awesome
Ray Charles- Betty Carter track. But, as atotal
album, Men and Women fails to deliver. And so
another great white soul hope hits the canvas.
IA:2]
Fred Deliar
'

»

JIMMY STEWART: THE TOUCH
Black Hawk BKH 5031 from Import Music
Service
Some of this is quiet enough to be easy listening
for the hard- to-please; other tracks are frantic
and fashionable with the synthesiser sound.
Jimmy Stewart doesn't rank with the top halfdozen guitarists who dazzle with sheer dexterity
(Joe Pass et al) but his skill is at the service of his
ear for the possibilities of creating a fresh
melody. These seven tracks are pleasantly
varied in length and tempo. All but one ( by Don
Grusin) are Stewart originals and include ' tributes' to guitarists he has admired, such as Wes
Montgomery. The real jazz gem is 'Jim's Tune',
honouring Jim Hall and his partnership with
Stan Getz; here Stewart's solos suggest typical
tenor sax phrasing, and in the sax choruses and
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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duets with guitar, Don Menza is suitably Getzlike. Don Grusin and David Benoit separately
give support on electric piano ( the two sessions
on the album were eight months apart) and the
sound style is very much of the late 1980s. The
sleeve quotes Stewart as saying that he loves to
play the full gamut, from Django, Lonnie
Johnson and Eddie Lang to Earl Klugh and Al
DiMeola. Wouldn't it be nice to hear the
unforgettable Lang sound recreated! Short measure on Side 2, incidentally, a scanty 16 /
2
1
minutes. [
A/B:1/21
Denis Argent
JAMIE TALBOT: ALTITUDE
Move MVLP21
In the few years since he served his time with the
National Youth Jazz Orchestra, Talbot has
matured his gifts as an enviably accomplished
alto saxophonist. He has played for such diverse
individuals as Stan Tracey, Nelson Riddle and
Ian Dury, and this release marks his debut as a
leader. If it has an overall weakness this lies in
its being rather too systematically programmed
to demonstrate all aspects of his talent. But that
does not prevent it from being enjoyable, still
less prevent him from playing excellently
throughout. Talbot offers good, straight- ahead
bop on Charlie Parker's ' Relaxing At Camarillo', is both elegant and eloquent on ballads
such as ' I Can't Get Started' and ' This Masquerade'. Commercial considerations have been
heeded, too, as in the disco-slanted ' Morning'
(by Al Jarreau) and the light-weight bossa nova
styling of ' In Your Daydreams'. But not too
much should be made of this, for really the LP is
further evidence of the currently healthy state of
British jazz. And though it is very much Talbot's
record, there is useful tenor saxophone work
from Dave Quincy, as in ' Gloria', piano by
Steve Mellings (' Drifting') and guitar from Dave
Cliff (' Rex At The Ampel'). [
A:21 Max Harrison
THIN WHITE ROPE: MOONHEAD
Zippo Zong 017
EVAN JOHNS AND THE H-BOMBS: EVAN
JOHNS AND THE H-BOMBS
Zippo Zong 016
Two more left field stompers from Zippo,
keeper of that certain rock ' n roll spirit. First up
are Thin White Rope, with the follow-up to their
stunning, but criminally overlooked, debut. The
Rope weren't too pleased about that either, if
the sound of Moonhead is anything to go by.
This is feral guitar music, songs of twisted
melancholy drenched in the distorted guitar
lines of Guy Kyser and Roger Kunkel. The
opener, ' Not Your Fault', sets the tone: an
unforgettably chilling guitar phrase, right on the
sonic edge, powers a tale of unspecified loss.
The only reference point for this music is
Bowie's Man Who Sold The World, in the days
when that old ponce really knew about the
power of rock to disturb. ' Wire Animals',
'Thing', ' Crawl Piss Freeze' and the monumental title track ensure that the standard is
maintained. [
A:11
Evan Johns and his explosive little outfit
provide the perfect counterpoint. Despite their
electric cowboy visuals, the H- Bombs are an
East Coast outfit who have simply migrated. The
sound, however, is unmistakably urban: the
reference point in this case is the Stones c. Sticky
Fingers — just check out ' Moonlight Cryin" for a
perfect example. The slightly uneven quality of
the recording stems from the fact that the tracks
were laid down between ' 83 and ' 85 in three
different studios between New Jersey and
Texas. But the 13 songs repay repeated listenings and the rough-hewn melodies soon become
firm friends with your smiley bits. Better than
Huey Lewis, if you know what Imean. [ B: I
Pete Clark
DAVID TORN: CLOUD ABOUT MERCURY
ECM 1322

Ihave an aversion to some kinds of minimalist
music and a low threshold for some electronically-produced music. This album opens with
cyclic figures which have an initial attraction and
the rich electric soundscape also has an instant
appeal. But quickly both elements pall and these
ears long for something else. Three of the
players — Torn (guitar), Tony Levin ( bass) and
Bill Bruford ( drums) play electric instruments
and the music sounds detached, cold and distant. The trumpet of Mark ( sham, although
treated in the studio, still stands out as something played by ahuman being. I'm sure alot of
people will love it and savour the lush production, but for me it doesn't go anywhere. [ A*:2/31
Ken Hyder
U2: THE JOSHUA TREE
Island U26
It matters absolutely nothing if Icare for The
Joshua Tree or not. By the time my review copy
arrived, just 48 hours after release, the album
had sold 300,000, making it the fastest-selling
album in the history of the British record
industry. As it happens, Ithink The Joshua Tree
is magnificent, outstripping, in musical terms,
The Unforgettable Fire, U2's first encounter with
the production team of Daniel Lanois and Brian
Eno, an encounter which saw the band reaching
out from the restrictions of ahard- running rock
band to grab at the ring marked ' music for
universal acceptance'. Bono explains all by
claiming: ' We heard about this thing called the
song, and we thought that it would be nice to
have a few of them.' So they've continued to
write songs, wistful songs, heart-searching
songs, angry yet not impatient songs. And The
Joshua Tree finds U2 spreading them out in
almost Ferde Grofe fashion, supplying images of
widescreen America, even down to the fine
detail of 'The Edge' providing a Ry Cooder
Paris, Texas-styled lead-in to ' Running To
Standing Still', a particularly intriguing sample
of Bono in reflective mood. Nowhere, though,
does the album disappoint, highs are followed
by further highs, forming what is virtually awell
above sea level plateau, windswept but unsurpassable in beauty. Probably the best rock
album of 1987, though I'd love to he wrong.
IA:I*1
Fred Dellar
VARIOUS: THIS IS SOUL
The Collection S0010 (
39m 14s) CD
VARIOUS: HITS OF THE SEVENTIES
The Collection S0009 (
46m 59s) CD
VARIOUS: CALIFORNIA
The Collection R0005 (
34m 18s) CD
(Distributed by Object Enterprises Ltd, Unit 10,
Brunswick Industrial Park, Waterfall Road,
New Southgate, London N11 1JL)
Before saying anything about the content of
these discs, Iwant to tell you that they retail for
amere £5.99, and that each contains adozen or
more hits by the original artists. Unfortunately,
the majority are re-recorded versions. Okay,
okay, Ihear your groans, and Iknow just as well
as you do that you shouldn't mess with ' Louie,
Louie', ' Da Doo Ron Ron', or any songs of that
stature. Still, the result is only disconcerting if
you know the originals note- for-note, sort of like
somebody rearranging the contents of your
Filofax while you're not looking. That aside,
these CDs are fun, especially if you want to
antagonise any rock purists you may know. I
suppose that completists collecting Ben E King,
the Drifters, Jan and Dean, Dobie Gray, Percy
Sledge, the Turtles, and others, will buy these
for the odd freak gem, but will somebody tell me
what the Shangri-Las are doing on the California
compilation? A cheap way of filling your CD
storage system or making use of one of those CD
players which holds 6-10 discs. Generally [ Ain
the depths of your reverence for the originals
will determine whether or not these deserve [ I]
or [
4].
Ken Kessler
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CAP

ABRA: THE HITS
Pickwick PCD866 ( 45in 3.2s) AAD CD
Expecting this to be afull-priced CD. the review
team flipped to find that adozen Abba classics
reached silver for only £7.99. Probably the
sweetest. purest. most innocent pop ever, an
absolute delight. [
A:11
LONNIE BROOKS: WOUND UP TIGHT
Sonet SNTF974
Wonderful amalgam of Chicago and Deep South
blues, with enough edge to justify the employment of a certain albino guest guitarist. Less
soul-flavoured than Cray, so the purists may find
solace here. [
A:1]

SULES

FLIM AND THE BB'S: TUNNEL
DMP CD-447 (
60s 54s) DDD CD
Another hour's worth of glossy instrumental
funk, the overall mood in an upbeat vein.
Gorgeous, hook- laden melodies delivered with
total clarity and unrivalled dynamics. [
A*:11

THE FLYING BURRITO BROTHERS: DIM
LIGHTS, THICK SMOKE, AND LOUD, LOUD
MUSIC
Edsel EDI97
Brilliant idea, gathering together the remaining
Gram Parsons tracks not on the first two
Burritos LPs. Primal country rock, still miles
beyond the current imitators. [
B:I/21

JACK BRUCE: AUTOMATIC
President PTLSI082
This three-year-old LP was previously only
available on the Continent; Lord knows why, as
it's a damned fine offering. Maybe it took the
reissue of ' IFeel Free' to remind people that
Bruce still has one of the best voices in rock.
[A:11

PAUL HORN: INSIDE THE CATHEDRAL
Kuckuck CD 075 (
38m 52s) CD
Recorded in the Kazamierus Cathedral in
Lithuania, this disc's worth of beautiful flute and
sax solos has so much ambience that the music is
almost forced into second place. Great for
making a bed-sit seem like Earl's Court, and
begging for the Yamaha treatment. [
A:11

THE CRICKETS: FILE 1961-1965
See For Miles SEE79
Finally, aCrickets compilation of the rare tracks
from their Liberty period. Old fans won't be
surprised by the eclecticism of which the band
was capable, but some of the tracks sure are
dated. A magnificent offering. ( 13:1/21

THE JAMES GANG:

BOBBY DAY: ROCKIN' ROBIN
Ace CH200
More justice served up by Ace, remembering
another undeservedly ignored rocker. The title
track — as solid aclassic as any we can name —
stands out only because of familiarity. Pure
party music. [
B:1/21
DEAD KENNEDYS: FRANKENCHRIST
Alternative Tentacles VIRUS45CD (
45m 02s) CD
DEAD KENNEDYS:

CRACY

BEDTIME FOR DEMO-

Alternative Tentacles VIRUS50CD (
48m 39s) CD
The final digital fling(s) for the Dead Kennedys,
a band destroyed ( in part) by music censorship
in the USA. Though hard to distinguish sontcally from any number of hard core acts, the
DKs were the closest that Americans ever came
to producing aFugs for the 1980s. Buried in the
speed-demon thrash are lyrics showing that not
all Americans think of Reagan as Santa Claus.
Incendiary stuff, impossible to rate.
DEUTER: CALL OF THE UNKNOWN
(SELECTED PIECES 1972-1986)
Kuckuck CD 076/77 (
73m 10s) CD
Moody selection of ethnic sounds, creating ayen
in the listener for both curries and chop suey.
Too spiritual and dense to be regarded as New
Age, but adecade or so too late to exploit the
funny cigarette market. [
A:21
THE EAGLES: THE EAGLES
Asylum 253009 (
37m 28s) CD
THE EAGLES: DESPERADO
Ayslum 253008 (
35m 59s) AAD CD
Two classic examples of West Coast rock in the
early 1970s, Desperado being the closest this
genre has come to producing a solid 'concept'
LP, er, CD. The positive side of Yuppie tastes,
and still listenable — with a vengeance. [
A:11;
[A:11
ANNE MURRAY:

TRY HITS

ANNE MURRAY'S COUN-

Capitol CDP7464872 (
46m 40s) AAD CD
Fifteen- track round- up of Murray's best PatsyCline- isms with, thank heaven, no ' Snowbird'!
On those grounds alone this set deserves
admiration. A deep- voiced alternative to Crystal
and Dolly. [
A:I/2]
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THE JAMES GANG

THE TRUE STORY OF

See For Miles SEE88
Here's where See For Miles should have opted
for straight reissues rather than a compilation;
Joe Walsh's first taste of fame deserves more.
Still, you do get the picture, the distinctive nasal
vocals and tasty guitar playing here in untrammeled form, but why no ' Funk 49'? [
A/B:1/2]
BB KING: THE BEST OF BB KING VOL.2
Ace CDCHI99 (
59m 25s) CD
Twenty more King blues epics, going all the way
back to 1952. Too varied in sound quality to
merit a single rating, but the music transcends
moral criticism. Worth the purchase price just
for Track Nos. 5 and 8. [ 11/11
THE KINGSMEN:

HITS

LOUIE LOUIE/GREATEST

Decal/Charly LIK6
'Fabulous' is the word to describe the very best
of this ultra-trash band. Role models for groups
in garages for the better part of a decade, the
Kingsmen made some great singles and some
truly dire noise. Worth it just for the title track
alone. IC:1/41
THE LONG RYDERS: 10-5-60
Zippo ZANE 004
Long overdue UK release of a 1983 mini- LP
formerly on import. Nascent Long Ryders, now
kings of the post-Byrds set, and holding up
pretty well compared to their latest. This issue
contains an extra track, 'The Trip'. [
A/B:1/2J
LYDIA LUNCH: HYSTERIE 1976-1986
Widowspeak/Blast First WSP8
Teenage Jesus and the Jerks, Beirut Slump, 8
Eyed Spy all part of the legacy of Lydia Lunch,
and all represented in this two- LP retrospective
of the oddball New Waver's varied career.
Euphony doesn't enter into the story, but the set
is still fascinating, just like an illustrated medical
text. IA/D:inal
MULESKINNER:

GRASS JAM

A POTPOURRI OF BLUE-

Edsel ED2I9
Peter Rowan, Richard Greene, the late Clarence White, and other non- hick country players
gathered together for this 1974 attempt at
making bluegrass music for the hip. Any bluegrass makes you want to burn crosses on your
neighbour's lawn, so liberals on the sleeve can't
destroy that connection. Which is a shame,
because this stuffs magic. [
A/B:1/11
RICK NELSON: COUNTRY FEVER/BRIGHT
LIGHTS AND COUNTRY MUSIC
See For Miles SEE84

It's anybody's guess as to how See For Miles
managed to sandwich two of Nelson's rarest LPs
onto one record without much loss in sound
quality. A bargain for those who really want to
appreciate just how far ahead of the pack RN
really was, revealed here in two seminal country
crossovers. Thanks, Colin. [
B:I/2j
OTIS RUSH: RIGHT PLACE, WRONG TIME
Edsel ED220
Reissue of a magnificent 1971 LP which sat in
the vaults until 1976. Rush is a bluesman, who
makes no concessions whatsoever. If Hooker is
the baddest, then Rush runs a close second.
Slick as Cray or Copeland, dark and devilish as
Robert J — Rush will leave you breathless.
14:1*1
FRANK SINATRA:

HOURS

IN THE WEE SMALL

Capitol CDP74567I2 (
47m 05s) AAD CD

SONGS FOR SWINGIN'

FRANK SINATRA:

LOVERS

Capitol CDP7465702 (
44m 59s) AAD CD
FRANK

SINATRA:

MORE

CLOSE TO YOU AND

Capitol CDP7465722 (
54m 13s) AAD CD
No complaints here: three prime Sinatras ( 195556) reissued in CD form, one sporting extra
tracks. Purists will argue that the loss of one cut
and the reshuffling of others needn't have
happened, but what the heck. The sound is just
fine, with enough tape hiss remaining to tell you
that the digital housekeeping was kept to a
minimum. No ratings, because no-one in this
office is presumptuous enough to dare to rate
such masterpieces.
PERCY SLEDGE:

WOMAN

WHEN A MAN LOVES A

Topline/Charly TOPCD502 (
53m 50s) AAD CD
It's a hoot to read the liner notes to this disc,
obviously written before the recent smash success of the title track. Topline benefits from
good timing, not exploitation; Sledge deserved
to be on CD despite the efforts of Levi Jeans.
Smooth soul from amarvellous vocalist. IB/C:II
JOHN

STEWART:

LINES PLUS. . .

CALIFORNIA BLOOD-

See For Miles SEE87
The whole of Stewart's milestone California
Bloodlines, served up with afew tracks from the
later LP Willard. Why this singer/songwriter has
such a fanatical following eludes our resident
Dylan/Jesse Colin Young/Phil Ochs fan, but he
does justify more than cult popularity. Useful if
you want to illustrate the terms ' earthy' and
'sensitive'. LAB: II
JOHN TROPEA: NY CATS DIRECT
DMP CD-453 (
63m 05s) DDD CD
About as close to a repeat of te James Newton
Howard snap- funk sound excursion as we've yet
to find and perfect for those ried of the
played- to-death Sheffield. Up to DMP's usual
standard, which is exquisitely high. [
A/A*:I/21
VARIOUS: HDH PRESENTS THE HITS OF
HOT WAX AND INVICTUS RECORDS

HDH CD5I0 (
67m 07s) CD
Twenty-one-track collection of the best of
HDH's output, with Freda Payne's ' Band of
Gold' and Honey Cone's ' Want Ads' to attract
the layperson. Fabulous soul/dance package.
[B:I/21
VARIOUS: STAND BY ME (
OST)
Atlantic WX92
More good timing: asoundtrack with atitle from
asong by an artist recently rediscovered. Usual
gathering of classic period pieces. and adamned
sight more interesting than soundtracks made up
of mood muzak. [
A/B:1* j
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CLASSIFIED
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 40p per word ( private), minimum £ 10.20 incl. of VAT. Box Nos. £2.50
extra. Trade rates 48p per word, minimum £ 13.00 incl. VAT. Copy and remittance for advertisements in August issue must reach these
offices by 17th June addressed to: The Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue,
Croydon, Surrey, CR9 2TA. Please include name and address. Cheques made payable to Link House Magazines Ltd.
NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten, illegible copy will be returned.
Replies to Box numbers should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall
Avenue, Croydon CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.
Sex Discrimination Act 1975. No job advertisement which indicates or can reasonably be understood as indicating an intention to
discriminate on grounds of sex (eg. by inviting applications only from males or only from females) may be accepted unless;
(1) The job is for the purpose of aprivate householder or
(2) It is in abusiness employing less than six persons or
(3) It is otherwise excepted from the requirements of the Sex Discrimination Act.
A statement must be made at the time the advertisement is placed saying which of the exceptions in the Act is considered to apply.

FOR SALE- Private
LOWTHER AUDIOVECTOR AUDITORIUM
Speakers, dark walnut,in good working order
and condition, can be heard, £250 pair. Swaby
(052-16) 678. ( F)
MERIDIAN 10IB/IMCOS/104/105s fully
updated, mods E and B £650. Kenwood Trio
(LO7D) Turntable, Audio Technica AT1000
Cartridge £ 1200. KEF 105/11 Speakers £500.
Marantz Portable Stereo Cassette Recorder
CP430 + REC/BAT new £225. Sony ECM
939LT Microphone £35. Immaculate will
demonstrate. Telephone 01-903-1014 Wembley.
(F)
AUDIO RESEARCH SPIO MK II mint condition
-manual - packing. £2,300. Precision Fidelity
C4 - also mint £400. Zeta - Van Den Hul cabled
£270. Call 01-435-2354. ( F)
STEREO EQUIPMENT. Excellent condition.
Record Player Kenwood gx c40D - Radio
AM- FM KT3500- Cassette Akai - Amplifiers
TK250 - Selection of records. £450. Call
Horsham 54598, Sussex. ( F)
PAIR MISSION 770 Speakers on custom stands,
excellent sound quality ( price new £400). Accept
£250 o.n.o. Tel: 01-394-1686. ( F)
KL1PSCH SPEAKERS. 1La Scala and 2
Cornwall units. £650. Tel: Norwich 868893, 9-5
weekdays, Norwich 868314 evenings and
weekends. ( F)
QUAD 405-2 power amplifier £205. Little used
and in superb condition, with original packing
and literature. Tel: Tirley 463 ( Glos). ( F)
ONE PAIR LOWTHER ACOUSTA
ENCLOSURES, fitted with PM6 high flux drive
units, 15 OHMS, walnut veneered. Good
condition. £ 150. o.n.o. Tel: 021 704 3533. ( F)
CONRAD JOHNSON PV4 pre- amp, 15 months
old £400. Decca Gold Garrott, good condition
£115. Elite 600c pre-amp £75. Upgrading.
Camberley ( 0276) 22276 evenings. ( F)
ORACLE DELPHI MKII, one year old £595.
Sumiko 'The Arm'. Beautiful condition £395.
Accept £925 for both. Meridian Pro CD Player.
One year old, £350 (cost £675). Tel: 0734789150. ( F)
LINN K9 + LINN LV/X + REVOLVER +
YAMAHA K300 + CREEK CAS3140 +
AUDIOLAB 8000A + HEYBROOK HB1S +
HEYBROOK SPIKED STANDS AND T/T
SHELF INC GOLD BANANAS. All boxed, as
new, hardly used normally £ 1,164.95 will accept
£895.013 or by separates. Greg Shannon DAY 01
741 8922, EVENING 01-603 2545. ( F)
MARTIN-LOGAN CLS. New unopened.
Genuine reason for sale £ 1900. Esoteric Audio
Research 516 amp 50w/ch Class A. Superb
condition. £750. E.A.R. pre-amp. £325. 01-9379570. ( F)
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MITSUBISHI LT5V vertical turntable with
Nagaoka Cartridge and spare Stylus £ 150. o.n.o.
Tel: 04352-6865. ( F)
REGA PLANAR 2Turntable, £50. Linn K9 £30.
Rega RB100 £ 15. Ortofon VMS20E1 1 , 10.
01-997-4882. ( F)

FOR SALE- Trade
THE ONLY MC CARTRIDGES worth the price
are Mayware's. Pay ten times more, hear no
better. Trade in your cartridge any make, for
new state-of- the art MC-7V/3, MC-2V or MC3L- 11. Gramophone's John Borwick says " MC2V reproduced selection of test records with
unusual accuracy & tonal naturalness." New
formula V tonearm demonstrations 01-958-9421.
(F)

CD PLAYER UPGRADE on Sony CDP101/501/
701 es. A modification with anew Sony
Microchip improves performance and error
handling. Enquiry to Geoff at Covent Garden
Records 01-379-7635/7427. ( F)
QUAD 33 UPDATE
This versatile control unit was Introduced In the 1960s. but modern
source material has connrmed. that the 33 adds a richness or
'bloom' to an inputs. Our plug-in 1481010 (0 circuit hoards replace
too Internal Quad boards, bypassing tone and balance controls.
and gist an immediate Mien ement In disc. tape and CO radio treble
clan)) and bass tightness'. SB10111 p pale - £28.85 + SST
NEW - QUAD 33 disc board u
rade
Replacing the internal Quad disc amplifier board with the nev. SB600
greatik Imploses 1.1' reproduction The SK600 C) has amore natural
perspectlue and a sweeter top-end tespecialls on strings)
S11600
FM3
SST
TUNER
£ 24.75 UPDATE
+
The Quad F*513 tuner has a character,- o forward sound balance
especial noticeable with the upgraded Quad 33. Our $ 11503
circuit board replaces a plug-in desire within F70 tuners ( from
serial no. 58851 and glues mutt Imormed transparent k to PO
reception.
SB503 1110 -1:27.70 +

PHILIPS modified CD players have ' narrow
sound' concept. Best buy from Mayware NEC
500E player has superior ' wide range' full 16 bit
sound. 01-958-9421. ( F)

COMPACT DISC ATTENUATORS
therloadinon-linearils distortion results from the lesel mismatch
between CD plasers ( 2 sons) and Waal radlieaux amp Inputs.
(100m%) like Quads This glues ahard gritty treble, asoftened bass
and an uncomfortably high solume Our CD allenualors eliminate
these distortions and restore the natural souml %% allele in- tine or
as complete 15rr leads tther sense Itles ,matches asailable

CASSETTE DECK TEST TAPES. A range of
120c replay alignment cassettes. Individually
mastered. High quality tapes and mechanisms.
Inexpensive. For details s.a.e. to Ian Harrison, 7
Mill Hill, Repton, Derby DE6 6GQ. ( F)

la-dae: 811200

LAKELAND HOME MUSIC supply all makes
of high quality equipment. Demonstrations and
advice given in your own home anywhere in the
North or by appointment at the address below.
Tel: 08536-235 for Ian Bewley, Fair Place,
Watermillock, Nr. Penrith, Cumbria CA11
OLR. ( F)
NOW AVAILABLE - Bumper catalogue - 170
pages - for collectors of vintage radio, audio &
TN equipment. Price £3.00p. post paid U.K.
£5.00p post paid overseas, airmail. Vintage
Wireless Co. Ltd. Cossham Street, Mangotsfield, Bristol BS17 3EN. Tel: 0272-565472. ( A)
REVITALISE YOUR SYSTEM by having THE
GARROTT BROS work on your favourite pickup cartridge. The Garrott's beautiful super
polished gem stone quality diamonds and their
craftmanship are unrivalled anywhere in the
world. Full details and prices from The
Parabolic Stylus Co., P.O. Box 38, Torquay
TOI 1BW. Tel: 0803-23796. ( F)
TURNTABLES. ARMS, CARTRIDGES. STYLI.
We specialise in the Great Classic Names & Models.
ADC; AKG; CONNOISSEUR; GARRARD; GOLDRING;
LENCO: ORTOFON; SHURE; SME; THORENS.
All available, Genuine. Equipment Spares & Manuals, even
for some of the early models.
Specialist styli for early Recordings - 78s 8t LP
Servicing, Repairs. Refurbishing in our own workshops
TECHNICAL & GENERAL 35 MARLOW ROAD,
LONDON SE20 710( TEL: 01 778 3737
Wednesday to Friday 10 (X)-6 oa Saturday 10.00-2.00

©(DIS) - £ 12.20 613235

( phono) - £ 14.50

811263 C) ( DIN plug lo phono sockets) - £ 17.50
Leads: SB245

( phono plu-. phono plugs) - £ 17.50

811283 ( DIN plug/ phono plugs) - £ 17.50 UT u SST
Follow Mg our merger with liarheth Voustics, se are hand crafting
the famous Hattie 111.1 in leak. walnut, black oak and rosewood
hin Choier-LoudspeakenC once again rates the Mk4 as Stmngik
recommended" and 111FI \ ens concludill " the %Ik.1 is tine in the top
monitor ssistems % s% sour dealer or write to us
flarbet h111.131k4 - palr £345.00
ST
SOUNDROX-HARINT14 ACOUSTICS, TRIANGLE ROAD,
HAYWARD:I HEATH, W SUSSEX, R1416 MIN.

WANTED
PHILIPS N4520 1
4 /
track 3-speed Tape
Recorder. Excellent condition essential. Late
model preferred. Cash. Tel: Nottingham
(06077) 2671 evenings ( after 6pm) and weekends
only. ( F)
LOWTHER PM-4PM-5PM-2Mark IMark II.
Good price given. K. Murata, 1Hiside Road,
Llangatock, Crickhowell, Powys. Tel: 0873811496. 0495-306121. ( F)
COMPACT DISCS WANTED. £5paid for
premium price labels, any category. SAE for
sales list of discs at £6.50. Pearce, Erinfa,
Harlech, Gwynedd, LL46 2YT. Tel: (0766)
780212 ( F)
VVHARFEDALE SUPER 12 RSDD Speakers.
Must be in original condition and working. Tel:
01-994-8840. ( F)
THE HI-FI GUY buys Quad, Tannoy, Garrard,
Decca & all quality British mono-stereo
equipment & Classical Records. Please reply to:
Midland Radio Supplies, Maypole Lane,
Birmingham B14 4PE. 021 430-7817. ( A)
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WANTED —VINTAGE VALVE HI FI
Always required - quality vintage valve related HiFi equipment, such as:
Amplifiers: Lowther. Radford. Leak, Stereo 50 & Stereo 60. Quad, etc.
Turntables: Garrard 301. Thorens TD124. MO
Pickup arms & heads: Decca FFSS. SME 3009 & 3012. etc.
Loudspeakers: Tannoy. Monitors and 111[2. Goodmans. Axiom 80.
Stentorian. Wharfedale. etc.
Full "Wanted List - with prices offered available upon request
Buyer can call within 250 miles radius of Biistol
The VintayeWireless Compan y
Ltd.. Tudor House, Emde nStreet
filanyotsfield, Bristol. BS17 3EN. Tekpbone (0272) 565472 Anytime.

SERVICES
THE SOUND & VISIO
WORKS ' l
D

PAUL CROOK CONSULTANTS. Loudspeaker
by wiring/LC OFC rewiring, Spendor BC I/SP I
conversion, systems advise and installation. Tel:
01 328 7032 or send SAE to 27 Embassy House,
West End Lane, West Hampstead, NW6. ( H)
AUDIO REPAIRS and restorations of classic
equipment by electronics engineer with nearly
40 years experience. Specialist in Quad. Rad ford, Leak, etc. Where possible restoration to
original design conception with a full report
covering design conception with .full report
covering each unit.
Days equiry service.
Location : Woodford. Essex. Tel: 01-5(14 5467.
(X)
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do we offer cornfonable demonstration facilities,
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as low as those quoted in the private
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tts in rye,crowding at the local mutiny ward.

P.S. All unmarked quality ht-fi equipment bought
for cosh -please telephone lor details

AUDIOPHILE QUALITY COMPONENTS

SPECIALIST AUDIO SERVICE
for all your servicing and repair requirements
— AUDIO RESEARCH — KRELL — CONRAD JOHNSON —

and many other Esoteric High Fidelity Products
— STUDERREVOX — QUAD — ELECTRO COMPANIET —
All service carried out io our own fully equipped workshops

SPECIALIST EQUIPMENT NEEDS SPECIALIST ATTENTION

THE ULTIMATE AUDIO SERVICE FACILITY
I53A V1CPORJA STREET, ST. ALBANS. TEL:18727) 58977

OWNERS OF NAIM, Quad. Musical Fidelity
PS Audio. DNM and other high quality transistor amplifiers. It is now possible to re-engineer
and optimise these and others for greatly
improved resolution and sound quality without
the expense of replacement. Please telephone
for a fact sheet ( 0246) 2(10096. (
H)

548 SHORTMEAD STREET. BIGGLESWADE,
BEDFORDSHIRE SG18 OAP 107871 312249

•SiderealKaps The finest

PUBLICATIONS

Polypropylene capacitors with Kimber Kable
Teflon leadout. Expensive but the best.
• SOLEN CHATEAUROUX Polypropylene caps.
Inexpensive and only second best.
• FILM CAP SLIT FOIL DNM Electrolytics —
Stunning,

•

BERLIOZ & BEETHOVEN. Strange bed -fel lows, but they were both full of ideas and
opinions which influenced their music and
helped to shape the Romantic Age. The
thoughts, beliefs and attitudes of each are
examined in highly praised biographies-with-adifference by one-time HFNIRR editor John
Crabbe. Hector Berlioz —Rational Romantic and
Beethoven's Empire of the Mind are available
from bookshops at £5.95 each, and if your
stockist doesn't have copies on his shelves, tell
him that each can be ordered from Messrs Kahn
&
Averill. Or you could try your local library
Either way, they make an intriguing read. ( XIS)

KIMBER KABLE"speaker

cable, Interconnects. Internal wiring. Clean —
open —transparent —smooth.
• Learn more about these superb products. Don't
build with less than the best.
• Write for Spring 87 Catalogue,

411)

RUSS

maw» TURNTABLE

ACCESSORIES

80(A Been mOLTSE. 315ELSMERGFE IMACTAl. CUMBRIA L/748 OFM
TELEPHOPIE 5E-L5IDE 1053%31 247

( 0 \I1),\ ( -T In s (

s I 0 R s ,\ r F

CD's from £5.99 free list. COMPACT
DISCOVERY ( HFN), 6Templar Rd, Yate,
Bristol. 0454-319434 ( 24 hours) ( F)

FOR ADVERTISING DEFAILS
PLEASE CONTACT
SANDRA BROOKS,
ON 01 686-2599 EXT: 469.

aarrr

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISEMENTS ORDER FORM
Rates: Trade:
48p per word.
Min £ 13.00.

Private:

PLEASE PRINT IN BLOCK CAPITALS

40p per word.
Box No's:
Min £ 10.20. £2.50 extra

(
These rates are
inclusive of VAT)

RECOR4-7-1-1\'1EW
Debit my credit card account (tick as appropriate

Card Expiry Date

Credit Card No:

VISA

il

Signature

To: HI-FI NEWS, please publish the above advertisement for
insertions under
the heading
Cheque/P.O. to be made payable to LINK
HOUSE PUBLICATIONS LTD, LINK HOUSE, DINGWALL AVENUE, CROYDON CR9 2TA.
Is a Box No. required? Yes 0 No 0.
If no, please include remittance to cover name and address and/or tel. no.
Name

Address
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KEN KESSLER EXAMINES
THE ' UNOFFICIAL'
BEATLES CATALOGUE
1TH ALL the brouhaha accompanying the launch of the Beatles'
catalogue in CD form, it's not hard
to imagine renewed demand for the
hours of material still buried in the vaults. The
CDs have given the hardcore fans new inspiration, most of them having run out of things to
collect, while at the same time creating new fans
among the CD users who don't remember the
band from the first time around. ( I'd find it hard
to believe that the buying force which put the
first four CDs into the Top Ten consisted solely
of ageing Baby Boomers.)
Since the Beatles broke up 17 years ago,
renewed interest has come in waves. There was
the mid- 1970s compilation blitz, followed by
John Lennon's assassination, the 20th
Anniversary festivities, the Abbey Road ' open
house', and now the silvering process - all led to
increased sales of music, books and videos, as
well as feverish fan activity and the annual
auctions. As the whole concept of ' Beatles'
becomes merely a nostalgic pursuit due to the
distancing caused by the passage of time, pundits who reckoned them a mere gimmick are
finding out the hard way that the music has
transcended that ageing process. Beatlemania
itself may now be an aberration, but the pure
love of the music deserves the same respect as
that shown for the work of Sinatra, Caruso,
Beiderbecke, Ellington, and Waller. Since the
followers of Beatle music are not diminishing in
number, demand for the quality material still in
the EMI and BBC vaults can only increase.
Every other 20th century ' great' has been
blessed with archive releases, be it Jimmy
Rodgers or Presley or Hendrix or Glenn Miller,
so why not the Beatles?
The BBC has already acknowledged through
actions the presence of .truly worthy Beatles
material in its possession, broadcasting a good
bit of it via the Beatles At The Beeb specials. I'm
sure the BBC would love to make these tracks
available in prerecorded form, knowing full well
that this material has been bootlegged to death.
The worth of this material is more than
academic, though the bulk of it consists of
broadcasts from early in the Fab Four's career.
Historians love the stuff because it illustrates
with incredible impact the Beatles' development
and maturity, as well as revealing their early
influences through cover versions, and glimpses
of their personalities though the snippets of
chat. And the Beeb - ever in need of revenue has to sit by and watch as the music earns illegal
profits for entrepreneurial villains.
The more canny bootleggers have produced
122

quite amazing three- LP sets identical to the
BBC Transcription Service's box set, as supplied
to foreign radio stations. Sound quality? You'd
be forgiven for thinking that the pirate copy is
official. Unable to afford the £30-£50 asked for
the set? At least adozen bootleggers will gladly
sell you single- LP compilations for around
£10-£12.
The bootleggers have come a long way. The
sleeves would pass for proper commercial
efforts, some with bogus BBC or EMI catalogue
numbers and even bar codes, while the liner
notes are enough to make AJP Taylor envious.
The latest activity consists of a series of
gorgeously packaged and annotated LPs, each
containing a dozen or more tracks from the
sessions which were excluded from the official
broadcasts because of time limitations. It will
soon be possible for the industrious collector to
own a complete set of the Beatles' BBC sessions, as catalogued in the book which accompanied the broadcasts, and neither the BBC nor
the Beatles will see one penny from this.
EMI, too, knows the worth of what remains,
and has answered the questions of those who
want more Beatles music by carefully explaining
what lurks in the vaults, and how much of it is
genuinely worth releasing. In EMI's estimation,
about one LP's (or CD's) worth of tracks
remains to be issued, consisting either of songs
not available in any official form, or alternate
takes of familiar material which are different
enough to be of wide interest. They argue that
only acertifiable fanatic would want 30 or more
takes of, say, ' Strawberry Fields Forever', and
that there aren't enough of those to justify the
release of material of such borderline interest.
Ironically, one of the best-selling bootlegs of the
past five years, Nothing Is Real, contains six
alternate takes of . . . ' Strawberry Fields'.
EMI actually prepared a truly remarkable,
nearly flawless compilation containing the most
precious material, but it was killed at the very
last moment in the manner which seems to
plague any Beatles project. To be called Sessions, the compilation was filled with soughtafter gems like ' Leave My Kitten Alone', the
oft-bootlegged ' How Do You Do It', and a
haunting acoustic version of ' While My Guitar
Gently Weeps'. The LP would have given EMI,
Abbey Road Studios, and beleaguered staff
members abreak from the annoying queries of
dribbling Beatles mutants, but it never happened. What did was inevitable: some enterprising soul managed to ' acquire' acopy of the final
mix which was clean and noise- free. It was
pressed and then packaged in a sleeve bearing
what some argue was the official artwork, with
liner notes accredited to an understandably
annoyed EMI executive. The resulting bootleg
was so professional, so desirable, and so complete that many were fooled into thinking that it
was agenuine EMI effort. There were red faces
at Manchester Square, mostly from anger but
many from sadness: it should have been EMI's
baby, and not just because of the legal ownership. EMI did all the work and deserves the
rewards of their efforts.
Just why this wealth of material from one of
the most influential music forces of the 20th
Century remains in limbo is down to egos,
lawyers, royalties etc, etc, etc. If ever there was
asnake's nest of ownership and royalty disputes,
the Beatles' business affairs are it. This cherished catalogue is not subject to the clear-cut
ownership of, say, Elvis Presley's body of work.
The EMI studio recordings and the BBC
sessions aren't the only sources of unreleased
material. If any aspect of the Beatles' career has
been ignored through official releases it's their
live performances, with only the very early

Hamburg club sessions and the patchy EMI
release in the mid- 1970s available to the normal
purchaser. Consisting not of a whole performance but amish-mash, the latter may have been
partly inspired by the innumerable bootlegs.
The response to piracy has often been to
produce the official sets which should have been
made available in the first place, and it's
believed that piracy caused the release of such
legal works as Dylan's Basement Tapes, John
Lennon's Rock and Roll, and even the recent
Springsteen box.
Few are the Beatles concerts which haven't
been bootlegged, and not all of those were taken
from dreadful ' audience' tapes. EMI obviously
possesses some live tapes, as do a number of
European and American broadcasting companies, as well as the NHK in Japan. The latter's
broadcasts were the basis of a number of
bootlegs with titles like Five Nights In A Judo
Arena, and the sound of the master copies is
nothing short of terrific.
Who loses out when material such as this is
kept in the vaults, instead of on turntables or in
CD players where it belongs? Obviously, the
owners of the original material lose revenue.
That's not in dispute, although certain quarters
hold that releases of obscure Beatles material
won't necessarily generate great profits. A belief
created by the relative failure of the LP Rarities,
it ignores one fact: Rarities offered very little
material of interest to any serious collector or
fan. B-sides, remixes, and other items which
most fans already owned are not what's
required. Sessions, on the other hand, will

complete the Beatles' studio catalogue with a
degree of finality which will satisfy all bar the
deviants who collects things like Ringo's fagends and paint chips from Abbey Road studios.
The real losers are the very people who made
the Beatles a giant success, and who in turn
made EMI a profitable company: the fans. At
the moment, they're forced to break the law if
they really do hunger for more material, frequenting market stalls and remote collector's
shops, adding an element of cloak and dagger to
what is essentially a harmless hobby/addiction.
Which - finally - brings me to the relevance of
this ' Back Door', beyond its timeliness in light of
the CD releases.
As DAT looms, the major labels are rattling
their nicked and tarnished swords, hoping to
make the pirates walk the plank. They've
focused on the loss of revenue created by direct
copies of official releases. Meanwhile, bootleggers producing LPs and tapes of the material
which the majors haven't released are raking in
still more revenue. Idon't know what the majors
can do about direct piracy, but Isuggest that
they wipe out the latter form by giving the
people what they would love to buy legally.
Empty the vaults, and you'll drive the bootleggers into the sea . . . which talk on the street
reckons to be imminent anyway. On top of that,
you'll earn ameasure of the gratitude currently
reserved for the likes of Ace, Edsel, See For
Miles, and Charly . . . as well as the caring.
sharing bootleggers.111
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DAIS loudspeakers — black ash, white ash, walnut, teak, oak, rosewood
ROKSAN Engineering Ltd., The Turn mill, 63 Clerkenwell Road, London EC1. Tel: 01-251 1021
ROKSAN Engineering USA Inc., PO. Box 90482, Nashville, Tennessee 37209. Tel: 615 269 9925

LUCY IN THE LOFT WITH
DIAMONDS.
SMALL. 131.71 - PERFECI -LY PERFORMED.
THArs THE

NEW DIAMOND RANGE FROM

\ IAR IEDALE.
SMALL \YONDER THEY ARE BRI'l«AIN's
REST SELLING LOLDsPEAKERS.
ANAILABLE
TO SCREAM
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